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C-BAND MAGNETRONS _EEH-H
MODULATORS FOR MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  MAGNETRONS

ln  order  to  insure  optimum  operation  of  Microwave  Associates
magnetrons  it  is  recommended  that  we  also  supply  the  modulator.
We   are   prepared   to   design   and   fabricate   modulators   and   pulse
transformers consistent with your weight,  size,  and  power limitations
which   will   insure  attainment  of  proper   RF  characteristics  with  our

dmeasg:ne:rd°T:.fawc?ii:aatneaa':8u;:tpep'¥e:?oTE'ae:%eteas:dc°onpse°r'aetiosnpaictj:jscti|'g
of Microwave Associates magnetrons.

Your  specific inquiries are  requested.



DUPLEXERS

®`

Note:  Each of the above cluplexers includes a  receiver  protector  for  guaranteed  crystal
protection. The low level loss column includes the insertion loss of the receiver protector.

G  -Gas
F =  Ferrite

COAXIAL  SWITCHES High Speed -Low Power  (Type N -Input and output Connections)

r
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ALL  SPECIFICATloNS  LISTED  HEREIN  ARE  SUBJECT  T0  MODIFICATION

Write   for   Catalog    and
Technical    Data    Sheets    for
complete   jnformalion.

Printed  in  U.S. A.



and advanced microwave sys-

tems. Each of the ferrite units

include\d here incorporates the

beriefits of close liaison

between our engineering

departments and the

numerous systems applications

in which we are participating.

MICROWAVE

ASSOCIAT`ES,    INC.



Ka  BAND  FERRITE  CIRCULATOFt

HIGH-POWEFt  S.BAND  ISOLATOR

X.BAND  TEST  EQulpIVIENT  ISOLATOR

C  BANt)  TEST  EQUIPIVIENT  ISOLATOR

MEDIUM-POWER
X-BAND  FERRITE  CIRCULATOR

ISOLATORS

MA-154
MA-166

MA-167

MA-150

MA-151

MA-164

MA-152

MA-155

MA-156

MA-157

MA-163

MA-158

MA-168

MA-165

MA-159

MA-160

MA-161

MA-162

MA-169

C I RC U LATO R S

500  Mc in
MA-132 5200 - 5 00  region 5.0  Mw

MA-123

MA-120

MA-121

MA-124

MA.129
MA-122A

MA-122

MA-125

MA-128

MA-127

MA-126

DUPLEXERS Crystal  protection  independent of
transmitter  power and  antenna  mismatch.

MA-120T

MA-121T

MA-124T

MA-122T 0.3
MA-122AT 0.3
MA-125T 0.5
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-4o°C       +65oC RG 48/U
modifiedUG53/U

18

Liquid  cooling..65  GPM 20 RG 48/U
UG  53/U  inUG54A/Uout

50
-50°C      +|oooc RG 49/U UG  149A/U 7
_5o°C       +|oo°C 15 RG 49/U UG  149A/U 12
-5o°C      + |oooC 10 RG  52/U UG 39/U 2 8
-5ooC      +|oooc 1010 RG  51/U UG  52A/UUG51/U 3

8
I rl_ 5ooc       + |oooC RG  51/U 23 A

-50°C       +1oooc 10 RG  51/U UG  52A/U J,\
_5o°C       +|00°C 10 RG  53/U UG  419/U 2 8 „-I
_4ooC      +|oooc 10 RG 96/U UG  600/U 3
-50OC        +100OC RG  52/U UG 39/U 2 8 ®evl

' -4o°C      +|oooc RG  52/U UG  39/U
-50°C      +|oo°C RG  91/U UG  419/U 2 8
-5o°C      +|oooc RG 49/U UG  149A/U 5
-5ooC      + |oooc RG  51/U UG  51/U 2
_ 5ooC       + |oooC RG  52/U UG 39/U
-5ooc      + ioooc RG  91/U UG  541/U 2
_ 5ooC       + |oo°C RG  53/U UG  596/U
-5ooc      + ioooc RG 96/U UG 600/U

RG 98/U UG 385/U 3
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1.15 10 30 RG  49/U UG  148B/U

1.15 45 60 RG 95/U UG  406A/U 175 Liquid  Cooling

1.15 RG  51/U UG  52A/U Liquid  Cooling  .

1.15 RG  67/U UG  136A/U 1 4 Temperature  Range -50°C  to +85oC

1.15 10 30 RG  51/U UG  52A/U 4 8 Temperature  Range  -50°C to +85oC

1.15 15 30 RG  51/U UG  52A/U 4 8
Liquid  CoolingTemperatureRange  -50°C  to +85°C

1.20 RG  67/U UG  135/U

) 1.15 10 30 RG  91/U UG  541/U 1 Temperature  Range  -50°C to +|25°C:fl 1.15 10 30 FiG  9|/U UG  541/U 1 Temperature  Range -50°C  to +|25°C

1.25 10 30 RG 96/U UG  600/U 1

(

1.15 FiG  75/U UG  584/U
I

1.15 RG 49/U UG  149A/U

( 1.15 RG  67/U UG  136A/U

;8,i;                          i
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2s 3o RG  67/U UGY  |36A/U 500 hrs. Temperature  range -50°C  to  +85oC

- 2ps 10 20 RG  51/U UG  52A/U 500 hrs. Temperature  range  -50°C  to  +85oC

2„s 15 30 RG  51/U UG  52A/U 500  hrs. Liquid  cooling  65°C  max

2„s 10 30 RG  91/U UG  541/U 500  hrs. Temperature  range  -50°C  to  +85°C

2„s3„s 10 30 RG  91/U UG  541/U 500 hrs. Temperature  range  -50°C  to  +85oC
II

10 30 RG  96/U UG  600/U 500  hrs. Temperature  range  -50°C  to  +85oc
\i

EACH

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES

FERRITE DEVICE

IS TESTED AT

MAXIMUM  RATED  POWER
BEFORE SHIPMENT.

MICROWAVE   INTL.   CORP.
3S  WEST  44;h  ST.

r`\,i,`v'  yoRK  36,   N.y.



_i.`,r.»iffi`RESl.i'£

feeftesEi:3f"'~1E-`= N ew  yo r k
Tel.  Hillside  5.0450

Neck,  New York
Tel.  Hunter 2.9320

Sway 7-5260

5ve€g=fen.¥#Hear}¥,:o°iAve.
Clearwater,  Florida
Tel.  CLearwater 3-7072

W.  Ben  Wi`mberly  C~o.
203  N:  Lucerne  Circle
Orlando,  Florida

n a-3083

Teplitz and Co.
Iflkster  Road

DeeRE  19,¥  Michigan
Tel.  KEnwood  7-9058

Products Assoc.

!#g¥Ittir#.%eAsvoet.a
Tel.  Midway 6-3443

Xas
1  or FL  1-9992

P.  J.  Scanlon  Co.
1704 Crawford Street

rf6r Avenue  West

T#RE#h\3:7N7%Vork
Cable  Address:   MICROKEN-NEW  YORK

Our  line  of  microwave  ferrite
devices is being continuously en-
larged   to   meet   future   systems
demands.  Many items are in  the
development  stage  at  this  time.

We   invite   your   inquiries   re-
garding  any  of  these  ferrite  de-
vices as well as your present and
potential ferrite applications. Our
engineering   department   is   pre-
pared  to  work  with  you  on  spe-
cific applications.

We are particularly capable of
designing  for  you  an  overall  du-
plexing  package   which  will  not
only perform switching functions,
but  will  also  guarantee  excellent
receiver protection.

Performance   data   based   on
current   on-the-job   applications
of our ferrites indicates that they
have   surpassed,    in    many    in-
stances,  the  specifications  shown
here. We look forwa.rd to Sending
you   specific   information   re~
garding devices in which you  are
interested.

Please wire, phone, or write our
sales  engineering  department  or
contact  the  sales  representative
nearest you.

E
MICROWAVE

ASSOCIATES,   INC.
8  U  R  L I  N  GTON,   MASSACH  U  SETTS

BRowning  2-3000

Western  Union  FAX

TWX  Burlington,  Mass.  942 L
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microT7irave mixer and video diodes
',1[1:(®|'L',i\'J ', I ,.,I :I,I I.I ,I I

FORWARD REVERSED

MATCHED   pAin

EVERSIBLE
TESTFIE.

MAX.CONVER-SION MAX.OuTPuTNOISE MA:X.VSWRlNSTD.
CALC.OVERALREC`RNOISE

lf   IMP.
aFo,wo,d Forward  8.

POLARITY POLARITY Pair Reversed POLARITY OUENCY LOSS RATIO wilxER FIGURE

1 N218 1 N2 ' BR I N21 BM 1 N21 BMR 1 N4' 6B

(rn() Idb) ('im®S'
N`1'=1.5db

(ohms'

3060 6.5 2.0 - 10.34 200-COO
I N21 C I N2 I CR 1N2'CM 1N21CMR 'N4'6C 3060 5.5 I.5 - 8.33 200-COO
1 N2 I D 1 N2 I D* 1 N2 ' DM 1 N21 DMR 1 N416D 3060 5.a I.3 1.5 7.34 350-450
1N2'E 1  N2 I  ER 1 N2 I EM I N21 EMR 1 N4 I 6E 3060 - - I.3 7.a 350-450
I N21 WE - 1 N2 I WEM 'N2'WEM 'N21WE 3060 5.5 '.5 I.3 7.0 350-450
MA-421A MA-421 AR A-42'AM MA-421AMR - 3060 - - I.3 6.5 350-450 a----      i;IffREi=-ri,A-FIr_J:REalffENffl<€,S+ae-\\•_\

MA-4218 MA-42 I BR A-42'BM MA-421 BMR - 3060 - - 1.3 6.a 3SO-450
1 N150 I N' 50R 1 Nl 50M I N150MR MA.4'9A 6750 6.a 2.a I.5 9.83 250-500
1 N I 60 1 N I 60R 1 N 160M I N610MR MA-4 I 9 6750 6.5 2.7 - 1  ' .44 ZOO-500
1 N23B I N23BR 'N23BM 1 N23BMR I N4 I 58 9375 6.5 2.7 - I  1.43 COO-600
'N23C 'N23CR IN23CM 1 N23CMR ' N415C 9375 6.a 2.a I.5 9.83 325-475
' N' 4, lN'49R 1 N149M iNi49Mn MA-4 I 4 9375 5.5 I.5 1.5 8.32 325-475
'N23D 'N23DR 'N23DM tN23DMR 1 N4' 5D 9375 5.a 1.7 I.3 8,25 350-450
'N23E 1 N23ER 1 N23EM 1N23EMR 1 N415E 9375 - - I.3 7.5 335-465
I N23WE - 1 N23WEM 1 N23WEM 'N23WE 9375 6.0 I.4 I.3 7.5 335-465
MA-423A MA-423AR A-423AM A-423AMR - 9375 5.5 I.4 1.3 7.a 335-465
'N7® 1 N78R N78M N7eMR - ' 6000 7.5 2.5 - 12.14 325-625
I N78A I N78AR 1 N78AM 1 N78AMR - I 6000 7.a 1.5 I.6 9.82 365-565
1 N78B 1 N78BR N78BM I N78BMR - I 6000 6.5 '.3 1,6 e.8 365-565
1N26 I N26R N26M 1 N26MR - 23984 8.5 2.5 - 13. I 4 300-600
I N26A I N26AR N26AM 1N26AM| - 23984 7.5 2.0 '.6 1'.4 300-600
1N53 1 N53R N53M N53MR - 34860 8.5 2.5 I.6 13.14 400-COO

1 N53A 1 N53AR N53AM 1 N53AMR - 34e60 e,5 2.5 I.6 13.14 400-BOO
'N53B I N53BR N53BM 1N53BMR - 34860 6.5 2.0 I.6 '0.4 400-COO
MA.412 RC-98/U  Wovegvide Mounled  (26.5-75 l{mc) suitable for  mixer or video Lise

MA-428 RG-98/u Waveguido Mounted -suitable for mixer or video use in  50-75 Kmc  range

;1 :€®7il . E] :7±1 ` I. I ,', I I. :(.|TAT/±`'/ |Vd I-B`] I.I BI a I Iq 1®] :I,I I,I , I I --I
I .    _I     .   .±L=¢&|-H- -i +           twJ+        - -  ,",                          -                            I

FORWARD REVERSED REOUENCY F'CunE V'DEO VOLTAGE   Output ANCENTIAL HOLDER NOTES

rffl_      T\:JE`v#-i-_Ej/•r7ff,fffI
POLARITY POLARITY RANGElKm`/S) OF   MERIT IMPEDANCE(ohms) lmv   @   -20dbm) SICNALSENSITIVITY(-dbm)

I N358 I N35®R 1 -12.4 15 4500-18,000 '5 40 65  ohms I,2
I N358A I N358AR ] -' 2.4 30 4500-18,000 30 45 65  ohms I,2
I N369 1 N369n 3-12.4 '5 4500-18,000 15 40 65  ohms I,  2,  4
I N630 1 N630R I -I 2.4 15 4500-18,000 15 40 65  ohms I,3
'N1610 'N16'OR 3-'2.4 '5 4500-18,000 15 40 65  ohms I,3
I N2 ' 27 1 -I 2.4 Tesl®d  for  RF  impedanc. a.  9375  Mc  in  addilion  1®  sensilivitv  over  band. '.3

Notes:    1.    Uses 50 ohm to 65  ohm Matched Coaxial Transition.

i.Eii?:!:::p:esrt:T:c:t::fr#mc::rsattr:rceti:anng=Fe4mo;ecratirT:aonog:.-4oocto+|5ooC
'`1[I :  ,|',',i\'J '/ I,]1,II 1 11 I, I•]: I I,I ]*

V lDEO  Dl ODE  TYPES
TESTERE-

FICURE D.C. MINIMUM VIDEOFORWARD REVERSED REVERSIBLE
POLARITY POLARITY POLARITY OUENCY Of MERIT BIAS SENSITIVITY IMPEDANCE

'l=lx ED' (mc) 'MIN.) („A) 'dbm) (ohms'
+a s®'N32 I N32R MA-41 7 3295 85 - - 4000-22000

MA-408 MA-408R MA-4 I 8 9000 130 +50 -50 1700-3100
MA-408A MA-4OeAR MA-418A 9000 160 +50 -51 1700-3100
MA-408B MA-408BR MA-4 I 8B 9000 220 +50 -52 1700-3100

SPEcl i,1I11:I. 11 I ,I I , I ,I -,'1 I J;

ie::ai::I;:;i£;;Oar;e::od¥;::rsA*e:£::g:e:a:Se;p:;si:;jet:s°:;:Sp;§ec:::;I:;;:per:e:a:r:::i;:I;;;i{a:::n:e;tni:::€:d5:i:

MA-435 Broodband Harmonic Generator
RG-96/U  Nominal  Input-50  milliwatts  at  26.5  to  40.0  Kmc
RG-98/U  Nominal  Output~ 1  milliwatt  at  53.0  to  80.0  Kmc

Write   for   Cotolog   58S   and
Technical    Dala    Sheets    for
complele   information.

:...::._I._i

--.-.._.`=-uB.--I.,L'



For:   low   N©ise    Parametric   Amplification;   fflcaFTm©nic   ©en@re8qi©m;   M©dul@Jfri©m;   RF   Switching;   clnd   Circuit   Tuning.

Notes:

1.   PRV defined  at 200  4ta reverse current.
2.   Net   junction   capacitance   measured   at   100   kc.   Cartridge

::?oarcs[taa:£ev::a:t°o°rskscei]esctaebd°::col.o4seprrprt:.ie:::€::::gaacj:¥L#:
on  special  order.

3.   Net junction capacitance at zero bias is twice the net junction
capacitance at  -6V.

4.   fc  is  calculated  from  fc=(Q  at  10  kMc,  measured  at  actual
peak reverse voltage)  x  ( 10 kMc) .

MA-1   amplifiers  utilize  a  single  stage  of  negative  resistance

::::.i::ri,:::unE:iaTnp1:fisc::::f|.erfsn.nFnf::f2iaiypaevi[s;:icaod:
justable   over   specified   tuning   ranges.     50Q   type   N   fittings

£::vjads:gc:aotre5orne:::t[:nrgj:Fupt:[fiertoantenna,pumposcj[[ator,

MA-2  parametric  preamplifiers  for  use  at  higher  frequencies,
include a  low-noise,  narrow-band,  mixer  down-converter  stage.

iiur£;;:fi;:i:i;;i;§j;;a::f:i:a:i:r:::i;§i:Ffi!s!:r:i;:C;:;:ta::jtt:::i::::::;u;;i?I:n#[

iolisFf:fj:eAOTE:ifoe;si::er:::`i-vs:rf:ia:fefsupmr:s:;::,i:torfai,s,
PARAMETRIC   AMPI.IFIERS

Harris Preamplifiers

MODEL

FREQUENCY   RANGE OVER-All.  I
(MECHANICALLY `  `    NorsE   Fi

TUNABLE) 'NOM'NAtl

MA.I :  MA  1-'50 loo-230 MC £ , .o db
SERIES MA  I-35o 220-400 MC £ I .0 db

MA  1-450 350-500 MC Z 1 .a db

MA.2
` MA 2-I 000

900-1700 MC `` £ 2 .O th_
SERIES

• MA 2-2000 1 700-2400 7nc -          z2.o€+~,:7
`-,-:

IsoLAfi©Bas

MA.153

MA-I 54
MA-150

MA-1 5 I

MA-152

MA-I 55
MA-156

MC

2700          2900
2700          2900
8500          9600
8500           9600
e5OO           9600

15500         17500

34700        35300

=rrll.          -           `              `              `               -+**x-A.-OF""ie  tow-ri
-- ' Peek  kw

1000
5000

250
250
500
150

50

Av. watts

AT   OPERATING   POWER
AND   OVER   TEMP   RAN¢€

lns®r'ion
L®s§-Max  db

lsolo'i®n
Mitt dr

Liquid cooled
-50OC
-50OC
-50OC
-50OC
-40OC

+'OOOc
+'000c
+ I 000 c
+ 1000 C
+1000c

CIRCULATORS*

MAL120

MA-121

MA-'23
MA-'24
MA-'22
MA-'22A
MA-125

e5Oo           9600
8500          9600
7500           ®500
8500          9600

16000         17000
|S500        17500
34500        35900

0.4
a.3
0.3
0.3
a.3
a.3
a.5

*N®te:   Microwave  Associates  can  furnish  these   circulators  complete  with  receiver  protector
tubes   as   complete  duplexers  with  guaranteed   crystal   protection.
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* Dual   RG-52/u

Write for Handbook 59 TR
for  complete  information.



TUBE FREQUENCY

NOMINAL PEAK •PEAK

PULSE DUTY
INITIAL

PEAK ANODE ANODE HEATER

OUTPUT OLTACE CURRENT URATION CYCLE VOLTAGE

TYPE MC KW KV A 4S V

2J42 9345-9405 € 5.3-5.7 4.5 I.a .00Z .

2J42H 2J42  Modified  for   Higli  AI litud®   Unpressuiil®d  a pe'a'ion
.001 6.36027(2J42A'MA-20' 9345-9405 20 6.4-7.4 7.5 I.0

9345-9405 20 7.4-7.8 7.5 1.a .001 6.3
602,  A,®dl®.d  foi  High  All ilude   unpr®ssurized  Op®,a''on

I.a 0.I 6.3M^-2'2 •eoo-1 a,OOO 5 wa''S 00 v®I's .075

MA-2 I 5 8800-9600 40 wo''s 00 yo''s a.ZOO 5.a mox' .25 6.3

No,e:

t€]S:p:¥:::a?Le:;:c?#[`erL6yopei::atchy:I:Jse2;::::sH;fantfeMg%a2o:;6doeos]8Mn:
band.

MA-212  can  also  be  operated  as  CW/  tube.  See  below.

I , I L` , . , : I I-:-;7.i I I .11 I I Li I .I,', T.I ci ` I a I :( .I I I;

TUBE

mEouENcV NOMINAL PEA KDEACE PEAI(
PULSE DUTY

INITIAL

'=  T¢,nd'fy.-I,i(:I,rlL

TUNINC PEAI{ ANO ANODE HEATER

RANGE OuTPuT VOLT CuRRENT DURATION CYCLE VOLTAGE

TYPE MC KW KV A 4S V

622, 8900-9400 0.5 4.0-4 .5.5ol's a.5 .25 .0005 5.a

6230 8.00-9400 I 4.a-4 a.® I.a .003 5.a

MA.208 7175-8500 30 Wa,'S 800V 0.2 0.5 .05 6.3

*MA-209 •300-10,000 7 6 5.a I.a .00' 6.3

UNDE I  DEVELOPMENT  (AS  ®f  Ma-cli   19591

MA-2'4 •ooo-I o,ooo 5 wo''s 500 VV .075 11.a a.' .

MA-2 I 7 7500-8500 5 wa''s 500 .075 I.a a.I 6.3

Note: MA-214 and -217 can be operated as CW tubes.  See below.
*Specially designed  for critical,  jitter-free, pulsed-doppler operation.

operate as pulsed tube. See above.Note: MA-212 can also

I ..i I .I I I I L` I I . I :. . t] : I. I I I . I 11 I Li I . I L', r . I cl i` I a I : ( . I I L

TUBE fREOuENCY

NOMINPEA AK PEAKANODE PEAl(ANODE
PULSE DUTY

INITIALHEATER

OUTPUT VOLTAGE CuRREN DURATION CYCLE VOLTAGE

TYPE MC KW KV A „S V

57€9 34512-35208 40 I 0.0-I 3.a 20.0 0.25 .00025 6.a

MA-200* 34700-35000 40 11.a-13.a 20.a 0.25 .00025 12.6

MA-206* 34700-35000 20 I  1.0-13.a 10.a a.25 .0005 12.6

MA-207* 34700-35000 60 11.a-13.0 20.0 0.25 .0004 '2.6

I I I I h, :I :,iE : , I , L` I1'JL I`'`LtdNETRON S

TUBE

FREQUENCY NOMINAL PEAl( PEAK
PULSE DUTY

INITIAL

TUNING PEAK ANODE ANODE l|EATER
RANGE OuTPuT VOLTAGE CuRREN DURATION CYCLE VOLTAGE

TYPE KMC KW KV A 4S V

MA-Z'OAI 34.I-J4.7 40 I  I .0-13.0 • .Z3 .000Z5 1Z.a

MA-2108* 34.6-35.I 40 11.0-13.0 20 .25 .00025 12.6

MA-2 I OC* 35.a-35.5 40 11.0-13.0 20 .25 .00025 '2.6

*Thesc   tubes   are   of   ruggedized   design   to   withstand   high
shock  and  vibration  conditions  found  in  airborne  and  mobile
applications.

Write     for     complete
specifications     and
drawings.
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WAVECulDE   FREQUENCY   RANGE   (kmc/s) I .12-1.70 2.60-3.95 3.95-5.95 7.05-'0.a e.2-12.4 I 2.4-I 8. 18.a-26.5    26.5-40.a 50.a-75.a 60.a-90.0
WAVECulDE   TYPE RC-69/U RC-48/U RC-49/u RC-51 /u RG-52/u RC-,I/u RC.53/u RIG.®6/u RC-98/u p!®-®9/u

BAND I S C XL X Ku K KA V

.'lvTCulDEACCESSORIES
90  I-Plon.  bonds 635 632 555 556A 630 724
90  11-Plane  Bends 636 633 553 557A 631 725
Waveguide  90  Twisl§ 642 643 644 55eA 645 726
Right  Angle  Slub 1143
Transition  W/C lo TVDe  N 543A.I 765 562C.D
Choke  .o  Choke  AdaE)lors C76^ 660A 661A GJ4^ 675^
Cover  1®  Cover  AdaDlors 6768 6608 661B 6748 6758
Special  Adaplors 550A,BC,D,734 512742 743

POWER   DIVIDERS
E-Plane  T.es 620 616 6'® 560A 622 727
H-Plane  Tees 62' 617 6'9 56'A 623 728
Magic   T®®s 637 63e 639 640 64' 72,
Magic  Tees  (M®.lch.d ) 541 759
Rat  Race  Power  Dividers 0220 569C 605 i 60SA! 538A.B 606
Top  Wall   Diiectionol  Couplers 695A,B 524A 706A, 757A,B,C '036 655

C.D B.C 772A,I,C 744
|Sidewoll  Direclional   Couplers 663A,a 552.552,A 662A,B 66eA'B

u   TECTION  AND  POWER   MEASURINGINSTRUMENTS

Cryslal  Mounls,  Fixed  Tuned 536,A6'1 5958 1043 C,D7e9 5'3C

Crystal  Mounts.  Tunable 536C 1039C,D 5'3E 669
B`orr®.®r  M.unls 76e 539C,D
Thermislors 677 •.. 665 678 678
Tunable  Thermistor  Mounl 525A 599
Barrelers 672 673 571 57'
Tunoble   Barreler  Mounls 768A 669
Water loads  Iwith  H®ot®r  Coil) 56 3'A 689
Woler  Load  Cal®rimelers -564 697 101A.a '02
Woler  L®od  Calibrators 103 103 103 103
Harm®nic  Oeneralor  and  Mixer 5'9A
Harm®nic  Cenerolors 435
Test  Bencltes 1 01 9A I 018A

FREQUENCY   MEASUREMENT   INSTRUMENTS
Frequency  Meter.  Narrowbond 506^ '152
_Frequency  Meter,  Broadband 692 547 •.. 5a2A 588 5'®A 67'
Filler  Cavities 114e

ATTENUATORS  AND   TERMINATIONS
Fixed   Altenuotors  (Pads) 694A,B 652 609A, 577A, 575A' 576A, 579A,

C.D,E 744 a.C a.C B.C B.C I.C
Variabl®   Altenuator! 5 -1 4 A .i 7 a A :.. '023A '15'
Colibroted  Va.iabl®  Att®nuato.s 5aoA 587 527A 670
Low  Power Terminalions 693 I,: 646 629 540B 626
Precision  Low  Power  Terminali®ns 771 684 685 686 6e7 6ee
Coaxial  Diode  Simulalors 698„N7®) 70e(IN26) 709(1N53'

Higl)  Power  Dummy  loads 7'1 712 7'3 715 716 7'7 7'8 7'9 721 722
TUNERS  AND  STANDING  WAVE  DETECTORS

Adiuslable  Waveauide  Shorls 753 546 567
PT®cision  Adiuslable  Waveauide   ShoTls 546A 56eA 656A 567A 597^
E/H   PI®ne   Tuners 752 520 .

Precision  I/H  Plane  Tuners 520A 615A 654A 559A 59eA
Low  Lev  I  S.dndina  Wdv.  De....ore tA?®L^ tA4

^fuTENNA   COMPONENTS
S.andard  Horns 647 628 653 572             I      627
Rolory  Joinls 051, 751 037A,C1037B

Anlenna  Rear  Feeds 625 624 ' 046A
lF  SWITCHES

Waveguide  Swilch 1 04 I B 7rJr'
Rolary  Cryslal  Shulter 750,710 760 1034 ,761

RADAR  SYSTEM  COMPONENTS
DUDlexers 1032A,I
Balanced  Mixers   (Single) 700 532A,b 741
-Balanced  Mixers  (Double) ` I I,,1 I

Radof  Rf  unit 1 03 I A

cmcuLA.  (TEoi   MODEi  wAVEcuiDECOMPONENTS

Mode  Absorbers 589A 589D 589B 5e9C 589E
R®lary   J®ints 593A I       5930 593B . •

-    `Cir(iilar  Wave   Llide   B.nds 600A 600D 6008 600C 600E
' Circulai  Wav®guid.  Transitions 60'A 60'D 6018 60'C 60,E
Ma[.  Conneclors 61ZA •' 01ZB 0IZ| .

Fcmole  Conn®cl®rs 6'3A a 11 3 D 013B 0'3C 013E

Note:    When  ordering,  include  the  prefix  MA-  prior  lo  the  component  part    numbero

For  complete  irtformalion  write
for individual  data  sheets.
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NEW   ENGLAND   STATES
P.  J.  Engineering  Solos  Co.
P.  a.   Box  212
Walerlown,  Mass.
T.I.   WAtort®wn   4-5950

UPSTATE   NEW   YORK
Reed-T®llefson  carp.
2815  Monroe  Ave.
Rochesler  18,  New  York
Tel.   Hillside  5-0450
TWX   RO-91

BUFFALO   AREA
Reed-Tollefson  Corp.
32  Main  Slreet
Alexander,  Now  York
Tel.  Fillmore  3-5898

SOUTHERN    N.Y„    N.Y.    CITY,
NORTllERN   NEW   JERSEY

I.R.A.'   lnc.
340 Croat  Neck  Rood
Creat Neck,  Now  Y®rk
Tel.  Huntel  2-9320
TWX  Creol  Neck  NY  351

PRINTED   IN  U.S.A.

SOLDERABLE   W[NDOWS

ALL   SPECIFICATIONS    LISTED    HEREIN    ARE   SuBJECT    TO    MODIFICATION

EASTERN    PENNSYLVANIA,
SOUTHERN   N.J.   a   DELAWARE

Ken  Rondoll  Co.
121   N.  Broad  Slreel
Philadelphia  7,   Pa.
Tel.  LocList  4-2151
TWX  PH   1065   (u)

MARYLAND,
WASHINCTON   D.C.

AND   VIRCINIA
I(®n  Randoll  Co.
1303  Midvalo Avenue
Baltimore 28,  Maryland
T®l,  Ridgeway  7-5260

FLORIDA
W.  Ben  Wimberly  Co.
532  So.  Fort  Horrison  Ave.
Cleorwoler,  Florida
Tel.  Clearwoter  3-7072
W.  Ben  Wimberly  C®.
203   N.  Lucei.ne  Circle
Orlando,  Floiida
Tel.  Card®n  5-3083

OHIO,   MICHIGAN   a
WESTERN   PENNSYLVANIA

Harvey  TepLitz  and  Co.
3543   Cornell  Drive
Daylon  6,  Ohio
Tel.  Crestview  7-9178

1lLINOIS,    INDIANA,    lowA
a   WISCONSIN

Cassner  &  Clerk  Co.
6644 N.  Weslern Ave.
Chicago  45,   Illinois
Tel.  Rogers  Park 4-6121
TWX  CC  2328

MINNESOTA
Engineeiirig  Products Assoc.
Suite   '82
1821   univ®rsily  Av®.
St.  Paul  4,  Minnesota
Tel.   Midway  6-3443
TWX  ST  P-313

MISSOURI    AND   KANSAS
I(inrick  Company
222  Olympia  Drive
St.   Louis   21,   Missouri
Tel.  Jackson   I-4877

COLORADO,    IDAHO,
NEW   MEXICO,  EL   PASO,

TEXAS,    UTAH   &   WYOMING
I:I.ed  A..  Pease  Co.
4921   Eqsl  38th  Avenue
Denver  7,  Colorado
Tel.  Fromonl  7-2336

TEXAS,   OKLAHOMA,
ARKANSAS    AND   LOUISIANA

P.  J.  Sconlon  Co.
2608  Inwood  Road
Dollas  35,  Texas
Tel.  FL.I-1184  oi.  FL.1 -9991

TWX   DL-420-X

CALIFORNIA   AND   ARIZONA
J.   E.   Hachlen   Co.
8413  Las  Tunas  Drive
Son  Gabriel,  California
Tel.  Cumbe.r]and  3-3860

WASHINGTON   AND   OREGON
Paramounl  Agencies
3131  Westei.n Avenue
Seattle  1,  Washington
Tel.  ATwaler  4-1840

CANADA
E.  C.  Lomos
227  Lourier  Avenue  West
Otlawo,  Ontario,  Canada
Tel.  Central  2-8504

EXPORT    SALES
Microwave  lnlernaliona[  Corp.
527  Lexington  Avenue
New  York  17,  New  York
Tel.  Plaza  3-7780

Cable  Address:
MICROKEN-NEW   YORK

ISM   KAY  3-59
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MIC=ROWAVE  ASSOC=IATES

FRE.QUENCY
TUBETYPE

DESCRIPTloN
BANDWIDTH(MC/SEC)

LIFE  TEST  CONDITloNS

MAX.nEcOvERy

MAX.INSERTloNORDUPLEXER

TR  NOISECONTROL
GUARANTEEDCRYSTAL

APpnox'.MATEWEIGHT

OTHER  FEATURESOPERATING PULSE AVERAGE
HOuns(M'N.)BAND POWER(KWPEAK) LENGTHfrosEc) POWER(WATTS) TI M E (#SEC) LN°cSLSuS?R)alNTERACTloN PROTECTION

LBS.   &  OZ.

UHFBANDi-(,\`j,)+:i))1)BANDi1ii)
MA-360 TR

i      2,o                      Goo
2000

i6.7
3sOO I      1000 10o oi N/A "1^ 2+ #prulf¢_Tmake  €ayfty-€tll  Try_    i

MA-356
ReceiverProtector

1250                     1350 100 4.0 100 1000 6 o.5 Yes Yes 10 Inlille Crystal Protector -Long Life

6605/lvIA-346 Pro-TR 1250                    1350 2000 4.0 2000 1000 20 0.4 N/A N/A 66

7152/MA.348 Pro-TR 1250                     1350 3000 6.0 6000 500 75 0.3 N/A N/A 62

MA-348A Pro-TR 1250                    1350 3000 6.0 6000 1000 30 0.3 N/A N/A 62 Long  Life-Short  Recovery  Time  MA-348

7166/MA-336 TR 1220                    1365 2000 4.0 Z000 500 20 0.5 Yes Yes 98 Improved 6633

6633 TR 1220                     1365 2000 4.0 2000 500 45 1.0 NO No 98

MA-337 ATR 1300 2000 4.0 2000 500
NoneSpecified N/A N/A N/A 6

6962/MA-339 ATRATR 1285 20002000 4,0 20004000 500
NoneSpecifiedNoneSpeclfied N/A N/AN/A N/A 66 For use with Half.lieight Waveguide

MA-337A 1300 4.0 1000 N/A N/A Increased  Dilty Cycle -Long Life

MA-355 Dual Pro-TR 1250                   I 350 2000 2.0 2400 500 15 0.6 N/A N/A 133 For Lise on  Balanced  Duplexer
aQ\`SBAND

MA-355A DIIal Pro-TR 1250                     1350 6000 6.0 12000 500 100 0.6 N/A N/A 133

:`!{ay  MA.3sO ReceiverProtector 2700                 2900 50 1.0 50 500 J5 a.8 yes yes. 1]0
Rgivaces 1858 ln hew panel      lha§lens-
Shh Lengiv

i--);   MA.369 RecelveTPmteetor
3400                  3cOO 50 1.0

150
500i

i'5
a.8i Yes

!ye§
1Si i   shartLngh                                                    i

-`:',~:   MA.3EL TR Z900                3' 00 500 1.0 SOO 500
''5

0.8 yes Yes3 18 i     Replaces5853                                                                     i

'858 TR 26RI                 2964 750 1.0 COO 500 15 0,S NO N8 2S
i

5853 TR 2sOO                  3200 750i 1.0 coo 500 15 I.0 iHo N®!i+ )

5927
`TR

3' 00                3500 750 I.0 750 500 1§ I.a iNo N® 22 ii

MA-330 TR 2700                 2900 1250 '0.0 5sOO sO8 +5o a.S Yes
-yes ''2 gh#LiEhaRE in Hisn pQw€rAquiica«nes_    i(

MA.333 ATR 2800 1000
'1.0

1200 i      1000 sO* .Nl^ N/A Nl^ 13 Long  life                                                                            i

MA-357 ATR 2850 1200 i" 1200 '000 cO* N/A N/A „/A+ 13
#Rcaut!:nT Rewhees IRE in Hfty power    i

\   MA-331A
ATft 2950 2000 1.2 2400 i      ]000 cO+ N/A /A N/A '3 Replaces5792 ln  Hgiv  power Applications          :

v  y)   MA-33tB
ATR 3050 2000 '2 2400 '000 cO* N/A N/A N/A 13 i      Replaees5793in  High powerAmlications          i

-     MA.345 ATR 2800 1250` 10.0 I        5500 !580 cO, N/A N/A N/A 13 Replaees un4 ill High m"or Am#cations        i

MA.329
iDun,P,8."

3400                  3sOO 3000
i     10.0

toooo i5ooi 200 0.8
i      N/A

N/A S^ iftyf¥rdu€§gi]ttedBTfa#ffi. 5##!#rtwre ¢f so°C    i

MA-377 Dual TR 5220                  5340 625 1.0 625 500 12 0.6 Yes Yes 15

MA-379
ReceiverProtector

5475                  5825 10 1.0 10 500 5 0.7 Yes Yes 1

* Measured  at 500kw

Duplexing tubes  included  here  have  been  selected as representative  of  the  Microwave  Associates  line.
Many tubes  which  we  have  designed  to  meet  specific  and  unique  customer  requirements  are   not  listed.
Information is available on every Microwave Associates tube and  will  be gladly sent  upon  request.
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MIC=ROWAVE ASSOC=IATES

FRE.QUENCY
TUBETYPE

DESCRIPTloN
BANDwll)TH(IVIC/SEO)

LIFE  TEST  CONDITloNS

MAX.RECOVERY

MAX.INSERTIONORDUPLEXER

TR  N0lsECONTROL
GUARANTEEDCRYSTAL

APPROxl-MATEWEIGHT

OTHER   FEATURESOPERATING PULSE AVERAGE
HOURS(MIN.)BAND POWER(KWPEAK) LENGTH(„SEC) POWER(WATTS) TIME  („SEO)

kocsLsuST#alNTERACTloN
PROTECTloN

LBS.   &  OZ.

i-++

MA-347
ReceiverProtector

9280                  9320 0.100 0.5 1 500 3 0.8 Yes Yes 3.7 Operation from -55°C to +1 |0°C

§-`reil

MA.335A
ReceiverProteo'o'

8780                   8820 0.008 2.0 2 500 1 0.4 Yes Yes 2,4
.350 Inches in Length -Operation to+85°C-HighRepetitionRate

MA-366
ReceiverProtector

940 0                  960 0 0.020 1.0 4 500 0.2 0.5 Yes Yes 3.2
High Repetition Rate-Operation to +85°C-ShortRecoveryTime

MA-349
ReceiverProtector

8700                  8900 0.200 1.0 10 500 1.2 0.9 Yes Yes 2.9

MA-340D
ReceiverProtector

8490                   9610 10 1.0 10 500 2 0.7 Yes Yes 2.9 Oiieration from -55°C to +85°C

MA-343 TR 8750                   9450 100 1.0 100 500 5 0.8 Yes Yes 3.2 :tfo-m5#`8n5Pouct-RG-52/U0utput-oper.

¥,

MA.342 TRTR 8490                   9610 150200 I.0 150200 500 2.53 0.9 YesYes Yes 6.05.0

MA-344 8490                   9610 1.0 500 0.8 Yes £tfo-n5#]8n5Pouj-RG-52/U0utput_oper.

+
MA-35' TR 8490                  96' 0 200 I.O 200 500 3 0.9 Yes Yes 5.1

Improved 1863A-Replaces 1863A Directly-Oiierationto+85°c

)xiBANDARE,€      X MA-352 TR 8490                   9610 200 1.0 200 500 3 0.9 Yes Yes 2.8
Improved  1863A -Short  Length -Opera.lionto+8500

1863A TR 8490                   9578 200 1.0 200 500 10 0.9 No NO 3.3

6164 TR 8500                  9600 200 1.0 200 500 10 1.0 No NO 8.0
Controlled   Phase   and   VSWR-RG.51/UFlanges

5863 TR 8490                   9578 250 1.0 Z50 500 8 1.0 NO NO 5.0 RG-51/U  Input-RG-52/U  Output

&`§'
6163 ATR 9050 200 1.0 ZOO 500 8 N/A N/A N/A 1.9 RG-51/U  Flanges

MA-341 Dilal Pro.TR 8 500                   9600 200 1.0 200 500 3 0.6 N/A N/A 6.0 RG-52/U  Input -RG-52/U  Output
v&Of:~;,gLv§ee?Ikv?(y\`{&\`,§:v(vl±«j,ays,xps::`-,`i?x`-`.T. MA-373 Dual Pro-TR 8500                   9600 200 1.0 200 500 10 0.6 N/A N/A 6.1 RG-51/U  Input-RG-52/U  0iitpilt

MA.338A Dual TR 8490                   9610 150 1.0 150 500 3 1.2 Yes Yes 8.0 Improved 6334 -Operation to +125°C

MA-306 Dual TR 8490                   9600 200 I.0 200 500 10 1.2 NO NO 9.4 RG-51/U  Input -RG-52/U  Outputlmprovetl6334-Operationto+85°C

7381/MA-338 Dllal TR 8490                   9610 200 1.0 200 500 3 1.2 Yes Yes 8.0

MA-358 Dual TR 0500                   960 0 200 1.0 ZOO 500 3 1.2 Yes Yes 8.0 3Ee.r5a2t)°unot:tp+,8¥CshT;rtRE::i/hu`nput-
6334 Dual TR 8490                  9578 200 1.0 200 500 7 1.2 NO NO 7.812.0

4y-,.-(`fT,,,T&&?i;*8y, ._KIIBANI)r__ra__quhAND 7379/MA-306B Dllal TR 8490                  9600 500 1.0 500 500 5 1.1 Yes YesYes RG-51/U  Input -RG-52/U  Output

MA-324B Dual TR 8600                  9600 500 I.0 500 500 5 1.1 Yes 9.3 MA-306B  with  Moilifieil  Flanges

7380/MA-332 Dual TR 860 0                  9600 500 1.0 500 500 7 1.0 Yes Yes 9.0 RG-51/U  Input-RG152/U  Output

MA-372
RecelverProtester 1 5so8             1 7un 1 I.a: F )(    (  \rfe^),  ` ±``'£\(,i  :`:;      I.is

\ Operation t8+85o€                                             ,      {* tgStQ;&€
+                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           TT-....Lil   -\

MA-362 i   Fr¥*ylFr     i 1 rm            t7ooo
i5!"

3(,55. 5co !5t !8.7!` ;        Yes      yj      I     Yes!L, !y              i,€5 Spefati@n fo +1 2§o¢                                            i

MA.371 ualpre."   i+     15500                 '7500 i"i" I15S 500 1JO z                                                       J`                   !                                                                i                 , !2.5 RE ion       a         ¢i                    .                      i          ,                          i        -

MA.375 i    Dual"      iI    '5000               '7000      Ii              80           i      a.a, !las
•500 10 1£ -  +   +   Yes +Yes 4,a

MA-365
ReceiverProtector

34800                35200 5 1.0 10 500 3 1.0 Yes Yes 1.0 Operation to +75°c

Duplexing tubes included  here  have  been  selected  as representative  of  the  Microwave  Associates  line.
Many tubes which  we  have  designed  to  meet  specific  and   unique  customer  requirements  are  not  listed.
Information is available on every Microwave Associates tube  and  will  be gladly sent  upon  request.
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This handbook has been written with the purpose of acquaint-
ing the radar industry with the Microwave Associates  products
and   services   associated   with   duplexing.   Th6'  first   section  -is.
devoted primarily to _outlining the latest techniques in duplexing
circuits  including  both  gas  tube-  and  feririte  techniqu`es[  This    -
secti.on has been written ire a qualitative manner With-`th5 gener-al
aim  Of  ac`cquplishing  a  broad,  rapid  s-urvegiv. of  the  ciroui`ts  we`
believe  most  p-ertinent- to  present day  radar- dup]exing.  C6itain
techniques  becoming  obsolescent  or -those  which ~ still  halve  not
been  firmly  es-tablished  have  been   omitted.   Mathematics   and
complexity haie' been  avoided,  but sufficient-re'fere-nces` are  pro-
vided to enablethe readei to probe further if he so desires.

_-  In the second-section we have-undertaken to explain some o£   I
the _more _fundamental  aspects  of  dupl6xer  gis  tube  design.  In
particular  we  have_  attempted  to  highlight  the  importan`t  new
design  considerations  that  are  now  incorporated  in  our  latest    -
duplexing pr.oducts.  Special  attention  is  given  to  cry;tal  brotec-    `
tiop,  efficient  switching  at  high  power,  the  problems  Of  high
temperature operation, recovery time, and minimum-degradation
Of noise figure.  '     ~

The  next  section  explains  the  design -of  our  neiv  I-ot-ary      _
sriutter, which we believe will be an important adjunc~t to inany      _
rada-r systems.

We have inade a concerted effort over the past years to build
a research team we believe the industry's best and ha=Ve devoted

` a  section  to  our r`esearch  activities.
-    Our efforts include both product design and research in basic

fundamentals. We are well equipped at all riovier levels and fre-
queney  ranges  to  carrJ forward very  exacting  desigri -tasks  in
gas dischar`ge tubes, ferrites, and nan-linear rei'ctive and resistive
Silicon s`witehes. More

I_,   -rl_   T   r

as permitted_ and

important, our company research capability
I:,<.=j].]L-~[L.[L~LT-L[.,L=Lr=4|-.[L.=i`L-i

I         LJ         .__i         I___I         L_          l`__+     -L._

achieved custom design ;i
systems' and has resulted in solutions to many difficult
present.ed by our systems customers.

problems

The  latter  sections  of  the-` handbook  outlin_e  in  detail  the
specificatioris of `the  various  duplexer  tubes  that  we now  manri-

~  facture.  Precedin`g th`ese specifications  is  a-section  detailing the
test methods_ used by Microwave A§sociates to insure the produc-
tion  Of  quality  tubes.  It  is  important  toL  note  that  where  we
considered conventional military test procedur-es archaic or incom-
plete, we have not hesitated to repla_ce t-hem `with-procedures which
repr-esent_ the  in-ost sophisticated t`echriique_s available.-_    We^hope that you -will find this handbook useful.  riaturally,

there will `be mariy -unanswered que`stions  and~ we~horie  that you
ivill conta,ct our Sales Engineefing DeLpartment for the ans`iiers.
A  special _inquiry  form  is included  in  the-ba?k  of  the  cata!ogue`
tor assist you. in  oiitHriing  your  requirements.
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HE  rapid  sequence  of  events  surrounding radar
pulse  transmission  and  reception  coupled  with
the  general  requirement  that  the  same  antenna
be  used  for  both  functions,  has  placed  a  high
premium   on   circuits   suitable   for   both   rapid,

efficient  microwave  power  switching  and  the  protection  of  the
receiver  during  the  transmit  period.   Such  circuits  are  called
duplexers.

Much   of   the   original   U.   S.   duplexer   design   effort   was
accomplished   at   the   Radiation   Laboratory   at   M.I.T.   during
World   War   11   and   is   described   in   "Microwave   Duplexers,"
Volume  14,  of the Radiation Laboratory Series published by the
MCGraw-Hill  Book  Company,  Inc.  in  1948.  The  following  para-
graphs  endeavor   to   summarize   some   of  the  latest  duplexing
circuits,   their  capabilities   and,   in  particular,  to   describe  the
duplexer   tube   techniques   now   being   pursued   at   Microwave
Associates for their customers in  the radar field.1

1 The yea,der is also ref erred
i;o  the  Proceed,ing8,  Sumpos-
iv:i!n   on   Dupleacing    curd   TR
Twhe    Techndque8    pwhti,Shed
by  MIT-hi;neoin  Laboratoru,
1  Aacgust  1956.
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BASIC   REQUIREMENTS  0F  A  DUPLEXER  I I . I I.I I . I I. I I

Volume  14  states  the  requirements  of a  radar  duplexer  as
follows : 2

"i.     During   the   period   of   transmission   the   switch   must
connect  the  antenna  to the  transmitter  and  disconnect  it  from
the receiver.

=\,.  '  The  receiver must be  thoroughly  isolated  from  the  trans-
mitter  during  the  emission  of  the  high-power  pulse  to  avoid
damage  of the  sensitive  converter  elements.

L:'\.     After  transmission,   the  switch  must  rapidly  disconnect

the  transmitter  and  connect  the  receiver  to   the   antenna.   If
targets close to the radar are to be seen, the action of the switch
must  be  extremely fast.

::.     The   switch   should   absorb   little   power,   either   during
transmission  or  during reception."
To these basic requirements it is also desirable to add:

_:I,.     The   duplexer   circuits   should   not  exhibit  an   equivalent
noise  temperature  higher  than  that  of  associated  microwave
circuits.

;`;i.     Functions   1   through   5   should  be   accomplished   with   a
minimum  of  complexity  such  as  external  power  sources,  and
should  provide  reliable  operation  over  extended  periods  in  all
types of environments normally associated with the radar system.

RECEIVER

Figure  1

`2 Authorized  quotation.

BBAN€Iiue  DupLEXER  wi"  ATR,  TR-a  sHUTTER~
Shown in the low tweJ (receive) coiidilion

DUPLEXEF=   CIF=CUITS
BRANCHED   DUPLEXEFt

Figure 1  shows  side  views  of  a  branched  duplexer  in  both
the high-level  (transmit)  and low-level  (receive)  conditions. This
now out-moded circuit was used in a majority of the radars pro-
duced between the end of World War 11 and approximately 1953.



risk of gaps in performance on reception  (resonances) .    To obtain
the  5f/c,   bandwidth  it  is  necessary  to  control  both  the  "cold"
magnetron  impedance  and  the  spacing  of  magnetron  to  ATR.
The latter may conflict with 3  (above)  while the cold impedance
changes during life.

The  above  effects  generally  do  not  occur  in  the  balanced
duplexers  described  in  the  following  sections.

4
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BALANCED  DUPLEXERS  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
As  mentioned  previously,  it  is  difficult to  use  the  branched

duplexer when broadband and/or high power operation is required.
For such operations,  until  1953,  it was customary to  use  a  bal-
anced   duplexing  technique   invo.Iving   two   TR  tubes   and   two
external,  four  terminal  circuits  such  as  the   Magic  T   or  an
equivalent  ring  circuit.  Such  devices  provided  a  bandwidth  of
approximately  10%  and  due  to  their  inherent isolation  charac-
teristics,  increased  receiver  protection  over  that  achieved  by  a
TR  tube  alone.  However,  these  circuits  were  large,  costly  and
complex.

In the  February 1952  issue  of the Proceedings of the  IRE,
Dr. Henry J. Riblet described "The Short-Slot Hybrid Junction."
This device forms the basic building block for most of the balanced
duplexing circuits  now in  use.  The  short  slot hybrid is basically
a  broadband  directional  coupler  with  a  coupling  ratio  of  3  db
and  an  isolation  in  excess  of  25  db.  The  characteristics  of  the
hybrid  are  quite  similar  to  a  Magic  T,  but  physically  all  the
arms  lie  in  the  same  plane,   which  simplifies  the  problem  of
coupling to associated devices.  The 90°  phase-shift characteristic
of the hybrid  (described in the next paragraph)  makes it possible
to  construct  a symmetrical  circuit  without  a  frequency-critical
quarter-wave-line length difference such as is used in the branched
duplexer.  The hybrid is a simple structure and is  usually fabri-
cated  from  aluminum  or  brass  castings.

Balanced Duplexer With Dual TR

A typical use of the short slot hybrid in duplexing is shown
in  Figure 2.  In this  circuit a dual-TR  tube  is mounted between
two hybrid couplers.  This  dual  TR  is  constructed  of two  multi-
element tube sections packaged side by side with common flanges
and a  common  gas  fill.  Special  manufacturing  precautions  are
made  to  preserve  circuit  symmetry.  As  the  diagram  indicates,
received energy from the antenna arm enters the coupler, divides
into  two  paths,  each  passing  through  a  section  of  the  TR  and
recombines  in  the  second  hybrid  to  enter  the  receiver  arm.  It
should be noted that voltage traversing the  longer  path  in  each
case undergoes a 90°  advance over that of the shorter path.  The
phases  are  so  arranged  that  while  voltage  adds in  the  receiver
arm, any signal attempting to reach the load arm is cancelled.

When  energy enters from the transmit-ter arm,  both halves
of t.he TR tube  ionize,  presenting a low impedance which reflects
the  transmitted  energy.  Again  the  phase  relationships  are  such
that all of the incident energy except for a small amount of power
lost in the  duplexer circuit is transferred to the  antenna.  Small
amounts of energy that leak through the  dual-TR tube combine
in the load arm where they are. effectively absorbed.  Leakage to
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the receiver arm exhibits phase cancellation which attenuates the
leakage below that achievable in a branched duplexer.

This  type  of  duplexer  is  well  suited  for  low  and  medium
power  operation  but  is  not  recommended  for  use  at  high  power
for  reasons  outlined  in  future  paragraphs.

Figure  2
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Balanced  Duplexer
With Dual Pre-TR, Receiver Protector and Shutter

The short-slot hybrid  duplexer with dual  TR  tube described
in  the  previous  section  imposes  problems  at  high  powers  since
the  dual   TR  must  both   switch  efficiently, and  simultaneously
protect  the  receiver.  Combining  these  two  functions  often  leads
to  a  design  compromise  which results  in  neither  function  being
Optimized.

Figure  3  shows  a  balanced  duplexer  with  a  dual  pre-TR
tube and a low power TR tube variously referred to as a crystal
protector or  receiver  protector.  In  this  circuit  the  functions  of
switching  and  receiver  protection  are  separated,  thus  allowing
each  function  to  be  optimized.  The  dual  pre-TR  is  specifically
designed  and  tested  for  low  arc-loss  and  efficient  switching  of
the high power from the transmitter to the  antenna  over broad
bandwidths, whereas the protector TR is designed to fire  at low
threshold power. Both tubes are designed to perform their func-
tions   over   extended   periods   of   operating   life   and   at   wide

Ftgw7.e   3           temperature  variations.
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The  separation  of  the  switching  and  protection  functions
into  separate  tubes  operating  at  widely  separated  power levels
allows  each  tube  to  be  filled  with  those  gases  which  optimize
the function for which the tube is designed. Further, the physical
isolation  of the two tubes  eliminates many undesirable  tempera-
ture  effects  which  occur when  the  tubes  are  combined  as  in  the
dual  TR.

Fbgure  4
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Balanced   Duplexing   With   ATR   Tubes

As transmitter power is increased, the power loss per section
in  a  dual pre-TR becomes high  enough  that  the  heat  generated
becomes significant, and it is necessary to use forced air or water
cooling to keep the window temperature at a safe level. At these
power  levels,  the  duplexing  circuit  shown  in  Figure  4, using
balanced  techniques  with  four  ATR  tubes, currently has  wide
acceptance.  This  technique  was  pioneered  by  Mr.  C.  W.  Jones
of the M.I.T.-Lincoln Laboratory.  In this  system the  ATRs  are
each   subjected  to   only  one-half  the  transmitter  power,   thus
enabling higher powers to be used before exceeding the allowable
power dissipation limit of the tubes.

During transmission the ATR tubes fire and the high power
is transmitted  to  the  antenna.  A  protector  TR  is  used  in  front
of  the  receiver to  protect  the  receiver  from  power  leaking  into
this  arm.  During the  reception period  the ATRs present a high
impedance,  and  the  echo  signal  is  reflected  to  the  receiver.  The
low  level  insertion  loss  is  determined  by  the  rejection  of  the
ATRs and the loss of the TR tube.

Since the duplexer is dependent on the resonant ATR  tubes
for operating, it has limited bandwidths. Low Q ATR tubes must
be used to achieve low insertion loss. These tubes must be specially
designed to  handle  high  powers.

Ferrite Duplexer Systems

In  recent years  duplexers  have been  designed  using  ferrite
materials  in  the  position  normally  occupied  by  the  pre-TR  in  a
balanced  duplexer.  The  use  of  ferrites  in  such  devices  is  well
described  by  Dr.  C.  L.  Hogan  in  his  article  "The  Elements  of
Nonreciprocal Microwave Devices" published in the October 1956
issue of the Proceedings of the IRE, and in the July-August 1958
issue of The Microwave Journal,  "Microwave Ferrites and Their
Application," by Dr. Colin Bowness.  Ferrite circulators are com-
mercially available using either the Faraday rotational properties
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or the non-reciprocal phase shift of ferrites. Since the latter tech-
nique currently has greatest acceptance, it is described below :

The  non-reciprocal  differential  phase-shift  ferrite  duplexer
is  shown  in  Figure  5.  The  transmitter  power  enters  a  folded
Magic  T  and  divides  into  two  paths,  both  identical  in  phase.
However,  as the two signals pass through the two halves of the
guide  containing  the  magnetically  biased  ferrite  material,  one
signal  is  advanced  45°  in  phase  while  the  second  is  retarded  by
an equivalent amount. The two signals leave the ferrite and enter a
short-slot hybrid where they combine constructively in the antenna
arm and are cancelled in the dummy load,  owing to the inherent
properties  of  this  device  described  in  previous  paragraphs.

On reception,  signals from  the  antenna enter the short-slot
hybrid.  On  the  direct  short path  the  phase  is  undisturbed  until
it  passes  the  ferrite  slab  where  it  is  then  retarded  by  45°.
Energy traversing the  longer path  is  first advanced  90°  by  the
hybrid  and  then  an  additional  45°  by  the  ferrite  slab.  Energy
leaving  the  ferrite  section  and  entering  the  attached  arms  of
the folded Magic Tee  combines  con.structively in the receiver arm
and  cancels  in  the transmitter   arm.   The   diode  protector   TR
protects  the  receiver  from  leakage  from  the  transmitter  arm

Figure  5
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and  reflected power from  the  antenna  arm  during  transmission
and  from  large  signals  from  adjacent  radars  during  reception.
The shutter provides protection during periods when the system
is not in  operation.

At  present,   ferrite   duplexers   are   used   in   many  low   to
medium  power  applications  which  normally  have  used  dual  TR
tubes.  They offer the  advantages at such power levels  of shorter
recovery  times  and  longer  life.  In  addition,  they  are  relatively
broadband  devices.  Disadvantages  include  higher  increased  size
and weight and the pr`esence of stray magnetic flux.  In  addition,
with present materials, as one goes to frequencies below 1000 mcs
the properties of a phase shifter deteriorate rapidly with conse-
quent   increase   in   insertion   loss   to   unacceptable   levels.   New
materials such as the yttrium-garnet,  however,  show promise of
extending operation  to  lower  frequencies.  Ferrite  duplexers  are
also  limited  to  operation  below  approximately  100°C  due  to  the
method by which they are  bonded  to  the waveguide  and  at  fre-
quencies  lower  than  6000  mcs  by  the  Curie  temperature  of  the
ferrite   material   itself.   These   temperature   effects   currently
exclude  the  use  of ferrite  duplexers  at  the  higher  power  levels
now served by duplexers shown in Figures 3  and 4.



DuPLEXEF3 TUBES
The  duplexer  circuits  described  in  the  previous  sections  all

rely on one or more gas filled tubes for switching and/or receiver
protection.  These  tubes  present  a  very  low  impedance  during
transmission due to ionization of the gas but pass the echo signal
with a minimum of degradation during the reception interval.

In  the  design  of  a  duplexer  tube  consideration  must  be
given  to  electrical  performance,   mechanical  strength,   ease  of
mounting  and   subsequent  maintenance,   and  the  reduction   of
thermal  gradients,   both  between  different  sections  within  the
tube and from the tube to the nearest heat sink.

The  following  paragraphs  describe   Microwave  Associates
duplexer  tubes  with  particular  emphasis  on  techniques  used  to
provide  reliable  broadband  operation  over  extended  periods  at
high power levels and in the presence of severe  environments.

12

CONSTRUCTION I I . I I I I - I I I I I I I I I I - I I . I I I . I . I .
A cutaway drawing of a typical modern broadband single TR

is  shown  in  Figure  6.  Similar  construction  is  also  used  in  the
pre-TR with the exception that no ignitor "keep-alive" or resonant
cone-baffle  sections  are  required.  Dual  tubes  are  packaged  side-
by-side  or on  top of each  other using common  flanges.  A hole  is
provided  in  the  common  wall  to  insure  a  homogeneous  gas  fill.
The construction of a typical ATR is shown in Figure 7.

The  typical  TR  is  constructed  from  a  section  of  suitably
plated  bronze  or  steel  waveguide with  two  flanges  for  coupling
to   associated   circuits.   Glass-to-kovar  windows  transparent  to
microwave energy enclose each end.  Special convolution`s are pro-
vided in each kovar section of each Microwave Associates window
to  absorb  mechanical  stress  and  the  expansion  and  contraction
that accompany temperature cycling of the tube.  All  Microwave
Associates duplexer tubes reflect the latest and best high vacuum
technology  in  their construction.
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The RF characteristics of the  TR  tube are  provided by the
resonant  characteristics  of  the  two  windows  and  one  or  more
resonant  filter  sections.  The  resonant  filter  sections  consist  of
truncated cones  as  the  capacitative  element  and  baffles  or  posts
as the inductive element.  The prime function of the filter section
is to produce a relatively higher value of electric field in the gap
spacing  between  the  truncated  cones  in  order  to  enhance  the
rapid  ionization  of  the  gas  in  the  gap  spacing upon  application
of  the  transmitter  pulse.  An  ignitor  electrode  or  "keep-alive"
structure is placed within one truncated cone to insure the exist-
ence  of the initial electron  density  in  the gap.  This  is  necessary
for  proper   initiation   of  the  discharge   and   reduction   of  TR
leakage  energy.  The  input  window  of the  tube  controls  the  effi-
ciency of switching the transmitter pulse.  The values of leakage
energy  and  switching  efficiency  are  optimized  by  incorporating
as high a value of Q for the elements as consistent with the r.f.
bandpass.

The bandpass  filter  action  is  achieved  by  controlling  the  Q
and resonant frequency of the elements and the electrical spacing
between elements.  Newer Microwave Associates types,  developed
exclusively  for  our  customers,  use  a  shorter  spacing  between
resonant elements.  This provides higher values  of element  Q  for
a given bandwidth than  the older  90°  spacing still used by most
other manufacturers.  This  new  development has  allowed  Micro-
wave  to  produce  a  series  of  shorter  length  tubes  providing  an
equivalent  bandwidth  to  older existing  TR  tubes  but  with  im-
proved   high   level   performance.   Some   manufacturers   achieve
equivalent short length by reducing the number of elements used,
but electrical performance  is sacrificed.

OPERATloN  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
At  Low Levels

Under receive conditions the broadband duplexer tube serves
no  useful  purpose  other  than  to  attenuate  signal  frequencies
outside  the pass  band,  and  in  the  event  that  a  very  high  level
signal is received within its pass band, it will fire, thus affording
receiver   protection.   In   very   low   noise   receivers   small   losses
inherent  in  the  tube  construction  and  in  the  ignitor  discharge
contribute signal attenuation from 0.2 to 1.0 db. Every effort has
been made to reduce this effect in  Microwave Associates designs
by special low loss windows, silver plating, and similar techniques.
Tubes containing ignitor discharges can further degrade receiver
noise   figures   unless   special   precautions   are   taken,   since   the
residual  electron   density  introduced   by  the   ignitor   electrode
contains  high  energy  electrons  which  contribute  noise  power to
the receiver. All premium tubes of our manufacture are specially
designed and tested to keep this unwanted effect at a minimum.

13



At High  Levels

The  phenomena involved in the  operation  of  a  conventional
TR  tube when  a high-power microwave  pulse  is  applied  may be
examined  as  follows:  The  existence  of higher  relative  values  of
electric field in the filter section produces a gas discharge break-
down   between   the   truncated   cones.   The   rapidly   increasing
electron  density  in  the  filter  section  results  in  a  very  rapid
increase  in  attenuation  of  the  power  transmitted  through  the
filter  section.  The  attenuation  is  due  to  both  the  reflective  and
absorptive  properties  of  a  filter  containing  an  ionized  medium.
At a time  in  the  order of 10-7  to  10-8  seconds  after  the  break-
down  at  the  filter,  the  gas  in  the  vicinity  of  the  input window
breaks  down,  and  a  high-density  plasma  is  created  behind  the
input  window,  producing  an  effective  short  circuit.  The  plasma
at the window approaches a quasi-steady-state condition, provid-
ing an additional attenuation to the incident power.  The leakage
energy  through  the  window  discharge  is  also  attenuated  by  the
plasma  in  the filter  section.  The  combined  attenuation  provided
by  the  discharges  at  the  window  and  the  filter  sections  can  be
in the order of 80 to  100  db.  From this relatively simple picture
the  following  conclusions  can  be  drawn:

1.     The  spike  leakage  energy   (the  leakage  energy  through
the TR tube during the firing time of the filter)  is controlled to
a  first  order  by  the  filter  characteristics and  geometry  and  by
the  nature  of the  gas  fill  and  gas  pressure.

I
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2.    The  flat  leakage  energy  (the  leakage  energy  transmitted
through the tube from the time the filter sections are fired until
the  end  of  the  microwave  pulse)   depends  upon  the  combined
attenuation  produced  by  the  discharge  at  the  window  and  at
the  filter section.  If the  power leakage  through the  window  dis-
charge is sufficiently high to maintain the discharge at the filter
section,  the  leakage  energy  through  the  filter  section  will  be
independent of the characteristics of the window  discharge.

:3.    The arc loss  (that fraction of the incident power absorbed
within  the  tube)  depends  upon  the  characteristics  of  the  input
window  and  the  gas  discharge  at  the  window,  since practically
all  of  the  incident  microwave  power  is  controlled  and  reflected
by the discharge at the  input window.

4.    The  recovery time  (the  time  required  for  de-io;ization  to
occur  during  the  off  period  of  the  transmitter)   is  controlled
predominantly by the gas characteristics and physical conditions
in  the  vicinity  of  the  input  window,  since  the  electron  density
at the  window  is much  higher  than  the  electron  density  in  the
filter  section.

Thus,  arc  loss  and  recovery  time  are  determined  by  the
characteristics  of  the  input  window,  while  spike  leakage  and,
to  a  first  approximation,  flat  leakage  are  determined  by  the
characteristics  of  the  filter  sections.  In  general  the  conditions
for optimum arc loss and recovery time are contrary to the condi-
tions  for  optimum  control  of  spike  and  flat  leakage  energies
required  for  adequate  receiver  protection.  Separation  of  these
two regions of the tube eliminates interdependence of character-
istics and  permits  an  optimized tube  design.
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Switching  efficiency  is  important  to  the  design  engineer,
not  so  much  for  the  effect  of  the  small  switching  loss  on  the
impact of the transmitted signal,  but for the  considerably more
important problem  of dissipating the  energy  lost  as heat in  the
duplexer.  Although  a  properly  designed  duplexer  tube  exhibits
losses  as  low as  1%  to  3%,  at high  incident  powers  these  losses
can exceed 25 watts.  This heat coupled with the normal  ambient
encountered  in  a  radar can  produce  a  non-equilibrium  tempera-
ture  state  which  tends  to  exceed  the  mechanical capabilities  of
the input window.

Microwave Associates has devoted  considerable  engineering
effort toward reducing the losses in duplexer tubes at high peak
or average powers.  These  losses  are caused by power  lost in  the
gaseous discharge by collision  of high  energy electrons  with  the
gas and by inherent RF losses in the windows.  (Appreciable  RF
losses can  also  occur if improper gasket  designs  are  used  at  the
input  flange.)   Since  even  in  the  best  design,  heat  dissipation
can become a limiting factor on both life and high power opera-
tion,  the  radar  designer  is  urged  to  provide  the  best  possible
paths for  the heat to be conducted away from  the  input flange.
As  in  other  power  tubes  it  is  often  desirable  to  use  forced  air
or  other   external   cooling  methods.   Unless  special   production
techniques  are  used,  the  positive  ion  bombardment  will  cause
sputtering of metal from the edge of the window structure. Sorie
of this material will  deposit on  the window  itself,  thus  steadily
increasing its loss with life.  Losses due to this process eventually
generate heat faster than  it can  be  dissipated,  and  tube  failure
results.  High  level  arc  loss  is  further  increased  if  substantial
amounts  of  water  vapor  or  other  techniques   are   utilized   to
decrease recovery time,  since the electron  density of the plasma
is decreased, and this lowers the switching efficiency.  Microwave
Associates  has  made  several   substantial   contributions  to  the
problem of high level,  long life  duplexing including the  methods
described  below :

REDUCTloN   0F   WINDOW   LOSSES   BY   NEW   WINDOW   DESIGNS

Compound Window
The   input   window   of   conventional   duplexer   tubes   was

designed both to serve as a vacuum seal arid to act as a resonant
element  in  the  tube  structure.  This  design,  although  generally
satisfactory  at  lower  power  levels,  restricts  the  shape  and  size
of the window to dimensions compatible with the strain  charac-
teristics of the glass-to-metal seal, but it results in many sacrifices
from an electrical point of view.  Our new design  is  a compound
window  structure  which  separates  the  vacuum  seal  and   RF
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functions   of  the  window,   thus   allowing   each   function   to   be
optimized.  The  principal  advantages  of  this  new  window  struc-
ture  over  the  conventional  window  design  are  lower  insertion
loss, lower arc loss, elimination of sputtering and subsequent loss
due to the  sputtered  film,  and  greater  reproducibility  in  manu-
facturing. This new structure is included in many premium tubes
where reliable operation at moderate power over extended period
is  required.  This  window  design  is  covered  in  a  pending patent
application.

Figure  8

1IRE   TRANSACTIONS
ON  ELECTRON  DEVICES,
Vol.    ED-4,    No.    4,    October,
1957;  "A  Novel  Approach  to
Microwave     Duplexer     Tube
Design,"  L.  Gould,  E.  V.  Ed-
wards,  and  I.  Reingold.

Encapsulated Windows
As mentioned previously, the gas fill pressure for optimum

arc  loss  and  recovery  time  is  contrary  to  that  required  for
minimum  spike  and  flat  leakage.  Since  these  basic  phenomena
occur in different sections of the tube,   it is possible to eliminate
their interdependence by use  of an  encapsulated window  as  the
input section of the tube.1 This technique, developed by the Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratory, utilizes a gas-filled glass capsule
sealed  to  a glazed  kovar  window  iris  which  in  turn  is  sealed  to
the body section  of the  duplexer  tube.

This  structure  as  shown  in   Figure  8  has  the  following
advantages :

1.     It  can  be  baked  out  at  high  temperatures  prior  to  gas
filling  so  that  undesirable  residual  gases  are  removed.

2.     Its  gas  fill  can  be  separate  and  distinct  from  that  used
in the main tube body, thus allowing higher pressures to be used
which  improve high  power performance  and  also  provide  longer
operating  life  before  "clean-up"  occurs.

3.     The  discharge  is  confined  to  an  all-glass  structure  which
eliminates  metal  sputtering  and  resulting  window  losses.

This new window structure has been incorporated into many
of our  newest high  power  TR  and  ATR  tubes.
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When the transmitter pulse ceases,  a finite time is required
until the duplexer tube ceases to act as a  60 to 70  db attenuator
and  recovers  to  its  normal  un fired  low  attenuation  level.  This
delay  is  caused  by  the  time  interval  required  for  the  electrons
present in the tube to  dissipate by  diffusion,  recombination,  and
capture.  We  have  found  that  super-short  recovery  time  charac-
teristics  are  often  less  important  than  many  designers  think,
since the echo from most targets  at the  short ranges  involved  is
very large in amplitude and far overshadows the lingering atten-
uation  effects.  In  fact,  this  effect can be advantageous,  provided
attenuation  falls  to  an  adequately  low  level  in  a  time  less  than
that equivalent to safe useful  range.

Recovery time increases with input power and pulse width,
and hence  in  discussing  recovery  time  values  the  specific  condi-
tions of operation should be known.  At low and moderate power
levels Microwave Associates tubes primarily rely on water vapor
to  speed  recovery  by  the  process  of  capture.  Since  water  vapor
condenses  at  low  temperatures,  operation  at  low  ambients  can
best be accomplished by use of an integral external  heater.

Most of the mechanisms  used  to  shorten  recovery  time  are
necessarily  present  both  during  and  after  the  pulse.  Although
the  process  of  electron  removal  is  desirable  after the  pulse,  its
effects during transmission tend to remove electrons as they are
generated,  thus  disturbing the  ionization  equilibrium.  This  elec-
tron  removal  process  definitely  tends  to  absorb more  power  in
the  plasma  than  if  it  were  not  present.  Thus,  in  general,very
short recovery times are not compatible with high incident powers.
At very high power levels current practice is to use a compromise
technique  which  involves  lesser amounts  of  water  vapor  and  a
section  of  quartz  wool  or  similar  material  close  to  the  input
window. The quartz wool serves to remove electrons by less drastic
techniques than does water vapor. With this method it is possible
to  achieve  reasonably  short  recovery  times  at  high  powers.  In
addition,   quartz  wool  will  provide   electron   removal   for   long
periods of operation. Water vapor tends to "clean up" or disappear
after extended use. Microwave Associates is exploring techniques
which  remove  electrons  only  after  the  pulse  has  ceased.  When
developed, such a technique would be more compatible with high
power  operation.

OPERATION   AT   HIGH   REPETITloN   RATES    I. I -I -I I ---I I

The  operation  of  radars  at  repetition  rates  of  from  50  to
200  kc  increases  the  amount  of  information  per  unit  of  time
received  from  a  given  target.  Dup]exer  tubes  for  such  radars
are  usually  subjected  to higher  average  powers  and  lowei~  peak
powers than is the case in conventional systems.  The lower peak
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power  results  in  a  lower  available  electric  field  within  the  TR
thus increasing the problem of reaching an ionization equilibrium.
In  addition,  the  increased  repetition  rate  increases  the  loss  per
unit  time  that  must  be  dissipated   in   the  window  structure.
Further, in this type of operation the pulse and any after effect
due to lingering electrons obscure a certain amount of the infor-
mation  returning from  the  target.  Thus,  it  is  very  desirable  to
reduce  the  recovery  period  to  as  short  an  interval  as  possible.
As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, present recovery tech-
niques  increase arc  loss.  The  above  effects  all  combine,  with  the
result that the  TR  in  a high repetition  rate radar is faced with
operation  under  very  unfavorable  conditions.

Microwave Associates currently has developed several tubes
which  provide  reliable  duplexing  operation  at  high  repetition
rates  at  X-band  at  medium  average  power  levels  and  provide
recovery  time values  less  than  0.1  Lls.  A  very  active  program  is
under way to extend  operation  to higher powers.  Investigations
include ferrites  and  both  reactive  and  resistive voltage-variable
silicon  junction  diodes.   Inquiries  are  invited  concerning  these
efforts.

CRYSTAL   DEGRADATION   DUE   TO   EXCESSIVE   RF   EXPOSURE

The  sharp  whisker  tip
is  very  small  in  area  and,
composed  of many  separate
applied  energy  is  exceeded,
through   the   point-contact
portions  of  the  tip's  fibrous

of  a  point-contact  microwave  diode
due  to  the  nature  of  tungsten,  is
fibres.  When  a certain  threshold  of
the  heat  generated  by  the  current

cannot   be   dissipated.   This   causes
structure  to  melt  and  also  pits  the

silicon immediately below the tip.  This action in its early  stages
appears as an increase in the noise-temperature ratio of the diode.
The conversion  loss  is  not  significantly  affected.  As  this  process
continues the diode either open-circuits or the rectifying barrier
deteriorates, so that in advanced stages of "burnout," conversion
loss  increases.

Many  techniques  have  been  investigated  and  incorporated
into  Microwave  Associates  diode  designs  to  diminish  the  above
effects  without sacrificing  performance.  However,  as  the  latter
paragraphs of this section point out, unless the designer provides
a  duplexer  which  limits  pulse-to-pulse  leakage  throughout  the
life  of  the  TR  tube,  the  diode  will  invariably  fail  or  degrade
in performance.

All   Microwave  Associates  mixer  diodes   are  subject  to  a
single  D.  C.  pulse  of  less  than  .01  microsecond  in  the  forward
direction.  The  energy  of this  pulse  is  3  to  5 times  greater  than
the  calculated  peak  energy  at  the  average  leakage  specified  for
TR tubes.  After this  test all  diodes  must meet  all  specified  per-
formance characteristics.  Experience has  shown  that our  diodes
can   usually  withstand   several   times   the   specified   "burnout"
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ratings without impairment. The new proposed military lN21WE
and  lN23WE  units  are  also  required  to pass  an  additional test
which involves exposure for one minute to a series of 0.05 micro-
second D. C. pulses at a repetition rate of 1000 eps with amplitudes
of 15 and 10 volts respectively for the two types. However, neither
of  these  tests  exactly  simulates  duplexer  leakage  where  spike
widths  vary  from  .05  to  .01  microseconds  and  with  repetition
rates  corresponding  to  that  of  the  radar  system.  In  addition
duplexer leakage subjects the diode to voltages both in the forward
and reverse  directions.  The  amplitude  of this  spike  is primarily
a function of the inherent leakage of the associated duplexer, the
effectiveness of the ignitor electrode, and the gas-fill used. Unless
special design precautions are taken, the spike will increase with
operating temperature and with  use.  Erratic  increases  in  spike
leakage can also occur due to intermittent failure of the ignitor
electrode.   This   momentary   phenomenon   can   destroy   a   diode
without  revealing  any  change  in  the  TR  tube  when  it  is  later
tested for  average  leakage  per  its  specification.

Microwave Associates has conducted extensive programs both
in  the  laboratory  and  in  the  field  in  which  standard  duplexer
and mixer assemblies have been tested together to gain increased
knowledge  of  TR  and  diode  performance  in  actual  use.  In  both
cases  TR  tube  and  diode  characteristics  have  been  monitored
periodically during extended periods of operation.  Both  types  of
tests have  indicated  that  with  conventional  TR  tubes,  although
initial  noise  figures  are  excellent,  they  are  not  maintained  in
actual  life  for  greater  than  approximately  100  to  150  hours,
depending  on  the  design  of  the  duplexer  used.  In  most  cases
noise figures increase as much as 4 db during the first 100 hours,
with failure occurring shortly afterward. Yet, these conventional
TR tubes  rarely  show  significant  increases  in  average  leakage
power  during the  same period.

To  overcome  this  degradation  we have  designed  a  series  of
new  duplexer  tubes  which  emphasize  low  pulse-to-pulse,  rather
than  average   leakage.   These  tubes  require  considerably  more
manufacturing skill than conventional tubes and incorporate new
ignitor  electrode]  designs,  gas  fills  which  are  less  sensitive  to
temperature   variations,    and   lower-loss   internal    structures.
Duplexer-diode combinations tested using these new designs show
a high degree of reliability. It is now possible to provide guaran-
teed operation of over 500 hours without significant diode deteri-
oration.  Reliable TR tubes are now available in  most frequency
bands  incorporating  these  characteristics,  and  these  can  be  di-
rectly  substituted  for  existing  types.  Similarly  high  reliability
diode protector  TR tubes  are  available.

LPROCEEDINGS      OF
THE   IRE,  Vol.   45,   No.   4,
Api'`c.Z,  J957,  Improved  Keep-
Alive  Design  for  TR  Tubes,
La,wrence Gould
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During normal operation of the radar equipment the crystal
rectifier is protected from  its own  transmitter by the  radar  du-
plexer.  In  all  duplexers  employing  gas  discharge  tubes,  crystal
protection  is  afforded  by  the  TR  "Keep  Alive"  electrode  which
provides electrons in a small resonant gap for rabid firing at low
energy levels.  When  the  radar  equipment  is  operating,  the  TR
gap will fire at peak power levels of the order of 100 to 200 milli-
watts, which will not damage the crystal rectifier. When the radar
equipment is inoperative  (power turned off) , the TR tube ``keep-
alive"  is not energized,  and in this case the  TR gap will not fire
until  the  incident  peak  power  level  has  reached  5  to  10  watts.
This may damage the sensitive crystal rectifier.  Therefore,  dur-
ing periods when the radar  equipment  is  inoperative,  additional
protection  is  required  to  prevent damage of the  crystal  rectifier
from high  level  signals.  These  signals  usually  result  from  other
radar equipment operating in the vicinity.

Two  types  of  devices  have  been  used  previously  to  provide
additional  protection  to radar crystal  detectors by mechanically
shorting the transmissio'n line leading to the crystal detector. The
first was a metallic vane which was inserted across the waveguide
when the radar system power was turned off. This type of device
called a "shutter" is described in Vol. 16 of the "Radiation Labora-
tory Series" by the MCGraw-Hill Book Company. The second class
of devices used for this purpose is the so called "shutter tube" in
which one or more cones are shorted by a solenoid-actuated device.
Both types have so far suffered from the standpoint of reliability,
since both  require  a  large  linear  motion  of the  movable  portion
of  the  device  and  both  rely  on  metallic  contacts  to  provide  the
necessary electrical performance.-The large linear motion  is troublesome  in  equipment which

must  withstand  shock  and  vibration.  Metallic  contacts  are  ob-
jectionable from the standpoint of wear which destl.oys the elec-
trical  characteristics  of  the  device  and  from  the  standpoint  of
deformation  of the  contact  surfaces  which  causes  the  device to
stick in the open or closed position.

To overcome the above difficulties Microwave Associates has
designed a new rotary shutter which :

1.     Operates in precision ball bearings to minimize  the  possi-
bility  of  wear  and  minimize  the  force  required  to  operate  the
device.

2.     Has   a   rotary   motion   of   only   90°   which   permits   fast
operation.

3.     Eliminates the use  of metallic  contacts  to obtain  the  elec-
trical characteristics and

4.     Provides a compact, thin structure which has demonstrated
that it is not appreciably affected by shock and vibration. In addi-
tion the device makes use of a novel magnetic circuit to  actuate
the rotary structure.
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Figure   9   indicates   one   form   of  the   Waveguide   Rotary
Shutter or switch.  The  shutter  is  shown  in  a  closed  position.  In
this position a vane presents a short circuit across the waveguide
and  therefore  reflects  essentially  all  the  power.  When  used  for
protection  of  crystal  rectifiers  in  an  inoperative  radar  system,
this  closed  position  would  be the  normal  position.  The  switch  is
held  in  the  closed  position  by  a  spiral  spring  which  holds  the
magnetic rotor against a stop. When the radar set is turned on,
a D.  C. potential is applied to the coil which magnetizes the loop
and in turn pulls the rotor away from the stop and rotates it 90°

to the open position where its motion is again limited by a stop. In
the open position the vane is essentially reflectionless and  there-
fore  the RF signal passes through the device to the radar receiver.
In the closed position the vane is transverse across the waveguide.
In  the  open  position the vane is  in a plane parallel to the broad
faces or walls of the waveguide.  The magnetic rotor is a perma-
nent  magnet  which  assists  the  operation  of  the  electromagnet
when the switch is actuated.

The insertion loss of the above design is less than 0.2 db over
a  12%  frequency  range.  The  VSWR  over  the  1297o  frequency
range  is  less  than  1.06  which  corresponds  to  a  loss of  less  than
0.01  db.  Leakage in  the  closed position  is  less than  1%  in  power
over  a  wide  frequency  range  and  less  than  0.1%  in  power  over
a  12% frequency range.  The  above shutter  design  is  the  subject
of a pending patent application.

Both  single  and  dual  shutter  designs  are  available  with
several  coil  voltages.  It  should be  specially  noted  that  our  new,
thin shutter MA-710, when used with our new short X-band TR
series such as the MA-340D, is exactly equivalent in overall length
to the conventional  single  1863A,  or conventional  shutter tubes.

We  would  appreciate  your  contacting  us  concerning  your
specific shutter requirements.
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DEVELOPM E NT

Dr.  LCLwrenee  Gould

We hope that within this brochure and its attached specifica-
tions you will find a relatively straightforward  solution  to  your
duplexer problem using our standard products. However, if such
is not the case, you may wish to avail yourself of the facilities of
our research group.  This group, headed by Dr. Lawrence Gould,
is well staffed with personnel  with  extensive  knowledge  and  ex-
perience  in  microwave  gas  discharge  phenomena,  high  power
switching techniques,  and microwave circuitry.  Backing up  this
design group is a skilled task force especially  dedicated  to  engi-
neering prototype  tubes  involving  the  latest  in  tube  technologiv.
The prime objective of this group is to provide the radar industry
the optimum duplexer package incorporating gas discharge, fer-
rite,  or semi-conductor devices as required for best performance.

As  the  photographs here indicate ,  Dr.  Gould's  group  has
elaborate f acilities  for testing  tubes  and ferrite devices  over  a
wide  frequency  range  and  at  power  levels  well into  the  megal
watts. Equivalent high level facilities are available at very few
other organizations and are essential to proving out high power
duplexing systems. The close proximity of Microwave's extensive
solid state and magnetron development efforts provide an inter-
action very desirable from the customer's point of view.
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Growth of Dr. Gould's group has been based to a large extent
on   the   successful   solution   of   difficult   problems   encountered
throughout the radar industry. When a member of our Sales Engi-
neering Department encounters a problem which is pressing the
state-of-the-art, this problem is referred directly to our Research
group.  In  most  cases  a  conference  results  between  members  of
this group  and the  customer's engineers.  In  this  conference  the
problems  are  thoroughly  discussed  by  the  best  talents available
within  our  company  and  usually  several  promising  avenues  of
approach are proposed. If the proposal involves a relatively minor
mechanical, thermal, or electrical variation in an existing product,
prototypes  can  often  be  supplied  on  a  straight  purchase  order
which  involves only moderate  cost.  If the magnitude  of  the task
is  such  that  research  effort  to produce  a  solution  is  difficult  to
quantitate,   a  modest  development  contract  often   results.   We
would  be  most pleased  to  refer you  to  a  series  of  satisfied  cus-
tomers who have worked with us on both bases.
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Continuing programs  are  in  process to:
a)   develop  optimum  duplexer packages for higher power and

broader band  operation.
b)   extend the life and power handling capabilities of duplexer

tubes.
c)   continue   reduction   of   temperature   effects   on   tube   per-

formance.
d)   reduce  TR  noise  generation.
e)   improve  the  high  power  performance  and  bandwidth  of

ferrite circulators and associated ferrite devices such as isolators,
switches,  etc.

f )   incorporate semiconductor techniques for new applications
in  duplexer circuits,  such  as  power limiters,  etc.
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ENVIRONMENTAL  TEMPERATURE  I I I I I I -.I.I I . I . I I -I

Unless  otherwise  specified  all  factory  tests  on  conventional
TR tubes are generally performed at approximately 25°C. Un for-
tunately,  in  systems  applications  these  same  tubes  may  be  re-
quired to operate over a temperature range  as broad  as -55°C
to  125°C.  Operation  of these  tubes  over  this  temperature  range
will  result  in  deviations  from  the  test  limits,  hence  producing
deterioration in tube performance and life. The following results
are typical :

High Temperature Operation
1.    Increased  leakage  energy  resulting  in  accelerated  crystal

deterioration.
2.    Decrease in  operating life because of increase in  recovery

time beyond value specified in life test end point.
3.    Catastrophic failure at high powers if tubes contain reser-

voir materials such as Zncl or NaoH pellets.
4.    Catastrophic  failure  due  to  window  cracking  if  the  tube

is improperly mounted.

Low Temperature Operation
lo     Increase in recovery time if the vapor pressure of the at-

taching gas, such as water vapor, decreases below a critical value.
2e     Increase in ignitor voltage resulting in a severe decrease in

ignitor  current  and  even  possible  extinguishing  of  the  ignitor
discharge.  This will  produce  increased  leakage  energy  resulting
in crystal deterioration.

All new Microwave Associates tubes are designed for satisfactory
and  reliable  operation  over  a  wide  range  of  temperatures.  The
individual tube specification sheets indicate the range of tempera-
tures, and sufficient electrical tests are performed to establish the
tube performance over the required temperatures.

IGNITOR  OPERATION   - I -I I I. I - I . I -I I . I I I - I I - . . I
The values of open circuit supply voltage,  Ebb, and internal

resistance, Ri, to be used in the ignitor circuit are important for
proper  ignitor  performance.  In  general  TR  tubes  are  designed
and tested for operation over a narrow range of ignitor currents.
The  values  of ignitor  current  obtained  in  system  usage  depend
on  Ebb  and  Ri.  Figure  10  shows  curves  for  ignitor  current  vs.
ignitor voltage  drop for two  different ignitor  circuit conditions.
It is readily apparent that the conditions Ebb ± -1000 Vdc and
Ri == 6.8  meg  is  most  desirable  since  the  variation  in  ignitor
current as the ignitor voltage drop varies from 200 to 500 volts is
only  40 u Adc.
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For the condition Ebb ± -600 Vdc and Ri ± 3 meg,
the  ignitor  current  varies  100  u  Adc  for  the  same
change  in voltage  drop.  At higher values of supply
voltage the ignitor current is less sensitive to change
for large variations in  ignitor voltage drop.

The ignitor circuit conditions of Ebb ± -1000
Vdc and Ri ± 6.8 meg are being recommended in all
new  Microwave  Associates  TR  specific.ation  sheets.
In  general,  it is  desirable that a portion  of the  re-
sistance be incorporated within  or near the  ignitor
electrode  so  that  keep-alive  oscillations  are  mini-
mized.  In many new tubes a portion of the internal
resistance is permanently molded within the ignitor
electrode, and the connection to the electrode is either
made through a soldering lug on the ignitor or a 6"
to 12" length of lead is supplied for use. In these cases
the tubes are factory tested with a supply voltage of
Ebb±-1000  Vdc  and  an  internal  resistance  of
approximately Ri ±  1 meg ohm.  (The remaining 5.8
meg ohm is molded into the ignitor structure) . This
insures proper system performance under all condi-
tions of operation.

ANTENNA   MISMATCH   I I I 11 I I 11111 I I I  I  I I

The existence of a mismatch between the duplex-
er and the antenna in a balanced dual TR duplexer
system can result in increased leakage energy in the
receiver  channel.  Under  normal  conditions  of  test,
the,antenna arm of the duplexer is terminated with
a   matched   load   and    hence,   the   leakage   energy
through the dual TR tube cancels in the receiver arm
and  adds in  the  load  arm.  See  Figure 2.  The intro-
duction of a mismatch in the antenna arm will result
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in   power   reflected  to   the   duplexer   which,   after
attenuation through the dual TR tube, adds in the receiver arm
and cancels in the load arm. This effect is especially important at
high ambient temperatures since the leakage power through each
half  of  the  dual  tube  increases.  Typical  results  on  the  6334 for
spike  leakage  energy  vs.  ambient  temperature  for  a  matched
antenna  line  and  for  an  antenna  mismatch  of  VSWR  1.5 :1  are
shown in Figure 11. The antenna mismatch deteriorates the spike
leakage energy and   crystal  degradation can be anticipated.

In new tubes, such as the MA 338, the effect is minimized by
controlling the leakage energy through each half of the tube over
the temperature range.  Typical curves for spike leakage energy
vs.  ambient  temperature  are  shown  in  Figure  12.  The  deteri-
oration in leakage energy due to the antenna mismatch has been
practically eliminated in our newer dual tube designs.

Fbgures  10,11 & 1Q
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The  performance  of  a  duplexer  tube  can  have  a  profound
effect on the reliability of a radar and its associated weapon sys-
tem.  As  the  previous  sections  of  this  brochure  indicate,  Micro-
wave Associates has taken great pains to provide high perform-
ance  and  reliability  in  all  of its  designs.  In  this  section  and  the
specifications which  follow,  the testing techniques used to insure
quality  in  the  final  product  are  discussed.

The  user  is  interested  in  controlling  such  electrical  para-
meters  as  firing  power,  leakage  amplitude,  recovery  time  and
duplexer loss at high and low levels. All of these variables involve
difficult   and   often   expensive   measurement  techniques   coupled
with the maintenance of accurate standards.



Techniques must involve elaborate  and  fast  pulse  circuitry,
accurate power measuring equipment at extremely low and very
high levels, and complex noise measurements. Life tests must be
conducted at powers which are very expensive to generate, since
in addition to line power, magnetrons, thyratrons and other ex-
pensive tubes are consumed. In addition to electrical performance
increasing emphasis has been placed on combined mechanical and
thermal testing.

Microwave  Associates  has  assembled  low  and  high  power
microwave  equipment  for  use  at  almost  all  radar  wavelengths.
Further we  are well  equipped  and  instrumented  for  most  types
of mechanical,  thermal  and  other  environmental  tests.
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Microwave  Associates'  creative  engineering  is  matched  by
strong production capabilities. We have repeatedly demonstrated
our ability to turn out high quality tubes in both prototype and
high volume production quantities.

An entirely new plant, designed from the ground up for its
specific intended purpose, enables Microwave Associates to realize
the  highest  efficiencies  and  economies  in  its  work.   Electronic
equipment, production machinery, and other facilities are equally
up-to-date and of the highest available quality.

Various  laboratories  are  fully  equipped  for  metallurgical,
plating, and chemical work. There are hydrogen furnaces, banks
of RF brazing equipment, and a completely equipped glass shop.
The exhaust facilities are among the finest in the world, capable
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of producing extreme vacuums which are insured for the life of
the tubes by pre-exhaust mass  spectrometer testing for leakage.

Production  personnel  work  under  the  direct  supervision  of
highly skilled experts in process and production techniques. They
include finely trained assemblers, welders, inspectors, glass blow-
ers,  and  chemical  processing specialists.  The  company is  partic-
ularly  proud   of  its   quality  control   groups,  whose   skills   are
responsible  for the  consistently high  standards  of  performance
of  Microwave's  products.

The company is well equipped with shock, vibration, and tem-
perature cycling equipment to test devices to the arduous condi-
tions of modern  missiles.



The foLlowing abstracts from MIL-E-1 D have been inchj,d,ed for the conuenince of the recrder, and are of course swhject to change.

3.1      QUALIFICATION

When    qualification   approval   is   required,
electron  tubes  f urnished  under  this  specifica-
tion  shall be a product,  samples of which have
passed  the  qualification  tests  specified  in  sec-
tions  4  and  6.

4.5     HOLDING  PERloD

Tubes   shall   be   held   nonoperating   for   a
minimum  period  of  24  hours   (48  hours  mini-
mum   for   cathode-ray   tubes).   This   holding
period  shall  be  initiated  after  the  completion
of   all   manufacturing   processes.   Tests   desig-
mated  by  a  dagger  sign  on  the  tube  specifica-
tion  sheet  may  be  made  before  and  shall  be
made  at  the  conclusion  of  the  holding  period;
tests  not  designated  by  a  dagger  sign  may  be
made  before  or  after  the  holding  period,  pro-
vided   the   order   of   tests   specified   in   4.4   is
maintained.

4.9.7     MOISTURE-VAPORPR00F
BARRIEP  PACK

When a moisture-vaporproof barrier pack is
specified   in   the   appendix   (tube-type-number
list)  of  Specification  MIL-P-75,  the tubes  shall
be  packed  in  a moisture-vaporproof barrier  as
specified  in  Specification  MIL-P-75,  and  shall
then be subjected to the salt-spray  (corrosion)
and   humidity   tests   as   specified   in  4.9.8   and
4.9.9,  respectively,  in  lieu  of  those tests  on the
tube  alone.

4.9.8    SALT-SPRAY  (CORROSION)

The  tubes  shall  be  tested  for  96  hours  in
accordance with method  101 of Standard MIL-
STD-202.   After   the   test  the   tubes   shall   be
examined  to  determine  whether  the  corrosion-
resistance is equal to that of similar type tubes.
This  is  a  qualification  test.

4.9.9     HUMIDITY

The  tubes  shall  be  subjected  to  an  atmos-
phere  of  95  to  100  percent  relative  humidity
at a temperature of 95°  to  100° C for a period
of  96  hours.  These  conditions  may  be  met  by
exposing  the   tubes   in   close   proximity  to   a
water  bath  heated  to  95°  to  100C' C.  The tubes
shall  not  show  mechanical  failures,   harmful
corrosion,  loss  of  plating,  paint,  etc.,  or  any
other  defect or  deterioration which may inter-
fere  with  their  operation.  This  test  shall  be
conducted  on four  samples  per month when in
continuous  production.  Failure  of  one  sample
shall  cause  this  test  to  be  made  as  a  standard
design  test  for  all  lots  in  process.

4.9.12     LOW  PRESSURE

The tubes shall be tested under the conditions
specified in  a chamber evacuated to  a pressure
not  exceeding  70  mmHg  absolute.  The  tubes
shall operate satisfactorily,  shall not change in
f requency,   and   shall   not   exceed   the   limits
specified.   In   addition,   there   shall  be  no  arc-
overs  or  harmful  coronas  exhibited,  nor  shall
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there   be   any   other   defect   or   deterioration
which may interfere with the operation of the
tubes.

4.9.13      PRESSURIZING

The  tubes  shall  be  hermetically  tight  after
the  parts  noted  in  the  outline  drawing  on  the
tube  specification  sheet  have  been  gasketed  as
specified,  to  a  pressure  chamber  for  1  minute
at  the  specified  air  pressure.  This  test may  be
eliminated  if  the  particular  design  renders  it
meaningless, and it is so recorded on the quali-
fication-approval  report.

4.9.18.1.9      CONTAINER   DROP
COMPLIANCE

After the container-drop test, TR tubes shall
pass the initial acceptance limits for the ignitor
voltage test specified.  After the container-drop
test,   pre-TR   and   ATR   tubes   shall   pass  the
initial acceptance limits for the firing time test
specified.

4.9.19.1       LOW-FF=EQUENCY  VIBF3ATION

The tube shall be rigidly mounted on a table
vibrating  with  simple  harmonic  motion  at  a
frequency of 25  ±  2 cps with a fixed amplitude
of  0.040 ±  0.0025  inch  (total  excursion  0.08 ±
0.005   inch).   Each  tube   shall   be   vibrated   in
positions Xl and X2, except that if the cumula-
tive  result  of  tests  on  50  or  more  tubes  of  a
construction  show  that  more  than  75  percent
of the tubes have higher output voltages in one
position,   subsequent   measurements   need   be
taken  only  in  the  position  giving  the  higher
readings.

4.9.19.2      HIGH-FPEQUENCY  VIBRATloN

This  test  shall  be  conducted  as  specified  in
4.9.19.1,   except   that   the   frequency   of   the
vibrating table shall be 50  ±  2 eps.

4.11       LIFE  TESTS

When   specified   on   the   tube   specification
sheet,  sample  tubes  shall  be  subjected  to  life
tests   throughout  production.   When  the  tube
specification   sheet   requires   tubes   to  be  fur-
nished with a service-life guarantee, only 4.11.6
shall  apply.

4.11.1.3     TR,  ATR,  AND  PRE-TR  TUBES

These  tubes   shall   have   the   rf   line   power.
measured immediately before the last tube pre-
ceding  the   load.   Periodically   during  the   life
test, the tubes  under test may be interchanged
in  their  positions  on  the  life-test  rack.

4.11.4      LIFE-TEST   END  POINT

The  criterion  for  life-test end  point  shall  be
either  that  provided  by  the  relevant  general
paragraph  in  this  specification  or  the  charac-
teristic(s)   specified   on  the  tube  specification

sheet.   A   tube   shall   be   considered   to   have
I.eached  the  end  of  its  life,  i.e.  shall  be  consid-
ered a defective, when it fails the specified life-
test  end  point  limit(s),  measured   under  the
specified  test  conditions,   or  becomes  inopera-
tive.   (See  3.2.4.)   When  two  or  more  tests  are
specified  for  the  life-test  end  point,  failure  on
any  one  of  these  tests  shall  constitute  failure
of  the  tube.  When  optional  tests  are  specified
on the tube  specification  sheet,  the one  selected
by  the  manufacturer  at  the  start  of  the  test
shall  govern.

4.18.1       IGNITOF3   IGNITION   TIME

The  tube   shall  be  placed   in  the  cii.cuit  as
shown on Figure  13 or equivalent circuit.  With
the  specified  dc  voltage  applied  to  the  ignitor
electrode  through  the  specified  series  resistor,
the  time  of  fire  shall  be  measured.  This  test
shall be performed not less than 24 hours after
any   previous   discharge.   The   tube   shall   fire
within  the  time  specified.

4.18.2      lGNITOR  VOLTAGE  DROP

With   the   ignitor   current   adjusted   to   the
value specified, the voltage drop across the tube
shall  be  measured.  The  voltage  drop  shall  be
within  the  limits  specified.

4.18.3      lGNITOF!  OSCILLATloN

The  tube  shall  be  placed  in  the  circuit  as
shown on Figure  14 or equivalent circuit. With
the  supply  voltage  adjusted  to  800  Vdc,  the
ignitor current is set by means of the variable
resistor  in   series   with  the  ignitor   electrode.
The minimum  current that will  prevent relax-
ation   oscillations   shall   be   within   the   limits
specified.   Relaxation  oscillations  are  indicated
on   the   oscilloscope   trace   when   the   current
drops  to  zero.  The  high-frequency  oscillations
which  do  not  go  to  zero  cause  no  difficulties.

O.5NE6                                          a-20NEC
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4.18.4.1      INSERTION   LOSS   (INTEGRAL
CAVITY)

The  insertion  loss  of  a  TR  tube  is  the  db
loss  of  power  incurred  in  a  transmission  line
due  to  the  insertion  of  the  tube  between  a
matched generator and load. The insertion loss
shall  be  measured  by  a  transmission  method,
shown on Figure 15, in which the tube is placed
between   a   matched   generator   and   detector.
With the signal generator  set at the reference
f requency, the tube shall be tuned to resonance
as evidenced  by a pronounced peak of the  out-
put  indicator.   The  db   loss   of  power   at  the
detector,  due  to  insertion  of  the  tube  in  the
transmission   line,   shall  be  within  the  limits
specified.   Moreover,   as   the   tuning   screw   is

:E#iedbethrre3:gthedft£Sf,C?nm#£:t±:ant:'tthhee#£
peak, one or more peaks of the output indicator
are present for which A  is greater than a  20°
movement  of  the  tuning  knob  or  8  is  greater
than  10  percent  of  the  amplitude  of the  main
peak.

Figure  15

4.18.4.2     INSERTION   LOSS   (FIXED
TUNED)

The tube  shall be placed in the circuit speci-
fied  in  4.18.4.1.  With  the  signal  generator  set
at   the   reference   I requency,   the   db   loss   of
power  at  the  detector,  due  to  the  insertion  of
the   tube   in   the   transmission   line,   shall   be
within  the  limits  specified.

4.18.5.1      lGNITOP   INTEPACTI0N
(INSEPTION   LOSS)

Ignitor  interaction   is   defined   as  the  addi-
tional  insertion  loss  a  TR  tube  incurs  due  to
the  ignitor  electrode  discharge.  The  tube  shall
be  placed  in  the  circuit   specified  in  4.18.4.1.
With the ignitor current set to the value speci-
fied,   the   increase   in   insertion   loss   over   the
quiescent  insertion  shall  be  not  more  than  the
amount  specified.

4.18.9     LEAKAGE   POWEF}

The  leakage  power  shall  be  measured  after
a shelf life of 7 days. The tube shall be mounted

fisneas::ri:i:iee¥.iiEi:.P.en:fsppeocyfieerdigntFfeT:i:
specification  sheet.  The  tube  will  be  tuned  to
the ref erence frequency, and the ignitor current

set to the given value.  The peak leakage power
can  be  obtained  from  the  following  equation :

Peak power  = average power
pry  X  width of leakage pulse

A  functional  block  diagram  of  the  system  is
shown on Figure 16

4.18.10    SPIKE-LEAKAGE   ENERGY

The  leakage  energy  shall  be measured  after
a shelf life of 7 days. The tube shall be mounted
as  a  series tee  with the  rf  power  in the  main
line  set  for  the  conditions  specified.  With  the
ignitor current adjusted to the given value, the
average   leakage   power   through  the  tube  is
measured  at  each  of the two  designated  pulse
widths  tpl  and  tp2.  The  spike-leakage  energy
(Ws)  shall be within the limits specified  when
determined,  as  follows :

ws - # [pl -
Where :

(PL  - PZ)tp±

P1  =  average leakage power at fpl, in watts
P2  = average leakage power at }p2, in watts

4.18.11     FLAT   LEAKAGE  POWER

The  flat  leakage  power  shall  be  within  the
limits  specified  when  calculated  as  follows :

pf- (P1  - P2)
prr(tpL - tpz)

4.18.13.2     LOADED  a   (ATFt  TUBES)

The  tube  shall  be  inserted  as  a  series  tee  in
the  specified  mount  between  a  matched  gen-
erator  and  termination.  The  loaded  Q  is  then
defined   in   terms   of   the   rate   of   change   of
susceptance  with  frequency,  and  may  be  ex-
pressed  as:

Fo
QL

d#   _  Fod#f
2(1+G/yo)       2(1+g)



®aaWhere:
Fo  = resonant frequency.
df  = F1 - F2..
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Since  Fo  is  always  within  F„  the  reference  fre-
quency  for  the  tube,  this  latter  quantity  shall
always be  employed  in  place  of Fo  in  the  above

equation.  The  quantity g; ,  which  is  the  rate  of

#cq:gtey:iFSois:£Etfgcdeetewr£#inef5e#;etnhcey'm::sutrhe:
ment of b at two frequencies near Fo and assuming
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within 1 percent of Fo.

4.18.15.1      RECOVERY  TIME,  TR
(CONSTANT  ATTENUATI0N)

The   recovery   time   is   the   time   after   rf
ionization  of a  TR  tube  at which the  low-level
rf  attenuation  of  the  tube  is  3  db  above  its
attenuation  in the  unexcited  state.  The  follow-
ing method  of  determining this  parameter,  or
an  equivalent method,  shall  be  used:  The  tube
shall  be  mounted  as  a  series  tee  with  the  rf
power  in  the  main  line  set  for  the  specified
conditions. The tube shall be caused to resonate
at   the   reference   frequency   and   the   ignitor
current  set  to  the  specified  value.  A  low-level
pulse-modulated    signal     (simulated    received
echo)   at  the  reference  rf  frequency,  which  is
synchronized   with   the   high-powered   tfans-
mitter   rf   pulse   through   a   trigger   variable
delay  unit,  shall  be  introduced  into  the  main
line   through   a   coupling   device.   The   power
transmitted   through   the   TR   tube   shall   be
amplified    and   impressed   upon   the   vertical
deflection plates of a synchroscope whose hori-

3ionngai:Tue|eap,oi:.sX:ctE:o|n.i#|devwei#i:#fsa:gFi.;td
in  time  with  respect  to  the  transmitter  pulse,
its amplitude variation,  due to the attenuation
characteristic  of  the  TR  tube,  shall  be  viewed
on   the   synchroscope.    Attenuation   measure-
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large  percent  of  the  time  between  high-power
pulses,  at  which  point  the  TR  tube  has  com-
pletely   recovered.   This   reference   can  be  ob-
tained    by    employing    the    internal-trigger
generator  of  the  synchroscope  as  the  synchro-
nizing  source,  and  delaying  the  trigger  to  the

!E%n:Fcfetitve:d¥]9gdnu:ft::nbBe]3istp°ia?%dpr:inEta::
ately  preceding  and  immediately following the
transmitted  pulse.   The   recovery  time,  meas-
ured from the trailing edge of the transmitted
pulse to the leading edge of the received signal,
shall  be  within  the  limits  specified.  This  meas-
urement  can  conveniently  be  made  by   using
the  leading edge  of the transmitted  pulse  as  a
reference  and  subtracting  the  pulse  duration
from   the   time   readings.   A   functional   block
diagram of the system is shown on Figure 17.

r  .-  I I EE ®
Fi,gure  17

4.18.15.3     RECOVEPY  TIME  (PRE-TR
TUBES)

The  measurement  of  recovery  time  for  the
pre-TR tube  shall be accomplished in the same
manner as for the TR tube specified in 4.18.15.1.
If a TR tube is used following the pre-TR tube,
the  received  signal  must  see  a  match  looking
into the TR cavity, i.e., tuned to resonance and
properly loaded. If loading can not be adjusted,
resistive padding can be employed between the
pre-TR and the TR tube. Precautions shall also
be taken to insure that the recovery character-
istic of the TR tube will not affect the measure-
ment of the recovery time of the pre-TR tube.

4.18.16     PF}ESSUF3E  OPERATION

The air  pressure  specified on the tube  speci-
fication  sheet shall be applied to both windows
of  the  tube  for  a  period  of   1/2   hour,   after
which  the  pressure  shall  be  reduced  to  atmos-
pheric pressure. After five such cycles the tube
shall  pass  the  ignitor  ignition-time  test  speci-
fled  in  4.18.1.

4.18.17.1      TEMPEPATURE  CYCLING
(TP  TUBES)

The  tube  shall  be  exposed  to  one  cycle  of
gradual temperature variation, from room tem-
perature to -40° to  + 100° C to room tempera-
ture.  The temperature may be allowed to come
to  equilibrium  at  room  temperature  in  going
from  ~40°  to   +100° C.  At  the  conclusion  of
the   cycle,   the   tube   shall   pass   the   ignitor
ignition-time  test  specified  in  4.18.1.  This  test
may  be  performed  bef ore  the  final  finishing
operation.

4.18.17.2     TEMPERATURE-CYCLING   LIFE
(TFt  TUBES)

The  tube  shall  be  exposed  to  the  specified
number  of  temperature  variations  as  specified
in  4.18.17.1.  At  the  conclusion  of  the  cycling
the  tube  shall  pass  the  ignitor  ignition-time
test  specified  in  4.18.1.  Not  less  than  24  hours
after the temperature-cycling-life test, the tube
shall  again  pass  the  ignitor  ignition-time  test.

4.18.17.3     TEMPEFtATURE  CYCLING   LIF.E
TEST  END   POINT  (ATR  TUBES)

At    the    conclusion    of    the    cycling     (see
4.18.17.1),  the  tube  shall  pass  the  firing-time
test specified in 4.18.27.  Not less than 24 hours
after   the   temperature-cycling  test,   the   tube
shall  again  pass  the  firing-time-test.



4.18.18     VOLTAGE  STANDING  WAVE
RATIO  (VSWF])

The   tube   shall  be  mounted   in   a   low-level
transmission  circuit  between  a  matched  gen-
erator and termination. With the signal genera-
tor   at   the   reference   frequency,   the   VSWR
measured  immediately before the tube  shall be
within  the  limits  specified.

mitted   to   the   termination   with   the   signal
source  set  at  the  resonant  frequency  Fo.  The
equivalent   conductance   is  then   computed   as
follows :

1
2(K  -  1)

Where:

Po.  =  the power incident upon the tube.
Pi  =  the power transmitted to the termination.
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4.18.19     HIGH-LEVEL  VOLTAGE
STANDING  WAVE  RATlo

The  tube  shall  be  mounted  as  a  series  tee
with the rf power in the main  line  set for the
specified  conditions.  With a termination  whose
VSWR   is  less  than  the  allowable   value,  the
VSWR  in  the  line  immediately  preceding  the
tube  shall  be  within  the  limits  specified.  This
test may  be  at lower  power by  simulating the
arc by a metallic short in intimate contact with
the  inside  of  the  window.

4.18.25.2     TUNING  SUSCEPTANCE

The  tube  shall  be  inserted  as  a  series  tee  in
the  specified  mount  between  a  matched  gener-
ator  and  termination.

The  susceptance  shall be measured by deter-
mining   the   ratio   of   P¢,   the   power   incident
upon  the  tube,  and  Pi,  the  power  transmitted
to  the  matched  termination,  with  the  signal
source  set  at  the  reference  frequency  Fr.  The
susceptance  of  the  tube  is  then  computed  as
follows :

K(1  +  2g)2  _ 492
(4  - 4K)

Where:

g  =  normalized conductance of the tube.
Po.  =  the power incident upon the tube.
P]  =  the power transmitted to the matched

termination.
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Care must be exercised if a directional coupler
is   employed   for   a   measurement   of   P€.   The
power  reflected  by  the  tube  is  comparable  in
magnitude   to   the   incident   power,   and   the
directivity   of  the  coupler  may  not  be  great
enough  to  prevent  this  reflected  power  from
affecting  the  measurement  of  P¢.  A  calibrated
attenuator  between  the  coupler  and  the  tube
under   test   may   be   used   to   eliminate   this
problem.

4.18.26.2     METHOD  FOR  DETERMINING
EQulvALENT  CONDuCTANCE

The  method  for  determining  the  equivalent
conductance  consists  of  measuring  the  power
incident  upon  the  tube  and  the  power  trans-

The   precautions   in   4.18.25.2   regarding   the
measurement  of  P{  are  equally  applicable  to
this  measul.ement.

4.18.27      FIRING  TIME

The tube  shall be  inserted  as  a  series tee in
the specified mount and followed by a matched
termination.  With  the  rf  power  in  the  main
line  set  at  the  specified  conditions,  the  time
after  application  of  power for the tube to  fire
shall  be  within  the  limits  specified.  This  test
shall be made after a holding period of at least
168  hours.

4.18.28     ARC   LOSS

With   the   tube   operating   as   specified   in
4.18.27,   the   power   loss   in   the   arc   shall   be
within  the  limits  specified.  This  loss  shall  be
taken  as the db  change in power at the termi-
nation  when the tube  is  replaced by  a metallic
short  circuit.

4.18.31      POSITION  OF  SHORT

With the equipment shown on Figure 18, the
rf  power  in the main  line  shall be  set for the
conditions specified, and the position of the volt-
age    standing    wave    minimum    before    the
shorting  plate  shall  be  determined.  The  metal
shorting  plate  shall  then  be  replaced  by  the
tube, and the shift in the position of the voltage
standing  wave  minimum  shall  be  within  the
limits  specified.

Fbgure  18

4.18.33     VIBPATION

The  tube  shall  be  vibrated  in  a  plane  per-
pendicular to the ignitor  axis  under the condi-
tions specified.  During this interval, there shall
be  no  evidence of shorting between the ignitor
electrode  and  the  adjacent  cone.
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MA.TR.1     CRYSTAL  NOISE   FIGURE
DEGRADATION

During life test the crystal type specified  on
the product specification sheet shall be mounted
in   an   appropriate   broadband   waveguide   or
coaxial  mount  and  supplied  with  a  100r2  video
load. This mount shall be placed directly behind
the tube, or, in the case of a balanced duplexer,
shall  be  mounted  on  the  receiver  arm.  When
tubes are being life tested at elevated tempera-
tures,   the   crystals   shall   be   maintained   at
25° C  nominal.

At the beginning of the life test, the crystal
shall  meet  the  minimum  overall  noise  figure
requirement  for  the  specified  diode  under  the
standard   test  conditions   for  that  type.   The
crystal  noise  figure  shall  be  remeasured  peri-
odically  during the  course of the life test.  The
life  test  shall  be  considered  completed  either
at  the  end  of  the  specified  time  or  when  the
degradation in crystal noise figure has exceeded
the  allowable  amount.

One   crystal   failure   per   life   test   will   be
allowed.  Should a failure  occur before  the  end
of  the  specified  life  test,  a  new  crystal  will  be
inserted  and  the  life  test  continued.  However,
no test shall be terminated before  satisfactory
protection for a minimum of 100 hours is dem-
onstrated   on   the   second   crystal   even   if   it
extends the  life test beyond the  specified time.
For  example,  if,  during  a  500  hour  life  test,

crystal  failure  occurred  at  477  hours,  a  new
crystal  would  be  inserted  and  the  test  would
continue   for   an   additional   100   hours   even
though  the  500  hours  time  were  exceeded  by
77  hours.

MA.TR.2    ATR  RECOVERY  TIME

The   tube   shall   be   mounted   as   shown   in
Figure 19. The distance between the position of
the  minimum  in  the  un fired  condition  and  the
position  of  the  minimum  at  the  specified  time
interval after the mag.netron pulse shall be less
than   0.05   guide   wavelengths.   The   probing
signal  shall be Fo  ±  197o.

Figure  19



MA.TR.3    IGNITOP  N0lsE  PATIO

In  the  circuit  shown  in  Figure  20,  the  I.F.
attenuation required to reduce the output noise
level  with  the  ignitor  ON,  to  that  with  the
ignitor  OFF,  is  determined.  The  ignitor  noise
ratio,  IVY.,  can  be  calculated  from  the  follow-
ing  Equation:

Ivy  -  1 + (antilog 0.1F) antilog (0.1") -1

where F  =  Receiver noise figure in db.
"  =  I.F.   attenuation  required  to  reduce

the output noise level with the ignitor
oy} to that with the ignitor o#.

The factor 1/2 in the second term is applicable
only if no preselector is  used.  Curves for noise
ratio   as   a  function   of   I.F.   attenuation  are
shown  in  Figure  21.

PECE'VEl]

Figure  20
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y-I  F  ATTENUATION  (DB)

Figure  21

MA.TF].4     BF}EAKDOWN   POWEF]

In  the  breakdown  power  test  the  tube  is
mounted in series with the transmission line as
indicated in Figure 22. The power level is then
increased  until  the  power  detector  indicates  a
sudden   drop   in  the  transmitted  power.   The
breakdown  power  is  defined  as  the  maximum
value  of  peak  power  transmitted  through  the
tube   before   a   microwave   gas   discharge   is
initiated  within  the  tube  such  that the  power
transmitted through the tube is sharply atten-
uated.  This is illustrated  in  Figure  23.

VAfllABIE WATCHED

POW[ft                                             Tl]   TUBE POWEfl

SOuFICE OETECTofl'v``ae       (

Figure  22

^,i^'.,,,;'ar^;,,;v+in,'3,'vr=ytL::;?:§¥}tl:^¥^Qxgr3.Q*<xp,ti§#tt*'%¢`:£%£;£y;g;

POWEfl  lNcloENT  UPON  THE  TUBE

Fi,gure  23

MA.TR.5    TEMPEFtATURE  CYCLING

The  tube  shall  be  subjected  to  the  number
of  temperature  cycles  and  temperature  limits
specified  on the  tube  specification  sheet.  Tubes
shall  be  maintained  at  each  end  temperature
for sufficient time to reach equilibrium, but not
for less than five minutes. Changes in tempera-
ture   from  end   point  to   end  point   shall  be
gradual,  but  the  cycle  shall  not  exceed  thirty
minutes. A cycle is defined as a series including
both  end-point  temperatures  and  return.  The
direction  of ,  and  starting  point  of  cycling  is
not  specified.  After  cycling,  the  tube  shall  be
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allowed  to  return  to  room  temperature,  held
for 24 hours, and in the case of tubes containing
an  ignitor  electrode   shall  be  tested  for  the
specified   limits   of   ignitor   ignition-time   and
voltage  drop  per  MIL-E-ID  4.18.1  and  4.18.2.
ATR and pre-TR tubes shall pass the firing time
test specified in MIL-E-ID 4.18.27.

MA.TFi.6    TESTING  OF  DUAL  TUBES

In  all  of  the  following  tests  3  db  short-slot
hybrids  are  used  having  a  maximum  VSWR
of   1.10   over   the   specified   frequency   range.
Each  hybrid  shall  split  the  power  evenly  to
within   0.25   db   and   shall   have   a   minimum
isolation  of  25  db.

MA.TF].6.1      LOW   LEVEL  VSWF}

Low  level  VSWR  is measured  in the  circuit
shown   below   by   the   technique   described   in
MIL-E-ID  4.18.18   (Figure  24).

Fi,gure  2J,

MA.TF].6,2     DUPLEXEF}   LOSS

Duplexer loss is defined as

10 log  x Power in Antenna
Power in Receiver Arm

The  circuit  below  shall  be  used.  The  adjustable
short in the transmitter arm shall be adjusted for
minimum power in  the receiver arm  at each  test
frequency.  (Figure 25).

Figure  25

IVIA.TR.6.3     ISOLATION

Isolation is defined as

10 log  x Power in Receiver Arm
Power in Transmitter Arm

and is measured in the circuit in  Figure 26 .

MA.TR.6.4     HIGH   LEVEL  VSWR

High  level  VSWR  is  measured  in  the  test
circuit shown below  (Figure 27) .

SHoflT   SLOT
tl Y a a I D

NAONETRON

Figure  27           ""

MA.TR.6.5    LEAKAGE  POWEP

Leakage  power  is  measured  in  the  circuit
shown  below  by  the  techniques  described  in
MA.TR.11  (Figure 28) .



MA.TR.6.5.1     LEAKAGE  POWER  BY
CHANNEL

The  test  circuit  shown  below  shall  be  used
as  per  MA.TR.11.  After  one  section  has  been
measured, the position of the load and detector
shall  be  reversed  to  measure  the  second  tube
section   (Figure 29).

MA.TF}.6.6     F]ECOVEF}Y  TIME
Recovery   time   shall   be   measured   in   the

circuit    shown    below    using   the    techniques
described  in  MIL-E-14.18.15.1  (Figure 30) .

:::::::=:-:::

MA.TR.6.7.1     ARC   LOSS  (METHOD  A)
Arc   loss   is   measured   in   the   test   circuit

shown by the technique described in MIL-E-1D
4.18.28  (Figure 31).

TO    PO\I/ER   MEASUFllNO

Cmcu'T

MA.TR.6.7.2    AFic  LOSS  (METHOD  a)
Using circuit shown in Figure 32 .
1.     Place a  short-circuiting plate in place of

the tube to be tested.
2.    Adjust  magnetron  power  and  frequency

so that the power in the  ring circuit as meas-
ured  by  the  power  monitoring  circuit  is  the
I.equired  value.  Magnetron  frequency  must  be
adjusted  so  that  the  power  in  the  ring  is  a
maximum.

3.     Measure   incident   power   in   main   line
with directional coupler employing power indi-
cating  circuit.

38

4.    From  the  ratio  of  power  in  the  ring
circuit   to   line   power,   the   percentage   power
dissipated  by  ring  circuit  losses  is  determined
from Figure 33,

5.     Turn off power.  Replace short circuiting
plate  by  tube  to  be  tested.

6.     Repeat steps 1-4 to determine percentage
power  dissipated by ring-circuit losses and arc
loss  of  tube.

7.     Subtract  ring  loss  obtained  in  step   (4)
from   total   loss   obtained   in   step    (6).   This
value  is  the  arc  loss  of the tube.

8.    The  ratio  of  forward  power  to  reverse
power  in  the  ring.  must  be  greater  than  30
under  all  conditions  of  test.

3                   4                    5                    6                   7                    8                   9                    10                   11                  12

fllNG   LOSS  -PE13CENT

MA.TR.6.8    LIFE  TEST

Life  test  is  conducted  in  the  circuit  below
under the conditions outlined in MIL-E-ID 4.11.
(Figure  34) .

®
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MA.TR.8     VIBRATION

TR  tubes  shall  be  vibrated  in  a  plane  per-
pendicular    to    the    ignitor    axis    under    the
conditions  specified.  During this  interval  there
shall  be  no  evidence` of  shorting  between  the
ignitor  electrode  and  the  adjacent  cone.

ATR  tubes  shall be  vibrated  in  a  plane  per-
pendicular to the tuning diaphragm. After this
test  the  tube  shall  satisfy  the  tuning  suscept-
ance  and  firing  time  test.

Pre-TR  tubes  shall  be  vibrated  in  a  plane
perpendicular  to  the  input  plane  of  the  tube.
After  this  test  the  tube  shall  satisfy  the  arc
loss  test.

MA.TR.9     SHOCK

The  tube  shall  be  mounted  to  a  fixture  that
utilizes  all  of  its  mounting  flanges  and  sub-
jected to a specified number of shocks of  speci-
fled  duration  and  acceleration  in  each  of three
mutually  perpendicular  planes.  In  the  case  of
tubes  containing  ignitor  electrodes,  there  shall
be no evidence of shorts  during the test.

MA.TR.10     PRESSURE  OPEPATloN

The  air  pressure  specified  shall  be  applied
to  the  input  window  of  the  tube  for  a  period
of  1/2  hour,  after  which  the  pressure  shall  be
reduced   to   atmospheric   pressure.   The  maxi-
mum   decrease   in   pressure   over   this   time
interval    shall   not   exceed    1097o    of   specified
value. After this test, the tube shall pass either
the   ignitor   ignition-time   test   or   the   firing-
time  test,  whichever  is  applicable.

MA.TR.11      LEAKAGE  POWEFt
M EASU F3 EM ENT

Under the conditions of the individual speci-
fication  sheet,  the  Spike  Leakage  Energy  and
Flat  Leakage  Power  shall  be  Within  the  speci-
fied  limits  when  they  are  determined  by  the
following  procedure:   This  procedure  replaces
MIL-E-ID   4.18.9,   4.18.10,  and  4.18.11.

The  leakage  power  is  monitored  through  a
directional  coupler  and  video  crystal  detector
and   displayed  on  an  oscilloscope   screen.   The
input impedance of the  oscilloscope will match
the   crystal   detector   impedance.   The   leakage
power pulse shape may be of a form as shown :

i
I IP'

-Wf'
I

I:   t,-II
11

I_ t2

where  ti  and  t2  are  the  leakage  power  pulse
widths   corresponding  to   the   specified   trans-
mitter pulse widths of tpi  and  tp2.

A reference level is established on the oscillo-
scope screen by previously calibrating the crys-
tal detector and oscilloscope with a known pulse
or cw power having a peak value corresponding
to  the  maximum  value  of  flat  leakage  power
specified  in  the  individual   specification   sheet.
If  the  peak  of  the  flat  portion  of  the  leakage
pulse  corresponding  to  t2  is  less  than  the  cal-
ibrated  reference  level,  the  flat  leakage  power
requirements  are  satisfied.

The spike leakage energy is determined from
the value of pi, the total leakage power at pulse
width,   ±pi.   If   the   following   condition   exists

P1< (Ws)  max.  (prr)
107

(1)

where   (Ws)   max.   is  the  maximum  value  of
spike leakage energy specified in the individual
specification  sheet,  the  spike  leakage  require-
ments are  satisfied.  If  Equation  (1)  is  not sat-
isfied,  the  spike  leakage  energy  is  determined
from

Ws  = (#:)P1  -W/1                 (2)

where  W/1  is the energy of the flat power con-
tained in ti and is determined by analyzing the
leakage  power  pulse  shape.

For  simplicity, it may be desirable to reduce
the  specified  value  of  €pi  such  that  the  energy
in   the  flat  power,   WJ.1,   is  negligible.   In  this
case,   Equation   (1)   is  directly  applicable  for
computing  Ws and the value of tp]  in the  spec-
ification sheet must be changed accordingly.

39
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A                  Amperes (may be either ac rms or dc)
c¥ (alpha)   Attenuation constant
ac                Alternating current
Ado              dc amperes
B/Yo           Tuning susceptance
oc                 Degrees centigrade

A (delta)    A change in the value of the indicated varia-

:Eec.eYnher:aedTf::s::ddii?i£:5cebnyt#:lift::i
reading and multiplied by 100

d b                 Decibels
dc                Direct current
Du                The  product  of  time  of  pulse  and  pulse

repetition rate (duty cycle)
Ebb              dc anode or plate supply voltage
Eid                Ignitor voltage drop
F                   Frequency (in eps)
a                 Acceleration of gravity
a /Yo          Equivalent conductance
I i                   Ignitor current
kw              Kil owatts
kw               Peak kilowatts
Li                   Insertion loss
mAdc          dc milliamperes
M c                Megacycles
in w            Milliwatts
mw             Peak milliwatts
N F                Noise figure

and    SYMBOLS
M W             M egawatts
M w             Peak megawatts
Pf                 Flat leakage power
Po               Average power output

B:              Peak leakage power
po                Peak power output
prr               Pulse recurrence rate in pulses per second
QL                Loaded  Q
or (sigma)   "Input" standing-wave ratio in voltage
or'(sigma')   "Output " standing-wave ratio in voltage
T                  Temperature (degrees centigrade)
t                    Test   duration   (seconds,   unless   otherwise

specified)
Tf                 Input flange temperature
t p              t:#:e ]qnut::ti£]n teextc;:ginfh¥ag%:#:n3)rf Tt#:

ir£3iiteundvees'oapr:giu¥Fitcoh7to#:i::tagfe?ES
maximum  amplitude  excluding  spike.  For
magnetrons,  see 4.16.3.3

uAdc           dc microamperes
dc volts
Spike leakage energy
Qualification test
Standard design test
Special design test
Test  to  be  performed  at  the  conclusion  of
the holding period  (See 4.5)
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DUPLEXER  TUBE

GENERAL  DESCRIPTION:
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FIATINGS                     TFtANSMITTER   po

kw
Maximum                   500
Minimum                        4
Packing -Note 1

DUTY

CYCLE

0.001

FREQUENCY

Mc
9600

OPEN-CIRCUIT

IGNITOR   VOLTAGE

Vdc

8490                  -1000

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-I   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

Reference                         Test                            Cond itions

A

EiE

Ei=

Min.

4.5                            Holding period                    t  =  168 hours
MA.TR.5                Temperature                       -40°C to  +|00°C                                     1

Cycling
4.18.17.2          **Temperature cycling       -40°C to  +10o°C                                    |o

Life Test  .
4.9.7                 **Fr°JS}uBr:#e?°prack

Ebb  =  1cOO Vdc
Ri  -  6.8  Meg
t  = 2 hours

4.9.12                  **Low pressure

MA.TRlo           **Pressure
Operation

4.9.18.1.9         **Container Drop                   8da)rtpoancSfzgeeKGr°uP  1

MA.TR.8              **Vibration F = 50 ±2 eps
G=10
t  -  15  min.

4.18.1                       Ignitor  Ignition                     Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc                       t:
Time                                           Ri  =  6.8  Me

4.18.2                      Ignitor voltage                     li  =  100 pAdc
Drop

MA.TR.6.1             Voltage standing
Wave  Ratio

max
8490 Mc ±0.
700 Mc  ±0.I
900 Mc  ±0.1
9050 Mc  ±0.
200 Mc  ±0.1
400 Mc  ±0.1
9600 Mc  ±0.

*F  -F1  ±0.1%
F  -F2  ±0.1%

*F  -F3  ±0.1%
li -loo Adc

tppo==[5.gr±*]±55#ec
Rr±=ids°#dccps±5%
F  -F2  ±1.0%

MA.TR.6.2              Duplexer Loss Li:

MA.TR.6.7.2       *Arc  Loss Loss:

MA.TR.6.4         **High  Level vswR 40 kw ±10%
.0  ±0.15 „sec
100 cps ±5%

F2  ±0.1970



Reference                         Test                            Conditions                         Min.      Max,

500 kw ±5%
.0  ±0.15 4sec
iooo eps  ±59ro
2±
00 "Adc
40 kw  ±1097o

MA.TR.6.6           *Recovery Time

MA.TR.6.5             Spike  Leakage
MA.TR.11                Energy 1.0  ±0.15  #sec

0.5  ±0.15 psec
F2  ±397o

E®

100 HAdc ws:                               0.10   erg
f:                              10          mw
t:        500 hours

10         „sec
1.2      db

0.15   erg

See  SDike  EnerFlat Leakagg
**Life Test po  =  500 kw  ±597o

tp  =  1.0  ±0.15 #sec
Du  -0.001
F  =  F2  Mc  ±597o
li  -  100  „Adc
Recovery Time
Duplexer Loss
F  = 9050 Mc  ±597o
Spike  Leakage
Energy

4.11.4 Life Test
End  Points

Note  1:     Pack  in  sealed  water-vapor_proof  bag.  If opaque  bag  is  used, the tube  number shall
be stamped thereon.

Note 2:     Referenced specification shall  be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bid.

± L@J G=

Sdr
±.oo2            I

-                     3T!-

MIC=ROW-AVE  .ASSOCJIATES  INC=.

2-59TR
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MA  333
DUPLEXEF3  TUBE

GENERAL  DESCRIPTION:
A  High  Power S band  ATF= Tube.

DUTY,

HATINGS                  "ANSMITTER   po                CYCLE                 FREQUENCY

kwMc
Maximum                   1000                0.0012            2800
Minimum

¥a°cuk|:!g8_-Ngt°ete2L

OPERATING

TEMPERATURE

OC

+71-55

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE   TO   MIL-E-1   and   TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

Reference                         Test                           Cond itions Min.       Max.

4.5                             Holding  period                     t  =  168  hours
Temperature cycling       -4o°C to  +|oooC

i:Ep±::::: 8#:g   :f8:8 :: I:ong:g
MA.TR.10            *Pressure operation           Note 3
4.9.18.1.9         **Container Drop                   8da)rtpoanc§izgeeNGr°uP  1

MA.TR.8              **Vibration F - 50 ±2 eps
G=10
t  -15  min.

4.18.13.2           **Loaded  o                                Fo  =  2800  Mc                              QL:                                5.5
4.18.25.2              Tuning susceptance         F  =  Fo  ±0.197o                         B/Yo:   -0.05           +0.05
4.18.26.2               Equivalent conductance                                                       G/Yo:                               0.05
4.18.27                   Firing Time                             po  =  50  kw  ±1097o                        t:                                5          sec

tp  =  1.0  ±0.15  4tsec
prr  =  1000 pps  ±597o
F  -  Fo  ±3

4.18.28                  Arc Loss 0 kw ±io9ro
0  ±0.15 „sec
000 pps  ±59ro

0
EEEEm

loss: 0.5     db

4.18.19               **High  Level vswR
±0.15 4tsec

pps  ±597o

MA.TR.2                *Recovery Time 500 kw  ±1097o
5 „sec

iooo pps  ±59ro

4.11                        **Life Test

4.11.4

:  iooo kw  ±59ro
1.0  ±0.15 #sec

-  1000 pps  ±5%
=  0.0012
Fo  ±397o

t:      1000

Life Test End polnts       :§§i¥V:#:i:o:tdaunccteance  g)¥8:   _o.05t: 50         4Sec
0.05

+0.05



E®

Note  1:    Mount used  per drawing  153-Jan.
Note 2:    Pack in  sealed water vapor.proof bag.  If opaque  bag is used, the tube  type  number

shall  be stamped thereon.
Note3:;::s;i,:eieaf#ii':enf:;t!:ut';:i.i:::T,Ri:s.hfgr:!gaesaknestsoi!!,a!h?:f?!jnaenga,ik"e!i,a:#,hg:

Note 4:     Referenced specification shall be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bid.

MICROW-AVE  ASSOCIATES INC>.
2-59TR
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GENERAL  DESCRIPTION:

An  L-Band  High  Power TFt Tube

RATINGS TRANSMITTER  po

Maximum
Minimum
Mounting:  Note  1

kw
2,000

DUTY

CYCLE

0.001

FREQUENCY

Mc

OPEN-CIRCUIT

IGNITOH   VOLTAGE

Vdc
1365
1220                    -1000

PAFiAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-1   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

F=eference                          Test                             Cohd itions Min.       Max.

4.9. 7                  ** #oi:}upr:c¥a po r

4.5                             Holding                                    t  =  168 hours
Period

MA.TR.5                Temperature                        -40°C to  +100°C                                       1
Cycling

4.18.17.2          **Temperature                        -40°C to  +100°C                                     12
Cycling Life Test                 2  per month

4.9.18.1.9          **Container  Drop
MA.TR.8 *Vibration F - 50 ±2 eps

G=10
*t  -  15  min.

**t  -  1  hour
**Insertion                                   Note  2

4.18.1                      Ignitor                                      Ebb  =  -1000Vdc                    t:                                     5.0     see
Ignition  Time                          Ri  =  6.8  Meg

4.18.2                       lgnitor                                       li  =  100 iAdc                         Eid:             275          475          Vdc
Voltage  Drop

MA.TR.3                *lgnitor  Noise                           F  =  1300  Mc  ±397o                 Nr:                                       1.3
Ratio                                            li  =  loo  HAdc

4.18.18 Voltage Standing
Wave  Ratio

1.05  max.

255  Mc  ±.
1292  Mc

1325  Mc  ±.

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30

4.18.4.2                *lnsertion  Loss                      F  =  F2  ±1 Li:                                           0.5

4.18.5.1                 *lgnitor  Interaction               li  =  100  4tAdc                            ALi:                                        0.2
4.18.15.1              *Recovery Time 2000 kw  ±597o

4.0  ±0.15 psec
5o0 cps  ±597o

F2  ±3%

20

MA.TR.11 Spike Leakage
Energy

197o
- 500 kw ±5%
=4
=1

±0.15 „s
±0.15  „s
eps  ±597o
dc

Ws:



F]eference Test
Flat Leakage Power

4.11
MA.TR,1

**Life Test

Conditions

ike  Ener

Min.       Max.

85mw
2000 kw ±5%
4.0 ±0.15 psec

F2 ± 597o

100 „Adc
p   r Month

t:         500 hours

4.11.4 Life Test
End  Points

Rnesce°rtvj:rny|jTse

:grFnoi:oerg,aoftaat!:n

t:
Li:

ANF:
Eid:

E®

Nr:
!gp|kt:rLgaoksaegeREti:rgy        ws:
Note 3

25         „sec
0.5     db
2db

550         Vdc

1.30
1.2     erg

N°teL:ye°t#e:::etpuebredar::!#8ouLh3::dse#Tn:jbne8sS::iibAessuuj;april:d8£Ftke:asshkae'[sb=obu°J{:a

on them.
N°te2:#etjti:::#tah''nboedc:tpearjbo':a:jfo:ejjnn!hj:St:#saeTedc{FjFa?Vcehda{::%jist[Sces:tamjnjmum°f

N°te3::ruy%:aih£'t::tt::TLneactteeddi:tht:ewfrvaengs#oen:°TthyepemNo:rnatn#j,a:6:tna?naac°tayxj:'iyNP2ei¥

crystal.  The  crystal  mount  will  have  a  VSWR  not to  exceed  1.5  when  tested  with  a
microwave source at the test frequency which  provides a crystal  DC current between
0.3 rna to  1.5  rna in a  loo ohms termination.

Note 4:    Referenced specification shall be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bid.

rl I
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E®:uAp::ZERTUBE
GENERAL  DESCRIPTION:

A  High  Power  L  Band  ATR  Tube  for  full  height
waveguide

FIATINGS                                     TFIANSMITTER   po

Watts
Maximum                        2000 kw
Minimum
Mounting:  Note  1

DUTY   CYCLE                               FREQUENCY

0.001
Mc

1300  Mc

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-1   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

Reference                        Test                           Cond itions Min.       Max.

4.5                            Holding period                    t  =  168 hours
MA.TR.5                 Temperature cycling -40°C to +|oooc 1                              cycle
4.18.17.3          **[;?g|TP:srtature cycling -4o°C to +|oo°C cycles

MA.TR.10 *Pressure Operation

4.9.18.1.9 **Container Drop                    To  be specified

MA.TR.8              **Vibration ±2 cps
10
5  min.

4.18.13.2           **Loaded  Q (ATR)                  Fo  =  1300  Mc QL:                                    5.0
4.18.25.2              Tuning susceptance        F  =  Fo ±0.1%                       B/Yo: -0.03    +0.03
4.18.26.2               Equivalent conductance G/YO:                                 0.04
4.18.27                    Firing Time pO  -500 kw  ±10%

tppr:-::2Eo:;ob:5±"5S%C

4.18.28                *Arc Loss

5.0     see

tppo==45.8°±koY[±L„°sg°c

Er±=o2±°3%S±5%

loss: 0.3     db

4.18.19               **High  Level vswR
tppo==45.%°±koT[±[„°s%°c

!r:i:::o3?oPS±5%
MA.TR.2               *Recovery Time                    To  be specified
4.11                       **Life Test

tppo==42..o°=o5.T°5M„¥ec
Du  - 0.001
F -  FO  ±3%

t:         500

4.11.4 Life Test
End  Points

Arc Loss

N°te[:¥e°t#e#St:€tpuebredar::i:gouLnti::dseTt:uTnutbnegssiaaiifessuuj;ap?i':dg£Fthe:asshkae'{sbfobu°i::a

on them.
Note 2:     Referenced specifications shall beofthe issue in effecton the date of invitation for bid.

#!X8'esnuts88gtdaunccteance  g)¥8:       _o.o5       +o.o5
.05

0.3  db
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MA  338/7381
DUPLEXEF=  TUBE

GENEPAL  DESCF{lpTloN:
A dual TR Tube for use in  RG 52/u Waveguide.

RATINGS

Maximum
Minimum

F3eference

TRANS.                    I)UTY                    FRE-
MITTER   po               CYCLE              QUENCY

kwMc
200            0.001         9610

4                              8490

Test

OPEN.CIRCUIT
IGNITOR                       OPERATING

VOLTAGE                            TEMP.

Vdc                            OC
85

-1000

Conditions Min.        Max.

3.1                               Qualifications
4.5                             Holding  period                    t  =  168  hours
MA.TR.5                 Temperature cycling        -40°C to  +100°C                                       1                              c
4.18.17.2          **[;:glF::?turecycling _4o°C to  +|25°C

Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc
Ri  =  6.8  Meg each  ignitor
Note  1

10

Li:        50

cycles

4.9.12                 **Low pressure                       Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc                                             10,000         ft.
Ri  -  6.'8  Meg

MA.TR.10            *Pressure  operation                                                                             P:                          50
4.9.18.1.9          **Container Drop                    (d)  Package Group  1

Carton  Size  K
MA.TR.8              **Vjbration eps

4.18.1                       lgnitor  Ignition  Time         Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc                            t:                              5          see
Ri  -6.8  Me

4.18.2                      Ignitor voltage  Drop         li  =  loo ¢Adc                                 Eid:      200        450          Vdc
MA.TR.3                *lgnitor  Noise  Ratio             F  =  8520  Mc  ±O`19ro

F  -9000 Mc  ±0.1%
F  = 9580  Mc  ±0.197o
li  -100 „Adc

Nr: 1.3

MA.TR.6.1            wo:%gaast{:nding 1.05  max
8490 Mc  ±0.

8600 Mc  ±0.1
8800 Mc  ±0.1

9000 Mc  ±0.
9200 Mc  ±0.1
9400 Mc  ±0.1

9610 Mc  ±0.
+4 9 0 M c

8600 Mc
8800 Mc

9000 Mc
9200 Mc
9400 Mc

9610 Mc
100 „Adc

MA.TR.6.3          **lsolation

MA.TR.6.2              Duplexer  Loss

MA.TR.6.7.1        *Arc  Loss ±10%
±.15  4'Sec

000 eps ±5%
F2  ± I 9'o
100  4'Adc



Reference                         Test                            Conditions                         Min.      Max.
MA.TR.6.4         **High  LevelvswR po -20 kw ±10%

:pr:-i:ip:o:o::s"s±e8%
Ii  -100 „Adc

1.2

MA.TR.6.6           *Recovery Time 200 kw ±5%
1.0 ±0.05 psec
1000 cps ±5%

2±5%
00 „Adcoc  nominal t:                           3.0     „sec

t:                           3.0     „sec
MA.TR.6.5.1         Spike  Leakage  Energy
MA.TR.11

40 kw ±io9ro
.0 ±0.15 „sec
0.5  ±0.15 „s
1000 cps ±5%

F2  ±3%
00 pAdc
25°C  nominal  Note 2    ws:
85°C Note 2                      ws:
85°C Note 3                      ws:

0.25   erg
0.30  erg
0.15   erg

Flat Leakage  Power
5ecERl%r£Yma|  Note 2     pf

85°C Note 2                       pf
85°C Note 3                       pf

80mw
120         mw
15mw

4.11
MA.TR.6.8
MA.TR.1

**Life Test
t:p:==i:!Ooak]OT±5„¥Oec

F-
Ebb

F=2=L5o%6ovdc

Pj  = §58ocMR8t%afh ignitor

t:    500 hours

4.11.4                  **Life Test  End  points

#e:cj!=vre2#t£#o:in::::

if:2¥ex!e:;aaod;:ti§::n2ergy

8        „sec
1.2      db

+3.0     db
0.4     erg

N°te]:;?h#:ttn:Fe#ht3ei¥#re:ti:I::eg%fdpc3hr:#a:wt::hga{:!te7a;ni:::#r,!en[¥£t.::chh:e,it:t,Sntet:h!ea',I:Tbi

specified.
Note 2:    The  leakage  power  shall  be  measured  for  each  channel.-Test  Procedure  MA.TR.

6. 5.1.

Note 3:    The leakage power shall be measured for the receiver arm. -Test Procedure MA.TR.
6.5.

Note 4:    ::,ed::.ciLv,ecrroa:Fvew#sE:ci::FsinMaAeg3:itohr :qt!Pvea,:Tt2;E crystal  mounted in a crystal

Note  5:     Referenced specification shall  be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bid.

E®MIC=ROW-AVE  ASSOCIATES INC=.
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MA  340D
DUPLEXEF3  TUBE

GENEPAL  DESCRIPTION:
An  jnljn\fracvr#|eprotector  TR  tube for  use  in  RG-52/u

TRAMS-               DUTY                                                          OPEN-CIR€UIT               OPERATING

FtATINGS               MITTEFt   po          CYCLE          FF!EQUENCY         IGNITOFt    VOLTAGE                 TEMP.

Watts                               Mc                        Vdc                         oC
Maximum       10,000     0.001        8490                                                +85
Minimum             0                               9610                 -1000                 -55

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-1   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

Reference                         Test                           Cond itions Min.       Max.

4.5                            Holding period                    t  =  168 hours
MA.TR.5                Temperature cycling       -40°C to  +100°C                                    1                               cycle
4.18.17.2          **Temperature cycling

Life Test
_4ooc to  +1oo°C                                  10                            cycles

4.9.12                 **Low pressure                      Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc                                            10,000         ft.
Ri  - 6.8 Meg.

4.9.18.1.9        **Container Drop                  (cda)rtpoanciaz8eefr°uP  1

MA.TR.8              **Vibration CPS

4.18.1                      Ignitor  Ignition Time         Ebb  =  -1000Vdc                      t:                                  5          see.
Ri  -  6.8 Meg

4.18.2                      Ignitorvoltage  Drop         li  =  loo #Adc                           Eid:        200           450         Vdc
MA.TR.3 Ignitor Noise  Ratio *F1  =  8490 Mc  ±0.1%           Nr:

*F3  = 38:8 M8  ±8::73
li  -100 4Adc

1.25

4.18.18 Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio

1.05  max
- 8490 Mc ±0.
8700 Mc  ±0.1
8900 Mc  ±0.1

- 9050 Mc ±0.
9200 Mc ±0.1
9400 Mc  ±0.1
= 9610 Mc  ±0.

4.18.4.2 Insertion  Loss

4.18.5.1 *lgnitor  Interaction
6.8 Meg

25°C  nom.  & 85°C        Li:
Li:

4.18.15.1 *Recovery Time
11.8k±Y]±]„°s%°c

r =  1000 cps ±5%
F2  ±5%

bb  =  -1000 Vdc
6.8 Meg

*Tf 1  = ooc
Tf2  = 25°C nominal

*Tf3  =  -55°C



Reference                          Test                            Cond itions                         M i n.       Max.

MA.TR.4               *Breakdown  power             tp  =  1.O  ±1597o

Fr±E2]°±°o?]Cj;oS±5%
Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc
Ri  -6.8 Meg
Tf 1  =  25°C nominal
Tf2  = 85°c

pb:                          200         mw
b:                          200         mw

MA.TR.11               Spike  Leakage  Energy =  10  kw  ±1097o
1.0  ±.15 #sec
0.5  ±.15 #sec
1000 cps ±5%

F=2_±]5o%6ovdc

Ri  -  6.8 Meg
Tf 1  =  25°C  nominal

*Tf2  = 85°c
Note  1

Ws:                                 O.25   erg
Ws:                               0.30  erg

Flat Leakage power         i:[e=P258cE::Lgiynai                pf:                           60         mw
*Tf2  =  85°C f:                            100 mw

tppo==]].8k±wo±5%sec
Du  -0.001
F - F2 ±5%
Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc
Ri  -  6.8 Meg
Tf  = 85°C Note  1. 2

4.11
MA.TR.1

**Life Test t:                         500         hours

E®

4.1 1.4 **Life Test    End  points      Pfe=°Ze5roycTjg\i:inai

Insertion  Loss

rgEipoerghaoq::!°Rnat]o

t:

Li:

NF:
Nr:

3         vsec

0.8     db
+2.0     db

1.4

Note  1:    This test shall  be  performed  with the TR tube terminating the transmission  line.
Note 2:    The  tube  shall  be  terminated  with  a  type  lN23E crystal  mounted  in  a  crystal  holder

(Microwave Associates type  MA 536 or equivalent).
Note 3:     Referenced specificationsshall beofthe issue in effecton the date of invitation for bid.

-L±:::;:Ho88MiN
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MA  341
DUPLEXEF=  TUBE

GENERAL  DESCRIPTION:

£Gh.:927uP::ve#udae[  Pro-TR  tube  to  be  used  in

RATINGS                                    TRANSMITTER   po

kw
Maximum                             200
Minimum                                      1

DUTY   CYCLE                                FREQUENCY

0.001

PAF}AGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-1   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

r\

rl

lil

Reference                          Test                            Cond itions                         M i n.       Max.

4.5                               Holdin Period                    t  =  168 hours
MA.TR.5                Temperature cycling        -40°C to  +100°C                                      1
4.18.17.2          **Temperature cycling       -40°C to  +|00°C                                   |o

Lit e Test
eration                                                                                                       50MA.TR.10            *Pressure  o

4.9.18.1.9          **Container  Drop                    (d)  Package Group  1
Carton  Size  K

MA.TR.8              **Vibration 50 ±2 eps

MA.TR.6.1             Voltage standing
Wave  Ratio

1.02  max
= 8500 Mc  ±0.1%
8700  Mc  ±0.197o

-9000 Mc  ±0.1%
9300  Mc  ±0.197o

- 9600 Mc ±0.19ro
MA.TR.6.2              Duplexer  Loss

MA.TR.6.7.1       *Arc  Loss

Li:

1097o
4Sec

ooo cps  ±1097o

loss:

MA.TR.6.4         **High  Level vswR ±1097o
ec  ±0.15 #sec

-  1000 eps ±5%
F2  ±1%

MA.TR.6.6           *F{ecovery Time - ZOO  ±5% kw
=  1.0  ±.15 rsec

=E2L±°3°97oCPS±5%
MA.TR.6.5            Average Leakage power  po  =

Prr
w  ± 1 097o
o cps  ±597o
0.15 „sec
1%

±0.1%
±O.197o

P:



Reference                          Test                             Conditions                          Ivlin.       Max.
MA.TR.6.8         **Life Test po  = 200 kw ±5%

tp  =  1.0  ±0.15 #sec
Du  -0.001
F  =  F2  ±5

t:         500 hours

ill®

4.11.4                  **LifeTest    End  points       RecoveryTime                             t:
Duplexer  Loss                               Li:
F -  F2  ±5%
Average Leakage  power        P:

10         „sec
0.8     db

0.1     watt

Note  1:     Fieferenced specifications shall be of the issue in effecton the date of invitation for bid.

575±.0'5                        i,

®®
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E®:uAp:::/E7:5T2uBE
GENEPAL   DESCRIPTION:

A High  PoweL L Band  pro-TF] Tube

OPERATING
RATINGS                  TRANSMITTER   po             DUTY   CYCLE             FREQUENCY             TEMPERATURE

Watts                                                  Mc                        oc
Maximum             3000 kw                 0.002                1350
Minimum                                                                                   1250
Mounting:  Note  1

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-1   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

F]eference                          Test                             e®nd itions Min.       Max.

4.5                            Holding period                    t  =  168 hours
MA.TR.5               :;cT,R:rature                      -40°Cto  +1oo°C                                    1

4.18.17.3         **§§:m[,R%r#fuere                     2-gg;Cmt8nth[°°°C

MA.TR.10            *Pressure o eration                                                                        P:
4.9,18.1.9          **Container Dro To  be specified.
MA.TR.8                *Vibration

5=5L%±2cps
*t  -15  min.

**t  -  1  hr.
**lnsertion                                  Note 2

4.18.18 Voltage Standing
Wave  Ratio

o' =  1.05 max
F1  =  1250  Mc  ±0.197o*E2==]2§3oMfic±±6].Z%

*F3==L33:oMfic±±b[.?%

1.40
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.40
0.3     db
5sec

F -F2  ±1%
po  =  5cO kw ±10%
tp  =  4.0  ±0.15 rfeec

Er±f22±°3%S±5%

£::8:£72             +i:r::#[nmLe°SS
4.18.4.2

Firing Time

0.2     db
1.20

75         #sec

See  Firing Time
See  Firing Time

tF:-=::3F:#T:::%

4.18.28
f::8:::         .:fi#::elvswp**High  Level  VSWR

4.18.15.1               Recovery Time

4.18.9 AverageLeakagep°Wert;p:±==f:3%:3#"=S::%

a'  =  1.1  max

10

4.11                       **Life Test pO  - 3000 kw ±5%
tp - 6.0 ±0.6 „sec
Du  ± 0.002
F - F2  ±3%

t:             500

4.iM                  Life Test   End  points     Pnesce°r¥jeor#£Tse

Leakage Power (2)



Note  1:     Mount  used  per drawing  L  Band  Mounting Seat.  A suitable gasket  sha'l  be  mounted
between the tube and  mounting seat.  Tube  shall  be supplied  with  gaskets  mounted
on them.

Note 2:    The  tube  shall  be capable of  being  inserted  and  removed  from  its  seat a  minimum
of  15 times with  no deterioration  in  the tube's electrical  characteristics.

Note  3:     Referenced specifications shall be of the issue in effecton the date of invitation for bid.
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MA  350
DUPLEXER  TUBE

GENEFIAL  DESCRIPTION:
An S Band Crystal Protector TFZ Tu be.

DUTY

RATINGS                    TRANSMITTER   po               CYCLE

kw
Maximum                     50                    0.001
Minimum
Mounting:  Note  1

FREauENcy

Mc
2900
2700

OPEN-C[FtcuIT
IGNITOR   VOLTAGE

Vdc

-1000

PARAGRAPH   REFEF}ENCES:  ARE  T0  MIL-E-1  AND  TO  MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PFiocEDURES.

Reference                        Test                           Cond itions Min. Max.

4.5                            Holding period                    t  =  168 hours
MA.TR.5                5;cTjR%rature                       -40°Cto  +1oo°C                                   1

4.18.1 **iic:[iE:r#fuere -4o°C to +|oooc 10

MA.TR.10            *Pressure operation          Note 2                                           P:

.               4.9.18.1.9        **Container Drop                  8da)rtpoancg?z8_eevGr°uP  1
MA.TR.8              **Vibration ±2 cps

10
5  min.

4.18.1                    !8:i{Porn Time                      EP± :.; al°e°g° Vdc                  t:

4.18.2                      bgrnoi;Or voltage                     li  =  100 4Adc                         Eid:

MA.TR.3 *Ignitor  Noise
Ratio

F  =  2730 Mc  ±0.1%
F  =  2800  Mc  ±O.197o
F  =  2870 Mc  ±O.i9ro
li  =  loo  4iAdc

Nr:

4.18.18

a

EiE

Voltage Standing
Wave  Ratio

a,  -1.05 max
F1  = 2700 Mc
F2  = 2800 Mc
F3  = 2900 Mc

4.18.4.2                *lnsertion  Loss                      F  =  F2  ±0.1%                          Li:
li  -100 „Adc

4.18.19 **High  Level  VSWR pO  -50 kw  ±10%
tp  =  1.0  ±0.15 psec
prr  =  1000 pps  ±59ro
li  -  loo „Adc
F  =  F2  ±39ro

4.18.15.1             *Recovery Time pO  -50 kw ±10%t?pr:=f:i%±o:o;.blp5"±s8%

li  -  loo „Adc
Spike  Leakage
Energy tppo]=±5]0.okw±5:i8%sec

tp2  =  0.5  ±0.15 #sec
prr  =  1000 pps  ±597o
F -  F2  ±3%
Ii  -  100 „Adc

Ws:

Flat  Leakage
Power

See Spike Energy pf:



Reference                         Test                            Conditions                         Min.      Max.
4.11
MA.TR.1

**Life Test pO  =  50  kw  ±59ro
tp  ±  1.0  ±0.15 #sec
Du  -0.001
F  =  F2  ±397o
li  -  100 „Adc
Note 3

t:           500 hours

4.11.4 Life Test  End
Points

Recovery Time
Insertion  Loss
NF  Degradation
lgnitor  Noise  Ratio

t:
Li:

ANF:
Nr:

20         „sec
0.7      db

+2db
1.4

Note  1:     Mountperdrawing  153-Jan.
N°te 2 :    :::is:bea rsdej2':ngoss[tiJ'ebref as::?iTgp.I [#:gebgaTkeeat::ifj, f{#cRe(°2P)r::a %IS{£{cska(ni3  SR:ii

be supplied  with  each  tube.
Note 3:    The TR tube  shall  be terminated  with  a  waveguide to type  N  transition  and  a  coaxial

type  N  crystal  mount containing a  lN21E crystal.
Note 4:     Referenced specifications shall  be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation of bid.

E®
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MA  351
UPLEXER  TUBE

GENEFiAL  DESCRIPTloN:
A   High   Temperature   TR   for   use   in   RG-52/U
Waveguide

TFtANS-               DUTY                                                            OPEN-CIFICUIT                OPERATING

RATiNGs              MiTTER  pO        cycLE        FREaiiENoy         iGNiTOR   VOLTAGE               TEMp.

kw                                    Mc                         Vdc                         °C
Maximum          200         0.001         9610                                                   85°
Minimum         0.001                            8490                  -1000

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  ARE  TO   MIL-E-1   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

Reference                        Test                           Cond itions Min.        Max.

4.5                             Holding  period                     t  =  168  hours
MA.TR.5                 Temperature cycling        -40°C to  +100°C                                       1                              cycles
4.18.17.2           **Temperature cycling

Life Test                                 -40°C to  +100°C                                     10                           cycles
4.9.12                 **Low pressure                       Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc                                             10,000         ft.

Ri  -6.8  Meg
4.9.18.1.9          **Container Drop                    (d)  Package Group  1

Carton  Size  K
MA.TR.8               **Vibration ±2 cps

min.

4.18.1                       lgnitor  Ignition Time         Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc                    t:
Ri  -  6.8  Meg

4.18.2
MA.TR.3

lgnitor Voltage  Drop
lgnitor  Noise  Ratio

li  =  100Adc                         Eid:
*F1  =8520Mc±0.197o        Nr:
F2  = 9050  Mc  ±0.1%

*F3  =  9580 Mc  ±0.1%
li  -  100 Adc

4.18.18
¥:lttj%ge standing wave

1.02  max
8490 Mc  ±0.

8700 Mc  ±0.1
8900 Mc  ±0.1

9050 Mc  ±0.
9200  Mc  ±0.1
9400 Mc  ±0.1

9610  Mc  ±0.
4.18.4.2                *lnsertion  Loss                       F  =  F2  ±0.197o 0.7     db
4.18.5.1                 *lgnitor  Interaction               li  =  100  pAdc 0.2     db
4.18.31                  *Position  of short -1.10 max

r  =  1000 cps  ±597o
:  40  kw  ±1097o
1.0  ±0.15  4tsec

100  4'Adc
F2  ±197o  Note  1

±.007 in

4.18.28                 *Arc  Loss po  = 40 kw  ±10%           loss:
tEpr:--11oi!3±8od6c;5"±sf9o

F  =  F2  ±197o



Peference                         Test                            Cond itions                         M i n.      Max.

4.18.15.1              *Recovery Time po  = 200  ±10% kwtip::b=:2i:Ifj#:v:::%

Pi]==6285oMcegominal
Tf2  = 85oc

3.0     „sec

sp,keLeaka8eEner8y{;3;!b=:=:150:¥§]o;±3#v;:%:a:8

Pj]==6285oMce8omina|            WS:
*Tf2  =  85°C                              Ws:

MA.TR.11

0.25   erg
0.30  erg

80mw
120         mw

4.11
MA.TR.1

Flat Leakage power          See spike  Energy
Tf 1  =  25°C  nominal
Tf2  = 85°C

**Life Test
tppo==L2.%°±koYi±5„¥°ec
Du  -0.001
F  =  F2  ±59ro
Ebb  =  -1000 Vdc

Pj2==6585oMce&ote2
4.11.4

H®

Life Test    End  points      PF:°±e2rgot]T:mina|

Insertion  Loss
NF Degradation

10         «sec
0.8     db

+3.0     db

Note  1:    When  the  metal  plate  is  replaced  by the tube,  the  position  of the VSWR  minimum of
the  flat  portion  of  the  pulse  shall  be  0.065"  further  from  the  magnetron  within  the
limits specified.

Note 2:    The output of the  TR tube  shall  be terminated  with  a  type  lN23E crystal  mounted  in
a crystal  holder (Microwave Associates type  MA.536 or equivalent).

Note 3:     Referenced  specification shall  be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bid.

MIC;R017\7-AVE  ASSOC)IATES INC.
2.59TR
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MA  360
DUPLEXER  TUBE

GENERAL  DESCPIPTION:
An  External  cavity cell  type for UHF-.

RATINGS                                   TRANSMITTER   po

mw
Maximum                           2000
Minimum

DUTY   CYCLE                                 FFIEQUENCY

0.0018
mc Note 6

500
100

PARAGRAPH   REFERENCES  AFiE  TO   MIL.E.I   AND  TO   MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES  TR  TEST  PROCEDURES.

F]eference                         Test                            Cond itions Min.       Max.

4.5                             Holding  period                     t  =  168  hours
MA.TR.5                 Temperature cycling        -40°C to  +100°C                                       1                              cycle
4.9.18.1.9          **Container Drop                    (d)  Package Group  1

Carton Size to be determined
MA.TR.8                 *Vibration F - 50 ±2 eps

G=10
t  -15  min.

Tuning                                      Note  1                                                     F:      425          435          Mc
4.18.4.2                  Insertion  Loss                       F  =  425  ±5  Mc                                Li:                              0.5      db

Note 2
4.18.15.1               RecoveryTime(1)             tpp°==62TOY2±„5s%°c

prr  = 300 cps  ±5%
F  = 425  ±5 Mc
Vre  =  0  Notes 2.  3

Recovery Time (2)
i%Ee2C3o5evr5cTLmaex(1)
Notes 2, 3, 4

t:     1500                          „s

t:                         loo           4'S
4.18.10                   Peak Leakage  power 2  Mw  ±597o

0.2 „sec
cps  ±5%

= 425  ±5 Mc p:40

4.11                         **Life Test po  =  2  Mw  ±597o
tp -6 ±0.2 „sec
Du  -0.0018
F  = 425  ±25 Mc
Vre  =  200  ±10 Vdc

t:     1000

4.11.4                      LifeTest     End  points       RecoveryTime (2)
Peak Leakage  Power



E®

Note  1:    The tube shall be mounted in cavityA, (M. A. Drawing C-30573). When placed between
a  matched load and generator, the maximum  power transmission through  the  cavity
shall  occur  within  the  limits  specified.  The  cavity  shall  have  a  loaded  Q,  Q2L,  with  a
thuo?eejj#t8';Ch:c°hf:°ttu'be:Swtohua,a2b::nns°errtme3:et£:acna3j?;.s#ii,hraesmo:taat'!jcbg'tawt:ech°5inogat:3

515  Mcps.
N°te2:tTuhneeiupoetshhea':,g:aT?ruenqt:8nj:yc:X!dtysBa(,Y;tAihDarta#enqgu:;3c?F2h:)jeT:eiocaadv:tJ%|a62bL:

between  65 and 80.
Note 3:    The  cavity shall  be  shunt-mounted  on  a  31/8  inch  50-ohm  coaxial  line.  The  main  line

shall  be  matched  to less than  1.15 VSWR with  a  simulated  short in the cavity.
Note 4:    The  recovery electrode voltage Vre shall  be applied,  using the circuit shown  in  Fig.1.

The circuit shall  be constructed so as to  minimize stray capacitances.
Note  5:     Referenced specification shall  be of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bid.
Note 6:    When  used  with  the  proper  external  cavity,  this  frequency  range  can  be  obtained.

MIC>ROW-AVE  ASSOC3IATES  INC=[
2-59TR
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MA1710

WAVEGUIDE
ROTARY

SHUTTEF3

I.   DESCFtlpTI0N:
The  MA-710 Waveguide  Switch  is  designed  for  use  in  RG-52  waveguide  trans-
mission  systems.  The  switch  is  normally  closed  and  is  non-contacting.

11.   RATINGS  AND  GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
2.1    Frequency  Fiange
2.2    VSWR (open  position)
2.3    Insertion  Loss (open  position)
2.4    Isolation  (Closed  Position  Pi -  P2)
2.5    Voltage  Ratings (D.  C.)

2.5 a    Operating voltage
2.5  b     Pull-in  voltage
2.5 c    Release voltage

2.6    Coil  Resistance at 25°C
2.7   Temperature  Rating
2.8    Vibration

Ill.   ELECTRICAL  TESTS
3.1    VSWR  (open  position)

3.1a    F=8.5Kmc/s±0.1%
3.1  b    F  =  9.OKmc/s   ±0.197o
3.1c     F=9.6Kmc/s   ±o.1%

3.2     Isolation  (closed  position)

3.2a     F =  8.5  Kmc/s  ±o.1%
3.2 b    F =  9.0  Kmc/s  ±o.1%
3.2c    F =  9.6  Kmc/s   ±o.1%

8.5-9.6 Kmc/s
1.10  Max.

0.2 db  Max.
30 db  Min.

20 to 29 Volts
20 V Max.
12  V  Max.

100ohms±1097o
-55°C to + 125°C

5G's from 50-500 cps

1.10  Max.
1.10  Max.
1.10  Max.

30 db  Min.
30 db  Min.
30 db  Min.



H®

3.3    *Vibration
Vibrate the unit in the three major axes cycling from 50 to 500 cps at
5G's. Testing to be limited to the four worst resonance points (if any)
for  a  duration  of  not  less  than  one (1)  minute  each.  The  shutter will
then   be  given   a   thorough   visual   examination   for  any   mechanical
failures.

Vibration  will   be  checked   at   both  the   open   and   closed   positions.
Measurement of VSWR  and  Isolation  shall  be checked  after vibration
and  should  meet the  requirements already set forth.

3.4   *High Temperature
The   shutter  shall   be   placed  within   the  chamber  and  the   internal
temperature  of  the  chamber  shall  be  raised  to  125°C.  The  shutter
shall  be  exposed  to  125°C for a  period  of  not  less than  one (1)  hour.
While  the  shutter  is  maintained   at   125°C  the   unit  shall   meet  the
requirements of 2.5.

3.5    *Low Temperature
The  shutter  shall   be   placed  within   the  chamber  and   the   internal
temperature of the chamber lowered to  -55°C.  The shutter shall  be
exposed to -55°C for a period of not less than one (1) hour. While the
shutter is maintained  at  -55°C the  unit shall  meet the  requirements
of 2.5.
*Standard  Design Test per MIL-E-16.5%AQL

-..`-.:,,J`.J.-`

1',',-,:
1

MIC=ROW.AVE  ASSOC3IATES INC=.
2-59TR
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MA-3800     TR-Limiter

DESCRIPTION

The  MA-3800 TR-Limiter combines  in  a  single  package  a  gas TR  tube and  a  solid  state
limiter.  This  new,  compact  unit  provides  complete  protection  during  stand-by  without
ignitor current.

APPLICATIONS

The   MA-3800   provides   positive   protection  for  standard  crystal   receivers  and  tunnel
diode  amplifiers.

SPECIFICATIONS

Complete,  formal  specifications  in  MIL-E-1  format  are  available  on  request.
Frequency
Maximum  Peak  Power

Insertion  Loss
Spike  Leakage
Flat  Leakage
Ignitor  Noise  Ratio
Recovery  Time
Life  Test
Temperature  Range

All  specifications are subject to modification.

5.4 to 5.9  Gc
25kw
1.4
0.8  db
0.05  ergs  per pulse
30mw
1.05
2„s
1,000  hours
0  to 85OC
See outline drawing.

+:`tTh..4

5M-3-65-G                           Printed  in  USA
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MA-3804     TR-Limiter

DESCRIPTION

The  MA-3804 TR-Limiter combines  in  a  singe  package  a  gas TR  tube  and  a  solid  state
limiter.  This  new,  compact  unit operates  in  a  WR-112  waveguide.

APPLICATIONS

The   MA.3804  provides   positive  protection  for  standard  crystal   receivers  and  tunnel
diode  amplifiers.

SPECIFICATIONS

Complete,  formal  specifications  in  MIL-E-1  format are  available  on  request.
Frequency
Maximum  Peak  Power

Insertion  Loss
Spike  Leakage
Flat  Leakage
lgnitor  Noise  Ratio
Recovery Time
Life  Test
Temperature  Range

All  specifications are subject to modification.

9.2 to 9.4 Gc
250  kw
1.3
1.0  db
0.05 ergs  per pulse
40mw
1.2
2„s
500  hours
-55 to +85°C
See outline  drawing.

5M-3-65-G                           Printed  in  USA
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MA-3810X     TR-Limiter

DESCRIPTION

The  MA-3810X TR-Limiter combines  in  a single  package  a  gas  TR tube and  a solid state
limiter.  This  new,  compact  unit  is  a  standard  X-band  replacement  for  TR's  or  diode
limiters.

APPLICATIONS

The  MA-3810X  provides  positive  protection  for  standard  crystal  receivers  and  tunnel
diode  amplifiers.

SPECIFICATloNS

Complete,  formal  specifications  in  MIL-E-1  format are  available  on  request.

Frequency
Maximum  Peak  Power

Insertion  Loss
Spike  Leakage
Flat  Leakage
lgnitor  Noise  Ratio
Recovery  Time
Life  Test
Temperature  Range

All  specifications are subject to  modification.

8.5 to 9.6  Gc
10kw
1.4
0.6  db
0.06  ergs  per  pulse
40mw
1.15
2„s
1,000  hours
-55 to +85°C
See  outline  drawing.

``...,``

5M-3-65-G                           Printed  in  USA
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MA-$810Z     TR-Limiter

DESCRIPTION

The  MA-3810Z TR-Limiter combines in  a single  package  a  gas TR tube and  a  solid state
limiter.

APPLICATIONS

The   MA-3810Z  provides  positive  protection  for  standard  crystal  receivers  and  tunnel
diode  amplifiers.

SPECIFICATIONS

Complete,  formal  specifications  in  MIL-E-l  format  are  available  on  request.
Frequency
Maximum  Peak Power

Insertion  Loss
Spike  Leakage
Flat  Leakage
lgnitor  Noise  Ratio
Recovery Time
Life  Test._...~
Temperature  Range

All  specifications are subject to modification.

16 to  17  Gc
5kw
1.3
0.7  db
0.06  ergs  per pulse
40mw

-55 to +85°C
See outline  drawing.

I,,                                                 `-`

5M-3-65-G                           Printed  in  USA



OUTLINE   DRAWING
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I.   FINISH    FLANGES    WITH    CADMIUM

PLATE    FOLLOWED     BY    IRIDITE

2.   FINISH     PEMAINING    EXPOSED

SURFACES    WITH    ZINC    CHROMATE

PRIMER    FOLLOWED   BY    FLAT
BLACK    LACQUER.

3.   LEAD    LENGTH      18    INCHES

4.  DIMENSIONS    IN    INCHES.
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MA-3811Z     TR-Limiter

DESCRIPTION

The  MA-3811Z TR-Limiter combines  in  a single  package a  gas TR tube and  a solid state
limiter.

APPLICATloNS

The  MA-3811Z  provides  positive  protection  for  standard  crystal  receivers  and  tunnel
diode  amplifiers.

SPECIFICATIONS

Complete,  formal  specifications  in   MIL-E-1  format  are  available  on  request.

Frequency
Maximum  Peak Power
VSINR..-__
Insertion  Loss
Spike  Leakage
Flat  Leakage
lgnitor  Noise  Ratio
Recovery  Time
Life  Test
Temperature  Range

All  specifications are subject to modification.

16 to  17  Gc
5kw
1.3
0.7  db
0.06 ergs  per pulse
20mw
1.2
2„s
1,500  hours
-55 to +85°C
See outline  drawing.

5M-3-65-G                          Printed  in  USA
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Pl,ea,se full out appti,ccLbze aporti,ons of this i orm
amd  tru  to  incl;nde  a,8  much  inf ormcthon  cb8
po88ivze 8o that we can best evaha,te uour ap-
pttca,tion cund mcbke our b e8t recommendcbtion.

Prepared By :
Organization
Address
Buyer

FTmmrm
MAIL To:   MICR017`7-AVE  ASSOCIATEs,  |Nc.

Burlington,  Massachusetts

Project Engineer Telephone

PURPOSE  OF  THIS  INQUIRY:

(1)   Preliminary information for bidding purposes  I
(2)   Engineering  evaluation for  current development project I
(3)   Application to  current,  production contract I
(4)   For  retrofit  consideration,  to  replace  tube type

Prototype  Delivery  Requirement :

Estimated  Production  Requirement
System  Title  and  Description

now being used.

Units per month starting

Units by-
(Date)

If retrofit application, please describe problem (s)  being experienced by present tube_

Sponsoring Service

ELECTRICAL :

Transmitter Tube Type :
Frequency Band :
Operating  Conditions :
Peak  Pulse Power  (KW) :
Pulse  Width   (psec) :
Repetition Rate  (PPS) :
Required Minimum Range  (yards) :

Contract No.

Max. Permissible VSWR
Mc/sec       Fixed I            Tunable I

23

(o„ey')



DupLEXER   TUBE    INQUIRy   FonM

Preferred Duplexer Arrangement :  (Dual TR, Branchguide, etc.)

Receiver  Input  Description:   (TWT,  Diode  Mixer,  etc.)

Receiver  Noise Figure :                  db
Maximum Allowable Duplexer  Loss :                  db
Estimated Receiver Recovery Time  (to 3db) :
Required  Receiver  protection  During  Non-Operation:       Yes  I        NO  I
Will system be exposed to excessive external R.F.  levels?
What external frequencies and power levels are expected?

ENVIRONMENTAL :

Temperature :
Vibration :

Shock :
Acceleration :

Altitude :
Life :

OT]erating StoTaJge

MECHANICAL :

Transmitter  Tube  Output  Connector :
Transmission  Line  Type  and  Designation :
Receiver  Input  Connector :
Space  Allowance  for  Duplexer:   (Approx.)
Preferred  Terminal Locations  (Sketch)

Weight  Al.lowance for  Duplexer  (Approx.)
Available  cooling :  Liquid                             _,  Air
Can  unit be pressurized?

SPECIFICATIONS :
List  applicable  military  specifications.

Conductio

MICJR017`rAVE  .ASSOC}IAr|TES
Burlington, Massachusetts  .   BRowning 2-3000  .  Western  Union  FAX  .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass., 942

I N C= .
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Pleaj8e full out apvikccbbbe T]ortion8 of this i orm
and  tru  to  inchi,de  a,8  much inf orma,vion  as
pos8ivte 8o that we can best evcbhaute uour a;xp-
pucathon cnd, mcbke our best recommendcwhon.

Prepared By :
Organization
Addres
Buyer

MAIL  TO:

FTmmrm
MIC>RC>W-AVE  ASSOC;IATES,  INC;.

Burlington,  Massachusetts

Project Engineer_
Telephone
Telephone

PURPOSE  OF  THIS  INQUIRY:

(1)   Preliminary information for bidding purposes  I
(2)   Engineering  evaluation for  current  development project  I
(3)   Application to  current, production contract  I
(4)   For  retrofit  consideration,  to  replace  tube type

Prototype  Delivery  Requirement :

Estimated  Production  Requirement
a         ;;;-t== ' -T-iti-e-;=a-i;:-s-cri';tTi'6-=

A

Eii

now being  used.

Units per month starting

Units by-
(Date)

If retrofit application, please describe problem (s)  being experienced by present tube

Sponsoring Service

ELECTRICAL :

Transmitter Tube Type :
Frequency Band :
Operating  Conditions :
Peak Pulse Power  (KW) :
Pulse  Width  (#sec) :
Repetition Rate  (PPS) :
Required Minimum Range  (yards) :

Contract No.

Max. Permissible VSWR
Mc/sec       Fixed  I            Tunable  I

23
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DllpL[XER   TIJBE   INQUIRY   FORM

Preferred  Duplexer Arrangement :  (Dual TR, Branchguide, etc.)

Receiver  Input  Description:   (TWT,  Diode  Mixer,  etc.)

Receiver  Noise  Figure :                  db
Maximum Allowable Duplexer  Loss :                   db
Estimated Receiver  Recovery Time  (to 3db)
Required  Receiver  protection  During  Non-Operation:       Yes I         NO I
Will system be exposed to excessive external R.F.  levels?
What external frequencies and power levels are expected?

ENVIRONMENTAL :

Temperature :
Vibration :

Shock :
Acceleration :

Altitude :
Life :

OpeTa'ting StoTaJge

MECHANICAL :

Transmitter  Tube  Output  Connector :
Transmission  Line  Type  and  Designation :
Receiver  Input  Connector :
Space  Allowance  for  Duplexer:   (Approx.)
Preferred  Terminal Locations  (Sketch)

Weight  Allowance for  Duplexer  (Approx.)
Available  Cooling :  Liquid
Can unit be pressurized?

SPECIFICATIONS :

List applicable  military  specifications.

Conduction

MIC}RO-W..A-VE  .ASSOC3IArl]ES
Burlington, Massachusetts  .   BRowning 2-3000  .  Western  Union  FAX  .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass., 942

I N C) .
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Pteqse full out appl;kcabze portions of thi,8 i orm
cund,  ±Tay  to  incl;ale  a,8  mush  inf ormutton  cb8
pg§8€b|e 8o tfaat we can best evcLhabte war ap-
plkcatton cund, mcbhe our best recommendei;vion.

Prepared By :
Organization
Address
Buyer

FTfi\mrm
MAIL TO:    M]CRo.`7`7.AVE  ASSoC]Ar]]ES,  ZNC;.

Burlington,  Massachusetts

Project Engineer_
Telephone
Telephone

PURPOSE  OF  THIS  INQUIRY:

(1)   Preliminary information for bidding purposes  I
(2)   Engineering  evaluation for  current  development project  I
(3)   Application to  current,  production contract  I
(4)   For  retrofit  consideration,  to  replace  tube  type

Prototype  Delivery  Requirement :

Estimated  Production  Requirement
System  Title  and  Description

now being used.

Units per month starting

Units by_
(Date)

If retrofit application, please describe problem (s)  being experienced by present tube

Sponsoring Service

ELECTRICAL :

Transmitter Tube Type :
Frequency Band :
Operating  Conditions :
Peak Pulse  Power  (KW) :
Pulse  Width  (psec) :
Repetition Rate  (PPS) :
Required Minimum Range  (yards) :

Contract No.

Max. Permissible VSWR
Mc/see       Fixed  I

2

(O„er)

Tunable I
3



DupLEx[R   TUBE   iNOumy   FonM

Preferred Duplexer Arrangement :  (Dual TR, Branchguide, etc.)

Receiver  Input Description:   (TWT,  Diode  Mixer,  etc.)

Receiver  Noise Figure :                  db
Maximum Allowable Duplexer  Loss :                  db
Estimated Receiver Recovery Time  (to 3db) :
Required  Receiver  protection  During  Non-Operation:       Yes I         NO I
Will system be exposed to excessive external R.F.  levels?
What external frequencies and power levels are expected?

ENVIRONMENTAL :

Temperature :
Vibration :

Shock :
Acceleration :

Altitude :
Life :

Operating Storage

MECHANICAL :

Transmitter  Tube  Output  Connector :
Transmission  Line  Type  and  Designation :
Receiver  Input  Connector :
Space  Allowance  for  Duplexer:   (Approx.)
Preferred  Terminal Locations  (Sketch)

Weight Allowance for Duplexer  (Approx.)
Available  cooling:  Liquid                     _      __,  Air
Can unit be pressurized?

SPECIFICATIONS :
List  applicable  military  specifications.

Conductio

MIC>ROW-A-V-E  .ASSOCJ|Ar|]ES
Burlington, Massachusetts  .   BRowning 2.3000  .  Western  Union  FAX  .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass., 942
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MIC=ROW-A-VE  ASSOC=IATES

ISOLATORS

S
MA-154         i        2700

ii        290 0        i       5000i !ii4000i

I            0.4             i            10             i      1.10         i             liqujd€ooled                   i           20

i       v,,vl  |It,,,6VRG48;uiEg5££}irl.NOuT
50            +iquid cooling -.65 GPM

X

MA-150 8500 )        9600 250
I          250        I

10.5 20 I.15 -5ooc        +|oooc 10 RG 52/U UG 39/U 28

MA-151 8500 9600 250 250,10.4 20 I.15 -50°C         +|0o°C 10 RG 51/U UG 52A/U 3
I          MA-152 8500 (        9600 500 500 0.3 10 1.10 -50o€        +|00oc 10 RG 51/U UG 52A/U 3

Ku     i         MA.155          i      15500 i      17500        i           150
(150 1.0           i          20            i     1.15        i-50°C           +100°€     i         30         jRG91/LI :     UG541/U                 j        3       8

I

C I RCU LATO RS

FREQ.

II                 TUBE

BANDWIDTH

MAX.  OPPOWERATINGER
MINIMUM   ISOLATION-DBi

lNSERTloN INPUTVSWR PRESSUREPSIG WAYEGUIDE FLANGECONNECTIONSI

APPROXI-MATE

OTHER  FEATUIIESBAND TYPE MC/SEO.
PEAKKW AYE.WATTS TnANS-,RECEIVER ANTENNA-TRAMS

LOSS -MAX.  DB
MAX. MIN.

SIZE WEIGHTLBS.OZ.

i          MA-1ZO i        8500         i        9600       i          2sO        i         250       i             25             i           20 i                      0.4                           I
i                1.15                 i RG 67/U !'          UG136A/U 14 Temp. range  -50°C to +85o€

0.3                         i            1.15 Temp. range  -50°C to +85ocUG52A/U           iRG 51/U9600       i         500

Llquill coolingUG52A/U           iRG 51/U8500       (        CW

MA-121

MA-123
T          MA-124 8500 9600

I        1000
1000       (a              25

i           20             i                   0.3
1.15 15

;    RG51/U
i         UG52A/U (48 i  Liqllid cooling. Temp. range  -50°€ to +85o€

Ku
MA-122 16000 17000 150 150 120 20 0.3 1.15 10 RG 9'/U UG 541/U 1

MA-122A 15500 17500 '50 150 25 20 0.3 1.15 10 RG 91/U UG 54'/U 1

Ka i         MA.125 i     34500        i     35900 i50 50 20 20             i                   0.5                       i
i             1.25 ilo i    RG96/U    i

UG 600/U
!1

i

DUPLEXERS*

FREQ. TUBETYPE BANDWIDTHMC/SEO.

MAX.  OPERATING RECEIVE
TRANSMIT

VSWRMAX.

RECOVERY

PRESSURE -PSIG WAVEGUIDESIZE
FLANGECONNECTIONS

LIFE
POWER DUPLEXER TIME WARRANTY

LOSS DUPLEXER (ANTENNA
C#j!FAL                                      0THEH  FEATUREsBAND

PEAK AYE. (WITH LOSS MISMATCH

MIN.          I           IVIAX.

EXCEPTRECVRARM

K W               WATTS lGNITOR) 1.5) PROTECTloN

i        MA-120T i        8500         i        9600 i          250        i         250 1.0 !0.4 i      1.ZO          i 2„s i30 i    RG67/U        3i     UG136A/U i     500  hrs.    Temp. range  -50°Cto +85o€
500  hrs.    Temp, range -50°C to +85°CUG 52A/URG 51/U500       i         500MA-121T

hrs.      Liquid cooling 65°C max.UG52A/U         (      500RG 51/U

I      17000        I           150         I           150       I              1.2             I             0,3             I      1.20         I               24S                 I         10            I         30         .|RG91/U

MA-'24T

|      15500          I     17500        I          150        I         150       I             I.2            I            0.3            I     I.00        I              2us                I         10           I         30           |RG9l/U

500  lirs.     Temp. range  -50°C to +85°CUG 541/U

500  hrs.     Temp. range  -50°C to +85ooI'G 541/U

MA-122T

MA-122AT

Under  DevelopmelitMA-1Z5T

*Crystal protection independent Of transmitter power and antenna mismatch.



ex              ,'ra;                    ,x`,ivi`£'S                    "H<*s                                   #^esy~

ADESCRIPTION
-     These   compact   lightweight   waveguide   isolators   are   miniature   ferrite   devices  operating  in  the  frequency

range  of  7  to  25  GHz.  Typical  weight  is   less  than  three  oLlnces.

PERFORMANCE  DATA

medel  nunber

MA-8F{00  Series

freq.  GHz

7.05  -   1.00

8.2  -  12.4

12.4  -   18.0

18.0  -26.5

Max.   Insertion  Loss

Min.   Isolation

Max.   Input  VSWR

Temperature  F}ange

Mechanical

r`*    Unit  is  rated  for  power  Into  a  matched  load.

All  specifications  are  stJbject  to  modification

0.3  dB

20dB

1.20

+00  to  +85OC

See  outline  drawing.

Patent  Pending

3-67           Printed  in  USA
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:.\\L:5\`tiiA-12{+`-i`   FERRITE   CIRCU LATOR

MEDIUM   POWEF3

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   83/a"

Frequency  Range . . .

`r  y  p  i   £=  .A  L      ia  F2  E  G   i   i=  i   c  A T  i   a  N  s

8500-9600 mc              Temperature  Range..

Transmitter-Receiver  Isolation ...... 25db  min                               Material

Antenna-Transmitter  Isolation .....   20db  min                              Waveguide

lnsertlon  Loss                                                   O.4db  max                         Flange connections

VSWR                                                                         1.15  max                              Weight

Power

Average . . 250 watts

. .250  kw

_5oo to +85oC

aluminum

RG-67/U

UG-136A/U

1.25  lbs approx

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone or write your ferrite device  requirements to the  address  below.

All  Ferrite  Devices manufactured  by  MICPOWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

R.4-|C= F  (-.=`;-tt\`ffi..7---41---{i``;--:f=f--:       ---==r=    ---:-----:-,i-i+|-T=ErE!      I DJi=,`  I
Burlmgton,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .   Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlingtc)n.  Mass.,  942



FERRITE  CIRCULATOR

Frequency  Range. . .

HI  POWEFI

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   1213A"

TYP!   €,fti,      Sg=J-`-                  r   '=jAT!0N€

.8500-9600 mc               Pressure
Transmitter-Receiver  Isolation ...... 25db  min                              Temperature  Range..

Antenna.Transmitter  Isolation .....   20db  min                               Material

Insertion  Loss 0.3db  max                         Waveguide

10  psi8 min
_5oo to +85oC

bronze
RG-51/U

VSWR                                                                      1.15  max                             Flange connections                                        UG-52A/U

Power                                                                                                                   Weight

Average 500 watts
500  kw

4 lbs.  8 oz.

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone  or write your ferrite device  requirements to the address  below.

All  Ferrite  Devices manufactured  by M ICF}OWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

E® ii.Lj=fi= |C¥ E`C=jF77tjr_,i`::t_  -¥.,r  _ii:i       =`_   +;ii#:i:a€~.`h±€--~   _-`±_-``.  rrngl`€==;      I T`T:-~               .
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942

2.59TR
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`'  A-1£ <'__   FERRITE  CIRCULATOR

HI  POWEP

Ku-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   71/."

•=-   P   I   C  A.   E`

Frequency  Range.

ir:--  A T  I  o  N  S

16.0-17.0  kmc  *             Pressure.
Transmitter-Receiver  Isolation ...... 25db  min                               Material

Antenna-Transmitter  Isolation ...... 20db  min                              Waveguide...

Insertion  Loss .....  0.3db  max                           Flange connections

VSWR

Power

Average

Peak. . .

1.15  max                               Weight..

150 watts

150  kw

10  psig min

aluminum

RG-91/U

UG-541/U

1.0 lbs approx

*MA-122A  with  frequency  range  15.5  to  17.5  kmc  available

(all  other  specifications  identical),

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone or write your ferrite device  requirements to the  address  below.

All  F.errite  Devices manufactured  by  MICPOWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

ii,ib-,\ _
`  ~`: E:   I+                    _     .1;.F Ting                                       .-_N:-3  _;_tt.±ATEs     I hate:='.

Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942



E,agffi!A-i2:=,   FERR|TE  C|RCULATOR

Frequency  Range

HI  POWER

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   141/."

TYPICAL     SPECIFICATIONS

7500-8500  mc                 Material.

Transmitter-Receiver  Isolation               .25db  min                              Waveguide

Antenna-Transmitter  Isolation             .   20db  min                              Flange connections

Insertion  Loss..                                                  .0.3db  max                            Coolant.

VSWR   ..                                                                          1.15max

Power

CW 1800 watts

bronze

RG-51/U

UG-52A/U

liquid

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order. Telephone or write your ferrite device requirements to the address below.

All  F.errlte  Devices manufactLlred  by lvIICF=OWAVE ASSOCIATE:S are tested at maximum  rated  power.

E® rfut  I C= Pb C3 T7tcr,`_€S±L_~=i_=-t`--¥     _`t?==.. :a €¥ i-=€ a:`= ...- ±  J`:*    .£.i__ rrl ¥€ =      I }T i.'=`-~~=
Burlington,  Massachuset.ts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942

2.59TR
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-Lfinfi£  `._   FEFtRITE  CmcuLATOFt

HI   POWEF]

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   12i3fa"

Frequency  Range

T  y  p  i  £  #  i_~`      `=  ¥`  L£:  €=  i   F  i  a,  .A T  I  0  N  s

8500-9600 mc
Transmitter-Receiver  Isolation ...... 25db  min

(matched  load  cond.)
Antenna-Transmitter  Isolation ...... 20db  min

Insertion  Loss. . .

Power

Average

0.3db  max
1.15  max

1000 watts

1.0 megawatt

Pressure

Temperature  Range

Material

Waveguide . . .

Flange Connections

Weight

Coolant

15  psig  min

_5oo to +85°C

bronze

FiG-51/U

UG-52A/U

4 lbs.  8 oz.

liquid  :  65°C  max

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone or write your ferrite device  requirements to the address  below.

All  F.errite  Devices manufactured  by  MICFIOWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at  maximum  rated  power.

n4 I C) F. C317Vc3aLfti~ T`-dyr E   .,.±\fa. §€= S e C= i rifaT E 8S   I N €=3 .
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942



it-r~¥frREi==`   FERRITE  CIRCULATOR

HI  POWEP

Ka-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   51/8"

TYPICAL     SPECIF.lcATIONS
i

Frequency  Range. . .

Transmitter-Receiver  Isolation

Antenna-Transmitter  Isolation

Insertion  Loss. .

VS;INF\ .  .  .

Power

Average.    .

Peak. .  .

34.5-35.9  kmc

. .   20db  min

(matched  load  cond.)
. ,  ,20db  min

0.5db max

.      1.20max

.   50watts

50kw

Pressure   .

Material .  .

Waveguide   . .

Flange  Connections

10  psi8  min

bronze

RG-96/U

UG-600/U

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone  or write your ferrite  device  requirements to the  address  below.

All  Ferrite  Devices manufactured  by  M[CF]OWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

E® =fr#IC=ROWAT7E€  ASS=OC=IArFES   INC=.
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .   Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burllngton,  Mass.,  942

2.59TR
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`ffi-12ffi5`J   FERRITE   DUPLEXER

250  KW  PEAK

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   83/8''

P   '!   8   .a   L         :-j±   f^~~'   g=   f=   i    +a~   i   i_:   fi  i.   i   a:,i   ae   €---

Frequency  Range. . .

Receive  Duplexer Loss (with  ignitor)

Transmit  Duplexer  Loss   .

Receive  VSWR   .

Transmit  VSWR . . .

Power

Average.  .  .

Peak.  . .

Recovery Time .  .

(antenna  mismatch  of  1.5)

8500-9600 mc
1.Odb  max

0.4db  max

1.2  max

1.2  max

250 watts

250 kw

2ps

Crystal  Protection  Independent of

Transmitter  Power and  Antenna
Mismatch

Life  warrantywith  crystal.                 ..   500  hours  min
Protection

Pressure 30 psig max
Temperature  Range ....- 500 to  +85°C

Material.                                                                   ..aluminum

(except for tube)
Waveguide                                                          .. RG.67/U

Flange connectlons                    :i,C:{¥:rrsa.rFG.U]§:]A3/5uA/U

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order. Telephone or write your ferrite device requirements to the address below.

All  Ferrite  Devices manufactured  by lvIICROWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

Ivi icLT E3  \~_                +ri:1+`    ``¢'   _=-.          I     j~===;k¥3|:a=3ft-C;fa  ijrfur=±-!fl,==i.     i j*T  f=`,,r
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington.  Mass.,  942



i-viAnizaiT  FERRITE  DUPLEXEFt

500  KW  PEAK

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH    12i3fa"

T  y  E'  I   €  7A`  i.      s  F5  gT  a,  i   F  i  c.  A I  I   a  N  5£

Frequency  Range.   .

Receive  Duplexer  Loss

(with  i8nitor)

Transmit Duplexer  Loss  .

Receive  VSWR . . .

Transmit VSWR . .

Power

Average

Peak. . .

Recovery Time .  .

(antenna  mismatch  of  1.5)

8500-9600 mc
1.2db  max

0.3db max

1.2  max

1.2  max

500 watts
500  kw
2HS

Crystal  Protection  Independent of
Transmitter  Power and  Antenna
Mismatch

Life  Warranty  with  Crystal
Protection

Pressure   .

Temperature  Range

Material .

Waveguide

Flange Connectors

500  hours  min

10  psi8  min

30 psig max
_5oo to +85°C

. bronze

. RG-51/U

receiver arm:  UG-51/U
all  others:  UG-52A/U

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone  or write your ferrite  device  requirements to the address  below.

All  F.errite  Devices manufactured  by  IvllcROWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at  maximum  rated  power.

E® i£\i¥£ICROWAVH  ASSOC=IATHS  INC}.
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .   Western  Unlon  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942

2.59TR
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T_,T= fe.124-h-FERRiTE   DupLEXEFl

1  MEGAWATT

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH    121%2"

Frequency  Range. . .

Receive  Duplexer  Loss.  .

(with  i8nitor)

Transmit  Duplexer  Loss.

F3eceive  VSWF3 . .  .

Transmit VSWR   . .

Power

Average. .  .

Recovery Time

--     .~,     p   i   f=   {[Fi.   i~        ,-=:,   ;-:   £   =   i    F   i   €  A ¥J   i   €=`   RE   E=±

8500-9600 mc
1.2db  max

0.3db  max

1.2  max

1.2  max

1000 watts

1  megawatt

2„s

(antenna  mismatch  of  1.5)

Crystal  Protection  Independent of

Transmitter  Power and  Antenna
Mismatch

Lifewarrantywith  crystal..                .     500  hours  min
Protection

Pressure

Temperature  Range.

Material .

Waveguide

Flange  Connectors. . .

Coolant

I  .15  psig  min
30 psig max
_5oo to +85oC

.  .  . bronze

I  .  . RG-51/U

receiver arm:  UG-51/U
all  others:  UG-52A/U

.  .liquid  :  65°C  max

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone or write your ferrite device  requirements to the address below.

All  Ferrite Devices manufactured  by MICFtowAVE ASSOCIATES are tested at maximum  rated  power.

|v[ I a R -gi i -i:v\Ch-._'`,= i  -T`,-I -`-=L==    _. _ `-~i _ h8. S a C= I AT E a    I RE C= .
Burlington,  Massachusetts  .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  Union  FAX  .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass., 942



;giA-`iiF¥-,    FERRITE   ISOLATOR

=,i   ¥  P  I  C.  A  i.      S  P  :h

Frequency  Range

MEDIUM   POWEF}

X-BAND

OVERALL  LENGTH   31/i"
HEIGHT                               2'/2"
WI DTH                                         123/32"

(from  center  line  of  waveguide)

r.  A T  I  a  N  f:`

.   8500-9600 mc               Pressure
Isolation .....   20db  mln                             Temperature  Range

Insertion  Loss ...... 0.5db  max                             Material..

1.15  max                             Waveguide

Power                                                                                                                   Flange  connections

Average ...... 250 watts                             Weight

250 kw

• 10  psi8  min

_5o°C to  +|oooc

. . bronze

RG.52/U

UG-39/U

2.5  lbs approx

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone  or write your ferrite device  requirements to the  address  below.

All  Ferrite  Devices  manufactured  by  M ICF30WAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximLJm  rated  power.

E® _ri:i.# I C= R C3 V7inAi> -` ,'^^   ~T==`;    *#t. ±f=_i :Ti-.-'± '=qj `=:3 i jfur±`~' EE S     I Jt:i" CJ .
Burlington,  Massachuset.ts   .   BF}owning  2-3000   .  Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942

®

2.59TR
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b#.asEA.I,E==.ie.     FERR|TE   ,SoLATOR

MEDIUM   POWEF!

X-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH  41/2"
HEIGHT                             21/2''
WI DTH                                   1 HA6''

(from center line of waveguide)

Frequency  Range.

Isolation .  . .

Insertion  Loss. . .

Power

Average

Peak. .  .

'`-Y  P  I  C  A  i,      `=:  a-I  C  I   F  I  C AT  I  a  N  S

8500-9600 mc .
20db  min

0.4db  max

1.15  max

250 watts

250 kw

Pressure

Temperature  Range

Material .  .

Waveguide   . .

Flange Connections

Weight . .

10  psig  min

_5ooC to  +|oooc

bronze

FiG-51/u

UG-52A/U

3  lbs approx

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order. Telephone or write your ferrite device requirements to the address below.

All  F-errite Devices manufactured  by MICF]OWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested at maximum  rated power.

ivl I C= ¥  + -------- ` _:` I  -i_fu.`   :,_.  _=`_trirp E §     I INT .€`S -
Burlington, Massachusetts  .   BRowning 2.3000  .  Western  Union  FAX  .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass., 942 ®



REAB.i5£j   FERRITE  ISOLATOR

Frequency  Range.

Isolation

Insertion  Loss

VS;INF1 .  .  .

Power

Average

Peak.  .  .

HI  POWEP

X.BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH  4'/2"
HEIGHT                               2'/2"
WIDTH                                        111^6"

(from  center  line  of  waveguide)

TYPICAL     SPECIFICATIONS

8500-9600 mc
10db min

0.3db  max

1.10  max

. 500 watts

. 500  kw

Pressure 10  psi8 min

Temperature  Range ....- 5o°C to  +|oooc

Material

Waveguide

Flange Connectlons

Weight

bronze

. RG-51/u

.  . UG-52A/U

.  .  3  lbs approx

8

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone  or write your ferrite device  requirements to the  address  below.

All  Ferrjte  Devices  manufactured  by lvllcFtowAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

E® E±H[CRC>WAVE  ASSOC=[Ar±TES  ]NC.
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BF{owning  2-3000   .   Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass.,  942

u

2-59TFi
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!\TstA-15€%, FERRITE   ISOLATOR

MEDIUM   POWEP

S-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH

4%',
5"6„
3 ,/, „

(from  center line  of waveguide)

Frequency  Range

Isolation

Insertion  Loss

Power

Average `

TYPICAL     SPECIF.lcATioNS

. 2700-2900 mc

|Odb  min

0.4db max
1.15  max

1.0  kw

1.0  Mw

Temperature  Range .....- 4o°C to +65°C

Material

Waveguide

Flange  Connections. . .

Weight

bronze
RG-48/U

.  .  . UG-53/U

18  lbs approx

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order. Telephone or write your ferrite device  requirements to the address below.

All  F.errite Devices manufactured  by MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.

MIC=Roldife7-_fhal7-H=   _Af ksthsc)a IArl'E8,   I ENC==
Burlington,  Massachusetts   .   BRowning  2-3000   .  Western  Union  FAX   .  TWX:  Burlington,  Mass„  942



;f¥gffij&.as€5£t;+`    FEFtRITE   ISoLATOF{

T  Y  P  I  C A  L     S  P  E  ±'.:

Frequency  Range.

Isolation

Insertion  Loss

VS;INF\ .  .  .

Power

Average

HI  POWEP

S.BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH   12"
HEIGHT                                  8''
WI DTH                                   45/i6"

(from  center  line  of waveguide)

`=, A T  I  0  N  7i

..2700-2900 mc                Pressure

10db  min   -                         Temperature  Range

0.4db  max                           Material

.1.10  max                               Waveguide

Weight

4000 watts                          Flange  connections...

5.0 megawatts
Coolant

20  psi8 min

.ooc to  +65°C

. bronze

RG-48/U

50 lbs approx

.  .  . UG-53/U  Input
UG-54A/U  output

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone  or write your ferrite  device  requirements to the address  below.

All  Ferrite  Devices  manufactured  by MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.
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MEDIUM  POWEP

Ka-BAND

OVERALL   LENGTH  21/.''
HEIGHT                             3"
WIDTH                                2%"

(from  center line of waveguide)

Frequency  Range. . .

Isolation

Insertion  Loss. . .

Power

Average

Peak

E(.        :    i   ')ATIONS

34.7-35.3  kmc                Pressure. 10  psi8 min
25db min                          Temperature  Range ....- 40°C to  +|oooc
0.7db  max                          Material

1.15  max                             Waveguide

Flange  Connections. . .

50 watts

.  . 50  kw

Weight. . .

bronze

RG-96/U

UG.600/U

3.0 lbs approx

Modifications of standard designs or units engineered to meet your particular requirements are available on special
order.  Telephone or write your ferrite device  requirements to the  address  below.

All  Ferrite  Devices manufactured  by  MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES are tested  at maximum  rated  power.
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MICROWAVE MIXER AND VIDEO DIODES
MICROWAVE  MIXER  DIODES

.v]atched  pair                 ffi I         TestIEre.q#:,ncy II
;    coMnavxe+SI0rlIILossIi(db)I

I      oNuotiE:tMax.IRatioI

Max.VSWR i     ca,c.ioRV#l'
-,J-         ,              ttr-_- •rfe`versed-'L-   \

Forward Forward&      ( 'F  I  A   i-=3.-ti     arity Pola rity!1 Polarity ;     instd.
tt i            pail.I Reversed      , I        Mixer     ,I

i      Fl;Lsree   I
(Oh'_     J_

Egll=.a=,_mT*'_

iII1N21BI

11I1N21BFi)iI1N2|BMI I1N21BMR

1N416B
I                3060

6.5
(times)2.0 - i  Nif-1.5db-

i     200nloo,1N21C 1N21CR 1N21CM I           1N21CMR
I           1N416C 3060        , 5.5 11.5

-
18.3 200-8003

1N21D          I1N21E |N21DR1N21ER i       1N21DM1N21EM (           1N21DMR1N21EMR i          lN416D1N416E 1                 3060i3o60
'5.oII

11.3
1.5\13 7.370 325-475

I1N21WEI - 1N21WEM 1N21WEM 1N21WE 3060
I5.5,

1.51 1.3'17.0

350-450350-450

MA-421A    \
I          MA-421AR

MA-421AM I           MA-421AMR - 3060 - I

1.3 6.5
I     350-450

1N21F            i 1N21RF 1N21FM I           1N21FMR
- I                 3060           ' -

I
1.3 6.0 350-450

The  lN21{I eries  may  be  #irectly  replace with  our  new  M'I
A-449  series  w |ich  are  herrty

'etica,,y  seI led  and  rat,Ied  for  15o° Operation
I

1N150

+N:::RIlN23FRI
I    :i:::B#M

I1N150MRI
MA-419A      I 6750 I                   6.0                ( 2.0 1.5 9.8 250-500

1N160 1N610MR MA-419 I                 675o
I                   6.5                I 2.7 I

lii„i9.8,

I    200-5003200-450I:i::!993

1N2509l - 1N2509 9000 - - 1.5

lN23B 1N23BMR 1N415B         ( 9375
'6.5

2.7 -
1N23C 1N23CR           I1N149R1N23DFi1N23ER1N23FiF i     1N23CMilN149MI:N!::#LN::rMEM lN23CMR 1N415C I                 9375           , 6.0 2.0 1.51

1N149 1N149MR MA-414 I                  9375            I 5.5 1.5 1.5

i;;I7,5          ,

I    325-475350-450335-465I335-465

1N23D 1N23DMR 1N415D          I 9375           I 5.01 1.7 1.3

1N23E1N23WE 1N23EMR1N23WEM 1N415E          ,1N23WEI 93759375

16.0
1.4

1.31.3

1N23F I           1N23FMR - I                 9375 - - 1.3 7.01 )     335-465
The  lN23 §eries  may  be  fl irectly replaced with  our  new  MA 451  series  whi)

fh  are  herm
tically  seal d  and  rateq  for |50° C I

Pperation.    I

1N78 1N78R                I 11N78M                   i 1N78MR - II              16000
7.5 2.5 - I              12.1

325no25
1N78A I         lN78AR 1N78AM            ( 1N78AMR

I

16000         I 7.ol 1.5 1.6 i             9.8         Ii::ii

I    365-565I;;;:::;

1N78B I         1N78BRiMA-444R

I      kNA7.84:4MM         I

1N78BMRMA-444MR - 16000 6.5 1.31 1.6

MA-4442 - I             16ooo
7.5 2.5 I

MA.444A£ MA-444ARMA-444BR   (
i     #::;::3%   1

MA-444AMRMA-444BMR - I             16000 7.0 1.5 1.6

MA-44482 - 16000I 6.5 1.3 1.6

MA-444C2

1N26R1N53Fi                                                             I

MA-444CMRMA-444DMRIIIiiii#:Iw,t:No5u3rBnMe:M - 16000        , 6.0 I.3 1.6

MA-444D2 II 16000 (5.7 11.3 1.6

MA-446C - 16000 6.0 )1.3 1.6

MA-446D -
1              16ooo 5.7 1.3 1.6

I                     7.8               I
I     365-565

1N26 - 23984 8.5 I                      2.5                  I - 13.11       ii!il10.4operation.I
1N26A - 23984         i 7.5' 2.0 1.6

1N53 -
(            34860 8.51 2.5

'1.6

1N53A I 3486o         ! 8,51 2.5
11.6

`1N53B - 3486o          I 6.5 2.0 1.6

The  lN53 -453  series  wh)itch  are  hermI tically  sea ed and  ratsP  for  |5oo

MA-412A-428   Fi jdeouse   !REi=i
lnge

Ilr----.£-`I--RE-
II i!L-fiEEEE-

1

I-,-ii

Notes:  I.   Special  Outline  Diode.  Quoted  overall  receiver  noise  figure applies with  60  Mc  lF amplifier @  Nif =  3.5  db
2.   High  burnout  rating (0.6  erg)  diode
3.   Nominal  range.  Not  part of specifications

€`,.,`',i+±i' +:,.,I.,,f#

The  MA-408  series  may  be  directly  replaced  with  our  new  MA-452  series  which  are  hermetically  sealed  and  rated  for   150°C operation.
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BROAD-BAND  MICROWAVE VIDEO  DETECTOR  DIODES

1N358          i'1rs5&A\y(,_lng630J(SexL     ifu358R"     ^
i *-Zf3:3{,

'`grtQ-a-',           -

MA-441                         Waveguide  Mounted  30  dbm  Min.  Sensitivity  40-75  kMc
Notes:  1.   Uses  50 ohm  to 65 ohm  Matched  Coaxial  Transition.

2.  Tripolar construction -Temperature range -40° C to  +goo C.
3.   High  Temperature Tripolar Construction -Temperature range  -40° C to  +150° C.
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SPECIAL  PURPOSE  DI0DE  TYPES
The  MA-424,  lvIA-425, and  lN2771 are detector diode types specifically
intended  for power level  or  power ratio  measurement applications.
Physical  outlines  are  identical  to  lN23  series.  MA-424  provides  a  positive

polarity output;  MA-425  is  reversible  and  provides  either a  positive  or
negative  rectified  signal  output.  Both  are tested  at 9375  Mc.  The  lN2771
is tested  at 140,  375 and  750  Mc and  provides  a  positive  polarity output.

MA-435  BROADBAND  HARIVIONIC  GENERATOR

RG-96/U  Nominal  Input -50  milliwatts  at 26.5 to 40.0  kMc
RG.98/U  Nominal Output -1  milliwatt at 53.0 to  80.0  kMc

SILICON VARACTOR DIODES
For:  Low  Noise  Parametric  Amplification;  Harmonic  Generation;  Modulation;  RF  Switching;  and  Circuit Tuning.

+f)_.i:f.-I,

NEW  HIGH  CUTOFF  TYPES
Highest  cutoff  varactor  diodes  for  X-band   pa'rametric  ampli-
fication  and very low  receiver  noise figure  below X-band.
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DEVELOPIVIENTAL  TYPES

(Tentative  Electrical  Properties)
SUBIvllNIATURE  "PILL"  VARACTOR  DloDES
•  Traveling  Wave  Parametric Amplifiers
•   Microwave  Computer Subharmonic Oscillators
•   Highest  Efficiency  Harmonic  Multiplication  above  10  kMc

Write   for   Catalog    cind
Techniccll    Data    Sheets    for

complete   informalion.



GLASS  CASE  VARACTOR  D[ODES
(Pigtail  Leads)
Microwave computer subharmonic oscillators (through X-band)
VHF/UHF parametric amplifiers,  harmonic  multiplication

H igh Voltage
SILICON   IVIESA  VARACTOR  DI0DES

Hermetically Sealed  F3eversible  Polarity Cartridge

•   High  Efficiency Harmonic Multiplication (1  Mc -10,000Mc)
•   Electronic Tuning  .   Balanced   Modulators
•  Other Special  Uses

Continuous  Power  Dissipation -300  mw  maximum.

Printed  in  u. S. A.

High  Capacitance  Low Voltage
SILICON  MESA  VARACTOR  DloDES

Hermetically Sealed  Reversible  Polarity Cartridge

•   Harmonic  Multiplication  .   Modulators  .  SSB  Exciters  .   Low

Frequency  Parametric  Amplifiers   .   Electronic Tuning

NOTES:

1   PRV  defined  at 200 #a  reverse  current.

2  Net Junction  capacitance  measured  at  100  Kc.  Varactors  selected  to
closer tolerances  are available  on  special  order.

3   Net  junction  capacjtance  at  zero  bias  is  twice  the  net  junction  ca-
pacitance  at -6V.

4  fc  is  calculated   from   fc = (Q   at  10   kMc,  measured   at  actL/al   peak
reverse voltage)  X  (10  kMc).

5   Package  shunt  capacitance:  0.4##f;  approximate  series  lead  induc.
tance:  3  X  10-9   henries.

6   Package  shunt  capacitance:   0.4  ppf;  approximate  series  lead  indue.
tance:  2  X  10-9   henries.

7   Package  shunt  capacitance:  0.2 #pf;  approximate  series  lead  jnduc-
tance:  0.8  X  10-9   tienries.

8   ALL   TYPES   INCLUDING   AN   X   SUFFIX   ARE   DEVELOPMENTAL   IN
NATUPE    AND    ARE    AVAILABLE    IN    ENGINEERING    QUANTITIES.
MECHANICAL OUTLI N E AND  ELECTRICAL  PARAM ETEF}S ARE SU 8-
JECT   TO   CHANGE   PENDING    ESTABLISHMENT   OF   FIRM    SPEcl-
FICATIONS.

9   Net junction  capacitance  at zero  bias  is  approximately twice  capaci-
tance  at -6V.  At -30 volts it is  I/2 the -6 volt value.

SILICON MESA COMPUTER DIODES
The  lN903-1N908  series  are  hermetically  sealed  subminiature,

glass,  silicon  mesa  computer  diodes  designed  for  use  in  cir-
cuits requiring low capacitance and  exceptionally fast recovery
time.  .  These  diodes  combine  high   breakdown  voltage  and
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low   reverse   leakage  with   exceptional   speed   of   recovery   in
normal  forward   switching.   .   The   diode   has  axial  wire   leads
which  are  readily  soldered  into  computer  circuits  for  reliable
performance.

*tAwV,ecrea8e(C.%;:Capacitanceiso.25#pfJunctioncapacltanceatzerobiasisapproximate|y

**  Electrically  equivalent  to  lN696;  maximum  reverse  current  @  -20  volts  is  0,015  4A.

TYPICAL   RECOVERY   TIIVIE:   Recovery   time   to   1   milliampere
when  switched  from  10  rnA  to  -5  volts  at  25°C  is  0.004  micro.
second  maximum.

ALL  SPECIFICATIONS  LISTED  HEREIN  ARE  SUBJECT  TO  MODIFICATION

MICFtowAVE   ASSOCIATES,   lIIC.
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Mixer  Diodes

SiELiS

The point-contact silicon diode developed for use in centimeter-wave
radars  during  World  War  11  has since been  continuously improved
and refined to the point that it is now considered the detector of choice
at all frequencies from 300 mc upward. In most cases its combination
of small size and inherent simplicity favors its choice over alternative
detection methods such as traveling wave tubes and special triodes,
which   require   costly,   bulky,  and   complex   associated   equipment.
Microwave   Associates,   Inc.   has   contributed   considerably  to   the
development  of  reliable,  supersensitive  diodes  and  now  occupies  a
position  as the leading  quality producer in  this  field.  This technical
bulletin  describes  the  many  types  of  microwave  diodes  now  being
produced by  Microwave  Associates for receiver and  instrument use
from  300  mcs to  70  kmcs.  Many useful  tables and  nomographs are
provided to assist the designer of all types of microwave equipment.
Assembled in this bulletin is considerable design and application in-
formation which will assist the designer in selecting the proper diode
for his own particular use. Additional information on future develop-
ments will be distributed from time to time to the entire Microwave
Associates mailing list.

Millimeter Wave  Diodes

Test  EiiLiipment  I)iodes

Miliimum  Noise  Figure  Receiver  Design

Balanced   Mixers

High  Level  Diode  Modulator  Techniques

Diode  Packaging  and  Holders

Re_placement  Of  Obsolescent  Diodes  With  New,  High  Performance

Mechanical  Considerations

High  Temperature  Operation

Degradation  Due  To  Excessive  RF  Exposure

Video  Djodes

Diode  Measiirement  Teehiiiques

DC  Measurements

Mixer  Diotle  Measurements

Measurements at  Microwave  Frequencies

Conversion  Loss

Output  Noise  Ratio

IF  Impedance

RF  Impedance

Over-All  Receiver  Noise  Figure.

Video  Detector  Diode  Measurements

Video  Impedance

Figure ol  Merit

Diodes  Designed  To  Special  Customer  Requirements



MIXER    DloDES

In microwave receivers requiring maximum sensitivity and selectivity
silicon diodes are used to mix the incoming signal and energy from the
local oscillator to generate a lower frequency intermediate signal that
can be readily amplified using conventional  tubes.  Most  microwave
superheterodynes use an intermediate frequency of 30 mcs, although
in certain cases bandwidth or image considerations dictate the use of
higher intermediate frequencies of up to 3,000 mc.  Conversely, with
some radars utilizing Doppler effect, intermediate frequencies of 2 mcs
and lower have been used.
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Microwave Associates has devoted particular design and production
emphasis  towards  increasing  reliability,  sensitivity  and  reproduci-
bility  of  mixer  diodes.  Figure  1  illustrates  the  typical  performance
that can be achieved in modern microwave and UHF superheterodyne
receivers  using  Microwave  Associates  silicon  diodes.  This  graphical
presentation has been constructed from reports from many users of
our diodes.

MIXER  D]ODE  PERFORMANCE

Nit -  1.5db
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FIGURE   1
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MINIMUM    N0lsE    FIGURE    RECEIVER    DESIGN

Most designers consider over-all receiver noise figure the best index
of optimum receiver performance. Microwave Associates has expended
great  effort  in  designing and  producing  diodes  to  reduce  this para-
meter. Noise figure is a function of IF input preamplifier performance,
diode  conversion  loss  and  noise-temperature ratio,  and the  diode's



impedance match to associated RF and IF circuits. The IF preampli-
fier, of course, is not under our control, but the other important vari-
ables  have  all  been  the  subject  of  considerable  attention  by  our
engineering group with consequent improvement in performance  as
evidenced by our new super-performance MA-421B and MA-423A.
The  formula  for  calculating  receiver  over-all  noise  figure  is  shown
below :

N=  Lc (Nif +  NR-1)
N =  over-all noise figure  (Power Ratio)
Lc =  diode conversion loss (Power Ratio)
NR =  diode noise temperature ratio (Power Ratio)
Nif =  IF amplifier noise figure (Power Ratio)

FIGURE   2

page 2

For the convenience of the designer a nomo-
graph is illustrated in figure 2 which will allow
simple  calculation  of  the  theoretical  over-all
noise figure of a receiver when the receiver IF
noise  figure,  diode  conversion  loss and noise
temperature ratio are known.

To achieve the lowest receiver noise figure the
designer must optimize the diode, holder and
IF preamplifier combination. The diode cannot
do the job alone. The following procedure for
designing a minimum noise figure receiver is
summarized from a paper entitled "Design of
Microwave   Receivers   for   Optimum   Noise
Figure"  delivered  by Mr.  W.  L.  Pritchard of
the Raytheon Manufacturing Co. at the Micro-
wave   Crystal   Rectifier   Symposium   at   Ft.
Monmouth, New Jersey.

The steps are as follows :
(a.)  The  carrier  frequency,  IF  ban-dwidth,  use  of RF  pre-

selection,  antenna  size,  etc., are  determined  from  operational  con-
siderations.

(b.)  IF amplifier tube and converter crystal are  chosen on
the basis of specified performance, availability, cost and size.

(c.)  The optimum intermediate frequency is calculated using
published  data  on  the  tube  and  crystal.  (Occasionally  operational
considerations will dictate the use of some other frequency.)

(d.)  The  optimum  IF  source  impedance  is  measured  by
direct IF noise figure measurements with a varying source resistance.

(e.)  The mixer crystal is matched to the transmission line,
and the IF impedance is measured. If image frequency conversion is
to be used, then the impedance at the image frequency is adjusted to
produce an open circuit at the crystal terminals, and the IF impedance
is measured under these conditions.

(f.)  A  transformer  is  designed  to  convert  the  measured
crystal  IF  impedance  under  operating  conditions  to  the  measured
optimum IF source impedance.



a

(g.)  Optimum   RF   source   impedance   is   calculated   and
adjusted.

(h.)  Crystal current is optimized by an over-all noise figure
measurement.

(i.)  The  total  result  is  checked  and  "touched-up"  where
necessary on the basis of over-all measurements.
It is suggested that the designer may find much helpful information
concerning   the   more   technical   aspects   of   receiver   "front-end"
design by consulting the following references :
Microwave   Crystal   Rectifier   Symposium   Record.,   Signal   Corps
Engineering Laboratories, Ft. Monmouth, N. J., 27, 28, 29 February
1957.

S. Goldman, "Frequency Analysis, Modulation and Noise," MCGraw-
Hill  Book  Co.,  Inc.:  1948.

P.  D.  Strum,  "Some Aspects of  Crystal  Mixer Performance,"  Proc.
I.  R.  E.  Vol.  41,  pp.  876-889,  July  1953.

W.  L.  Pritchard,  "Notes on  Crystal  Mixer Performance,"  Transac-
tions of the I.  R.  E.,  Vol.  M.  T.  T.-3,  No.  1,  January 1955.
H.  T.   Friis,   "Noise  Figure  of  Radio  Receivers,"   Proc.   I.   R.   E.,
Vol.  32,  pp.  419-422,  July  1944.

H.  Torrey  and  C.  Whitmer,  Radiation  Laboratory  Series,  Vol.  15,
"Crystal Rectifiers,"  MCGraw-Hill Book Co.,  Inc.:  1948.

Valley and Wallman, Radiation Laboratory Series, Vol. 18, "Vacuum
Tube Amplifiers,"  MCGraw-Hill  Book Co.,  Inc.:  1948.

R.  V.  Pound,   Radiation  Laboratory  Series,  Vol.   16,   "Microwave
Mixers,"  MCGraw-Hill Book Co.,  Inc.:  1948.

BALANCED    MIXERS

For  a  given  intermediate  frequency,  the  noise  contribution  of  the
local oscillator tube increases as its frequency is raised, with attendant
degradation  of  the  over-all  noise  figure  of  the  receiver.  The  most
popular solution to this problem utilizes the so-called balanced mixer,
consisting of two matched  mixer diodes and a hybrid junction.  This
results in cancellation of noise modulation and side bands of the local
oscillator,  thereby  reducing  its  noise  contribution.  Balanced  mixers

BALANCED   MIXER   ASSEMBLY   desfg7?ed

bu  Microwave  Devaloprmend
Laboralorhes, Inc.
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can be made in coaxial line, wave-guide and strip-line. A slot-coupled
hybrid  is  often  used  which,  in  addition  to  providing  local  oscillator
noise  cancellation,  also  provides  optimum  diode  performance  over
relatively broad bandwidths.

To  achieve  proper  balanced  mixer  operation  both  the  diodes  used
and the holder itself must be electrically balanced at both signal and
intermediate frequencies to within 3% over the bandwidths required.
Premium types suchas the lN23E and lN21E are often used directly
without special matching due to their inherently narrow RF and  IF
impedance  spreads.  In  addition,  however,  most  diode  types  can  be
supplied  in  matched  pairs  (with  the  "M"  suffix  designation)  within
the following test limits at some additional cost for selection:

1.  IF impedance balance within 25 ohms.
2.  Conversion loss balance within 0.3  db.
3.  RF  impedance  balance  for  local  oscillator  arm  signal

leakage  of  less  than  109';.  (This  characteristic  of  the  pair  may  be
insured  either by an actual measurement of the local oscillator arm
leakage  or  by  maintaining  the  VSWR  of  the  individual  diodes  at
1.9 maximum.)

All balance measurements are made at the design center frequencies
and power levels shown in the table.

HIGH    LEVEL    DloI}E    MODULATOR    TECHNlouES

In CW radars and many types of test equipment our standard mixer
diodes are being used at elevated average power levels of up to 150 mw
per diode to modulate microwave carriers at relatively high modhla-
tion frequencies.                                                                                                      +

In a given application the safe operating power level will be a function
of  the  crystal  DC  load  resistance.  Failures  are  most  often  due  to
excessive crystal peak inverse voltage, and so it is recommended that
DC loads be held to the lowest possible values.

In a typical modulator application two diodes are inserted in opposing
arms of a magic tee or equivalent hybrid circuit with an R. F. carrier
injected into the third arm. Modulation voltage is applied across what
would normally be considered the IF output load through a suitable
transformer.  The use of one reversed polarity diode paired with one
of forward polarity allows the carrier and IF signals to be supplied in
the same relative phase,  thus generating side bands in phase opposi-
tion which add in the fourth or output arm of the mixer. The carrier
is  appreciably rejected  by  the  magic  tee,  but additional  microwave
filtering is necessary to eliminate the undesired sideband.

The  conversion  efficiency of such  a system  is  directly  dependent on
the  conversion  loss  of  the  diodes  used.  Efficiencies  of approximately
10  db  may be  expected.  For t,op  performance  the  lN23E  or  lN21E
types should be used. The lN21 series is preferable for higher power use.



BROAD  BAND  COAXIAL  MIXER    des6g"ed  by

Empire     Devices    Products    Corporrcdion

io

DI0DE    PACKAGING    ANI)    HOLI}ERS

The working junction of a microwave diode consists of the sharp tip
of a tungsten wire impi.nging on a heat-treated wafer of low resistivity
silicon. For optimum, reproducible diode performance all physical and
electrical  constants  and  the  metallurgy  of  the  silicon  must be  con-
trolled.  The  other  portions  of  the  diode  package  primarily  provide
contact with associated circuits and protect the point-contact.

The  diode's  working  junction  is  essentially  a  broadband  structure.
While the necessary packaging of this junction will inhibit its broad-
band characteristics to some extent, good over-all bandwidth charac-
teristics can be achieved by suitable diode holder designs.  In general,
for  both  video  and  mixer  operation,  very  broad  bandwidth  per-
formance is obtained only at some loss in average sensitivity.

Diode holders are generally fabricated from sections of coaxial lines,
waveguide,  or  strip-line.   From  the  UHF  region  through  6  kmc,
coaxial holders are the most popular.  However, space considerations
often  dictate  the  use  of  strip-line  circuits.  Where  optimum  per.for-
mance  rather  than  space  is  the  prime  consideration,   waveguide
holders are used. Few coaxial line type holders are used above 9.6 kmc.
The majority of holders from 5 kmc and higher are constructed from
waveguide sections.

Ceramic  cartridge  type   diodes  are  generally  used   in   the  above
holders from 300 mc to 10 kmc/s.  In the past cartridge type diodes
were manufactured primarily in forward or reversed polarity single-
ended   construction   but   now   these   are   available   in   convenient,
reversible  double-ended  assemblies.  Like  all  single  ended  units,  our
reversible  types  are  RF-adjusted  in  a  standard  mixer.  This  is  an
adjustment  technique  that  much  more  nearly  reflects  equipment
requirements  than  the  obsolete  DC-adjust  techniques  still  being
used   by   some   manufacturers.   These   new   reversible   diodes   are
electrically   and   mechanically   equivalent   to   and   directly   inter-
changeable with, standard types, and they meet the requirements of
MIL-E-1  specifications.  Our  new  designs  are  exceptionally  rugged
and  are  hermetically sealed.

In  many  balanced  mixers  considerable  mechanical  and  electrical
simplicity  can  be  achieved  by  pairing  diodes  of  opposed  polarity.
This allows simplification  of the  IF  coupling transformer and  often
results in improved noise figure.
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With reversible crystals the equipment user eliminates the need for
stocking both forward and reversed diodes. Polarity may be reversed
by  shifting  the  detachable  cap.  The  detachable  cap  is  available  in
either  a  spring  or  set-screw-held  design.  See  the  center  table  for
additional  information  about  the  reversible  diode  types.  Standard
reversed polarity single-ended diodes are still available for applications
not requiring the convenience of reversibility.

To  facilitate  insertion  of  the  ceramic  cartridge  microwave  diodes
(|N21 series,  1N23 series,  etc.)  into diode holders,  the design shown
in Figure 3 using spring fingers which hold the tip end of the diodes is
recommended.  It is very important that the 1/32" x 45° chamfer be
specified at the leading edge of the .096" diameter hole. This chamfer
will insure proper alignment of the diode during inserti6n.

At higher frequencies coaxial type diodes are used coupled to thewave-
guide  through  waveguide-to-coaxial  transitions.   In  the  millimeter
wave  region  the  MA-412  is  used.  This  is  essentially  a  combination
holder and diode fabricated from ridged waveguide.

REPLACEMENT    0F    OBSOLESCENT    DloDES    WITH    NEW,

HIGH    PERFORMANCE    TYPES

Many military and commercial systems are now still using obsolescent
types such as the lN23B, 1N23C, 1N21B and lN21C. Fortunately for
the user, each new silicon type developed is directly interchangeable
with  its  lower  letter  suffix  predecessor.  This  is  not  the  case  with
germanium microwave diodes, which require modification of both the
RF and IF circuits and the addition of a D.C. bias voltage for proper
operation.

From  considerable  field  experience  we  have  found  that  almost  in-
variably  the  direct  substitution  of  a  high  performance  diode  both
increases  the  initial  minimum  detectable  signal  capabilities  of the
radar  and  extends  the  operating  life  before  a  specified  minimum
sensitivity is reached.

An  estimate  of the  improvement  to  be  anticipated  by  substitution
of a new diode for an older type may be made by noting the differ-
ential  in  ca]cu]ated  maximum  noise  figures  from  the  table  in  the
center  spread  of  this  bulletin  and  then  subtracting  this  number
from your present actual noise figure.



Progress can best be seen by comparing yesterday's  lN23B and its
11.43  db  maximum  X-band  noise  figure  performance   to  today's
lN23E and lN23WE with their 7.5 db maximum figure. This repre-
sents a tremendous increase in range and reliability without increase
in weight, or power. The recently announced MA-423A with its 7 db
over-all noise figure represents a further increase in the state of the
art duri`ng 1957. Even greater improvement has been achieved from
UHF  through  S-band  with  the  lN21WE  and  with  the  new  super
sensitive MA-421B, which achieves noise figures in the 5 db range.

Failure  to  equal  or  surpass  the  calculated  improvement  in  over-all
noise figure usually can be traced either to improper match of diode
to  associated  circuitry  and  components  or  to  the  following  cause :
Frequently  a  diode  exhibiting  very  low  over-all  noise  figure  char-
acteristics  is  classified  an`d  shipped  as  a  lN23B  or  lN21B  simply
because it does not fall within the very narrow RF or IF impedance
limits specified for premium types. Naturally, when such diodes are
compared  with  a  premi`um  type,  no  significant  increase  in  noise
figure  performance  will  be  noted.  However,  the  very  next  lN23B
used may be at the upper limit of the specified noise figure performl
ance and will reflect this in system use. Hence the user is cautioned
against relying on  such  anomalous  samples.  In  all  cases  calibrated
diodes should be used for such comparison studies.

Microwave  Associates  is  constantly  striving  to  improve  perform-
ance  of  all  of  its  microwave  semiconductors.  It  is  not  our  policy
to announce a new model unless  we are in a position to deliver an
appreciable  quantity  at a  reasonable  price.  It  should  be  noted that
as the state of the art improves so does our manufacturing yield of
premium types with resulting savings to you, our customer.
When  designing  a  new  system  you  are  urgently  advised  to  use
the  latest  model  available,  since  by  the  time  your  unit  reaches
production  it  will  most  assuredly  be  available  at  a  cost  which  will
be attractive.
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RELIABILITY

Until   recently   military   specifications   covering   microwave   diodes
have not kept pace with the extremely stringent environmental test
conditions   of  similar   components   used   in   present   day   military
systems. Despite the lag in formalizing test specifications actual field
experience has indicated that the diodes are able to withstand severe
conditions  of  humidity,   temperature,   mechanieal   shock,   and   vi-
bration.   Considerable  effort  has  been  expended  by  the  services
during the last two years to provide the designer with specifications
reflecting  military  requirements.  The  results  of this  effort  are  the
new  lN23WE  and  lN21WI]  specifications, which  cover  diodes  that
are identical  electrically  to  the  double-ended  lN415E  and  lN416E,
but  are  produced  to  the  additional  specification  requirements  out-
lined below. The more stringent requirements of the WE types result
in  additional  processing  and  testing  of these  types  with  attendent
increase  in  price.  They  should  be  considered  only  for  applications
where ultimate mechanical reliability is required.

MECHANICAL   CONSIDERATloNS

These new type diodes can withstand a 1 millisecond, 500 G shock in
all planes  without failure.  Similarly they  can be  subjected to  15  G
vibration  from  20  to  10,000  cycles  per  second  and  to  a  centrifugal
acceleration of 20,000 G in all planes without deterioration.

HUMIDITY

The military types lN23WE and lN21WII are specially sealed and can
withstand  the  standard  10  day  cycle,  most  of which  is  at  95-9897o
relative humidity and which also includes freezing steps.

HIGH   TEMPERATURE   OPERATION

Before  the  inception  of  the  lN21WE  and  lN23WE  all  microwave
diodes  were  rated  for  operation  and  storage  only  through  70° C.
The  new  proposed  military  specifications  require  tests  at  150° C
which  limit  the  over-all  noise  figure  degradation  with  respect  to
room temperature operation to 3 db for the  lN23WE and 5 db for
the   lN21WE.   Techniques   have   been   developed   by  Microwave
Associates  during  1957  which  allow us  to  meet  or  better  this  high
temperature requirement.

DEGRADATloN   DUE   T0   EXCESSIVE   RF   EXPOSURE

The  sharp  whisker  tip  of a  point-contact  microwave  diode  is  very
small in area and, due to the nature of tungsten, is composed of many
separate  fibres.  When  a  certain  threshold  of applied  energy  is  ex-
ceeded, the heat generated by the current through the point-contact
cannot be dissipated. This causes portions of the tip's fibrous struc-
ture to melt and also pits the silicon immediately below the tip. This
action  in  its  early  stages appears  as  an  increase  in  the  noise-tem-
perature  ratio of the  diode.  The  conversion loss is not significantly
affected. As this process continues the diode either open-circuits or,



if the applied inverse voltage is above a certain threshold, the silicon
junction is punctured and the diode ceases toy rectify.
Many techniques have  been investigated and incorporated into our
diode  designs to diminish the  above  effects without  sacrificing per-
formance. However, as the latter paragraphs of this section point out,
unless the designer provides a duplexer which keeps pulse-to-pulse
leakage below the specified  "burnout" rating of the diode through-
out the life of the TR tube, the diode will frequently act more like a
fuse than a sensitive detector.

All  Microwave  Associates  mixer  diodes  ar__Q_±qu+2i±c=±g±_=t.Q±Single_
D.C.pulseoflessthan.01microsecondinth£_fo_r_Vfa=a±ffiJp_e_c±ion:.The
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-_       -_          __     _      t   '`.`          ,i,  \.X         _     1,,1        _
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perature  and  with  use.  Erratic  increases in  sp
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change in the TR tube when it is later testqd
its specification.                                                          i{ "
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1 N21 B 1 N21 BR 1N21BM iri2ibMR 1N416B

(mc)    __    _ (db) (times) - (mvy)_          _ (ergs)
3060 6.5 2.0 0.5 2,0

1N2'C 1N2'CR 1 N21CM 1N2lcwiR-         - 1N416C 3o6o 5.5 1.5
-

0.5 2.0
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1N358

A

1N358R 1 -12.4 15 4.5-18K 15 40 650rims     Motel A' 8 3

'N_358
--     i-N3-58AR

ii2.4 30
____   _4._5-18K _      _3o_                            _ _45_     _     _    __

650hms     Notel A,B            _       _ 3

1N369 1N369R 3-12.4 15 4.5-_18K

_1_5__ __
40 650hms     Notel A' B,D 3

1N630 1N63-6Ft- i-iT4__ 15 4.5-18K 15 40 65  0h-ms-   Note  i
___A,C

3

1 N 1 61 0 1N1610R 3-12.4 1_5___ 4.5-18K 15

_ _ _   4i _   _ _ _
65  Ohms-NotT 1 -

_  A,  C   D

3

1N2127 - 1.12.4                          Tested  for  RF  impellance  at  9375  Mc  in   addition  to  sensitivity  over  band.                                                                 A  C                               3

Notes :

A.   Uses  50  ohm  to  65  ohm  Matched  Coaxial  Transition.

8.  Tripolal construction -Temperature  range _40°C to  +   90° C.

C.   High  Temperature  Tripolar  Construction -Temperature  range _40°C to+  150°C.

D.   Built  in  D.C.  return.
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7,34 100      400 350.450 lAN   124* 1                                      10verall   Length  ol   MA.400  and   MA.407  is.086  inches   shorter  than   other   cartridge   diod®

7.09 100      400 350.450 jAN   124* 1                                        assem blles.

7.0 100      400 350.450 JAM   124* 5                                    2Designed for use with  o.2  I 0.750 X.Band  Miniature  waveguide.
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We  have  also  conducted  laboratory  tests  with  several  new  tube
designs  which  emphasize  low  pulse-to-pulse,  rather  than  average,
leakage.   These   tubes   require   considerably  more   manufacturing
skill  than  standard  tubes  and  incorporate  new  igniter  electrode
designs, gas fills which are less sensitive to temperature variations,
and   ]owerlloss   internal   structures.   Duplexer-diode   combinations
tested using these new designs show a high degree of reliability. It
is now possible to provide operation of over 500 hours with no signi-
ficant  diode  deterioration.  Reliable  TR  tubes  are  now  available  in
most frequency bands incorporating these characteristics, and these
can  be  directly  substituted  for  existing  types.  Please  write  to  our
Sales Department for an up-to-date listing of such tubes.  Simi]ar]y
high reliability diode protector tubes especially designed to be used
in conjunction with ferrite duplexers are available.  Other causes of
diode failure encountered in the field include :

I.  Inadequate  transient  protection   during   "On-Off"   cy-
cling  of  the   transmitter.   This   condition   is   caused   by  improper
sequencing  of  TR  ignitor  supply  with  reference  to  application  or
removal of magnetron power.

2.  Degradation due to exposure to adjacent radars.
3.  Pulse transients on diode current metering lines.

Being both a TR tube and diode manufacturer Microwave Associates
is most anxious to insure that the combination of diode and duplexer
gives reliable, low noise figure operation. We particularly urge you to
contact us if you require advice and assistance in this matter.
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VIDE0    DI0DES

Where the extreme sensitivity and selectivity of the superheterodyne
are  not  necessary,  microwave  signals  can  be  detected  directly with
considerable  circuit  simplification  by  using  the  diode  as  a  video



detector. Video receivers with their inherent low power requirements
and  consequent  small  size  and weight are  especially popular  in  ail.-
borne  beacon  receiver  applications.   Depending  on  the  bandwidth
required  video  detection  can  provide  minimum  detectable  signal
sensitivities  ranging  from  approximately  -30  to  -65  dbm.  As  in
the case of the mixer diode the video diode is very much effected by
the  associated  microwave  circuits.  Figure  4  shows  the  general  per-
formance of video detectors over the microwave bands.

Video detection is also extreme-
ly   popular   for   very   broad-
band,    "wide   open"   applica-
tions such as intercept receivers,
where the local oscillator track-
ing   difficulties   of   the   super-
heterodyne  present  complex
design problems.

The  theoretical  minimum  tan-
gential  sensitivity  of  a  video
receiver is a function both  of its video  bandwidth and the figure  of
merit  of  the  video  diode  used.  Figure  5  allows  the  design  engineer
to make a rapid conversion from diode figure of merit to sensitivity,
when the video bandwidth is known. While it is possible to use mixer
diodes in video applications, for I.eproducible results,  Particular con-
sideration  is  invited  of the  MA-408,  408A  and  4088  series.  These
units  are  designed  to  operate  with  a  positive  DC  bias  of  50  micro-
amperes, which lowers their RF impedance and thus pro`vides a better
match in most holders.  Their video impedance is low and controlled
within  1700-3100  ohms.  These  diodes  have  demonstrated  excellent
field performance in the range of  100  mcs to  10  Kmcs.  Several suit-
able  holders  are  described  in  an  article  entitled  "High-Efficiency
Crystal  Detector  Mounts,"  EJecfro7}¢c  Desdy%,  April  15,  1957.  For
use in the region from 8600 to 9600 mcs we recommend the MA-611
waveguide tuned holder which is especially designed for the MA-408
series.

MILLIMETER    WAVE    DloI)ES

Laboratory effort in the research and development required to bring
millimeter wave equipment to a usable level of efficiency has been in
progress for a number of years. The detector diodes required for this
early work in the 3-8 mm region were obtained either by modification
of the best available standard types such as lN53 and lN26,  or by
laboriously assembling special detector designs.

Recent  equipment  requirements  in  this  region  for  broad-band  re-
ceivers,  microwave  spectroscopy,  and  nuclear  plasma  study  have
emphasized the need for a standard producible diode for millimeter
wavelength  appli`cations.  The  Microwave  Associates'  type  MA-412
was developed to meet these requirements in the 3-8 mm band.

FIGURE  5

VIDE0       DloDE       HOLDEFt    A7»er€-

can  El,ectrondc Laboratori,es,  Ire.
Modez C-1200 for  2000-4500  Mc
bwl.
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The MA-412 design is of the integral waveguide type with the diode
mounted  in  a  length  of  ridged  RG-98/U  waveguide.  Provision  is
made for direct coupling to the standard  UG-385/U contact  flange.
The structure is fixed-tuned and requires no adjustment throughout
its  usable  range.  The  ridged  waveguide  construction  provides  com-
plete coverage of the frequencies included by the RG-96,'U, RG-97/U,
and  RG-98/U waveguide sizes.  Tapered ridged waveguide adaptors
for  feeding  the  diode  from  each  of  these  rectangular  guides  are
available.

MA-412

page 14

The  performance  characterist-ics  of  the  MA-412  are  'indicated  in
Figures  1  and  4  for  both  mixer  and  video  applications.   Reports
from   laboratories   with   extensive   experience  at  these  frequencies
indicate the marked superiority of the MA-412 over their best home-
made detectors.

The  MA-428,  a  modified  version  of  the  MA-412  incorporating  a
tapered  ridge  from  RG-98/U  rectangular  waveguide  as  an  integral
part of its assembly,  will be available early in  1958.  Output connec-
tors  of  the  simple  pin  type  or  the  miniature  coaxial  type  will  be
available with either diode.

The  MA-412  is  also  being  studied  for  harmonic  generator  applica-
tions.  Its ridged guide construction permits its being fed from oscilla-
tors  in  the range  of  26-75  Kmc.  If the  short  circuit  termination  is
removed,  harmonic  power  is  available  at  the  open  side  of the  unit
when  the  ridged  side  is  fed.  Efficiency  data from  the  initial  experi-
mental efforts in this area should be available early in 1958.

TEST    EOUIPMENT    DloDES

For  many  years  microwave  diodes  have  been  used  by  instrument
designers and others as a low cost substitute for barreters or thermis-
tors t6 measure microwave power or voltage,  For simple qualitative
detection purposes a diode such as the lN23B or lN21B is adequate.



However,  the  random  variation  of the  absolute  sensitivity  and  the
law  of  detection  of  microwave  mixer  diodes  precludes  their  use  for
quantitative  measurements  unless  each  diode  is  individually  cali-
brated.  By  carefully  controlling  silicon  resistivity,  whisker  pressure
and other parameters,  Microwave Associates,  Inc.  has produced the
single-ended  MA-424  and  double-ended  MA-425  which  provide  the
user.with  a reproducible law of  detection and  standardized  voltage
and  power  sensitivity  at  a  very  low  cost  compared  to  that  of  the
barreter.

These  diodes  are  useful  in  a  host  of  applications  where  simplicity
and low cost are factors. Applications include instruments for measur-
ing  microwave  power,  voltage,  impedance,  power ratios,  frequency,
etc., in addition to systems used for microwave AGC and other types
of   control   which   rely   on   quantitative
relationships  between   input   microwave
power and resulting rectified DC.
The   MA-424   and   MA-425   are   stable,
relatively  broadband   and   require  very
simple  readout  circuitry.  Figure  6  illus-
trates the nominal output voltage versus
input power characteristics of the MA-424.
The  curve  applies  to  a  signal  frequency
of   9,375   mc   and   a   load   resistance   of
10,000  ohms  with  the  diode  operating  in
a fixed-tuned waveguide holder. All diodes
are  tested  at  10  microwatts,  50  micro-
watts,   1   milliwatt,   and   10   milliwatts.
Figure  7  shows  the  maximum  possible
power error throughout the diode's range.
The  law  of   detection   exponent  of  the
MA-424  throughout  its  tested  range  is
shown   in   Figure   8.    Selection   of   the
proper operating levels allows the MA-424
to  measure  power  ratios  such  as  VSWR
and attenuation.

If  your  measurements  require  a  closer
control than the tolerances of the MA-424,
we  would  be  pleased  to  quote  on  special
diodes produced to closer tolerances.

FIGURE   6
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DloDE    MEASUREMENT    TECHNIQUES

Microwave   Associates   has   established   a   reputation   for  shipping
diodes which conservatively meet their advertised specifications.  As
performance specifications are tightened,  it has become increasingly
important for the user to have complete assurance that the diodes he
purchases are those described in his purchase specification. The cost
of  accurate  diode  test  equipment  adequate  for  testing  to  military
specifications  is  such  that  few  customers  can  afford  the  luxury  of
proper  incoming  inspection.  This,  of course,  means that the  diodes
you purchase are very much a function of the accuracy of our factory
test  equipment.  We  are  especially  fastidious  in  maintainil}g  high
testing  standards.  We  have  often  seen  the  case  where  price  differ-
entials between us and our competition primarily reflected significant
differences   in   measurements,   thereby   affecting   the   comparative
apparent yield of premium types. The more pertinent test techniques
are described below:

DC    MEASUREMENTS

Although  no  microwave  diode  is  sold  to  a  D.C.  specification,  some
of our customers now use such measurements and hence the following
comments  are  applicable:   Inexpensive  test  equipment  which  will
yield  qualitative  information  about  the  condition  of  a  microwave
video  or mixer  diode is commercially available for incoming inspec-
tion or system trouble-shooting purposes.

These  instruments,  which  use  DC  voltages  to  evaluate  the  diodes,
are most commonly arranged to measure forward and reverse resist-
ances. Airborne Instruments Laboratory, however, offers a DC tester
which  measures approximately the small-signal  slope  of the  diode's
voltage-current cut.ve. Based on their correlation of this measurement

with   actual   microwave   tests,   the   DC
test  limits  for  various  diode  types  are
indicated on the instrument.

Either  DC  test will clearly indicate that
diode  is  well  below  the  average  for  its
type or has been badly damaged.  In the
case  of  borderline  or  slightly  damaged
units,  the Airborne  Instruments Labora-
tory tester will yield more nearly quanti-
tative data.



Neither instrument,  however,  will be one hundred per cent effective
in  indicating  compliance  or  non-compliance  with   microwave  test
requirements.  If  such  DC  testers  are  used  for  incoming  inspection,
rejects  based  on  such  tests  must  be  subject  to  final  acceptance  or
rejection on the basis of microwave testing of these diodes using the
standard  test equipment  dictated  by  the  specification  to  which  the
diodes are supplied.

MIXER    DloDE    MEASUREMENTS

MEASUREMENTS  AT   MICROWAVE   FREQUENCIES

As  is  generally  the  case  with  microwave  devices,  microwave  diode
characteristics are functions of the transmission line circuitry (wave-
guide or coaxial) with which they are evaluated. In order to maintain
consistent characteristics for a given diode type over long periods of
time, it is essential that measurements of these diodes be made under
very  carefully  specified  and  controlled  RF  and  associated  low  fre-
quency circuit conditions.

The  specific  conditions  which  apply  to  all  mixer  diode  tests  are  as
follows:

1.   Measurements are made under broadband conditions.
The source impedance at both the signal and image frequencies
is matched as closely as possible to the characteristic impedance
of the particular transmission line.

2.   Measurements are made with the diodes in uniquely defined
holders.

For the types subject to procurement to military specifications,
Military   Service   Laboratories   maintain   primary   reference
standard holders. At frequent intervals these Laboratories will
supply  all   military   specification   diode   manufacturers  with
secondary  standard  holders  which  are  used  to  control  the
actual   test  holders.   In   the   case   of  proprietary  types   not
subject  to  military  control,  Microwave  Associates  maintains
its own primary reference standard holders.

3.   The  total  DC  resistance  (RL)  in  the  diode  ground  return
circuit is 100±10 ohms.

Diode  characteristics  are  dependent  on  the  particular  DC
operating point chosen, and the operating point is determined
by the self-bias generated in the ground return DC resistance.

CONVERsloN   LOSS

Conversion loss is a measure of the signal converted into power at the
intermediate  frequency  as  compared  to  the  incoming  signal  power
and is usually expressed in decibels.

Measurements are most commonly made on a relative basis and rely
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on  carefully  calibrated  diodes  of  known  conversion  loss  to  establish
a reference level. .The diode under test is subjected to local oscillator
excitation  at a specified  power level.  No  high frequency  "signal"  as
such  is  present.   Instead,   the  local   oscillator  excitation  is  slightly
modulated at an audio frequency rate and the audio frequency voltage
at  the  diode  output  is  a  measure  of  its  conversion  loss.  The  diode
load impedance (Zm) at the modulation frequency is usually specified
to  be  equal  to  the  nominal  IF  impedance  of  the  diode type.  Under
these conditions an ideal  diode would have a conversion loss of 3 db.
A typical  diode load circuit for this test is shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE   9

OUTPUT   NOISE   RATIO

This test is concerned with the measurement of the ratio of the 30 Mc
noise power available from the diode when it is under local oscillator
excitation to that available from a resistor at the standard tempera-
ture,  290°K.  The resistor against which the diode is compared has a
value equal to the nominal  IF impedance of the diode type.

Typical  output noise ratio values for the high performance types lie
below  1.5:1,  and  an  IF amplifier with a reasonably good  noise figure
(1.5  to  2.5  db)  is required  for the  measurement.  In  addition,  the  IF
amplifier  input  circuit  must be  arranged  so  that the  amplifier noise
figure  remains  essentially  constant  throughout  the  IF  impedance
range of the  diode type.

The  30  Mc  noise  sidebands  of  the  local  oscillator  tube  must also be
considered in making a noise ratio measurement.  The diode itself can
be  evaluated  only  if  the  tube  noise  is  suppressed.  Band  pass  local
oscillator filters  of the appropriate  Q  are  used  on  all  noise ratio  test
equipment for this purpose. Since the filter Q and corresponding tube
stability   requirements   become   increasingly   difficult   as   the   local
oscillator  frequency  increases  and  since  output  noise  ratio  is  not  a
function  of  the  local  oscillator frequency  employed  for  diode  excita-
tion,  all mixer diode types with design frequencies above the X-band
are actually tested for noise ratio under X-band excitation.
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lF   IMPEDANCE

The  absolute  value  of  the  measured  IF  impedance  is  not  of  prime
importance  since  it  will  be  different  when  measured  in   different
holders. However, this measurement insures reproducibility of results
when changing from one diode to another of a given type.

While the receiver designer will measure a mixer diode's IF impedance
at the center frequency of his particular amplifier,  factory measure-
ments of this characteristic are generally made with test voltages in
the 60 to  1000 cycle region.

The  audio  frequency  measurement  accounts  only  for  the  resistive
component of the impedance.  While the amplifier input circuit must
also account for the capacitive reactance of the diode holder and case,
this  reactance  will  be  essentially  constant  from  diode  to  diode  at
frequencies  through  60  Mc.  The  control  of  the  resistive  component
will,  therefore,  control the  IF  impedance  of a  particular  diode  type
for practical system purposes.

Regardless  of  the  frequency  which  is  actually  used  to  measure  IF
impedance, it is essential that the level of the test signal be very low
so  that  the  true  small-signal  impedance  is  obtained.   The  diode's
operating point must be determined only by the local oscillator drive.

RF   IMPEDANCE

A simple VSWR requil.ement covers the con-
trol  of  the  RF  impedance  characteristic  of
common  mixer  diode  types.   It  is  measured
with a conventional slotted line at the specified
power  level.  Phase  control  is  rarely  required
by system applications and none of the widely
used diodes are restricted in t,his respect.

OVER-ALL   RECEIVER   N0lsE   FIGURE

In  addition  to  the  specification  of  maximum
conversion  loss  and  noise  temperature  ratio,
it  is  rapidly  becoming  standard  practice  to
specify   a   maximum   over-all   receiver   noise
figure  for  mixer  diodes.  This  characteristic  may  be  determined  by
computation  from  separate  measurements  of  conversion  loss  and
noise  ratio.  The  nomograph  of  Figure  2  may  be  used  for  this  com-
putation  when  the  assumed  IF  preamplifier  noise  figure  is  1.5  db.
Actual  measurement  is  a  more  satisfactory  method  of  making  the
determination,   and   this   is   especially   true   when   performance   at
elevated temperatures must be evaluated.

Microwave Associates has devoted considerable effort to the develop-
ment and constr.uction of accurate and reliable noise figure test equip-
ment. Every effort has been made to insure the precision and accuracy
of this equipment.
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There  are  three  major  items  which  must  be  carefully  controlled  in
noise  figure  equipments.  The  available  output  power  of  the  noise
source  must  be  accurately  known;  extreme  precision  is  required  in
the variable attenuator (either an RF or IF type may be used) ; and
the  noise  figure  of  the  IF  preamplifier  must  be  maintained  within
narrow limits.  Our appl.oach in these areas has included the calibra-
tion  at the  Naval  Research  Laboratory of a noise source which we
maintain  for  use  only  as  a  reference  standard,  the  use  of  a  highly
precise  IF  attenuator  of  the  waveguide-beyond-cutoff  type,  and  a
provision for convenient measurement of the  IF pre-amplifier noise
figure in the equipment itself .

Figure 10 is a block diagram of the noise figure equipment cuITently
used for X-band mixer diode measurements. It should be emphasized
that  the  noise  figures  determined  with  this  equipment  are  receiver
figures only. For system work it becomes necessary to add all duplex-
ing and waveguide run  losses to  the  quoted receiver noise figure to
obtain a system over-all noise figure.

FIGURE   10

VIDE0    DETECTOR    DloDE    MEASUREMENTS

Video detector diodes are genel.ally characterized by video impedance
and figure of merit specifications.  In order to obtain the true small-
signal characteristics of these diodes, factory measurements are made
at the lowest practical test voltage and signal levels.

VIDE0   lMPEDANCE

This is usually defined to be the low level forward voltage DC resist-
ance of the diode under zero signal conditions.
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In the case of detector diode types whose characteristics are specified
at zero DC bias, a test voltage of the order of 5 millivolts DC will be
used  to  make  the  measurement.  When  characteristics  are  specified
at a given  DC bias level, e.g., 50 microamperes, the video resistance
will be the resistance at the specified bias point.

FIGURE   0F   MERIT

This characteristic exists by definition only and is a function of the
diode's current sensitivity and video resistance.  The figure of merit
is  an  excellent  indicator  of  actual  diode  sensitivity,  however,  and
may  be  measured  directly under  the  appropriate  conditions.  While
these conditions yield only an approximation of the actual figure of
merit  value,  the  correction  factor  is  a  negligible  one.  A  complete
discussion of the definition of figure of merit and the equipment for
measuring  it  directly  may  be  found  in  CYRysTAI  RECTJFJEZ3S,
Torrey and Whitner, Vol.  15,  Radiation Laboratory Series,  PP 335-
357. The figure of merit measurement is generally made at test signal
levels of the order of  -30 dbm.

®
¥oun   spEolAL   REQiimEMEMTs
Microwave Associates, Inc. has a large, well-equipped semiconductor
engineering group which would be pleased to quote on your individual
requirements.  We  are  well  staffed  with  metallurgical  and  chemical
equipment  such as  metallographs  and  crystal  pullers,  and we  have
excellent  electronic  test  equipment  covering  almost  all  useable  fre-
quencies.  If  our  standard  catalog  items  do  not  fulfill  your  needs,
contact us for further assistance.
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The Microwave Associates series of computer diodes are hermetically sealed, subminiature glass silicon
mesa diodes designed for use in circuits requiring low capacitance and exceptionally fast recovery time.

These  diodes  combine  high  breakdown  voltage  and  low  reverse  leakage  with  exceptional  speed  of
recovery in normal forward switching.

The diode has axial wire leads which are readily soldered into computer circuits for reliable performance.

Ratings                              Absolute  Maximum

Forward Current Steady-State D.C.

Peak Surge Current

Power Dissipation

Operating Temperature Range

Derating above 25°C (free air)

MJN.i .275  MAX+

Symbol                              Min.
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P
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*  Average case capacitance is 0.25 ##f. Junction capacitance at zero bias is approximately twice C (-6).
**Electrically equivalent to  lN696; maximum reverse current @ -20 volts is 0.015 HA.

RECOVERY  TIME:  Recovery  time  to  I  milliampere  when  switched  from  10  rnA  to  -5  volts  through
100 ohm loop impedance, is 0.004 microsecond maximum @ 25°C.

TYPICAL  RECTIFICATION  EFI=lcIENCY:  Typical  rectification  efficiency  at  2.0  volts  rms  and   100  Mc
operation (5 Kr} load)-60%.



STANDARD  DESIGN  SPECIFICATIONS   FOR

JVLICROWAVE  ASSOCIATES   COMPUTER   DIODES

Microwave  Associates  will  be  pleased to  review your  specific computer  diode
design requirements. Contact our nearest Sales Engineering representative or the
factory directly for prompt assistance.
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I NTRODUCTI O N

This brochure describes the newly developed varactor
and some of its many uses.  The contents should be of
primary  interest  to  design  engineers  working  in  the
region from 30 Mc and higher in frequency.

A varactor is a PN junction semiconductor diode de-
signed for low loss at high frequencies. Its capacitance
depends  upon  the  voltage  across  the  junction.  This
property and the  fact  that  it has  low loss permit  its
use in low-noise  amplifiers,  efficient harmonic genera-
tors and high power control circuits.

The varactor is the lowest-noise practical amplifier
in  the  UHF  and  lower  microwave  frequency  ranges.
Low-noise  microwave  receivers  are  extremely impor-
tant in extending the range of radarsystems. It is much
more efficient to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by
reducing receiver noise than by increasing transmitter
power.  Of equal practical importance is the fact that
varactor receiver.s are very resistant to  damage  from
electrical transients.

At present, the most generally applicable technique
for low-noise microwave receivers of all frequencies is
the superheterodyne receiver using point-contact crys-
tal diodes. This technique received considerable devel-
opment during World War 11.  Microwave Associates,
Inc.,has since made substantial improvements in sili-
con diodes for this service, resulting in noise figure im-
provements  now  familiar  to  users  of the  lN23E  and
similar crystals.  In this use of diodes, no amplification
is obtained and the noise contributed by such micro-
wave receivers is usually a substantial part of the total
system noise, even when the best point-contact diodes
are used.

One attempt to meet the need for lower noise figures
has been the development of masers: amplifiers which
make  direct  use  of  various  kinds  of  atomic  energy
levels.  These  amplifiers  have  extremely low noise  fig-
ures  and  appear to  be  usable  in special  installations
where the complicated and expensive associated equip-
ment - helium cryostats and magnets - can be tol-
erated.  Masers, in their present form of development,
also have drawbacks such as slow recovery from over-
loads caused by leakage through a radar duplexer.

Low-noise traveling-wave tubes have recently been
developed.  It  may  be  practical  to  use these  tubes  in
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future  applications,  especially  where  broad-band  re-
ception is an additional consideration found to justify
the  liabilities of this type of amplifier.  These include
the need for a magnetic field, high initial cost, the finite
life of the cathode, and susceptibility to shock and vi-
bration.

The  low-noise  varactor  amplifier  appears  to  fulfill
many  needs  and  seems  likely  to  achieve  the  largest
numerical  use.  In  the  UHF  region,  amplifiers  using
varactors have demonstrated as low a noise figure as
can  be usefully employed in  most systems,  when  an-
tenna  losses,  sky  noise,  and  ground  intercept  of  an-
tenna side lobes are considered. At considerably higher
frequencies  (the  limit  is  not  known  but  is  certainly
above 6000 megacycles) present varactors continue to
have  a  noise  figure  advantage  over point-contact re-
ceivers.  While  not  as  low  noise  as  masers,  varactors
have the virtue of simplicity.

The varactor has also demonstrated exciting possi-
bilities as a harmonic generator (frequency multiplier).
The combination of a transistor oscillator and a varac-
tor  multiplier  is  greatly superior  in  power-frequency
possibilities to the transistor oscillator alone and per-
mits all-solid-state generation of UHF and microwaves.
The  good  efficiency  for  high-order  harmonies,  com-
pared  to  previous  harmonic  generators  using  point-
contact   diodes,   makes   for   great   simplification   of
microwave frequency standards. There is also interest
in varactor multipliers as possible generators of milli-
meter-wave and sub-millimeter radiation.

The high speed, low loss, and good power handling
capabilities  of  varactors  will  undoubtedly  find  them
numerous applications as switches and modulators in
all kinds of radio systems, and the varactor will find a
place in the receiver protection field.

PN junctions have previously been used as voltage-
variable  tuning  capacitors  at  relatively  low  frequen-
cies. The varactor extends the frequency range upward
by almost two decades.

Finally, there are serious speculations that the varac-
tor will be an important component of high-speed comT_`
puters - both as a microwave amplifier and in more
specific types of pulse circuits.
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HOwr A PN JUNCTION
ACTS AS A CAPACITANCE

Any PN junction diode has a nonlinear charge volt-
age characteristic, which is all that is required to make
a   diode   amplifier.   However,   to   deserve   the   name
``varactor"*  and  be  a  serious  competitor  of  vacuum

tubes and point-contact mixers, the diode must be de-
signed to  minimize high  frequency loss.  The loss  of  a
varactor is approximately 100 times smaller than the
loss  of  some  other  junction  diodes  used  as  voltage-
dependent  capacitors  in  the  50  megacycle  and  lower
frequency range.

To  achieve  low  loss,  the  mesa-type  diffused  silicon
design originated at Bell Telephone Laboratories under
a -Signal  Corps  contract  is  used  in  Microwave  Asso-
ciates  varactors.  Silicon  rather  than  germanium  was
selected   due  to  its  inherent  excellent  properties  at
elevated temperatures, its sharper breakdown charac-
teristic,  and  particularly  because its  lower  saturation
current allows voltage swings further into the positive
region  without  conduction  current  and  its  associated
noise  and  losses.   Thus,   low  noise  can  be  obtained
without refrigeration.

The  junction  is  produced   on  slices  of  silicon  by
solid-state diffusion of appropriate impul.ities.  Then a•    A       small "mesa" isformedasshownin Figure 1,toreduce

the capacitance to a value suitable for microwave use.
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The  P  side  of  the  junction  has  a  large  density  of
holes,  and the N side has a large density of electrons.
A  narrow  region  at  the  junction  is  practically  free of
holes and  electrons and is  known  as the  depletion  re-
gion.  The  capacitance  of the  junction  is,  to  good  ap-
proximation,  the  same  as  that  of  a  parallel-plate  ca-
pacitor  made  of   material  with  the  same  dielectric
constant as silicon and  of a thickness equal to that of
the  depletion  layer.   However,  the  thickness  of  the
depletion region depends  upon  the voltage  applied  to
the junction.

For  a  varactor  to  have  low  loss,  the  resistance  in
series with the capacitance must be as low as possible,
the forward and reverse conduction must be very small
throughout the voltage range that is used, and the ca-
pacitance must change with negligible delay when the
voltage is varied. Of these considerations, it is the first,
surprisingly enough, and not the last, that is the main
frequency limitation in present varactors.

*The  name  "varactor"  was  suggested  by  M.  E.  Hines  of  Bell  Telephone
Laboratories.
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CHARACTERISTICS AND
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Varactor diodes can be used at low frequencies, and
audio amplifiers have been  built.  However,  the appli-
cations  that now seem  most  remarkable involve  high
frequencies,  beginning  perhaps  at  1  to  10  megacycles
and continuing up to at least 50 kilomegacycles.  This
section is concerned with characterization for high fre-
quency use.

The   simplified   high-frequency   equivalent   circuit
shcJwn in Figure 2 has been found remarkably satisfac-
tory for the diffused silicon varactors.  Conductance in
shunt  with the  capacitance is neglected.  The  leakage
current  of  silicon  junctions  is  so  small  that  its  shot
noise is negligible except at very low frequencies. As a
working  hypothesis,  one  may  assume  that  the  series
resistance Rs exhibits thermal noise at all frequencies.

--a-----:--JiiEfas-



The   small-signal   capacitance   depends   upon   bias
voltage as shown in Figure 3.  Over most of the useful
bias range, the capacitance C is accurately given by the
formula

Co3JTTh¢
where Co is the capacitance at zero bias, V is the bias
voltage  (negative for reverse voltages), and ¢ is about
0.32 volts for varactor diodes at room temperature.

This type of capacitance variation is characteristic
of the graded PN junction produced by solid-state dif-
fusion and is accurately reproduced from one varactor
to the next.

CUTOFF FREQUENCY
AS A FIGURE OF MERIT

For low-level  amplification,  the  exact shape  of the
capacitance-voltage characteristic is not as important
as the minimum capacitance which is obtained in use.
The minimum value reached by the capacitance during
use depends, of course, on the circuit. However, there
is an absolute minimum capacitance set by the reverse
breakdown  voltage.  Reverse breakdown is not neces-
sarily a destructive process in junction  diodes,  but it
clamps the voltage so that one cannot reduce the ca-
pacitance further by increasing reverse voltage. Break-
down  current   produces  loss   and  noise  in  varactor
amplifiers. For the convenience  of the  circuit  designer
the  Q  and  capacitance  have  both  been  specified  at
-6 volts. Lower capacitance and higher Q usually are

obtainable  by  operating  at  the  actual  peak  reverse
voltage  (often as high as  -9 volts). A figure of merit,
the cut-off frequency fc   may be defined by

fc-
27rRsclnin

where Rs is the series resistance.  The maximum  Q at
any frequency f  is Qmax  = fc/f

In low-level UHF amplifiers it is rarely necessary to
pump the varactor with the full allowable voltage. An"operating cutoff frequency"  based  on  the minimum

capacitance actually used is valuable in characterizing
the  circuit  and varactor  combination.  Even  for  such
an  application,  the  cutoff  frequency  at  the  peak  re-
verse voltage serves as a quality indication for diodes
made by a given process.

VARACTOR EVALUATION BY
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS

Small-signal    reflection    coefficient    measurements
made at 1000 megacycles in an untuned crystal mount
are shown in Figure 4. This type of a measurement and
presentation is excellent for showing that a varactor is
a low-loss variable reactance at UHF frequencies.

For accurate varactor ervaluation however, it is de-
sirable to  magnify the losses.  To  do this,  Microwave
Associates  utilizes  a  higher  frequency,  10  kMc,  and
the series resistance is matched by means of the tuning
adjustments on an MA-780 holder.

In designing a varactor, consideration must be given
to the losses of the package and to both the resistive
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and  inductive   contributions   of  the  metal   contacts
within  the  diode.  Microwave  Associates  has selected
the time-proved ceramic package which combines the
reproducible   low-loss   microwave   characteristics   of
ceramic with the excellent thermal and electrical con-
ductivity, and low inductance, of the relatively massive
metal  end  parts.  In  particular,  ceramic  has  a  much
lower loss at microwave frequencies than the lead glass
used in low-frequency diode packages.

n      TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF IMPEDANCE

The capacitance of a reverse-biased varactor diode
is  very  insensitive  to  temperature.  At  zero  bias,  the
temperature variation is noticeable and is quite signifi-
cant for the forward biased diode. These properties are
illustrated in  the  special  1/C3  plot  given  in  Figure  5.
The corresponding approximate analytical expression is

C  -C(-6) EEEEE
¢-V

The  temperature  dependence  is  all  contained  in  the

r`         quantity ¢ which varies slowly from about o.32 voltsat 25°C to 0.24 volts at 100°C.

f\

The temperature dependence of the series resistance
has  not  yet  been  accurately  determined.  The  silicon
varactors  will  function  at  the  boiling  point  of  liquid
nitrogen  (78°  K),  but  there  is  some  doubt  that  the
series  resistance  remains  sufficiently  low  for  the  full
benefit of the temperature reduction to be felt in over-
all  amplifier  noise  performance.  That  is,  the  effective
temperature of amplifiers probably does not decrease
in  proportion  to  absolute  temperature.  The  behavior
for   elevated   temperatures   is   also   not   known   well
enough  to  establish  a  trend,  but  it  is  believed  that
moderate  increases  in  absolute  temperature  of  the
varactor  do  not  result  in  proportionate  increases  in
amplifier noise temperature.

6         5        4         3        2          I         a      +I
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PRECAUTIONS

At the present stage of development, we must draw
upon  experience  with  other silicon  devices  to  predict
the reliability and high temperature performance.  On
this  basis,  it is expected that  a junction temperature
of 150°C can be safely tolerated. The junction temper-
ature is  determined  by the  ambient temperature and
the total  power dissipated in  the  diode by i2R8  losses,
forward conduction,  and/or reverse breakdown.

The present dissipation rating`s of the  MA-460  and
MA-450 varactors are given in the specifications. These
ratings are believed to be conservative and further ex-
perience will probably justify raising the rating for the
larger  capacitance  units.  Larger  powers  can  be  dissi-
pated when the base of the diode is in contact with a
good heat sink at room temperature. The actual power
dissipation must be calculated with detailed reference
to the circuit and to the equivalent circuit of the diode.
In  most  high  frequency  applications,  the  power  is
i2Rs  loss.   The  smaller  the  series  resistance,  the  less
power is dissipated in the diode for a given current. The
amount of power that can be controlled in some appli-
cations is many times the allowable dissipation of the
diode.

Rectified current is much less than for point-contact
diodes with equal incident microwave powers and may



not  be  measurable  with  ordinary  meters.  Therefore,
DO  NOT  rely on  rectified  current as an indication  of
incident power.

A  current-limiting  resistor  of  about  1000  ohms  in
any d-c  bias supply will  minimize the  danger  of acci-
dental overload.

When measured with typical ohmmeters on the low
resistance  (1J€  volt  battery)  scale,  the  varactor  ex-
hibits 20 to  50  ohms in  the forward  direction  and an
immeasurably high resistance in the reverse direction.

The  varactor  diodes  are  given  the  usual  drop  test
specified  for  microwave  mixer  diodes.  They  are  also
temperature cycled between -65°C and  +150°C. The
present units are sealed in the same fashion as standard
mixer   diodes.   Special   units   to   meet   exceptionally
severe  environmental  conditions  are  now  under  de-
velopment.

Varactor  receivers  are  generally  more  resistant  to
electrical   burnout  than  point-contact   or  triode  re-
ceivers.  The  active area  of a varactor is  much  larger
than  that  of  a  point-contact  diode.   Therefore  the
varactor  has  a  longer  thermal  time  constant  and  is
better able to  withstand very short pulses.  The reac-
tive nature of the varactor also helps it reflect rather
than absorb overload powers.

IMPORTANCE  OF
LOW-NOISE  RECEIVERS

In microwave systems using conventional receivers,
receiver noise is usually a substantial fraction of total
system  noise.  One  must  compare  receiver  noise  with
the quantity and quality (``randomness") of noise from
other sources,  to  determine  the system  improvement
possible through reduction of receiver noise.

In radio and radar systems, the noises introduced in
transmission   are   varied:   sky   noise,   approximately
thermal noise from ground objects within the receiving
antenna  pattern,  atmospheric  electricity,  and  man-
made interference,  in.eluding jamming.  Thermal noise
is added by losses in the antenna, lead-in lines, and any
other circuitry preceding the receiver proper. Duplex-
ing devices sometimes contribute nonthermal noise.

The  receiver  is  thus  presented  with  an  input  that
acts as a source of noise, as well as signal. The quantity
(but not quality)  of the noise preceding the receiver is
commonly represented by an  ``antenna temperature"
Ta,  the   temperature  at  which  a  passive  impedance
equal to the antenna impedance would deliver the ob-
served noise power.

A measure of receiver noise performance is effective
temperature   Te,   which   may  be   directly  compared
with   Ta:  the  total  system  noise  is  proportional   to
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Te  + Ta. For Te to have this property, it is necessarily
given by

Output noise originating in receiver
kB x  Gain of receiver

where k is Boltzman's  constant.  Despite the  conven-
ience of effective temperature in I.ating receivers,  the
noise figure given by

F  - 1  +  Te/29o
has  been  a  more  common  measure  of  performance,
usually  given  in  decibels.  The  relation  between  noise
figure and effective temperature is given in Figure 6.

The  noise  figure  gives  the  impairment,  by  the  re-
ceiver,  of the  system  signal-to-noise  ratio  - if,  and
only if, the antenna temperature happens to be 290°K.
For other values of antenna temperature the relation
between signal-to-noise ratio and noise figure is given
in Figure 7. What is most important is that seemingly
small  improvements  in  noise  figure  can  have  dispro-
portionate  effects  on  signal-to-noise  ratio  when  both
antenna temper.ature and noise figure are low.
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Antenna temperatures considerably less than 290°K
are  common  at  microwave  frequencies  for  antennas
directed above the horizon. As an example, consider a
500  Mc  system  with  a  150°K  antenna  temperature.
Heretofore, a 4.0 db receiver noise figure obtained with
a planar triode electron tube would have been regarded
as excellent,  but corresponds to an effective tempera-
ture of 440°K, giving an effective temperature for the
system of  150  + 440  = 590°K.  A  1.0  db  (75°K)  var-
actor receiver would  give a system effective tempera-
ture of 225°K: a 4.2 db improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio for a 3 db reduction in noise figure. Radar range
varies  as  the  fourth  root  of  signal-to-noise  ratio  and
thus would be increased 27%.

The advent of low-noise varactor and maser receivers
will no doubt stimulate development of improved an-
tennas. Closer study of sky noise will then be possible
and may reveal nonrandom qualities of this noise that
will permit some  discrimination  against it.  Thus, the
eventual  improvement  stimulated   by  low-noise  re-
ceivers may add to the already quite valuable improve-

®=e::£t;er°s?tatnab]e  by  direct  replacement  of  present

The retention of low-noise  is as  important in most
applications as its initial achievement. The varactor is
excellent in  this respect,  being free of the catHode  de-
terioration  of electron tubes.

LOW-NOISE
VARACTOR  AMPLIFIERS

The varactor  diode can  be used in several  ways to
provide   low-noise   amplification   of   both   weak   and
stl:ong microwave signals. With Microwave Associates
varactors,  any  of  these  methods  yield  noise  figures
much  better  than  those  obtainable  by  conventional
techniques.

Three   circuits   will   be   described   in   this   section:
upper-sideband    up-converters,    lower-sideband    up-
converters,   and  negative-resistance  amplifiers.   The
traveling-wave  varactor  amplifier  is  related  to  the
negative resistance type and will be mentioned in the
section on bandwidth.
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The  simple  negative-resistance  amplifier  shown  in
Figure  8  was  devised  by  F.  S.  Harris  of  Microwave
Associates.  This type  of amplifier was tested in ama-
teur radio reception at 50 mc, 144 mc, and 432 mc and
was given more quantitative performance tests in the
400  to  500  mc  region  on  satellite-tracking  radars,  on
tropospheric scatter systems, and on an I. G. Y. auroral
study  receiver.  It  is  believed  that  these  experiments
were the first uses of varactor amplifiers in the actual
reception  of intelligence.  The observed signal-to-noise
ratio improvements of 4 to 6 db in comparison to low-
noise  planar  triode  vacuum  tubes are in  accord_nyith
the  measured  noise  fi
the varactor Another test involved the satis-
factory reception of UHF television  (channel 19 -496
mc)  at  a  distance  of  140  miles.  Other successful tests
have been conducted at higher frequencies.

The   Harris   amplifier   uses   one   varactor   diode
mounted in  a coaxial  cavity.  The pump  frequency is



preferably  several   times   the   signal   frequency.   By
adjusting  the  tuning  controls,  one  can  make  such  a
cavity operate over a fairly wide frequency range and
with  almost  any pump  frequency.  Separate  coupling
loops are provided for the input and the output.  The
output  frequency  is  exactly  equal  to  the  input  fre-
quency, regardless of drifts in pump frequency.  Ordi-
nary  free-running  oscillators  are  satisfactory  pumps.
Microwave  Associates,  Inc.,  offers  several  models  of
this amplifier for a wide range of frequencies.

Another  scheme  for  low-noise  reception  is  the  up-
converter. As shown in Figure 9, a 500 mc signal to be
amplified is mixed with several hundred milliwatts of
10,000 mc pump or carrier in the varactor diode. Side-
bands are generated  at the sum frequency  10,500 mc
and  difference  frequency  9,500  mc.  A  conventional
microwave  receiver  is  tuned  to  either  of  these  side-
bands.  The  use  of  the  upper  sideband  alone  gives  a
very stable  circuit  that  is  also  easy to  analyze  theo-
retically.   Most  workers   have   preferred  to  use   the
lower  sideband  because  larger  (unlimited)  gains  are
possible.  Gain is important in overcoming the noise of
the microwave receiver used as the second stage. With
500  megacycle  inputs,  upper-sideband  up-converters
have typically given overall noise figures of 2 to 3 db,
whereas lower-sideband up-converters have been made
with overall noise figures of 1 db.

Of all these schemes, the negative-resistance ampli-
fier  is  especially  attractive  because  it  preserves, ex-
actly, the signal frequency despite small drifts in pump
frequency and is simpler,  less expensive and more re-
liable.

•J. M. Manley and H. E. Rowe, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 44, pp 904-913; July,1956.
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All three types of amplifier have operated with ex-
cellent  noise  figures  with  open-circuited  d-c  paths  to
the varactors, as well as with negative and small posi-
tive bias voltages.  The pump power is deteimined by
i2Rs losses in  the  series  resistance  and,  therefore,  in-
creases as the square of the pump frequency, for a given
voltage  swing  in  a  given  varactor.  Typical  absorbed
pump  powers  are  0.5  milliwatt  to  10  milliwatts  for
2  kMc pumps and  10 milliwatts to 200 milliwatts for
10 kMc pumps.  A reserve of available pump power is
desirable to allow for reflection losses in  ``breadboard"
type experiments.

IDLER  NOISE

Idler noise is noise that enters at image frequencies
- frequencies  other  than  the  input  and  output  fre-
quencies. In amplifying up-converters, both lower side-
band and upper sideband types, there need not be any
idlers;  all  the  image  frequencies  may  be  reactively
terminated.

An idler termination is  believed essential  for nega-
tive  resistance  varactor  amplification.  The  necessity
for an idler follows from a general theory of reactance
amplification  developed  by  Manley  and  Rowe.*  To
deliver  a  net  positive  amount  of power  at  the  signal
frequency s,  the varactor  must  also  deliver power  at
the  idler  frequency  p  minus  s,  where  p  is  the  pump
frequency. This extra power might seem to be a harm-
less  dividend.  But  it  `must  be  delivered  to  so77oe£7a€.7?g..
an  external  resistor,  an  antenna,  the  diode  series  re-
sistance, or another active device. This something can-
not  be  a  pure,  passive  reactance,  but  must  have  a
resistive component which is a source of noise charac-

:::£nzsefit::¥'b:¥knt:;:let::rpaecrtaotru]r:stT2;::]`::pno°;Seer::
delivered  to  the  idler.  Passive  nonreciprocal  devices
can modify the situation  only to the extent that the
idler as a load and as a noise generator may be phys-
ically distinct components.
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Fortunately,  conversion  of idler noise to the signal
frequency is not efficient if the idler is at a much higher
frequency. For a negative resistance amplifier using a
lossless varactor, the theoretical** noise factor is

F-1+ STI

5=  '  rfu
and approaches the zero-noise value, F = 1, for a very
high pump frequency p.

Suppose,  for  example,  that  the  idler  has  a  290°K
noise temperature.  If the signal frequency is  500  Mc
and the pump frequency is 2,500  Mc,  the theoretical
noise figure is

F  = 1  +  2#o  = 1.25 = 1 db.

It  should  be  noted,  however,  that  the  varactor  can
easily generate harmonies of the 2500 Mc oscillator, so
that all or part of the idler power can be delivered to
harmonic images such as 2 p-s (4500 Mc), 3 p-s, etc.,
with  corresponding  improvement  in  noise  figure.  Or
one can use an X-band pump to make idler noise quite
negligible.

The noise figure of negative-resistance amplifiers can
be improved by using an idler termination that has a
low noise temperature. The obvious scheme of provid-
ing  a  refrigerated  termination  is  the  least  attractive
approach for most systems. A more practical arrange-
ment would be to use for the idler termination an an-
tenna  (which  can  also  be  the  receiving  antenna)  di-
rected at  a low-noise part  of the sky.  These schemes
are easier to  describe than to execute,  for the idler is
not a visible terminal, but a frequency. Moreover, the
*'S.  Bloom  &  K.  K.  N.  Chang,  R.  C.  A.  Review,  Vol.  18,  pp  578-593;

December, 1957.

idler  is  partly  terminated  by  the  series  resistance  of
any real varactor.

The highest frequency at which varactor amplifica-
tion has been reported is 11 kMc. A very much higher
frequency pump is difficult to obtain, particularly since
the pump power required goes up as the square of the
pumping frequency. For this reason, the ``degenerate"
type of operation is interesting. Strictly speaking, the
degenerate  case  refers  to  amplification   of  a  signal
exactly   one-half  the   pump   frequency.   However,   a
single frequency can carry no information : a spectrum
of frequencies is required. Suppose the signal spectrum
is very near one-half the pump frequency. If the signal
spectrum lies entirely below  (say)  one-half the pump
frequency,  the  corresponding  idler  spectrum  will  lie
above one-half the pump frequency, and the analysis
of the amplifier is the same as for any other negative
resistance  varactor  amplifier.  Thus,  the  noise  figure
will be at least 3 db if the idler is terminated in a 290°K
resistor,  and more if the varactor has significant loss
(as do present varactol.s at 6 kMc).

If  the  signal  spectrum  lies  both  above  and  below
one-half the pump frequency, the idler and signal bands
overlap. An ambiguity arises: from the amplified out-
put signal one cannot reproduce the input signal with-
out a certain amount of cl pro.or®. knowledge about the
character of the input. One could receive a signal known
to  be  double  sideband modulation without loss of in-
formation. A 3  db  penalty in noise figure would then
not  be  necessary,  nor  is  it  necessary  in  radiometry,
where one postulates that the incoming signal is pure



uncorrelated noise and does not care about a frequency
ambiguity.

In ordinary communications systems, however, the
degenerate type of amplifier can  be used only with a
noise penalty.  Thus, the 2 db reported noise figure for
the  6  kMc  amplifier  with  12  kMc  pumping  must  be
regarded as a noise figure of 5  db if the idler termina-
tion is at 290°, and as some value between 3.3 db and 5
db if the idler termination has a lower noise temperature.

BANDWIDTH

The  above  amplifiers  using single  diodes  are  found
to have gain-bandwidth limitations which permit them
to be used very satisfactorily in some systems but not
in others.

Theoretical  analysis  of  negative  resistance  ampli-
fiers  using  high  Q  resonant  circuits  indicates  definite
gain-band products; e.g.      power gain x bandwidth I
signal frequency for a pump about twice the signal fre-
quency, and a lossless varactor.  These theories do not
prove,  however,  that  there  is  any  limit  on  the  gain-
band  product  in the  "most  general  physically  realiz-
able circuit". Nor has a bandwidth theory been worked
out with the inclusion  of varactor series resistance.     7

Thus, one may hope for a loophole in the theoretical
estimates  of  bandwidth.  But  these theories  have  not
been  exceeded  by  the  circuits  that  have  been  con-
structed and measured. The theories have been closely
approached at UHF. At 6000 Mc, the bandwidth was
8  Mc  for  18  db  gain,  instead  of the  theoretical  band-
width of several hundred megacycles.  The circuit and
the  varactor  losses probably share  the  blame  for  the
discrepancy.

Bandwidth  can  be increased  by using a number  of
varactors.  One  way to  do  this  is the  travelling-wave
amplifier,* in which the signal, the idler and the pump
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are allowed to flow along a transmission line with peri-
odically   spaced   varactor   diodes,  according   to   the
scheme  shown  in  Figure   10.  A  four-stage  amplifier
(each  stage  being  a  balanced  pair  of  diffused  silicon
varact,ors)  gave  10  db  gain  and  100  Mc  bandwidth,
with  a  400  Mc  center  frequency.  The  noise  figure  of
this  amplifier  was  3.5  db.  Since  the  pump  frequency
was 900 Mc, the expected noise figure from idler noise
alone is

1  + # = 1.8 or 2.7 db.
The  varactors  thus  contribute  very  little  additional
noise. It is theoretically possible to use a higher pump
frequency to reduce idler noise.

A 16 stage printed circuit amplifier structure gave 8
to 10 db gain over a 200 Mc band around 650 Mc, with
a  1330  Mc pump.** Microwave Associates is  develop-
ing  a  special varactor  for  travelling  wave  circuit  use.

BALANCED  PAIRS
In  all  of the above applications,  important advan-

tages can be obtained by using the diodes in balanced
pairs.  It  is  relatively  easy  to  reduce  the  amount  of
pump power entering the signal channel by 20 to 30 db.

Diode pairs have long been used in balanced modu-
lators for carrier suppression.  Pairing of earlier types
of diodes required special r-f testing because of compli-
cated and variable characteristics. For all but the most
critical  applications,  varactor  pairing  is  a  straight-
forward  matter  of  comparing  the  parameters  of  the
simple equivalent circuit of Figure 2.  The pairing tol-
erances must be determined for the specific application.

DYNAMIC  RANGE
In  any  amplifier,  a  sufficiently  high-level  signal  is

subject to nonlinear effects. The output of a triode am-
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plifier is limited  by  a  finite  power supply.  Similarly,
varactor amplifiers cannot deliver more output power
than the sum of the pump power and the input signal
power.  Dynamic  ranges  of  over  100  db  have  been
reported.

A low-noise Harris amplifier using a single varactor
has good dynamic range - apparently better than low-
noise triodes. Varactor amplifiers can be designed for
still better linearity.  Design for linearity seeks to re-
duce the effectiveness of the signal in changing the in-
stantaneous   small   signal   capacitance   and  includes
diode and heat sink design to permit high power pump-
ing. Advantages are less cross-modulation in communi-
cations systems and better anti-jamming properties in
military applications.

VOLTAGE  TUNED  CIRCUITS

The varactor diode is usable as a high-Q tuning ca-
pacitor.  At  100  Mc,  for  example,  a  50  kMc  cutoff-
frequency varactor will have a maximum Q of 500. At
considerably higher frequencies, the varactor still has
adequate  Q  for many applications such as  frequency
modulation of oscillators.

When the voltage applied to the tuning capacitor is
appreciable, the series combination of a pair of varac-
tors shown in Figure 11 is advantageous. The reaction
of the a-c voltage upon the total capacitance is mini-
mized, and the likelihood of spontaneous oscillation is
greatly reduced.

FREQUENCY MULTIPLICATION
(HARMONIC  GENERATION)

Varactor  multipliers  are  superior  to  point-contact
multipliers  for  the  following  two  reasons.  First,  the
nonlinear capacitance mechanism of the varactor is in-
herently a far more efficient harmonic generator than
the nonlinear resistance action which is attributed to
point-contact  diodes.  Second,  the  varactor  is  able  to
withstand  much  larger  input  powers  than  can  the
point-contact diode, so that the absolute power output
is multiplied by this ,factor, as well as by the increased
efficiency.

11

A simple  circuit that has  been  used  for generating
harmonies    of   X-band   employs   a   varactor   diode
mounted   across  the   fundamental   frequency  wave-
guide.  A  waveguide  taper  to  some  higher  frequency
blocks   the   fundamental   frequency,   but   passes   all
harmonies. above a certain value.  However, it is gen-
erally found that the lowest harmonic that can propa-
gate is higher in power than any of the higher harmon-
ies.  Another  waveguide-to-waveguide  harmonic  gen-
erator is illustrated. A slide-screw or E-H input tuner
is very helpful.

Harmonic  generation  from  lower  frequencies  often
involves a fundamental input from coaxial line, through
a choke to a diode mounted in the output-frequency
waveguide. At still lower frequencies, coaxial elements
and filters may be used throughout.

Conversion  of  300  megacycles  to  900  megacycles
with only 4 db conversion loss has been reported. Con-
version losses of less than 16 db have been observed in
tripling an  X-band fundamental frequency.

A reverse d-c bias is usually required to obtain opti-
mum  output,  although  satisfactory  performance  in
some applications is obtained without bias.

Although the total amount of circuit experimenta-
tion that has been done has been very small, it is al-
ready  evident  that  the  varactor  will  alter  existing
concepts of preferred ways of generating high frequency
Power.
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OSCILLATORS  AND
FREQUENCY  DIVIDERS

The negative resistance used for amplification may
also be used to produce oscillations.  The frequency of
the oscillations is determined by the pump frequency
and the impedance of the passive circuitry connected
to  the  varactors.  For  certain  tunings,  oscillations  at
exact  rational  fractions  of  the  pump  frequency  are
favored. It is particularly easy to divide the pump fre-
quency  by  two,  that  is,  to  generate  the  ``3/2th  sub-
harmonic";  a  single-tuned  circuit  with  resonant  ire-
quency  approximately  equal  to  half  the  pump  fre-
quency is all that is required.



R-F SWITCHING
AND MODULATION

The  varactor  is  usable  in  switches  for  distributing
a-c  power  at  frequencies  from  perhaps  as  low  as  one
megacycle  on  up  to  microwave  and  millimeter  wave
power. As the frequency increases, the diode dissipates
a larger and larger fraction of the power which is con-
trolled.  The  dissipation  capability  of  the  varactor  is
approximately  independent  of  frequency.  Therefore,
the amount of incident power that can be controlled is
large at frequencies below 100 megacycles and at least
several hundred milliwatts at the highest frequencies.

At the higher frequencies, the loss of power is apt to
be a more serious drawback than the threat of heating

the diode.  This is particularly true at  50  kMc,  where
losses of 6 to  10 db are typical.  Microwave Associates
can make specially packaged varactor diodes for use at
millimeter waves and can develop special diodes which
have low loss as switches of millimeter waves.

The switching speed  (or modulation frequency) pos-
sible with the varactor is extremely high, since capaci-
tance changes follow changes in junction voltage with-
in a small  fraction of a  millimicrosecond.

Varactors  are  excellent  high-level  modulators  for
double   sideband   and   single  sideband   transmitters.
Signal power gain  can  be  obtained since transmitting
modulators are up-converters.  The power capabilities
are  far  superior  to  point-contact  diodes.  Carrier  sup-
pression  through  use  of  matched  pairs  in  balanced
modulators is facilitated by the uniformity of varactors.
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Mech.  Tunable                       7500-8500

Mech.  Tunable                       8500-9600

Mech.  Tunable                       9000-10,000

Fixed-Frequency

Fixed-Frequency

Mech.  Tunable

Mech.  Tunable

Mech.  Tunable

Mech. Tunable

Fixed-Frequency

_FJpe_a_-_Frequency

Mech. Tunable

Mech. Tunable

EixLal-E±eque_r}iv

Fixed-Frequency

Fixed-EregjLe_ncy        i

7500-8800

8800-10,000

7500-8500

8500-9600

9000-10,000

1.0                     CW                       1.0

1.0                     CW                       1.0

0.42

0.42

0.43

0.43

0.43

0.015            1                 5.0             I                  0.4
I

0.015                           5.0            I                 0.4

1.0                      CW                        1.0

0.5                     CW                       1.0

10.0                      0.20
10.0                       5.00
20.0                      0.25

10.0
10.0
15.0

10.0
10.0
20.0

10.0                     0.20
10.0                      5.00
20.0                     0.25

5.0                     0.20
5.0                      5.00
5.0                      0.25

7125-8500                                           20.0

8775-8825

8800-9600

0.015            ,                  5.0              11                   0.4

0.015                          5.0                            0.4

0.1                                0.50
0.1                               0.50
0.0001                       0. 52

0.1                                0.50
0.1                               0.50
0.0001                       0.52

0.1                               0.50
0.1                               0.50
0.0001                       0. 52

0.1                                0.50
0.1                               0.50
0.0001                        0.52

40.0                    5.0
40.0                     1.25

100.0                     1.0

89oo.94oo                       o!#[1°Watts)                  o.25

8900-9400 0.9

0.0005

1.0                          0.003

9345-9405                         7.0                                         1.0                         0.002

9345-9405                         7.0

9345-9405                I          9.0

Fixed-Frequency                    9345-9405              I      20.0
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Mech. Tunable

Mech. Tunable

9300-10,000

9300-10,000
0. 5                          0.001

0.150
0.150
0.350

0.150
0.150
0.350

0.150
0.150
0.350

0.150
0.150
0.350

0.50                        0.150
0.50                        0.150
0.50                        0.150

5.0
5.0
6.3

5.0
5.0
6.3

5.0                           0.4

0.80                       0.200

0.200
0.200

0.4
0.45

0.4
0.4
0.45

0.6

6.3                             0.5

5.0                            0.4

5.0                            0.4

6.3                             0.5

6.3             I                 0.5

X-BAND
MAGNETRONS

0.8

0.8[

i5.0
7.0                  11                7.5                    ,                   6.3                I                    0,5

I

5.8               ,I              4.5                                   6.3             t                  0.5
5.8                              4.5                   I                 6.3              I                  0.5

5.8                 [i              4.5                                     6.3               I                  0.5

1.0                             0.002              I              5.8                I             4.5                  ,                6.3              i                 0.5

2.4

I

[2.8

Ruggedized

Ruggedized

Ruggedized

Ruggedized

Ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Communications Band; wide tuning range

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized

Ruggedized

Ruggedized

Low jitter,  ruggedized
New improved  replacement for 2J42

2J42 modified for high altitude

Modified for high altitude

LOw jitter
Precision tuning

Low jitter,  ruggedized
Airborne  Doppler Radar
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NOMINAL    CHARACTERISTICS Ka-BAND PULSED

MAGNETRONS

'
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Peak dAnode Peak  d±TTriT:-
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.,.-.LD Currentb(a) `Ei`(v'r

f  (A,

Fixed-Frequency 33.0-33.4 16.0 0.25 0.0005 12.0 10 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized,  Navigation  use

g.(-

ca Mech.  Tunable 32.95-33.45 32.0 0.25 0.0004 12.0 20 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedize.d,  Navigation  use

Fixed-Frequency 33.0-33.4 32.0 0.25 0.00025 12.0 20 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized

Fixed-Frequency 33.0-33.4 20.0 0.25 0.0008 12.0 10 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized,  Navigation  use

Fixed-Frequency 34.7-35.0 16.0 0.25 0.0005 12.0 10 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized, for airborne  use

Mech.  Tunable 34.2-34.7 32.0 0.25 0.0004 12.0 20 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized, for airborne  use

Mech.Tunable            IMech.TunableI 34.6-35.1 32.032.0 0.25 0.00040.0004 12.0 2020- 12.6 2.5-3.02.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized,  for airborne  useRuggedized,forairborneuse

35.0-35.5 0.25 12.0 12.6 10.5

Fixed-FrequencyFixed-Frequency 34.7-35.0 32.032.0 0.25 0.000250.00025 12.0 2020 12.6 2.5-3.02.0-2.4 10.5 Ruggedized,  for airborne  use

34.5-35.2 0.25 12.5 6.3 12.0

A Fixed-Frequency 34.7-35.0 50.0 0.25 0.0004 12.0 20 12.6 2.5-3.0 10.5 Ruggedized,  for airborne  use
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NOMINAL    CHARACTERISTICS C-BAND
MAGNETRON
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HEATER  TERMINAL

HEATER  INSULATOR

CATHODE TER M I NAL

HIGH  VOLTAGE  BUSHING

CATHODE  POLE

HEATER  LEAD,  WITH  HEATER

CATHODE

ENDSHIELDS

ANODE

VANES

STRAPS

®   EXHAUST TUBULATION  (Pinched  Off)

®
®
®

OUTPUT TRANSFOF3M ER

RIDGES

OUTPUT WINDOW ASSEMBLY

®   TUNER  POLE

®   TUNER  CROWN

®
®

TUNEFi  SUPPORT  PIN

BELLOWS

0   TUNER SHAFT
®
®
®

TUNER  BEARINGS

LEFT  MAGNET

RIGHT  MAGNET

®   WAVEGUIDE FLANGE
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This  catalog  has  been  prepared  as  a  unified
source of information on the rapidly expanding
magnetron  product  line  of  Microwave  Associ-
ates. It is designed to facilitate accurate evalua-
tion of our magnetron capability.

_           _    ,-:-;-=*:±i:I_?,:i:   ;--,,_=,jr(i,`

Complete descriptions of each magnetron have
been included. The product specifications have
been prepared in accordance with the MIL-E-1
format.  For  convenience,  an  abstract  of  the
MIL-E-1 standards relating to magnetron pro-
duction and testing has been included. Both the
product  specifications  and  the  abstract  of  the
military  standard  are,   of  course,  subject  to
change, and the latest data on any magnetron
described  in  this catalog is available from  the
Sales Department of Microwave Associates.

Each  magnetron  description  includes  a  load
diagram and a performance chart. For tunable

tubes,  a  power  output  vs.  frequency  curve  is
also included.

:,E±s€b`Fe5#i'±fi.,£!.its.:EfeiF+.i.=.L5i_T±iit€.-i=

The load,  or  Rieke diagram is a circular load-
impedance char.t with a plot of contours of con-
stant power output and frequency.  The Rieke
diagram enables the designer to determine fre-
quency and  power output changes for varying
conditions   of   load   reflection   coefficient   and
phase.

The  performance  chart  is  a  plot  of  operating
characteristics  of  the  magnetron  showing  the
relationships between the various input param-
eters.  The power output and efficiency may be
determined for changes in peak anode voltage,
magnetic field strength, and peak current.

The power output vs.  frequency curve enables
the designer to predict power output across the
frequency band at various tuner positions.

A complete summary of the electrical character-



istics  of  the  magnetrons  listed  by  frequency
band  and  type  of operation is included  at  the
end of this catalog.

FAc!LiTiE§&.GApA8!k:Firs:=J.

Microwave Associates has a modern, newly ex-
panded plant with excellent facilities for the de-
sign,  development,  and  production  of  micro-
wave  tubes.  Equally  important,  our  facilities
include  the  equipment  necessal.y  to  test  and
evaluate our tubes to the most rigorous perform-
ance standards.  Typical  of our facilities which
are  open  for  inspection  is  the  limited-access,
dust-free, temperature and humidity controlled
cathode  assembly room.  The broad  experience
of  our  magnetron  development  group  is  com-
plemented  by  an  unusually  skilled  production
staff.  Together  they  have  demonstrated  their
ability to produce successfully  "hard-to-make"
magnetrons  in  quantity.   Our  capabilities  in-
elude  extensive service groups  capable  of ham-
dling  such  diversified  tasks  as  precision  rna-
chime work,  plating,  cathode manufacture, and
ceramic-to-metal sealing.

RE.fiGNETR®EN  F¥PES  &  fippLiL=Ai¢!i.8€itis

The magnetron of today bear.s little external re-
semblance to the  tube of World War 11 design.
Although the fundamental  theory of operation

remains   unchanged,   the   application   require-
ments and  the general  emphasis on reliability,
stability,   longer   life,   and   compactness   have
caused the magnetron to change its appearance.
Microwave  Associates'   magnetrons  exemplify
this new design concept.

Our magnetrons serve a wide range of applica-
tions. Many of our. tubes al.e missile or airborne
oriented.  The  rugged  design  characterized  by
ceramic-to-metal  seals  and  compact  construc-
tion is a feature of nearly all of our magnetrons.

Microwave Associates' magnetrons have proven
themselves in such applications as :

=   high resolution airborne surveillance radar
and mapping systems

`D.a  marine and air doppler navigation systems

e  portable, battlefield search radars
;3  microwave telemetering and communications

systems
c`=`  guidance and beacon system applications

proximity detection systems
Microwave Associates has extensive experience
in the X and Ka band frequency regions.

:`--    I.  g*-£`ft!  i_="

Our  X-band  magnetrons  are  miniature,  com-
pact, and have excellent spectrum characteris-
tics. Considerable experience has been gained in
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testing our X-band tubes for pulse time and fre-
quency jitter. As a result, our low-jitter X-band
tubes are well suited for moving target indicator
(MTI)   radar  systems  and  other  applications
where such reliability is a vital factor.

;i-`iJj EP3!i;i ~   gi%tl i F* : .4 I U R E  I U 8 E S

Of particular interest is our new series of rugged,
compact, miniature, X-band magnetrons. Orig-
inally  designed  for  use  with  airborne  modula-
tors,  these  tubes  operate  effectively  at  plate
voltages  of  less  than  500  volts.  The  series  in-
cludes  tunable  (MA-214,  217,  219)  and  fixed-
tuned  (MA-212, 221)  models, all of which may
be operated effectively under CW or pulsed con-
ditions.  They  are  extremely  versatile  magne-
trons and may be operated over a wide range of
pulsed  conditions  with  peak  power  output  as
high as 20 watts.  Weighing less than a pound,
the  tubes  in  this  series  occupy  approximately
the   space   of   a   two   inch   cube.   They   ha`ve
powdered metal-molded cathodes to insul.e long

life  in  spite  of  rapid  heater-cathode  warm-up
time of less than  10 seconds.

Ka=Brfeb``\8Ea

Microwave Associates is the largest producer of
rugged Ka-band magnetrons, primarily designed
for  airborne  and  navigation  uses.  Because  of
their  high  reliability  and  excellent  spectrum
characteristics  over  a  wide range  of  operating
conditions, our Ka-band magnetrons al.e finding
increasing use in current, high resolution radar
applications.  Both tunable and fixed-frequency
types are available. All of our Ka-band magne-
trons  incorporate  high-emission,  long-life,  im-
pregnated cathodes.

ERE§EA$6iag:ffi&E!Et¥fEk®pFviE§ngT

The Microwave Associates Advanced  Develop-
ment  Group  is  currently  engaged  in  develop-
ment programs which cover such projects as an
X-bandvoltage-tunablemagnetronandac-band

?)



magnetron for specialized communications use.
The  C-band  magnetron  has  been  designed  for
applications   where   exceptional   dependability
and extra long life are essential. Nominal char-
acteristics for this tube are included in the sum-
mary sheet at the end of the catalog and it will
be available during 1960.
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Our  Applications  Engineers  will  be  pleased  to
provide you with detailed information on both
developmental and production magnetrons and
to  work  with  you  on  specific applications.  We
would like to emphasize to potential users that
although the magnetron has the virtue of sim-
plicity and high efficiency, top performance can
only be achieved when careful  consideration is
given its use with a compatible modulator and
RF load. We believe that we can offer you valu-
able  assistance  in  mating  these  three  compo-
nents. In addition, we are in a position to supply
a  complete  package  consisting  of  magnetron
plus  appropriate  modulator  to  insure  compli-
ance with the desired operating characteristics.
The magnetl.ons  described  in  this  catalog may
in many cases be modified to satisfy your par-
ticular   operating  requirements.   We   welcome
your  inquiries  and  are  ready  to  discuss  both

modifications of present tubes and applications
of developmental  tubes.  For your  convenience
we  have  included  with  this  catalog,   several
magnetron information forms. Your completed
forms may be forwarded either via the nearest
Microwave   Associates   Representative   or   di-
rectly to our Sales Department.

Many tubes designed and developed by Micro-
wave  Associates  are  classified,  and  have  not
been  included  in  this  catalog.  Descriptions  of
these tubes, however, will be made available to
qualified individuals.

a
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The  fcklowing   a,bstpra,cts  from   MIL-E-1D
home been inckuled, f or the cormevi,once of the
reader, a;nd are of  course swhject to cha,age.

When  qualification  approval  is  required,  elec-
tron  tubes  furnished  under  this  specification
shall   be   a   product,   samples   of  which   have
passed  the  qualification  tests  specified  in  Sec-
tions 4 and 6.

Tubes  shall  be  held  non-operating  for  a  mini-
mum  period  of  168  hours.  This  holding period
shall  be  initiated  after  the  completion  of  all
manufacturing processes. Tests designated by a
dagger  sign  (t)  on  the  tube  specification  sheet
may be made before and  shall be made at the
conclusion of the holding period ; tests not desig-
nated by a dagger sign may be made before or
after the holding period,  provided the order of
test specified in 4.4 is maintained.

Each tube shall be inspected for conformance as
to size, shape, and finish according to the appli-
cable  drawing  specified  on  the  tube  specifica-
tion  sheet.   The  dimensions,  except  those  for
cathode-ray tubes, shall be checked on a quali-
fication-,  desigri-,  or  production-test  basis,  as
specified  on  the  tube  specification  sheet  or  on
the outline drawing.

When  a  moisture-vaporproof  barrier  pack  is
specified in the appendix (tube-type-number list)
of  Specification  MIL-P-75,  the  tubes  shall  be
packed in a moisture-vaporproof barrier as spec-
ified in  Specification MIL-P-75, and  shall then
be  subjected  to  the  salt-spray  (corrosion)  and
humidity  tests  as  specified  in  4.9.8  and  4.9.9,
respectively,  in lieu  of those tests  on  the tube
alone.

The tubes shall be tested for 96 hours in accord-
ance with method  101  of Standard MIL-STD-

202. After the test the tubes shall be examined
to determine whether the corrosion-resistance is
equal  to  that  of  similar  type  tubes.  This  is  a
qualification test.

The completed tubes shall withstand 45 pounds
per square inch absolute pressure for a period of
at  least  60  seconds.  This  pressure  shall  be  at-
tained within 60 seconds.

The tubes shall be tested under the conditions
specified in a chamber evacuated to a pressure
as specified on the tube specification sheet. The
tubes   shall   operate   satisfactorily,   shall   not
change in frequency,  and  shall  not exceed  the
limits  specified.  In  addition,  there  shall  be  no
arc-overs or hal.mful coronas exhibited, nor shall
there be any other defect or deterioration which
may interfere with the operation of the tubes.

The tubes shall be hermetically tight after the
parts  noted in the outline drawing on the tube
specification sheet have been gasketed as speci-
fied to a pressure chamber for 1 minute at the
specified  air  pressure.  This  test  may  be  elimi-
nated if the particular design renders it mean-
ingless, and it is so I.ecorded on the qualification-
approval report.

t`   iJj£:   ==OEFFic!Er€T

The  temperature  coefficient,  AF/°C,  shall  be
determined from the average of three tests over
any 30°C  temperature range.  Conditions  shall
be  as  specified  on  the  tube  specification  sheet.
The temperature shall be that of the frequency-
determining element.
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The  tubes  shall  operate  under  the  conditions
specified on the tube specification sheet, follow-
ing the specified warmup time at an initial am-
bient temperature of -65°C.



4.9.17   MECHANICAL   FATIGL!E

The tube shall withstand the specified  number
of coarse or vernier tuning cycles, or both, with-
out failure, undue wear, or any other deteriora-
tion which might render the tube unsuitable for
use  by  the  Armed  Services.  The  movement  of
the  mechanism   shall   be  over  a  range  corre-
sponding to the frequency range specified. This
test may be made on a non-operating tube.

£D9.i$   6®eeTfft!FdER    ES€3ti¢:iiF`

The tube shall be packaged and packed in the
type of container and in the manner specified in
Specification   MIL-P175.   The   packaged   tube
shall  then  be  dropped  onto  a  rigid  horizontal
surface four times; once each on the top and bot-
tom and  once on each  of two adjacent sides of
the container.  The height of the drop test shall
be 3 feet unless otherwise specified in Specifica-
tion  MIL-P-75.  Tubes  used  for  this  test  shall
have met all the requirements of this specifica-
tion  prior  to  this  test.  Following  this  test  the
tubes shall  comply with the applicable pol.tion
of 4.9.18.1 and shall pass those tests required on
the  tube   specification   sheet  to  be   performed
after the drop test. This test shall be performed
three times a year in accordance with  Table  I.

(Container-Drop Sampling Plan.)
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After the container-drop test, magnetrons shall
pass the initial test requirements f or pulse volt-
age, stability, frequency, and bandwidth. These
tests  shall  be  performed  under  the  oscillation
conditions for these parameters specified in life-
test end points.
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The tube shall be rigidly mounted on a table vi-
brating with  simple harmonic motion  at a fre-
quency of 25 ±  2 eps with a fixed amplitude of
0.040  ± 0.0025 inch  (total excursion of 0.080 ±
0.005 inch). Each tube shall be vibrated in posi-
tions  Xl and  X2.  When this test is conducted
and no measurement is made of output voltage,
each tube shall be vibrated for 60 seconds each
in positions  Xl  and  X2.  This test shall not re-
sult in tap or permanent shorts or defects which
will cause the tube to be inoperable.

i .  _     i  `.i    =      ac]  : I.`j :h]   , *  =3 F:  =: r<  : .I.`=  ,I.^r£ ,;:.+ I .j      i.I. i  8  rT f;. T i <,`<H r   ~t

This  test  shall  be  conducted  as  specified  in
4.9.19.1,  except  that  the  frequency  of  the  vi-
brating table shall be 50  ±  2 cps.

ve

200 1 200 5 19RE

100 1 100 3 llRE
I

50 2 100 3 11I

48 2 96 3 llRE
I

36 3 108 3 llRE
I AIN EFt

32 3 96 3 11.

25 14 (1) '100 (25) 13  (1) LIL  (3)
I I. 11

1 18 1 18 1 2RE

16 1 16 1 2RE

8 1 8 0 1RE

6 1 6 0 1RE

4 2 8 0

v    `  ````,--fa.`  `   -iFr`,Ai-.`,     >^              ,-a-I+==--i.-i-;   --------     -  --rty       -    -
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1   Figures  in  parentheses  represent  all  alternate  plans  to  be  used  for  other  than  receiving  tubes.
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This test shall be a qualification test. The tubes
shall be vibrated under the conditions specified
in 4.9.19.1 and position Yl shall be added. The
tubes shall be vibrated in each of the three posi-
tions  through  the  frequency range  from  10  to
50 eps and back to 10 cps.  The time for gradu-
ally covering the range from  10 to 50 eps shall
be 3 to 15 minutes. Each tube shall be vibrated
for 60 seconds at the frequency which gives the
maximum vibrations output voltage in each of
the  three  positions.   If  at  the  end  of  the  60
seconds the vibrations output is increasing, the
vibration  shall  be  continued  until  there  is  no
further  increase.  The  tubes  shall  not  show  vi-
brational output in excess of the maximum limit
specified.  This  test  shall  not  result  in  tap  or
permanent   interelectrode    shorts   or   defects
which cause the tube to be inoperable.

Fixed tuned  frequency  shall be  measured by a
meter which is calibrated to an accuracy of 0.05
percent.   The  frequency  shall   be   within   the
limits specified.

When  the  voltage  specified  on  the  tube  speci-
fication  sheet  is  applied  to  the  heater  or  fila-
ment, the current shall be within the limits spec-
ified.   During this test no  other  elements  shall
be conducting.

When specified on the tube specification sheet,
sample  tubes  shall  be  subjected  to  life  tests
throughout production.  When the tube specifi-
cation sheet requires tubes to be furnished with
a service-life guarantee, only 4.11.6 shall apply.

The  criterion  for  life-test  end  point  shall  be
either that provided by the relevant general par-
agraph  in  this specification  or  the  characteris-
tic(s)  specified  on  the  tube  specification  sheet.
A tube shall be considered to have reached the
end of its life, i.e. shall be considered a defective,
when  it  fails  the  specified  life-test  end  point

limit(s), measured under the specified test con-
ditions, or exhibits one or more of the following
defects:   discontinuity   (see   4.7.1),   permanent
shorts   (see  4.7.2),  air  leaks  (see  4.7.6).  When
two or more tests are specified for the life-test
end  points,  failure  on  any  one  of  these  tests
shall  constitute  failure  of  the  tube.  When  op-
tional  tests  are  specified  on  the tube  specifica-
tion sheet, the one selected by the manufacturer
at the start of the test shall govel.n.

When  intermittent  life-test  operation  is  per-
formed,  the tubes shall be  operated  under the
specified  test  conditions  with  the  filament  or
heater supply interrupted periodically.  The ac-
cumulation of the  "on"  time  shall be the time
considered in determining compliance with the
minimum specified time value.  The filament or
heater-supply  impedance  shall  not  exceed  10
percent  of  the  hot  filament-load  impedance.
Warmup  time,  tk,  when  specified  on  the  tube
specification sheet as a test condition for inter-
mittent life test, shall be adhered to at the be-
ginning of each  "on"  period.  This is a destruc-
tive test.

The tests specified in 4.16.1 to 4.16.8, inclusive,
are  applicable  only  to  magnetrons.  The  tubes
shall  be subjected  to such of these tests as are
specified  on  the  tube  specification  sheet.  See
Appendix C for special inspection provisions for
magnetrons.

The  cooling  arrangement  and  velocity  of  air
flow shall be as specified  on the tube specifica-
tion sheet. The temperature at the point speci-
fied shall not exceed the temperature of the in-
coming  air  by  more  than  50°C  or  the  value
specified.

The electron source shall be as specified.

Each  magnetron  shall  be tested  for oscillation
according to the conditions specified on the tube
specification sheet.
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The heater-cathode warmup time shall not ex-
ceed the value specified on the tube specification
sheet  at  the  applied  heater  voltage  specified.
Upon application of the anode voltage, the ap-
plied heater voltage shall be maintained or re-
duced  as specified.

/--: a i C; i .-a c €;     I,-2` nJ ice :i+,  lFi     \t=` +-: j=\ i=` AL`. f~; -t!   i g= i  C=T, |3 ,I ,,--

The  smooth  peak  is  the  maximum  value  of  a
smooth curve through the average of the fluc-
tuation  over  the  top  portion  of  the  pulse  as
shown on figure 1. The pulse duration shall be at
the time interval between the two Doints on the
current  pulse  at which  the  instantaneous  cur-
rent is 50 percent of the smooth-peak current.
Pulse-current  ripple,  the  maximum  deviation
from the smooth-peak current over the top por-
tion  of  the  pulse,  shall  be  as  specified  on  the
tube  specification  sheet.   The time  of  rise  of  a
pulse,   defined   as  the  time  interval   between
points of 20 and 85 percent of the smooth-peak
value measured on the current pulse, shall be as
specified.  The  duty  cycle  shall  be  as  specified
± 10 percent.

4, a a 6 a 3 . £r   j£`t .ta, E E .fi± .f= E   ft fat 6±` =3 E   s,=: Egg; R :G{ F=` ,`c:,  T=

The average anode current shall be adjusted to
the value specified.

V   =   836  diode  (or  voltages  ot  0-3   kv   oT
kvdc,   719A   diode   for   voltages    of

3-10    kv   oT    kvdc,     705A    or    8020
diode   for   voltages   of   10-30   kv   oT

kvdc,
C   =  0.002-uf  capacitor,  25-kv  Tating.

Microammeter  (suitoble  range).
Filament   transformer,    20.uuf   ca-

==-_-I
Sl,S2  =   Switchessuitableformount-

ing   resistois   R2   to   R8   and

for  pulse  operation.

Rl  =  200-megohm,    noninductive
resistor,  50-watt  rating.

R2,  3,  4,  5  =   loo.ohm     noninductive    re-
§istors,  2-watt  ratl]ig+              =,I+=i±-

sistQrs,  2 -watt

i,`±5  3.5   PULSE   voLTAlc;r

The pulse voltage during test shall be within the
limits specified  on  the tube specification sheet.
Pulse-voltage measuring equipment shall be the
standard  peak  voltmeter  circuit  as  shown  on
figure 2 calibrated by means of dc potentials, or
an equipment calibrated against that circuit on
flat-topped pulses. The accuracy may be affected
by  changes  in  Rl  due  to  changes  in  ambient
temperature,   therefore  Rl   and  V  should  be
mounted so as to minimize this effect. For pulse
conditions and voltages outside the above limits,
a   suitable   measuring   device   should   be   em-
ployed. This unit should be calibrated with the
peak voltmeter within its range. If a spike occurs
on  the voltage pulse,  as shown  on figure  1,  re-
sistance shall be  added  in  series with the peak
voltmeter  at  Sl  and  S2.  The  correct  value  of
resistance  (Rc)  can best be determined  by ob-
serving the change in meter reading  (M)  with
addition of resistance at Sl and S2 in increments
of  100  ohms.  This value  shall  not exceed  1,500
ohms.  (See fig.  3.)
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•i'nl;`,3.g   POWER   OUTF,,LIT_

The tube shall be connected to the transmission
line and terminating load by means of the spec-
ified  coupling.  The line  shall  be  so  terminated
that  the  VSWR  will  be  less than 1.1 to  1.  For
tubes in which the specified coupling includes an
impedance  transformation  section,  the  VSWR
measured  shall  not  include  the  VSWR  of  this
section. For tubes in which the specified coupling
does  not impose  any  such  section,  the VSWR
shall   be   measured   adjacent   to   the   output
coupling  of  the  tube.    The  power-absorption
circuit shall be arranged to permit calorimetric
measurement of average power.

I-lt`  :iLt'\]   =`-,L`7       :t   i        E;.tt_-hri:  £i,5`.,`>.a  I,  iL=`  T{`i

The  rf  bandwidth  measured   at   one-quarter
power by means of an rf  spectrometer shall be
within the limits specified on the tube specifica-
tion sheet.

't : y :!u £=   il      aJ gE *J D €=? S\ `=, i  €= £ ]& -i+in i  ia\; g==     r;`.  t?  I h^:i i ; ,,+i` ,,:_: `T  i~i i;I: : '^=  i- ) ..,-  :^`

A  CW  oscillator,  tuned  to  the  measured  fre-
quency of the tube under test,  shall be  loosely
coupled into a system terminated by the magne-
tron  with  its  specified  coupling.   Between  the
standing-wave   indicator   and   the   magnetron
coupling, the line shall be uniform. The VSWR
shall be within the limits specified and the posi-
tion  of the  standing wave  maximum from  the
reference point specified on the outline drawing
shall be within the limits specified.

IL183.€    P'ti5E!=i F1!S    F_=in£T€5ll=\q

The pulling factor is the difference between the
mriximum  and  minimum  frequencies  reached
when  1.5  VSWR  is  varied  through  all  phase
angles.  The  pulling  factor  shall  be  within  the
limits specified  on the tube specification  sheet:
The test conditions shall be those of the specified
oscillation test.  The entire plumbing  (including
the  standing  wave  introducer)  normally  con-
nected to the tube for test shall have a VSWR
of not less than 1.5 in any phase position meas-
ured  on  an  additional  standing-wave  detector
which   connects   the   calibrating   tube   to   the
plumbing.  On retest of the tube, at other than
the  manufacturing  location,  the  VSWR  shall
be not more than 1.5Jin any phase position. The
VSWR shall be within the limits specified over

the frequency ranges, pulse durations, and repe-
tition rates at which the plumbing will be used.
A suggested method of calibrating the standing-
wave detector, particularly applicable to wave-
guide-test plumbing,  is shown on figure 4.  The
system is calibrated by measuring the response
as a function of the position of the detector car-
riage with a short-circuit element connected to
one side of the standing-wave detector as indi-
cated. The response at the distance X from the
position of maximum response shall be

1  +  cos
taken  as

27rX
D

of  the  maximum  re-
sponse.  D is the measured distance between suc-
cessiveminima.Thestanding-wavedetectorshall
have a sensitivity constant within 2 percent over
the  length  used  and  shall  be  designed  and  ad-
justed so that it is not over-coupled to the line.

I      a,-i           -L\             -rr        -\L>            T=           ,==,-.|\r--I
-`         -,           -==,                \-tl,     =  .,,,,

--,r_,1                 ,.I -.,-, `             `

The pushing factor, the difference between the
frequencies measured at t,he average anode cur-
rent  specified,  shall  be  within  the limits  speci-
fied.   The   pushing  factor   excludes  frequency
changes caused by thermal effects. The test con-
ditions shall be those of the specified oscillation
test.

•     :  `=. -  -a      ,S 1= _,=!. El  I  i  i -flf   (,

Stable  operation  of  a  magnetron  shall  be  de-
termined by such of the following requirements
as  are  specified.  The  magnetron  shall  be  op-
erated under the specified conditions of oscilla-
tion into a transmission line having a VSWR of
specified  magnitude,  the  phase  of which  is  ad-

`'i



justed at the start of each measurement interval
to produce maximum instability.

t-I,.16,7.1   GENERAL   ENERGY    STf3`BiL!T¥

€,tF   THE   rf    PULSE   (MISslhii:3    i;    P1,El.S`E€

General stability of a magnetron shall be meas-
ured in terms of the percentage of output pulses
which  are  wholly  or  partially  deficient  in  rf
energy  in  the  desired  frequency  band.  A  defi-
cient pulse is defined as one whose energy con-
tent is less than the average content of a group
of  whole  and  complete  pulses  by  a  percentage
specified.  A  whole  and  complete  pulse  is  one
prodriced by a magnetron  whose rf output per
pulse is affected  only by random variations in
line voltage, modulator characteristics, and load
match, while it is operating at a specified power
output and at the desired frequency. Missing rf
pulses shall be recorded during the specified time
interval by an electronic counter activated by a
missing  rf  pulse  detector  circuit  such  as  that
shown on Drawing 249-JAN, or an equivalent.
The rectified rf pulse input to the circuit shall be
sampled from the magnetron load through a fre-
quency selective device  of  specified  band-pass.
The reference input to the circuit shall be sam-
pled from the voltage pulse applied to the mag-
netron.  The  missing  pulse  detector  employed
shall be capable of recording random and occa-
sional deficient pulses like those resulting from

misfiring   or   moding,   as   well   as   consecutive
clusters  of  deficient  pulses  which  are  usually
caused by arcing.

Arcs shall be recorded by an electronic counter
which is activated by an arc detector circuit as
shown on figure 5, or equivalent. The arc detec-
tor shall be adjusted to respond to peak currents
which rise to 10 percent or greater above normal
operating peak cuITent.  The tube shall be con-
sidered  stable  if  the  counter records  less  than
the maximum allowable percentage of arcs dur-
ing the specified test period.

This  measurement  shall  be  performed  as  the
first  test  following  the  holding  period.  At  the
beginning of the test interval, pulse power shall
be applied,  and  the observations of 4.16.7.1  or
4.16.7.2 shall be made as specified.

1,=      -        i,    I:   :;r`'``     =`     I-i.r   i._:   :T.Tu:    -'--L```.``=_   '``         =L==   i\   T

Permanent-magnet  stability  shall  be  demon-
strated  by  the  demagnetizing  apparatus  and
test shown on the drawing specified on the tube
specification sheet. The operating pulse voltage
shall not be reduced by more than the specified
amount at the oscillation test specified.
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T.¥ABLE  ONE
CURRENT,  VOLTAGE,  POWER
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Current i I lac Idc

`.  Amperes a A Aac Ado           E^d

E= Vo,tage e E Eac Edc

. V V Vac Vdc

= P P -
watts W W _
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MODIFYING  LETTERS

|dll, -    .11,  -

Kilo  Mega  (109) kM kMc

--         Mega(106)
M Mw

L¥ Kilo  (103) k kv

B
Milli  (10-3) in rna

E=§        Micro(|o.6) „ 4a

RE       Mj,,jMjcrotL„ m„ m4,¥±i:?::§:

-:===i`*j,€
.'     -(±gi_.-       _    `
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.-'-=o::';==cplate  or Anode (dc  Com ponent) b

RE       HeaterorF],ament f Ef
53`''c

Input I pig

Output 0 Po

RE       cathode k Ek
8

P EpPlate or Anode (ac Component)

RE       Forwa,,dva,ue y epy          RI
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GUIDE TO
THE USE 0F
ABBREVIATIONS
AS USED IN
MAGNETRON
SPECIFICATIONS

Unl,ess otherwise noted
all sumbols are in accordance
with MIL-E-1.

Lower  cci,se I,et,i,ers i,ndi,care

pea,k values.

Upper  case letters i,ndzcate
avera,ge  va,dues.
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abs.......,.Absolute

BW*........,Bandwidth

c, c|.s ...,... Cycles  per second;  for kilocycles,
megacycles of kilomegacycles see
Table  11.  Ex:  kc,  kMc,  Mc.

C...........Capacitance

CW ......... Continuous wave

db..,.......Decibels

A (delta) .... A change in the value of the
indicated  variable.

f .......,.... Farads:  for fractional  parts  of
one farad see  modifying letters.
Ex:  micromicro farads 4vf.

F............Frequency

Fo* .......... Central  or  initial  frequency

a ........... Acceleration  of gravity

hl.s.........Hours

^ (lambda) . . Wavelength

MP* ......... Missing pulses

rf ........... Radio frequency

I.ms ......... Root mean  square

tk ........... Cathode  heater warmup tithe

T ......... „.Temperatures                                  4

a    TBS* .,...... Tobespecified                          a       I

t£~    VSWFt ....... Voltage  standing wave  ratio

Du .......... The  product of time  of  pulse
and  pulse  repetition  rate
(d uty cycle)

prr .......... Pulse  recurrence  rate  in  pulses
per second

trc .......... Time  of  rise of current in
microseconds

Pps ......... Pulses  per second
+      tpc ....,..... Pulse  duration  (in  magnetrons

referred to current pulse)

ti.v .......... Time of  rise of voltage
pulse in  microseconds

PULSE REI-ATIONS

Du .......... tpc x  prr (for a  non.coded transmission)

pi.......,...Pi/Du

po..........i,o/Du

ib...........ib/Du

(-Not in accordance with  MIL-E-1)
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The   MA-200   and   MA-224   are   fixed-frequency
magnetrons designed for use in high definition radar
systems  at  35  kMc ranges.  Their  construction  in-
sures  stable  rf  spectrum,  power  output,  and  fre-
quency  when  subjected  to  15  G's  vibration  up  to
1000  cycles.

Outwardly  these  magnetrons  are  identical  to  the
MA-206/226 tubes, but provide higher peak output
powers. They are capable of continuous, short-pulse
operation under stringent operating  conditions.  In
addition  to  airborne  and  missile  applications,  the
MA-224  is  suitable  for  the  worldwide  navigation
band  (.33.0 -33.4 kMc).

High emission, dispenser-type cathodes are used in
these tubes for greatly improved life and operating
stability. The anodes are of the rising sun type and
the waveguide output couples directly to RG-96/U
output waveguide flanges.

Heavily insulated wire leads insure reliability  and
permit the magnetron to be operated at altitudes up
to 25,000 feet.
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LOAD   DIAGRAM

MA20
Fixed Tun

4                        8              .        12                      16                     20

ib,  PEAK   ANODE    CURF`ENT   /AMPS)

PERFORMANCE  CHART

A

TypeMA-200 Freiiv,t3nge34.7-35.0
Peak  PowerOutput(Min ) PulseWidtl,

cDuc:y

Peak dcAnodeVlt Peak dcAnodeCt

#E## :¥12.6 aJ._

pO  (kw)32.0 (pe)0.25 gue0.00025 e®b{ak9v;12.0
L'rr®nib(a)20

--_-~`=._-,I,               .  E:,_==:I.i2.5-3.0

MA-224 33.0-33.4

NOMINAL  CHARACTERISTICS
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

\=     Parameter: Ef lf lb ib Pi pi Du tpc

Units: V A mAdc a W kw - „S

Maximum: 14.0 3.2 8 25 110 325 0.0006 1.1

`.I:-^-`'^`"ihimurce``
- - - 8 - - - -

rfu#,,£±`=-=-=€^----`=:-`

I--    -I   3=lg_,-f=L`f--a-
Notes 2, 3 Note 8

lNDEPENDENT   FtATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

-:`\    Parameter: If eb tk VSWR Anode T Cathode Stem T epy Pressure Alt.

units: a kv Sec - OC OC kv psia ft.

+     Maximum: 10 13 - 1,5:1 150 150 -14 45 20,000

'-givinimum
- - 120 - - - - - -

Note 3 Note 2 Note 4 Notes 5, 6 Note 7 Note 4 Note 4

STORAGE     .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Cooling:  Forced  air (notes 5 and  7)
Magnet  Isolation:  Two  inches (note 9)
Mounting  Position:  Any
Output Coupling:  See outline  drawing

Mounting Support:  Notes  9,10,  and  11
Input Connection:  Potted  pigtail  leads
Weight:  10.5  Ibs.  Approx.

#14  GAUGE  STRANDED

¥/'i5ED'ixs#TNEADLT6Qi
MIN    WITH     I/2±1/16
BABE  END  INSULATION
COLOFiED

YELLOW=CATHODE
GREEN = HEATER
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General
L=I.i-.

4.5                       Holding  period t =  168  hours (min.) - - -
4.9.2                   Dimensions Drawing OD  MA  200,  Note  15 - - - -
3.7                         Marking MA  200 - - - -

**Qualification  Tests  Note  12
•---=: ?::=ng-xpa-

4.9.7                   Moisture-vaporproof barrier pack Required - - - - `,-

4.9.12                Low pressure Osc.  (1) 350 mm  Hg abs,  Note 4 - - - - +I-grasfaBE£-§^
4.9.14                Temperature coefficient Osc.  (1),  Note 6 AF/AT - 1.0 Mc/OC FasJ--  , as

4.9.15.1             Low-temperature operation Osc.  (1) - - - - i-iB5=`-,.
Variable-frequency vibration Osc.  (1) conditions,  Notes  11,  13,  &  14 AF - 5 Mc
Production Tests Part 1 _`8.

4.9.13                  Pressurizing 40 to 50  psia,  output assembly - - - - = -::-f`±f-

4.10.8                Heater current Ef = 12.6 V; Ti-=-180 sT=. (mi=) lf 2.5 3.0 A
4.16.3                 Oscillation  (1) VSWR  =  1.1  max,  (Notes 5,  7,  &  16) - - - - `T::

4.10.7.3.1         Fixed  tuned  frequency

Ef =  12.6 V;  tk  =  120 see.  max.,Ef=8.0Vfortest,Note2

F 34,700 35,000 Mc -

4.16.3.2             Heater-Cathode warm-up time - - - - r``r--

a`\- 1-_

4.16.3.3             Pulse  characteristics tp.c = 0.25±0.03 ps;  rrv = 225  kv/#smin.;Du=0.00025,Note8 - - - - E¥._-i-=.:- :E=-     -     -*-£-=Las

4.16.3.4            Average anode current lb  = 5.0 mAdc - - - - I_i-_;

4.16.3.5             Pulse  voltage - e 11.08 13.0 kvW +
'.`._==as.•`,.`-+'--

4.16.3.6            Power output - Po
fi:*

4.16.3.7              RF  Bandwidth Note  17 BW - 2.5/tpc Mc I-- rs_-     _

4.16.5                  Pulling factor - _iT_ - 40 Mc ;----- ``TT

4.16.6                Pushing factor Note 18 AF - 12 Mc
¥aELa=,as

4.16.7                 Stability VSWF3  =  1.5:1,  Notes  19 & 20 MP - 0.5 •, -:;-,I

Spectrum-minor lobes - ratio -6 - db -;-._-i         -`-~          a,

4.16.3                 Oscillation  (3) VSWR  =  1.1  max.,  Notes 5,  7,  & 16 - - - - iseias'        RE

4.16.3.2            Heater-Cathode warm-up time Ef = 12.6 V;  tk =  120 sec.  max.;Ef=7.0Vfortest,Note2 - - - -
::;--:

¥¥.,,,--3E=+'--.-,'ngc-`-,`,-=--=z€-i---

'-`[-i

4.16.3.3             Pulse characteristics
Lpi:;-DL.o-±g..6o6g,;Lr:,=815okv,„s

- - - - •i::_: . . i€` •*

4.16.3.4            Average anode current lb  = 6.0 mAdc - - - - -=--

ixpi.`
4.16.3.6            Power output - Po 11 - W

ac rty -

4.16.3.7             RF  Bandwidth - BW - 2.5/tpc Mc
Stability VSWR  =  I.5:1,  Notes 19 and  20 MP - 0.5 •' •Ejgg--   _

*Design Tests Part 2

Heater voltage only, 50 to 2,000 eps in 4to5min.;G=10;ineachof3mutuallyperpendicularplanes,Notes11&14

«-r`,

4.9.19.2             High  frequency vibration - - -
4.16.3                 Oscillation  (2) VSWR  =  1.1:1  max„  Notes  5,  7,  & 16 - - - -
4.16.3.2             Heater-Cathode warm-up time Ef =  12.6 V; tk =  120;Ef=6.6Vfortest,Note 2 - - - -

•.-:                               ?+3:-~---._---i----_I.--irJ,',--iT-i-1,'3:jis=--5=-=-t

4.16.3.3            Pulse  characteristics tpc = 0.5±0.05 4s:  rrv  = 200  kv/4Smin.;Du=0.0004,Note8 - - - -
4.16.3.4            Average anode current lb  = 6.5  mAdc - - - -

.;,L

4.16.3.7              RF  Bandwidth - BW - 2.5/tpc Mc
Spectrum,  minor lobes - ratio -6 - db
Acceptance Life Tests  Part 3

£:#:.:.&          Intermittent life-test operation
Osc.  (1) cond.;  Group  D,  Note 21 t 400 - cycle

4.11.4                Life.test end  points - - - -
4.16.3.6             Power output - Po 6 - W
4.16.3.7              RF  Bandwidth - BW - 2.5/tpc Mc -
4.16.7                  Stability - MP - 1.0 %

Minor  lobes - ratio -6 - db
:`.-.-`€?1rr:)Packing  Requirements -

£:3:i§.1:8        Containerdrop (i)  Package  Group 9,  Cartons  Size  E - - -
i

+         -i_,_,S.~±.K+,:S=f±:3Sf stisgfSr=f_s.sesjc=,_,     , I_-.-     ,I  --==-+:--:  _  ==1-                `                       -`           .                        .                  `-
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NOTES  ON lvIA  ZOO  IVIAGNETF=ON

Note  1:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are  interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of  MIL-E.i   6.5  apply  on  the  selection   of  an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance  of any
individual tube may be impaired.

Note 2: The cathode heating time Shall be a minimum of
120 seconds.  The  heater voltage shall  be  reduced  within
3 seconds after applying pulse voltage, according to the
following formula:

Ef = 12.6 (1.00-0.072 lb) volts,  where lb  is in  mAdc.

Note  3:   Heater  surge  current  should  be  limited  to  10
amperes.  The  cold  resistance  of  the  heater  is  approxi-
mately 0.6 ohm. The maximum value of voltage specified
is for nan.oscillating conditions.

Note 4:  The waveguide  must  be  pressurized  sufficiently
to  prevent breakdown  with  a  VSWR  Qf 1.5:1.  Permanent
damage  to  the  output  window  will  result  if  breakdown
OCcul.S.

Note 5: Forced aircooling of the anode, with a minim urn air
flow  of  5  cubic  feet  per  minute,  is  required  at ambient
temperatures exceeding 100°C during standby conditions
and 60°C during pulsed operation.

Note 6: The anode temperature shall be measured at the
point indicated on the outline drawing. The temperature
shall  be  measured  after  thermal  equilibrium  has  been
reached.

Note  7:  Forced  air  cooling  of  the  cathode  stem,  with  a
minimum  air flow of 5 cubic feet per miniite,  is required
at  ambient  temperatures  exceeding  35°C  during  either
pulsed  operation  or standby conditions  (Ef = 12.6 V}.

Note  8: The  rate  of  rise of the  voltage  pulse  above the
80  percent  point  at  20  amperes  peak  cui.rent  shall  not
exceed:

Osc (1) 250 kv/#s for a 0.25 pus  pulse
Osc (2) 200 kv/4is for a  0.50 4is  pulse
Osc (3) 150  kv/ps for a 1.0 4.s pulse.

Note  9:  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron.  care
shall   be  exercised  to  prevent  dema'gnetization.   Ferro.
magnetic materials shall not be brought within 2 inches of
the tu\be; energized magnets shall not be brought within
6 inches of the tube.

Note  10:  F`easonable care should be used in the storage,
installation, and use of the tube to avoid imparting vibra-
tion or shock in excess of the values which it is designed
to withstand.

Note  11:  The  tube  shall  be  fastened  securely  to  a  rigid
chassis or mounting plate by means of %-inch diameter
studs extending through the two mounting holes. A mini-

mum  contact  area  as  indicated  on  the  outline  drawing
shall  be provided at each  mounting hole.

Note 12: All tests listed hereon shall be performed during
qualification   inspection;   however,  these  five  tests  are
normally  performed  during qualification  inspection  only.

Note 13: The tube shall  be operated  under conditlons of
oscillation  (I) while fastened  rigidly to the vibration  plat.
form and vib\rated with a simple harmonic motion over a
frequency  range of 50 to 2,000 eps at an  acceleration  of
10 a. The acceleration over the frequency range shall be
within  ±20  percent of the  reference  acceleration  at 100
eps.  The frequency  of the vibration  shall  increase  from
50 to 2,000 eps with  an  approximate  logarithmic  progros.
sion,  and  shall  require  4  minutes  minimum,  5  minutes
maximum, to traverse this  range.  Each tube shall  be vi-
brated in each of its three major planes.

N®te  14:  Following  the  vibration  test,  there  shall  be  no
evidence  of  either electrical  or  mechanical  degradatiori,.
and  the  tube  shall  meet  the  requirements  for  rf  band-
width, minor lobes, and stability as specified under oscil-
lation (I) conditions.

Note 15: On evidence of satisfactory quality, the inspector
may  limit  this  test  to  a  minimum  number  required  to
assure maintenance of quality.

Note  16:  The  waveguide  shall  be  pressurized  at  15  psia
minimum,  with  gas  or  air  to  prevent  breakdown  of  the
waveguide or the output window.

Note 17: The tube shall  be operated  into a transmission
line  with  a  VSWR  of  1.5:1  adjusted  in  phase  to  produce
maximum spectrum degradation.

Note   18:   The   average  anode   current   shall   be   varied
between  4 and  6  mAdc,  and  the conseciuent frequency
change shall be within the limits specified.

Note 19: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation,  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due  to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is less than  70  percent of the  normal  energy level within
a 19ro frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses shall  be counted  during a  1  minute  test
intel.val.

Note 20: The tube shall  be operated  into a  transmission
line  having a  VSWR  as  specified,  adjusted  in  phase  to
produce maximum degradation Of spectrum.

Note Zl: The intermittent life test of ZOO hours total oscil-
lation time shall be conducted as follows:

CONDITION              DURATION                Ef               lb
Preheat                   2 min.            12.6 V        0
0sc(I)                    30min.              8.OV         5.OmAdc
Off                              5 min.              0                0

Note 22: Tubes shall be prepared for domestic or Overseas
shipment, as specified in the contract or order, in accord.
ance  with  Specification  MIL-E-75.  Rough  handling  (con-
tainer drop) test (i) and container size  E shall apply.

MICROWAVE      ASSOCIATEsf    lMC-Burllngton,    fvlassachus®tts
Westerrl    union    FAX     .     TWX:    Burlington,    Massachusetts,   942     .      BRownlng    2-3000
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The   MA-206   and   MA-226   are   fixed-frequency,
pulsed magnetrons for operation in the 35 kMc fre-
quency  range.  They  are  designed  for  rf  stability
under extreme environmental conditions. Both mag-
netrons are capable of operation in such varied ap-
plications   as   missile,   navigation,   and   guidance
systems.  They  are  capable  of  generating  20  kilo-
watts of peak power at the selected frequency.

High emission, dispenser-type cathodes insure long
life and stable operation.  The MA-206  and 226 in
common  with  all  other  Microwave Associates  Ka-
band magnetrons feature waveguide outputs which
couple   directly   to   RG-96/U   output   waveguide
flanges.

Reliable  operation  at  altitudes  up  to  25,000  feet
is  made  possible  on  all  Microwave Associates  Ka-
band  tubes  by  use  of  heavily  insulated,  silicone-
sealed wire leads.

LOAD  DIAGRAM

F'®|.MRc3nge
Peak Power
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DEPENDENT   FtATINCS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

`.-Parameter: _ €:
Ef lf lb ib Pi pi Du tpc

# units:-,,, V A mAdc a W kw - 4S
`€       Maximum:      \*-

14.0 3.2 8 15 110 200 0.0006 1.`0

I-       Minimum      Lea - - - 8 - - - -
*` Notes 2, 3 -

INDEPENDENT   FtATINOS   AE)SOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Param®tor: lf eb tk VSWR Anode T Cathode Stem T epy Pressure A't.

units: a kv Sec - OC OC kv psia ft.
•;    Hlaximum: 10 13 - 1.5:1 150 150 14 45 -
•- +.avl`imum: - - 120 - - - - - -

-.     -?iiji¥:-¥`'-`` ,_-Jry'* I   `-:.  `
Note 3 - Note 2 Notes 4, 5 Note 6 Note 7

STORAGE    .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Cooling:  Forced  air (notes 4 and 6)
Magnet Isolation: Two inches (note 8)
Mounting Position: Any
Output Coupling: See outline drawing

Mounting Support:  Notes 8, 9, and 10
Input Connection:  Potted  pigtail leads (note 7)
Weight:  10.5 lbs. Approx.
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I

ill-                         IllGeneralI4.5Holdingperiod CONDITIONS SYMBOL -L',IIL'1--,',n,:-11111-I
t = 168 hours (min.) - - - -

(il-

~<`'.t~          4.9.2                     Dimensions OD  MA 206,  Note  11MA206 - - - -
`-`.I-+`-            3.7                             Marking - - - ==J5-I-isE-=-±¥-±===5SZZT-<-_

.±=':r+.`  I_    "QIIalification Tests Note 12
-:-t-:.'`:--`=          4.9.8                      Salt  spray Omit - - -_se.:5-,-=

`-=        4.9.12                 Low  pressure
Osc. (1) 350 mm  Hg Abs,Osc.(1),Note5

tJ!F I L;I

- - 3T--'h`==.,:

>i^T.``§      4.9.14               Temperature coefficient - 1.0 Mc/OC
`  ¥      4.9.15.1            Lowtemperatureoperation+a-Variablefrequencyvibration_ti

Osc.  (1) - - - ---^__i-J--`'_

Osc.  (1),  Notes 10,  13, & 14 AF - 5.0 Mc            -_=`'>::i

=:::±#.i;---       :::sdsuu=i°Tno:t.st§ Part 1§3rfeife4.1o.8Heatercurrent 45 psia - - - -      ::iji=:
Ef = 12.6 V, tk = 180 seconds min.VSWR=1.1max.,Notes4and6 lf 2.5 3.0

;==i `A'==:1:`:-~=

=8=.=#      4.16.3               Oscillation(1)_I:r=:-4.10.7.3.1Fixedtunedfrequency - - - _              =T==,>=:=€Sjfif~`*

F 34,700 35,000 Mc      g-gig
-c,-=`¢,:         4.|6.3.2             Heater.Cathode warm.up time..i-~`-i-4.16.3.3Pulsecharacteristicsi`,`--g Ef = 12.6 V; tk = 120 see. (max.),Ef=8.0Vfortest,Note2tpc=0.25±0.034s;rrv=250kv/4smin.;Du=0.0005,Note2 - - - _      =i=j¥

- - - _      f==it
•  ~=-a       4.16.3.4             Average Anode  current

lb = 5.0 mAdc - - - -        -`-fa=±:
^i      4.16.3.5             Pulse voltage epy 11 13 kv        --ft¥i¥
(      4.16.3.6            Power output PoBWAr 8 - w¥as

-         4.16.3.7          RF Bandwidth•---8- Note 15 - 2.5/tpc
ee.±rsMca---=,-_~

--=`7:         4.16.5                   Pulling  Factor - 40 Mc         -=as

+±3`=`:       -                    Spectrum minor lobes Note 15 ratio -6 - d b             8<`.!-¥
*D®sign Tests  Part 2-=+ raapc>=     ,

- -. ` ` .!1==1?_::         4. 9.19.1
Vibration No voltage, t = 60 sec. (min.),  F = 50,G=10,Notes10,11,&14 - - - -

ift-f=`-==- _
:i:::::-      -                   Stability Note 16 MP - 0.25 •.RE
•=1:-

Life Tests Part 3 -:¥¥i
;=-+-,=~T=-+±      4.11                   Life test.`-_=,-I.-= Osc. (1) Group  D t 200 - hrs.             .ERE

'-, -c!'      4.11.4                 Life test end  points Osc. (1)

i)-6  _    `

- - -
=`..-L4.16.3.6            Poweroutput-i4.16.3.7RFBandwidth 6.5 - w        pt€=

FINN    -  - - 2.5/tpc Mc          -RE
':-I:--:           -                                Stability---€===`'--, Note 16 MP - 0.5 %         -g=-=:

Packing R®qLlirom®ntsContainerdrop

(i) Package Group 9, Carton size E,Note11

=.as

=-   --`

* r, -.==fEee,____=RE
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NOTES  ON MA 206  MAGNETF=ON

Note  1:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are  interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of  MIL-E-1   6.5   apply  on   the  selection   of   an
operating point.

b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They al.e
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube may be  impaired.

Note 2: The cathode heating time shall  be a minimum of
120 seconds. The  heater voltage shall  be  reduced  within
3 seconds after applying  pulse voltage,  according to the
following formula:

Ef = 12.6 (1.00-0.072 lb) volts, where lb  is in  mAdc.

Note  3:   Heater  surge  current  should   be  limited  to  10
amperes.  The  cold  resistance  of  the  heater  is  approxi-
mately 0.6 ohm. The maximum value of voltage specified
is for non-oscillating conditions.

Note  4:  Forced  air  cooling  of  the  anode  is  required  at
ambient  temperatures  exceeding  100°C  during standby
conditions and 60°C during  pulsed  operation.

Note 5: The anode temperature shall be measured at the
point indicated on the outline drawing. The temperature
shall  be  measured  after  thermal  equilibrium  has  been
reached.

Note 6: Forced air cooling of the cathode stem is required
at  ambient  temperatures  exceeding  35°C  during  either
pulse  operation  or standby conditions  (Ef = 12.6  V).

Note 7: The input lead wire insulation shall  be such that
arcing or corona will not occur up to an altitude of 25,000 ft.
(280 mm  Hg. Abs).

Note  8:  ln  handling  and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
shall   be   exercised   to   prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic materials shall not be brought within 2 inches of
the tube;  energized  magnets shall not be  brought within
6 inches of the tube.

Note 9=  Fieasonable  care  should  be  used  in the storage,

installation, and use of the tube to avoid imparting vibra-
tion or shock in excess of the values which it is designed
to withstand.

Note  10:  The  tube  shall  be  fastened  securely  to  a  rigid
chassis or mounting plate by means of % inch  diameter
studs extending through the two mounting holes. A mini-
mum  contact  area  of  approximately  11/2  square  inches
between the tube and chassis shall  be  provided  at each
mounting hole.

Note 11: On evidence of satisfactory quality, the inspector
may  limit  this  test  to  a  minimum  number  required  to
assure maintenance of quality.

Note 12: All tests listed hereon shall be performed during
qualification   inspection;   however,  these  five  tests  are
normally  performed  during qualification  inspection  only.

Note 13: The tube shall be operated under the conditions
of  oscillation  (I)  while  fastened  rigidly  to  the  vibration
platform and vibrated with a simple harmonic motion over
a frequency range of 50 to 1000 eps at an acceleration of
15  G.  The  frequency  of the  vibration  shall  increase from
50 to  1000 cps with  an  approximate  logarithmic  progres.
sion,  and  shall  require  4  minutes  minimum,  6  minutes
maximum  to  traverse this  range.  Each  tube  shall  be vi-
bl.ated  in  each of its three major planes.

Note  14:  Following  the  vibration  test,  there  shall  be  no
evidence  of either  electrical  or  mechanical  degradation,
and  the  tube  shall  meet  the  requirements  for  rf  band-
width, minor lobes, and stability as specified  under oscil.
Iation (I) conditions.

Note  15:  The  spectrum  RF  bandwidth  and  minor  lobes
shall  be within  the  specified  limits  between  the average
curl.ents of 5 and 6  mAdc.

Note 16: Stability shall  be measured in terms of the avei.-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due  to
any causes are considered to  be missing if the rf energy
is less than  70 percent of the  normal  energy level within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute  test
interval.

MIcltowA`/E     ASSOCIATES,     lMC.     Burlington,    Massachusetts
Western     Union     FAX     .     TWX:     Burlington,     Massachusetts,    942    .     BRowning    2-3000
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The MA-207A is a fixed-frequency,  pulsed magne-
tron  specially  designed  for  use  in  high  definition
radar  systems   operating   at   35   kMc.   Physically
identical to the  MA-200/224  and the MA-206/226
magnetrons,   the   MA-207A   is   recommended   for
short  pulse  applications  under  extreme  environ-
mental conditions.

The   MA-207A   was   designed   to   provide   higher
average  output  power  than  the  other  Microwave
Associates  Ka-band  tubes.   Sixty  kilowatts  peak
power is obtainable with this tube. In common with
other Microwave Associates Ka-band tubes, it fea-
tures a dispenser-type cathode for long life and good
performance  under  extreme  operating  conditions.
Heavily insulated silicone-sealed input leads assure
reliability  at  high  altitudes.  The  waveguide  type
output  section  permits  use  of  this  magnetron  in
applications reduiring a pressure seal.
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LOAD  DIAGRAM

PERFOF3MANCE  CHART

I
Type rreq. Ralige

Peak Power Pulse DLlty
Peak dcAnode Peak dcAnode

Heater lleater
Output (Mid.) Width Cycle Voltage Current Voltage Current

(Mc) pO (kw) („s) DLl eb(ky) ib(a) Ef (V) lf (A'

M A-2fln A 34.7-35.0 50.0 0.25 0.0004 12.0 20 12.6 2.5-3.0

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS



DEPENDENT   F=ATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Ef lf lb ib Pi pi Du tpc-                  g„     s-ilt--,-.    a,=     -

:i¥.r;h:%  units:     .y- V A mAdc a W kw - 4'S
LE.i      Maximum:

14.0 3.2 8 25 110 325 0.0005 0.3

`:A::':tiinimqndaT``
- - - 15 - - - -

n    ex   .       ed5+5=TTing    'i,`        E
Notes 2, 3 Note 8

INDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

If b tk VSWR Anode T Cathode Stem T ey Pressure Alt.
_ ,: rs:| 11 1 1 1 *.* e P
I-:-`unitrfe

s¥-I
a kv Sec - OC OC kv psia ft.

---`}    Maximu 10 13 - 1.5:1 150 150 14 45 20,000
`.   Minimu - - 120 - - - - - -

-.`
Note 3 Note 2 Note 4 Notes 5, 6 Note 7 Note 4 Note 4

STORAGE     .     HANDLING     .     lNSTALLATloN

Cooling:  Forced  air (notes  5  and  7)
Magnet  Isolation:  Two  inches (note  9)
Mounting  Position:  Any
Output Coupling:  See  outline  drawing

Mounting Support:  Notes 9,10,  and  11
Input Connection:  Potted  pigtail  leads
Weight:  10.5  lbs.  Approx.

#14  GAUGE   STFiANDED

%',%ED',XS#53TNEADLT6Qi
MIN    WITH     I/2±1/16
BARE   END  INSULATION
COLORED

YELLOW=CATHODE
GREEN=HEATEFi
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1'I-.---,t____- Genera
I

+`-_-a:-.-`+--14.5g:-` Holding period t =  168  hours  min.ODMA207,Note12MA207A - - --_l-i.-,a
` a           4.9.2grRE3.7

DimensionsMarking - i?  =:__L----,==-a

- - - -
±`J--,           4.I.1.1`-+--..rI-.I.r-&¥=--§-4.9.8 **Qualification  Tests  Note 13 cLL`) -s=-x

Salt Spray Omit - - - --,=-±=3=Tg

asae          4.9.12 Low Pressure Osc.  (1) 350 mm  Hg abs,  Note 4Osc.(1),Note6 - - - _i-`

fng- JEL- Temperature coefficient AF/AT - 1.0 Mc/oC   i
`-====-i--             4.9.15.1

Low temperature operation Osc.  (1)Osc.(1) conditions Notes 11,14, & 15 - - -
i

`-1 Va ria ble.freq uency vi bration AFIfF - 5 MC          F±J3T:`3`
-           -:,i-:I

Produc ion Tests  Part 1 -
Pressure Test 45  psiaEf=12.6 V;  tk  = 180 seconds  min. - - -    [!-=¥

4.10.8 Heater Current 2.5 3.0 T``-:-``
4.16.3 Oscillat On  (1) VSWF}  =  1.1  max.  Notes  5,  7,  & 16 - - -    -:¥i;:

%TEi*.-`.i¥---
4.10.7.3.1 Fixed tuned frequencyHeater-Cathodewarm-up time - 34,700 35,000 Mc        =.-=:f=fi;i-- E5± -           - - -as4.16.3.2` '-a-._<_==

Ef = 12.6V; tk =  120 sec.(max.); - - -±f=~`_=f-
Ef = 5.3V for test,  Note 2

_;Fg

se=`               4.16.3.3i<rJ-`-`stF*S-_-5
Pulse Characteristics tpc = 0.25 ±  0.03 #s;  rrv = 250kv/4tsmin.,Du=0.0004,Note2Ib=8.0mAdc - _ti

5, a_i           4.16.3.4
Average Anode Current - - - EIRE

4.16.3.5_-j_ Pulse vo age epyPo 11 13 kv     -s=¥

3==^3.,     4.16.3.6 Power output 20 - W           `\--

ife¥=`-±J       4.16.3.7
RF  Bandwidth BW - 2.5/tpc Mc         -=i=--i=i_--- Spectrum  minor lobes - ratio -6 - db        ;f-;?==

-=={..*€L¥Lae5:          4.9.19.1
*Design Tests  Part 2

No voltage, t = 60 see. (min.),  F = 50,

-`-   `...

Vibration -G  = 10,  Notes 11,  12, & 15 -      ===ri¥
=  i:if e§x

--=_
Stability Note 17 MP - 0.25

_±1--+i9ro:},j`-_`--=

Life Te s Part 3

g€5fL3-           4.11 Life test Osc.  (1);  Group  DOsc.(1) t 200 - hours   i

_=3.:.=,              4.11.4i.==--I-= Life-test end  pointsPowerOutput - - - II

===_=_d:=ia          4.16.3.6 - PoBWMP 16 - W

- 4.'16.3.7 RF Bandwidth - - 2.5/tpc Mc       ±=§ae
s¥5EF5assS

Stability Note 17 - 0.5 I.                 .<          -

Packing  Ftequirements r=+f<-+
4.9.18 Container drop (d) Package Group 9; Carton - *+ri

size E, Note 12 -+it

=_Tf3€.s€----:-¥---isL-A

as'-  -_  _,-.\-:A)-.`-
'

`,-

_=;+3.=i8:-+++_

3€          ==- L-y-(

-S^±r±.     __.                   .'  -#iEr±grs.,+ae.a,_`-I_-3s3.i.-.a-==±s=±--         --`                    -.           `                  ` '=5Sfii€3±!S:=ii:;:_iascksef±SS±:S*S`Sse -- i
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NOTES  ON MA 207A  IVIAGNETRON

Note   I:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are  interrelated, and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of   MIL-E-1   6.5   apply  on   the  selection   of  an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex.
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube may  be  impaired.

Note 2: The cathode heating time shall  be a minimum of
120  seconds.  The  heater voltage  shall  be  reduced  within
3 seconds after applying  pulse voltage,  according to the
following formula:

Ef = 12.6 (1.00-0.072 Ib) volts,  where lb  is  in  mAdc.

Note  3:   Heater  surge  current  should   be   limited  to  10
amperes.  The  cold  resistance  of  the  heater  is  approxi.
mately 0.6 ohm. The maximum value of voltage specified
is for non-oscillating conditions.

Note 4: The waveguide shall  be  pressurized  sufficiently
to prevent breakdown with peak power output exceeding
approximately 50  kw with  a  matched  load,  or 35  kw with
a VSWR of 1.5:1. Permanent damage to the output window
will  result if breakdown  occurs.

Note  5:  Forced  air  cooling  of  the  anode  is  required  at
ambient  temperatures  exceeding  100°C  during  standby
conditions and  60°C during pulsed  operation.

Note 6: The anode temperature shall be measured at the
point indicated on the outline drawing. The temperature
shall  be  measured  after  thermal  equilibrium  has  been
reached.

Note 7: Forced air cooling of the cathode stem is required
at  ambient  temperatures  exceeding  35°C  during  either
pulse  operation  or  standby  conditions  (Ef = 12.6  V).

Note 8: For operation at 20 amperes peak current the rate
of rise of voltage above the 80% point should  not exceed
250  kv/#s  for  a  0.25  #s   pulse.  The  tube  manufacturer
should  be  consulted  on  permissible  rrv  for  pulse  dura.
tions less than 0.25 Hs.

Note  9:  ln  handling  and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
shall  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro.

magnetic materials shall not be brought within 2 inches of
the tube; energized  magnets shall not be brought within
6  inches of the tube.

Note  10:  Reasonable care  should be used in the storage,
installation, and use of the tube to avoid imparting vibra.
tion  or shock in excess of the values which  it is designed
to withstand.

Note  11:  The  tube`shall  be  fastened  securely to  a  rigid
chassis or mounting plate by means of %-inch  diameter
studs extending through the two mounting holes. A mini-
mum  contact  area  as  indicated  on  the  outline  drawing
shall  be  provided at each  mounting hole.

Note 12: On evidence of satisfactory quality, the inspector
may  limit  this  test  to  a  minimum  number  required  to
assure  maintenance of quality.

Note 13: All tests listed hereon shall be performed during
qualification   inspection;   however,  these  five  tests  are
normally  performed  during qualification  inspection  only.

Note 14: The tube shall be operated under the conditions
of  oscillation  (I)  while  fastened  rigidly  to  the  vibration
platform and vibrated with a simple harmonic motion over
a frequency range of 50 to 1000 eps at an  acceleration  of
15 a.  The frequency of the vibration  shall  increase from
50  to  1000  eps  with  an  approximate  logarithmic  progi.es-
sion,  and  shall  require  4  minutes  minimum,  6  minutes
maximum  to travel.se this  range.  Each  tube  shall  be  vi-
brated  in each of its three major planes,

Note  15=  Following  the  vibration  test,  there  shall  be  no
evidence  of  either electrical  or  mechanical  degradation,
and  the  tube  shall  meet  the  requirements  for  rf  band-
width, minor lobes, and stability as specified under oscil-
Iation (I) conditions.

Note  16:  The  waveguide  shall  be  pressurized  at  15  psia
minimum,  with  gas  or  air  to  prevent  breakdown  of  the
waveguide or the output window.

Note 17= Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver.
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per.
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is less than  70  percent of the  normal  energy level witllin
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

l`IICFtowAVE      ASSOCIATES]     INC.     Burllngton,    Mas§achua®tts
\^/astern     Ur`ion     FAX     .     TWX:     Burlington,     Mae§achusetts.    942    .     BRownlng    2-3000
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The MA-212 and MA-221 are ruggedized, miniature
magnetrons designed  for operation  at  X-band fre-
quencies. Both may be operated under either CW or
pulsed  conditions.  The  MA-212  is  pre-tuned  for
operation in  the  8800 - 10,000  Mc  range  and  the
MA-221 for operation in the 7500 -8800 Mc range.

Both magnetrons produce 1 watt of average power.
The  MA-212  is  capable  of  15  watts  peak  power
while the MA-221 produces 20 watts of peak power
under pulsed conditions.

These magnetrons  and  the  MA-214  tunable series
demonstrate Microwave Associates'  capabilities in
producing rugged, versatile, miniature tubes. Their
uses range from beacon and navigation systems to
proximity detection applications.
Rugged  ceramic-to-metal  construction  and  nickel
matrix    dispenser-type    cathodes    permit    rapid
warmup  time   (10  seconds)   and  insure  long  life.
These magnetrons are thoroughly tested for pulse-
jitter and demonstrate excellent stability under the
most exacting environmental conditions.

LOAD   DIAGFiAM

MA212
_      ,__`    _    _  ___I__  __.`    --\  ,_

Fixed Tuned

50            loo           150          200         250          300         350
ib,PEAl{   ANODE   CURBENT  (MA)

PEF`FORMANCE  CHART

T„. Fro?inRc3n9e
Peak Power Pulse Duty

Peak dcAnode Peak dcAnode
I1®at®r H®at®r

Output (Min.) Width cgfa'. Voltage Curr®Bt v®E':''fts,® Current
pO (Watts) fas) el)(kv) ib(a) lf (A)

I
MA-212 8800-10,000

I.0 CW 1.0 0.42 0.015 5.0 0.4
10.010.015.0 0.205.000.25 0.10.10.0001 0.500.500.52 0.1500.1500.350 5.05.06.3 0.40.40.45

MA-221 7500-8800

1.0 CW 1.0 0.42 0.015 5.0 0.4
10.0 0.20 0.I 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
10.0 5.00 0.1 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
20.0 0.25 0.0001 0.52 0.350 6.3 0.45

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

/  ..\`



DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Param®t®r: lb ib Pi pi Du tpc Prr trv Pressure Altitude

Units: mAdc a W W - „S Mc m„S psia ft.

Ma*imum: 25 0.400 12.5 175 1.0 10.0 1.0 TBS 75 100,000

Minimum: - 0.010 - - - 0.01 - TBS - -
Note 2 Note 3

lNDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Parameter: Ef If if eb tk VSWR Anode T

Units: V A a V Sec - OC

Maximum: 7.0 0.55 1.2 1000 - 2.0 125OC

Minlmum: - - - - 10 - -
Note 4

STORAGE  .   HANDLING   .   lNSTALLATION

Cooling:  Convection,  air cooled
Magnet Isolation:  Note 5
Mounting Support:  Output flange
Mounting  Position: Any

Output coupling:  Note 6
Input connections:  Note 7
Weight:  13 oz. Approx.

2P- -
800nAX.

a -1i©

HEATEFi  TERMINAL

I.800-MAX.I-11-:=-
85o             '©                {
hAX.

ELRENl+IN
I.550
MAX.

I.228

T
@{[!^           ,1

Fr®quehcy MA-212 MA.Z2|

F1 9800-10'000  Mc 7400-7600  Mc

F2 9600-9800  Mc 7600.7800  Mc

F3 9400-9600  Mc 7800.8000  Mc

F4 9200.9400  Mc 8000.8200  Mc

F5 9000-9200  Mc 8200.8400  M c

F6 8800.9000  Mc 8400-8600  Mc

F7 - 8600-8800  Mc

MATES  WITH
UG-39A/U

-AunE TERMINAL

I.630REF

1'30
I.000

EE
I

©

+EL

CATHODE
TERMINAL

U
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G®n®ral

Holding Period t = 168 hours (min.)

4.16.3.5 Anode Voltage

4.16.3.6 Average Power Output

Dimensions

Marking
**Qualificatlon Tests Note 8

Salt Spray Corrosion

Low Pressure

Temperature Coefficient

Low Temperature Operation

Storage Temperature

FtF Leakage  Power

Input Capacifance

Pulse Time Jitter (rms)

Pulse Frequency Jitter (rms)
*Deslgn Tests Note 8

Pulling Figure

Pushing Factor

Vibration

Stability

Productlon tests Note 8

Heater Current

Frequency

O§clllatlon 1

Pulse Characteristics

4.16.3.2

OD  MA212

8 mm  Hg abs,  Note 9

+40®C to +70°C,  Note 1o

Note 11

-54°C to +72®C.  Note 12

VSWR 1.5.  Note 13

Note 14

Note 15

Note 16

Note 18

Note 19

Ef = 6.3 V

Note 23

VSWR = 1.1 max.

Ef = 6.3 ±  ,5 V

tpc = 0.25 4s,  Du = 0.0001,
trv = 0.03 to 0.05 ps

4.16.3.4

4.16.3.5

4.16.3.2

4.16.3.3

4.16.3.4

4.16.3.5

4.16.3.2

4.16.3.3

4.16.3.4

Average Anode Current

Anode Voltage

Average Power Output

Spectrum side lobes

RF Bandwidth

Oscillation 2

Pulse Characteristics

Average Anode Current

Anode Voltage

Average Power Output

Spectrum side lobes

F3F  Bandwidth

Oscillation 3

Pulse Characteristics

Average Anode Current

35 Ado

Note 20

Note 20

VSWFi  = 1.1 max.

Ef = 5 V

tpc =  2 4s, Du = .1, trv = .03 to .05 4ts

15 mAdc

Note 20

VSWR = 1.1 max.

Ef = 5 V

tpc = 5 4.s,  Du = .1. trv = TBS

4.16.3.2

4.16.3.4

4.16.3.5

Spectrum side lobes

RF Bandwidth

Osclllatloh 4 (CW)

Average Anode Current

Anode Voltage

Average Power Output

Acceptance Llf® Tests Note 8

Life Test

Life Test End  Point

Packlhg R®qulr®ments

Container Drops

Bla°rjri#r;aTkvaporproof

VSWFt  = 1.1 max.

Ef = 5 V

Note 21
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NOTES  ON MA 212  MAGNETRON

Note  1:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are  interrelated, and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can   be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of   MIL-E-1   6.5   apply  on  the  selection   of   an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex.
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube  may  be  impaired.

Note 2: At Du values above .01 the heater voltage must be
reduced  b'elow the  nominal 6.3 volt value.

Note  3:  The  tube  manufacturer  shall  be  consulted  on
pulse conditions differing appreciably from conditions of
any of the specified  oscillations.

Note 4: With the tube body maintained at a constant tem-
perature  of  125°C  as  measured  with  a  thermocouple  at.
tached  to  the  end  of the  anode terminal, the tube shall
meet the conditions of any of the specified oscillations.

Note  5:  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  Shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 6: The  magnetron  couples  to  UG-40/U  modified  by
clearing the threads from  tapped  holes to  provide clear-
ance for  NC 8-32 screws.

Note 7: The voltage input connections are as indicated in
the outline drawing.

Note 8:  For the purposes of any given contract the quali-
fication,  design,  production  and  acceptance  tests  shall
be performed for only the specified oscillations called out
in  the  contract.  The  acceptance  life  test  shall  be  per-
formed  only as  a  qualification  test except when  a  given
contract calls for separate acceptance tests.

Note 9: The tube shall  be operated  in  a chamber evacu-
ated to simulate  pressure conditions  of 100,000 feet alti-
tude (8  mm.  Hg.  absolute).  The  VSWR  shall  be  1.3  mini-
mum,  varying through  all  phases.  There  shall  be  no  evj-
dence of arc-overs or harmful corona during this test.

Note 10: Temperature measurements for the temperature
coefficient  value  specified  in   paragraph  4.9.14  shall   be
made by attaching a thermocouple at the solder lug end
of the anode terminal.

Note 11: With heater and anode voltages applied, and the
tube oscillating under the conditions of any of the speci-
f ied  oscillations,  the  tube,  mounted  rigidly  by  its output
flange,  shall  be  dropped  one  time  in  each  of the  three
mutually  perpendicular planes  referenced  in  the  outline
drawing. The shock amplitude will be 60 G, with a rise time
of  approximately 2  ms  and  a  duration  of approximately
10  ms.  The  pulsed  power output and  spectrum  must be
observed  within  4  seconds  after  the  end  of  shock,  and
must meet the requirements of the oscillation called for.

Note 12: The tube shall be placed in a chamber at -54°C
and  held at that temperature for 24 hours minimum. The
tube  shall  then  be  placed  in  a  chamber at  +72°C for 24
hours minimum. The tube shall then meet the test limits
of any of the specified oscillations.

Note 13:  Rf leakage power shall  be measured  using an rf
horn  (Microwave Associates,  lnc.  Model  MA647 or equiv.
alent) as a  pickup. The center of the  mouth of the  horn
shall be located one inch from the end of the anode termi-
nal. The anode lead must be dressed to lie no more than
%" above the tube magnet during this measurement. The
specified  leakage  value  shall  not  be  exceeded   in  any
direction  which  can  be  assumed  by the  horn while cen-
tered  as  described.  For  purposes  of  this  measurement
the unit will be defined as db below the maximum power
output  attained  while  operating  at  any  of  the  specified
oscillations.

Note  14:  Input capacitance  shall  be  measured  between
the anode and cathode terminals.

Note 15: The relative time i'itter shall be made by counting
the  percentage of detected  rf pulses as a function  of a
time  parameter. The limits given are rms values defined
as  the  magnitude  of  the  time  parameter  between  the
50% and 84.13% points of the percent cumulative distribu-
tion  plotted  on a  probability scale. The relative time jitter
shall  be  measured  at  the  approximate  50%  amplitude
point on  the  leading edge of the  rf  pulse  relative to the
leading edge of the voltage  pulse applied to the magne-
tron  input terminals.

Note  16: The frequency jitter shall  be  made  by counting
the  percentage of detected  rf pulses as a  function  of a
frequency parameter. The limits given are rms values de-
fined  as the  magnitude  of the frequency  parameter  be.
tween the 50% and 84.13% points of the percent cumula-
tive  distribution  plotted  on  a  probability  scale.  The  fre-
quency jitter shall be measured at the point of maximum
jitter during the  pulse.

Note  17=  The  average  anode current shall  be varied  be.
tween 80% and 120% of the average anode current of the
specified operating point.

Note 18: The tube shall  be rigidly mounted  by its output
flange and vibrated in each of three mutually perpendicu-
lar directions defined as the directions of vibration thrust
perpendicular to the three reference planes indicated on
the tube outline drawing. The frequency of vibration shall
be swept from 10 to 2000 eps for two minutes minimum in
each  plane.  The  amplitude  of  vibration  shall  be  15  G  or
I/8 inch total excursion, whichever is less. The tube will be
operated  according  to  any  of the  specified  oscillations.
During this test the detected rf pulse will be viewed on an
oscilloscope.  During vibration the  pulse to  pulse relative
time jitter shall not increase by more than 1.5 mus, peak,
over its static value.

Note 19: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per.
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the

period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is less than  70 percent of the normal energy level  within
a 197o frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

Note 20: This measurement shall  be  made with  a VSWR
of 1.5 adjusted  in the  phase to produce maximum  spec.
trum degradation.

Note 21: The life test shall consist of the specified number
of cycles.  One  cycle  is  defined  as the  following:

CONDITION                      DURATION
20 see.

1  hour
5 min.  (minimum)

Warm-up  and  oscillation  conditions  will  be  those  speci-
fied  as  the  operating  points  at  the  various  oscillations
listed above.

Note 22: The tube shall  meet all test requirements listed
under  ``Production  Tests"  except  those  noted  in  para-
graph  4.11.4.  It  shall  also  meet the  time  and  frequency
jitter tests. Shock and holding period will not be repeated
for this test.

Note 23: Any magnetron will be built to operate at a fixed
frequency within one of the frequency bands.  Frequency
band  must be specified when ordering a  magnetron.

MICROWAVE     ASSOCIATEsi     INC-Burllngton,    Mas9achus®tts
Western    unlon     FAX    .    TWX:    Burlington,    Massachusetts,   942    .    BRownlng    2-3000
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IVIA217-lvIA219

The MA-214,  217,  and 219  are miniature,  tunable
magnetrons. These compact, lightweight tubes may
be operated under both CW and pulsed conditions
in the X-band frequency range.
Each  magnetron  in  the  series  is  constructed  for
grounded cathode operation with plate voltages in
the 500 volts region. The power output of each tube
will  vary  from  approximately  1  watt  when  oper-
ated  CW, to  20  watts when pulsed  in  the  case  of
the  MA-217 and 219.
Versatility  characterizes  these  tubes  and  a  few  of
their potential applications are radar beacons, air-
bol.ne, navigation, and proximity detection systems.
Representing the latest advances in microwave tube
technology,   these  miniature  tubes  are  especially
desirable  in  applications  where  fast warmup  time
is required.
Careful magnet packaging design has resulted in the
flange-mounted  configuration  which  occupies  ap-
proximately  the  same  volume  as  a  two  inch  cube
weighing less than one pound. These tubes may be
tuned from remote locations.

LOAD   DIAGRAM

9.0               9. 2               9. 4               9.6              9. 8
FBEOuENCY  (KMC)

'0.0

50            loo           150          200         2sO          3cO
PEAK   ANODE    Cul]ftENT  (MA)

Type Freq.  Range
Peak Power Pulse DLlty

Peak dcAnode Peak dcAnode
I,eater H®at®r

Output (Min.) Width Cycle Voltage Current vEil(a#® Cur,®nt
(lvlc) pO (Watts) („s) Du eb(kv) ib(a) '' (A)

A
MA-214 9000-10,000

0.5 CW 1.0 0.43 0.015 5.0 0.4
5.0 0.20 0.I 0.50 a.150 5.0 0.4
5.0 5.00 0.1 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
5.0 0.25 0.003 0.50 0.150 6.3 0.45

MA-219 8500-9600
1.0 CW 1.0 0.43 0.015 5.0 0.4

10.0 0.20 0.1 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
10.0 5.00 0.1 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
20.0 0.25 0.0001 0.52 0.350 6.3 0.45

MA-217 7500-8500

1.0 CW 1.0 0.43 0,015 5.0 0.4
10.0 0.20 0.1 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
10.0 5.00 0.1 0.50 0.150 5.0 0.4
20.0 0.25 0.0001 0.52 0.350 6.3 0.45

NOMINAL CHAFtACTERISTICS
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DEPENDENT   RATIN®S   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Parameter: lb ib Pi pi Du tpc Prr trv Pressure Altitude

units: mAdc a W W - „S Mc m„S psia ft.

Maximum: 25 0.400 12.5 175 1.0 10.0 1.0 TBS 75 100,000

Minimum: - 0.010 - - - 0.01 - TBS - -
Note 2 Note 3

lNDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Param®t®r: Ef lf if eb tk VSWR Anode T Tuner Torque

Units: V A a V Sec - OC in.-oz.

Maximum: 7.0 0.55 1.2 1000 - 2.0 125OC 40

Minimum: - - - - 10 - - -
Note 4

STORAGE  .   HANDLING  .   INSTALLATION

Cooling: Convection,  air cooled
Magnet  Isolation:  Note 5
Mounting Support: Output flange
Mounting  Position:  Any

Output coupling:  Note 6
Input connections:  Note 7
Weight:  16 oz. Approx.

.8

- -
cOX. ©

lJii#
/HEA"TE"INAL

riAX. MATES  Wl1UC-39A/|

I.82.750MAX.

iil=-
50

-@
iAX.ANX.   I.5MA5xoi#      (@`) I.MJi£

rg:i
.55

I.0 25

Liz{'

475
MAX.

'MAX,,2'0

L1!rmI.Em
.'90

I.272I.580

Frequency             FL   TESTFRE:2uENC'ES      F3

214 9000.10,000Mc 9000  Mc 9500  Mc 10'000  Mc

217 7500-8500Mc 7500  Mc 8000  Mc 8500  Mc

219 8500-9600Mc 8500  Mc 9050  Mc 9600  Mc

ODE  TEBMINAL



Oselllatloh 3 VSWR = 1.1 max.

Ef = 5 V

Tomporaturo Coefficient +40®C to +70°C,  Note 10
F1,  F2,  F3

Low Tom eraturo 0

oratur®

RF Leakage Power

acifanco

Pulse Time Jitter

Pulse Fro

Tuner Drive Tor

n T®sts Note 8

Vib,ation

Productl®n tests Note 8

Heater Current

VSWR 1.5,  Note 13,  F1,  F2,  F3

Note 14

Note 15,  F1,  F2,  F3

Note 16,  F1,  F2,  F3

F1,  F2,  F3

Note 17,  F1,  F2,  F3

Note 18,  F2

Note 19,  F2

Ef = 6.3 V

Tunable. See table

Test Fro uencios See table

MA 219 VSWR = 1.1 max.

Ef = 6.3 ± .5 V

Pulse Characteristics

Anode Current

Average Power Output

ectrum Side Lobes

RF Bandwidth

:R;C==o%235t#6.%u„=0.0001,

35 Adc
F1,  F2,  F3

F|,  F2, F3

Note 20,  Fl,  F2,  F3

Note 20,  F1,  F2,  F3

Oscillation 2 MA 214,  MA 217) VSWR = 1.1 max.

Ef = 6.3 ± .5 V

Pulse Characteristics

e Anode Current 450 Adc

Anode Volta F1,  F2,  F3

Average Power Output

octrum Side Lobes

RF Bandwldth

Note 20,  F1,  F2.,  F3

Note 20,  F1,  F2,  F3

4.16.3.2

4.16.3.3

Pulse Characteristics

Average Anode Current

Anode Voltage

Average Power Output

Spectrum Side Lobes

RF Bandwidth

Osclllatloh 4

Pulse Characteristics

Average Anode Current

Anode Voltage

15 mAdc

F|,  F2,  F3

Note 20,  F1,  F2,  F3

Note 20,  F1,  F2,  F3

VSWR = 1.1 max.

(2(127i!;!!5"

tpc = 5 4s, Du = 0.1, trv = TBS

Average Power Output

Spectrum Side Lobes

RF Bandwidth

Oseillat!on 5 (CW)

Average Anode Current

Anode Voltage

VSWR = 1.1 max.

Ef = 5 V

15 mAdc

F1,  F2.  F3

Average Power Output

Acceptance L]fe Tests Note 8

Life Test

Life Test End  Point

Note 21,  F2

Note 22

(2i27i?;9o).i.0

(217.219) 0.8
(214) 0.4

(2i27i3;9o).;.8

Packing R®qulrements

Container Drops

Moisture -vapor proof
barrier pack



NOTES ON MA 214  MAGNETRON

Note  I:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are  interrelated, and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can   be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi.
sions  of   MIL-E-1   6.5   apply  on  the  selection   of   an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube  may be impaired.

Note 2: At I)u values above .01 the heater voltage must be
reduced  below the nominal 6.3 volt value.

Note  3:  The  tube  manufacturer  shall  be  consulted  on
pulse conditions differing appreciably from conditions of
any of the specified oscillations.

Note 4: With the tube body maintained at a constant tem-
perature  of  125°C  as  measured  with  a  thermocouple  at-
tached  to the  end  of the  anode terminal, the  tube  shall
meet the conditions of any of the specified oscillations.

Note  5:  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 6: The  magnetron  couples  to  UG-40/U  moditiecl  by
clearing the threads from  tapped  holes to  provide clear-
ance foi.  NC 8-32 screws.

Note 7: The voltage input connections ai.e as indicated in
the outline drawing.

Note 8:  For the purposes of any given contract the quali-
fication,  design,  production  and  acceptance  tests  shall
be performed for only the specified oscillations called out
in  the  contract.  The  acceptance  life  test  shall  be  per-
formed  only as  a  qualification  test except when  a  given
contract calls for separate acceptance tests.

Note 9: The tube shall  be operated  in  a chamber evacu-
ated  to simulate  pressure conditions  of 100,000 feet alti.
tude  (8 mm.  Hg.  absolute).  The  VSWR  shall  be  1.3  mini-

mum, varying through all  phases. There shall  be no evi-
dence of arc-overs or harmful corona during this test.

Note 10: Temperature measurements for the temperature
coefficient  value  specified   in   paragraph  4.9.14  shall  be
made by attaching a thermocouple at the solder lug end
of the anode terminal.

Note 11: With heater and anode voltages applied, and the
tube oscillating under the conditions of any of the speci-
fied  oscillations,  the tube,  mounted  rigidly  by  its output
flange,  shall  be  dropped  one  time  in  each  of  the  three
mutually  perpendicular  planes  referenced  in  the  outline
drawing. The shock amplitude will be 60 G, with a rise time
of  approximately  2  ms  and  a  duration  of  approximately
10 ms. The  pulsed  power output and  spectrum  must be
observed  within  4  seconds  after the  end  of  shock,  and
must meet the requirements of the oscillation called for.

Note 12: The tube shall be placed in a chamber at -54°C
and held at that temperature for 24 hours minimum. The
tube  shall  then  be  placed  in  a  chamber at  +72°C for 24
hours minimum. The tube shall then meet the test limits
of any of the specified oscillations.

Note 13:  Rf leakage power shall be measured  using an rf
horn  (Microwave Associates,  Inc.  Model  MA647 or equiv.
alent) as a  pickup. The center of the  mouth of the  horn
shall be located one inch from the end of the anode termi-
nal. The anode lead must be dressed to lie no more than
%" above the tube magnet during this measurement. The
specified  leakage  value  shall  not  be  exceeded  in  any
direction  which  can  be  assumed  by the  horn while cen-
tered  as  described.  For  purposes  of this  measurement
the unit will be defined as db below the maximum power
output attained  while  operating  at  any  of the  specified
oscillations.

Note  14:  Input capacitance  shall  be  measured  between
the anode and cathode terminals.

Note 15: The relative time jitter shall be made by counting
the  percentage of detected  rf pulses as a function  of a
time parameter. The limits given are rms values defined
as  the  magnitude  of  the  time  parameter  between  the
509ro and 84.13% points of the percent cumulative distribu-
tion  plotted  on a  probability scale. The relative time jitter

shall  be  measured  at  the  approximate  50%  amplitude
point on  the  leading edge of the  rf  pulse  relative to the
leading edge of the voltage  pulse applied to the magne-
tron input terminals.

Note  16: The frequency jitter shall  be made  by counting
the  percentage of detected  rf pulses as a function  of a
frequency parameter. The limits given are rms values de-
fined as the magnitude of the frequency  parameter be-
tween the 509ro and 84.13% points of the percent cumula.
tive  distribution  plotted  on  a  probability  scale.  The  fre.
quency jitter shall be measured at the point of maximum
jitter during the pulse.

Note  17:  The av-erage  anode current shall  be varied  be.
tween 80% and 120% of the average anode current of the
specified operating point.

Note 18: The tube shall  be rigidly mounted  by its  output
flange and vibrated in each of three mutually perpendicu-
lar directions defined as the directions of vibration thrust
perpendicular to the three reference planes indicated on
the tube outline drawing. The frequency of vibration shall
be swept from 10 to 2000 eps for two minutes minimilm in
each  plane.  The  amplitude  of vibration  shall  be  15  a  or
1/8 inch total excursion, whichever is less. The tube will be
operated  according to  any  of  the  specified  oscillations.
During this test the detected rf pulse will be viewed on an
oscilloscope.  During vibration the  pulse to  pulse relative
time jitter shall not increase by more than 1.5 mus, peak.
over its static value.

Note 19: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-

centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing pulses (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is less than 70 percent of the normal energy level within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

Note 20: This measurement shall  be  made with  a VSWR
of 1.5 adjusted  in the  phase to  produce maximum spec.
trum degradation.

Note 21: The life test shall consist of the specified numbe r
of cycles.  One cycle  is defined  as the following:

CONDITION                      DU RATION

1. Warm.up                  20 see.
2. Osc. (I)                         1  hour
3.` Off                                   5 min. (minimum)

Warm-up and  oscillation  conditions  will  be those  speci-
fied  as  the  operating  points  at  the  various  oscillations
listed above.

Note 22: The tube shall meet all test requirements listed
under  "Production  Tests"  except those  noted  in  para-
graph  4.11.4.  It  shall  also  meet the  time  and  frequency
jitter tests. Shock and holding period will not be repeated
for this test.

MICROWA`/I     ASSOCIATES|    INC.    Burllngton,    Maseachue®tt8
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The  MA-208 is a compact,  tunable,  pulse magne-
tron which provides over 20 watts of output power.
It was designed for communications applications at
X-band and is tunable from 7125 to 8500 megacy-
cles. The MA-208 operates effectively at low modu-
lator voltages in the 800 volt region.

The  rugged  tube  may  be  flange  mounted  to   a
modified  UG-52/AU choke flange.  The input  con-
nections  are  made  with  a  snap-on  type insulated
connector.

This  magnetron  has  been  thoroughly  tested  for
pulse jitter and exhibits exceptional pulse stability
under  rigorous  environmental  conditions.   In  ad-
dition  to   ceramic-to-metal  seals   for  rugged  de-
pendability,  the  208  has  a  reliable  tuning  mecha-
nism which may be operated from remote locations.

LOAD   DiAGFaAM

I
TyF,e Freq{iviR.3ng®

Peak PowerO;:p,uviltt!?.) PulseWidth(„s)
Peak dcAnode   , Peak dc-_Anode  _-

Mcafor_GT`I{roA?t
-.   v.O!ff''    : currentib{a' ,    -:,

MA.208 7125-8500 20.0 0.3

I                  0.02

0.80 0.200 6.3 0.6
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

'=`--Parameter:
lb ib Pi pi Du tpc

3T5- iuhits:i¥-;i
mAdc rna W W - 4S

¥        Maximum:      gil:::\=`
10 250 9 250 0.1 1.0

'-       Ivlinimum: - - - - - Note 2

lNDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

- , -   , . .i-givffl Ef eb tk VSWR Tuner Torque Anode T-=    p,-I t]...e`==*L:--:--\t``,,:I

I     units:i--.-,-i;:`r
V kv Sec - in.-oz. OC

¥      Maximum: 6.8 1.0 - 1.5 50 125
¥

Minimuqu      , - - 30 - - -
Note 3

STOFtAGE    .     HANDLING    .     INSTALLATION

Cooling:  Convection,  air cooled
Magnet Isolation:  Note 4
Mounting Support:  Output flange
Mounting  Position: Any

Output Coupling:  Note 5
Input Connection:  Note 6
Vibration.  Shock:  Note 7 & 8
Weight: 2 lbs. Approx.

%tFEs-
UCINITE.

CONNECT
119-361

rffi+, I
.275  MAX

I Ill                    I          -11.,°]F-\M2A5xi-i-_-coor-r`

P II UG-52A/U

7
.89I¢t

2.694
©I

I

III
I

I          4.

80 o       2.654

0 MAX.
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General

5                     Holding  period

9.2                  Dimensions

7                      Marking

.1.1          **Qualification T®sts

.8                Salt sprayShock

1-¥g.-?J

Tuner Drive Torque.14Temperaturecoefficient

Anode-cathode Capacitan

Production Tests  Part 1

0.8               Heater current6.3Oscillation(1)
----=i--i:±T       4._I-rTz=

6.3.2            Heater.Cathode warm-up

6.3.3           Pulse characteristics

4.14.1:®-_.4.1-S-+:q,i,7,I_4.1±-i---i-is±=,I;-±,-`I•-I-I~.:,-=j4.16.3.4           Average Anode current6.3.5Pulsevoltage

6.3.6           Power output

6.3.7            RF  Bandwidth

Spectrum  Minor Lobes
*Design Tests Part 2

6.5                Pulling factor
::JLi:==.--ai     4.16.7                Stability.19.2Vibration

Tuner Drive Torque

Time Jitter

Frequency Jitter

Acceptance Life Tests Pal1.5LifeTest

4.1`-:4-.1--i4.1

1.4               Life test end  point

6.3.6            Power output

gis---rr-+  `      T4__i6.3.7             RF  Bandwidth

•`-=-i:: :-.:-;=\    4.,;-;:;i€:=----?,f€-_-_6.7                Stability

Packing Requirements

4.9 .18               Container drop

=_1

t = 168 hours min.

OD  MA 208

MA 208

Omit

Note 8

T = -55 to +85°C

T = 4o° to |00°C,  F2

Ef = 6.3 V, tk = 60 sec. (min.)

VSWFi  = 1.1  max.

Ef = 6.3 V, tk = 30 see. (max.)

tpc = 0.25 -0.35 4s,  Du = .02,
trv = 0.06 -0.14 #s,  Note 9

lb = 4.0 mAdc

F1 = 7125,  F2 = 7800,  F3 = 8500

F1,  F2,  F3

F1,  F2,  F3,  Note 10

F1,  F2,  F3

Note 12

No Voltage,  Note 7

T = 25°C (approx.)

F2;  Note 11

F2;  Note  11

0sc. (1),  F2,  Group i

osc. (1)
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NOTES  ON MA 208 MAGNETFtoN

Note   1:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are  interrelated, and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of  MIL-E-1   6.5  apply  on  the  selection   of  an
operating point.

b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube may be impaired.

Note 2:  The tube  manufacturer  should  be  consulted  re-
garding details of application.  The characteristics of the
applied pulse must be those which result in  proper start-
ing and oscillation. The rate of pulse voltage rise, the per-
centage  of  pulse  voltage  ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse
voltage fall are among the more important considerations.
The    pulse   characteristics    listed    under   Oscillation    I
(4.16.3.3)  are  those   obtained   with   modulators   used   in
manufacturing  processes and  are  not  necessarily appli-
cable   with   field   type   modulators.   The   manufacturer
should  be  consulted  regarding  pulse  characteristics  as
related to the specific application.

Note 3:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encountered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the end of a  "long" line.

Note  4:  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.  Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 5: The  magnetron couples to UG-52A/U modified by
clearing the threads from  tapped  holes to  provide clear-
ance for  NC 8-32 screws.

Note  6:  Heater-cathode  power  is  applied  to  the  coaxial
input  connector  which  mates  with  a  Ucinite  magnetron

connector type 119-361 or equivalent. The center conduc-
tor is the heater terminal.

Note 7: The magnetron shall  be mounted securely by its
oiltput flange and  vibrated from  15 to 200 cps at 10  G or
0.4 inch double amplitude whichever is less. The duration
of this test shall be 3 minutes in each of the three mutually
perpendicular planes.

Note 8: The magnetron shall  be mounted securely by its
output flange and magnet plate and dropped three times
in each mutually perpendicular plane at G = 60, duration
5 -10 milliseconds.

Note 9: This test need  be conducted  only  under one set
of  conditions  within  the  limits  stated  for  the  oscillation
test specified.

Note  10:  The  RF  bandwidth  and  spectrum  minor  lobes
shall be measured with VSWR = 1.5 introduced at a phase
to  produce maximum  spectrum  degradation.

Note 11: Pulse to pulse jitter tests shall be made by count-
ing the percentage of detected RF pulses as a function of
the parameter specified. The limits given are rms values,
defined as the magnitude of the parameter between the
5097o  and  84.13%  points  of  the  percent cumulative  distri.
bution  plotted  on a  probability scale.  Time jitter shall  be
measured at the 5097o amplitude point on the leading edge
of the pulse, referenced to the leading edge of the voltage
pulse at the magnetron  input terminals.  Frequency jitter
shall  be measured at the point of maximum jitter during
the pulse.

Note 12: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per.
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf enei'gy
is less than  70 percent of the normal  energy level  within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.
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Designed  with  consideration  for  use  in   airborne
doppler navigation systems, the MA-205 is capable
of sustained operation  at long pulse lengths at ex-
ceptionally high  duty ratios.  The  magnetron  may
be pre-tuned in  the  8775  to  8825  Mc  range  and  is
capable  of  generating  better  than  40  watts  peak
output power with long life.

The  MA-205  couples  to  a  UG-135/U  cover  flange
and is securely mounted with a three-hole mounting
plate. Input connections are made with .a standard
coaxial type insulated connector cap.

Like the MA-215, this magnetron may be modified
for use as low-voltage,  CW magnetron.

Under extreme environmental conditions this tube
demonstrates  low  jitter  and  a  high  degree  of  rf
stability.

LOAD   DIAGRAM

0                 0.I                  0.2                0.3                0.4
ib,  PEAK   ANODE   CUBf]ENT  (AMPS)
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Parameter: -`J ib Pi pi Du tpc

•i==                 un its: rna W W - 4,S

;j3g          maximum: 220 50 Zoo 0.255 5.5

:=:a          M inimum: 150 - - - -
Note 2

INDEPENDENT   kATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

F=Fffi'-5t6v;;;=¥-ap-=j>l----.=3* eb tk VSWR Anode T Ef

->g¥                     units:         ':.--A::: V Sec - OC V
.`Zi=H •`Maximum::;j`±`

950 - 1.5 175 7.0
~,,`\+`*_`,a:f±Minimum:`,in==7S^=2T - 45 - -65 -

zg=

Note 5 Note 6 Notes 3, 4

STORAGE    .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Magnet Isolation:  Notes 7 & 8
Mounting Support:  Note 7
Mounting  Position: Any
Output Coupling:  Note 7

Input Connections:  Note 7
Cooling:  Air,  Note  7
Vibration,  Shock:  Note 9
Weight:  21.5 oz.  Approx.
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3.7 Marking
-             4.1.1.1 **Qualification tests Note 10
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Vibration
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K:;lei       4.9.14 Temperature Coefficient
•-3-`*       4.9.15 Low Temperature Operation- lnputcapacitance
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i?            4.10.8

Production Tests Part 1i+Lfl
Heater Current

g=        4.16.3 Oscillation (1)
`fe_=

4.16.3.2 Heater-Cathode warm-up time
±             4.16.3.3 Pulse Characteristics

-gBi      4.16.3.5

Average Anode Current

Pulse Voltage

',.f,gJ ...fa-gtry= 4.16.3.6 Average  Power Output
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Pulse Characteristics
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Life Tests Part 3
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VSWR  = 1.1 max.
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tpc = 1.25±0.1 ps,  Du  = .250,  Note 12

lb = 50 mAdc

Method  a

Note 14
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VSWR  =  1.5:1  min.,  Note  17,  18
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NOTES  ON MA 205  MAGNETRON

Note   1:   For  the  assistance   of  designers  of   electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent -  These ratings are  interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of   MIL-E-16.5   apply  on   the   selection   of   an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance  of any
individual tube may be  impaired.

Note 2: The characteristics of the applied  pulse must  be
those which  result in  proper starting and  oscillation.  The
rate of pulse voltage rise, the percentage of pulse voltage
ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse  voltage  fall  are  among the
more   important   considei'ations.    Negative    post   pulse
oscillations may cause leakage current and  noise. These
oscillations   should   be   minimized   in   order   to   prevent
excessive  post  pulse  noise  and  to  maintain  reasonably
close agreement between actual peak curl.ent values and
those  calculated  from  average  current  and  duty  cycle
measurements.   The   pulse  characteristics   listed   under
Oscillation  (I)  & (11)  (4.16.3.3)  are  those  which  have  been
used  in manufacturing processes and in  life testing. The
manufacturer  must  be  consulted  with  regard  to specific
applications where suitable  pulse characteristics  may be
required  outside of these  limits.

Note 3: The maximum value specified is for a non-oscillat-
ing condition.

Note 4: The heater voltage must be reduced during opera-
tion within 3 seconds after the application of high voltage
to a value recommended  by the manufacturer.

Note 5:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encou ntered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the end of a  "long"  line.

Note 6: The temperature  is to  be  measured  at the  point
indicated  on  the  outline  drawing.

Note 7:  See outline drawing.

Note  8:  In  handling and  mounting  the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to   prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within  two  inches of the tube.

Note 9:  Reasonable  care  should  be  used  in  the storage,
installation, and  use of the tube to avoid  imparting vibra-
tion  or shock in  excess of the values which  it is designed
to withstand.

Note  10: All tests listed  hereon shall  be performed during
qualification  inspection;  however,  these  eight  tests  are
normally  performed  during qualification  inspection  only.

Note 11: The magnetron shall be mounted on a test plate
and dropped ten times on each of three mutually perpen-
dicular axes parallel to the reference planes shown on the
Electron Tube Drawing.  The shock pulse shall  have a dui.a-
tion of approximately 11  milliseconds as measured at the

MICFtowAVE     ASSOCIATES,

quarter amplitude points of the acceleration shock wave.

Note  12:  Pulse characteristics for Oscillation  I  and  11  shall
be as follows:

trv:  0.1 to 0.15 #s (measured  20% to 8597o)
tfc: 0.2 4ts  max. (measured 2097o to 85%)
Current pulse spike or ripple:  ±797o max.
Inverse voltage:  20% max.
Post  pulse forward voltage:  097o

Note 13:  Following the vibration test,  the tube shall  meet ,
the  requirements of  part 1 and  part 2 of the Acceptance
Inspection.

Note 14: Stability will not be measured under this test. The
RF  Bandwidth shall  be within the limits specified when a
VSWR  of 1.5/1.0 is introduced  in the load  at a  distance of
approximately25cm.fromthemagnetroncouplingflange,
the  phase being adjusted for maximum spectrum degra-
dation.

Note 15: The pulling measurement shall  be made in such
a  manner that thermal  effects do not introduce appreci-
able  errors.

Note 16: The anode current shall  be varied  between 0.18a
and  0.22a  (peak).  The  F  measurement  is  the  difference
between the frequency extremes observed.

Note  17:  Stability shall  be measured  in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of  observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due  to
any causes are considered to be  missing if the rf energy
is  less than  70  percent of the  normal  energy  level  within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute  test
interval.

Note  18:  Observations  shall  be  made  at the  load  phase
positions corresponding to  maximum  instability.

Note 19: On evidence of satisfactory quality, the inspector
may  limit  this  test  to  a  minimum   number  reqilired  to
assure maintenance of quality.

Note 20: The   tube   shall   operate   under  the   conditions
specified. There shall  be no arc-overs or harmful coronas
exhibited.

Note 21: The VSWR shall be 1.1-1.0 maximum. Power input
to the tube during life test shall be cycled according to the
following schedule:

Heater on -45 seconds
Oscillate -2 hours
All voltages off -5 minutes

Note  22:  The  tube  shall   pass  all  applicable  production.
tests  at  the  end  of  the  specified  life,  with  the  condition
that  the  criteria  for  acceptance  be  modified  in  accord-
ance with  the  life test end  points listed.

Note 23:  Tubes  shall  be  prepared  for  domestic  or  over-
seas  shipment,  as  specified  in  the  contract or order,  in
accordance  with  Specification   MIL.E-75.  Container  drop
test and container size to be specified.

INC-Burlington,     Massachusetts
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MA2loB . MA21loc . MA225
MA210A

iiE

A

®

®

These  mechanically  tunable  Ka-band  magnetrons
with rugged construction and excellent rf spectrum
stability under severe shock conditions are recom-
mended  for missile,  airborne,  surface,  and mobile
radar applications.

The  MA-210  series  covers  the  34.2  to  35.5  kMc
frequeney  band  with  each  tube  tuning  a  500  Mc
segment. The MA-225 covers the 33.0 to 33.4 kMc
navigation band.

Careful  design  has  produced  excellent  frequency
characteristics and a frequency drift that is less than
0.4 Mc/°C at the center of the tuning range.

All   Microwave  Associates   Ka-band   tubes   have
heavily insulated,  silicone-sealed  wire  leads  which
insure   reliability   and   prevent   corona   at   high
altitudes.

LOAD  DIAGRAM

Type Freq.  Rallge
Peak Power Pulse Duty

-  Peak  dcAnode Peak dcAnode
Heater Heater

Output  (lvlin.) Width CBCuLe Voltage Current Voltage Current
(Mc) pO (kw) („s) eb(ky) ib(a) Ef (V) lf (A)

1 MA-210A 34.2-34.7

32.0 0.25 0.0004 12.0 20 12.6 2.5-3.0
MA-210B 34.6-35.1

MA.210C 35.0-35.5

MA-225 32.95-33,45

NOMINAL  CHARACTERISTICS
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

},fo   , Parameter: Ef If Ib ib Pi pi Du tpc

units:     :?;'se V A mAdc a W kw - „S

maximum:``ti:. 14.0 3.2 8 25 110 325 0.0006 1.0

ffi

- - - 8 - - - -
Notes 2, 3 Note 8

INDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

g€=`pa;=ri-a£-riLE== lf eb tk VSWR Anode T Cathode Stem T epy Pressure

units£,_ a kv See - OC OC kv psia

Maximum:se~ 10 13 - 1.5:1 150 150 14 45

Minimum: - - 120 - - - - -
Note 3 Note 2 Note 4 Notes 5, 6 Note 7 Note 4

STORAGE     .     HANDLING     .     lNSTALLATloN

Cooling:  Forced  air (notes 5 and  7)
Magnet  Isolation:  Two  inches (note 9)
Mounting  Position:  Any
Output Coupling:  See outline drawing

Mounting Support:  Notes 9,  10,  & 11
Input Connection:  Potted  pigtail  leads
Weight:  Approximately 10.5  ]bs.

-M'A-Xv   I     L '©

3,2823TrfeI Idy

L¥D,A
(2)  HOLES

191156

5T5st

#14  GAUGE   STBANDED

WIFiE   INSULATED   TO
5/16  DIA.   NOMINAL

6"   MIN,  WITH   I/2±   I/16
BARE    END.

INSULATION   COLORED;
YELLOW = CATHODE
GREEN =  HEATER

#E#1I.063MAX.

2141

2109

#xrI

IIII

L JI



:   EL,4d  Ir,±                        a
L'.-I,

\

I.]L`i.]II[.]L`L:                            iiiiiLi.I,T,I:I.I-I,i,IIi`I--L'ir±.:-|ilL`IIIL-

=i=T6irfi8ffs-Tint-hfj--~--==€=~-=±---- !- - - -
-2as.   -OD  MA 210,  Note  16 - - - -_Jwi-ri_-_2Io-_-______ - - - - •T.-

:::-`1

.-=offi it  -_-_.-.-_---'__---. - - - -
-b-5lc=TI)75i}-ffiFFi-Fi-gT='-5€,Note4 - - - -
``c>tc.(1"foil.t,Ncctest6d&]ir```

.. .i /  `.. _.i - -0.4 Mc/OC +

Osc.  (1),  Fo,  Notes  13  & 18 MP - 0.25 %±6-is€=ii~i}-a-6iai-t-i-6i--s=,--ri=6TEETEii,--iTi-=&|-5
AF - ±3 Mc

i+--i+---i+++            i•1

- To  be  specified- To be specified- Cpk - 10 „„f

45  psia - - - -
VSWR  =  1.1  max„  Notes  5,  7,  & 17 - - - - ++++--+++iI++i+i

- F 34200 34700 Mc- F 34600 35100 Mc- F 35000 35500 Mc

Ef =  12.6 V;  tk  =  120 sec.  (max.), - - - -Ef = 5.3 V for test,  Note 2tpc=0.25±0.03ps;rrv= 250  kv/Hs

- - - -
min.;  Du  =  0.0004,  Note 2

lb  =  8.0 mAdcFo,Fo+200Mc,  Fo  -200  McFo,Fo+200Mc,Fo-20-a-Mc - - - -
epy 1_1_.o 13.0 kv

Po 12.5 - W

BW - 2.5/tpc Mc

Fo AF - 40 Mc

Fo,  Fo +  200  Mc,  Fo -200  Mc ratio -6 - db
VSWR  =  1.1  max.,  Notes  5,  7,  &  17 - - - -
Ef  =  12.6  V;  tk  =  120  sec.  (max.); - - - -

\\+---`\\+i+-+--+i
Ef = 5.8 V for test,  Note 2

tpc =  1.0  ±0.1  #s;  rrv =  250  kv/ps - - - -
min.;  Du  =  0.0006,  Note 2

lb  =  7.5 mAdc - - - -
Fo

epy 11.0 13.0 kv :-:-_.1

Po 12 - W

No Voltage,  t = 60 sec.  (min.),  F =  50,

++++++++++i

- - - -
G  =  10,  Notes  11,  15,  &  16Ef=12.6V;tk=180see. (min.)

lf 2.5 3.0 A

To  be specified =

Note 18 MP - 0.25 97o

Fo t 250 cycle

Osc (1);  Group  D,  Note  19Osc.(1)Fo,Fo+ZooMc,Fo-266±ffi - - - - i
Po 9.5 - W

-i

Fo,  Fo +  200  Mc,  Fo  -200  McNote18 BW - 2.5/tpc Mc

MP - 0.5 %
-= -, `- =`3`!

I/Ai/i

(i)  Package  Group 9;  Carton  size  E,
Note  16

TEST                                          I                                       CONDITIONSREF. L`     ,                 ,    L`

iife`\ General
I---- Holding  Period

-t-i-i65fi6-I;s-(inln.i-`----------±-

4.9.2 bimenslccmT OD  MA 210,  Note  16

3.7 Marking
_Jwi-ri_-_2Io-_-______

-**-@ffic±atioii-Te5I=-Nil-t-6i-2--~----

4.9.8 Salt Spray
.-=offi it  -_-_.-.-_---'__---.

4.9.12 Low pressure
-b-5lc=TI)75i}-ffiFFi-Fi-gT='-5€,Note4

4.9.14 Temperature coefficient bsc|i"foil.t,Notest6d&]i3``
4.9.15F Low.temperature operation Osc. (1),  Fo,  Notes 13 & 186-rfu-15-a-6FJi-t-i-6=--s=,-±N=6i=T=il,--ii-=a- Variable-frequency vibrationShi;ck-Test      =TunerDriveTorqueAnode-cathodecapacity-- -- -

Production Tests  Part 1

45  psia4.9.11 Pressure Test

¥    .ff,-=+ii-.I-_±=,`---+fRis=ii---:±:`fl-:-:i-:-`:--

4.16.3 Oscillation(1)        -- VSWR  =  1.1  max„  Notes  5,  7,  & 17

4.10.7,3 ±±n_±b±E|9LL±£~±9_¥|AJ_
4.10.7.3 TunableFreq¥i.y±)_:_I___+en[=,_.L~_TunaE2_I_±_F_re9L±e|¥_y_(_92__________ -
4.10.7.3 -
4.16.3.2 Heater-Cathode warm-up timePulseCharacteristics Ef =  12.6 V;  tk  =  120 sec.  (max.),

Ef = 5.3 V for test,  Note 2tpc=0.25±0.03ps;rrv= 250 kv/I

4.16.3.3
min.;  Du  =  0.0004,  Note 2

4.16.3.4 Average anode currentPulsevoltage lb = 8.0 mAdcFo,Fo+200Mc,  Fo -200 McFo,Fo+2ooMc,Fo-2offffiT
4.16.3.5

i= 4.16.3.6.2 Power output
g%-

--¥#      4.16.3.7 RF BinatF
----=----i-=, €F+

4.16.5 Pulling  Factor Fo- Spectrum-minor lobesffiiatiaiizF-- Fo,  Fo +  200  Mc,  Fo -200  Mc

4.16.3 VSWR  =  1.1  max.,  Notes  5,  7,  &  17

4.16.3.2 Heater-Cathode warm-up timePulseCharacteristics Ef  =  12.6  V;  tk  =  120  sec.  (max.);
Ef = 5.8 V for test,  Note 2

4.16.3.3 tpc =  1.0  ±0.1  #s;  rrv =  250  kv/ps
min.;  Du  =  0.0006,  Note 2

4.16.3.4 Average Anode  Current lb  =  7.5 mAdc

4.16.3.5 Pulse Voltage

Foi_a;F-=J,El 4.16.3.6 powTautput*DesignTests Part 2

r`-.``
::         `.``-```` 4.9.19.1 Vibration No Voltage,  t = 60 see.  (min.),  F =

G  =  10,  Notes  11,  15,  &  16

4.10.8 Heater current Ef =  12.6 V;  tk  = 180 see.  (min.)Note18- Tuner  Drive TorqueStabilityAcceptanceLifeTests  Part 3Intermittentlife-testoperationLifetestendpoints-
4.11.5  & Fo

4.11.3.2 Osc (1);  Group  D,  Note  19Osc.(1)Fo,Fo+ZooMc,Fo-266±Mc

4.11.4

4.16.3.6 Power outputRFBandwidthStabilityPackingRequirementsContainerdrop

4.16.3.7 Fo,  Fo +  200  Mc,  Fo  -200  McNote18

4.16.7

3,--,,

rri-
4.9.18  & (i)  Package  Group 9;  Carton  size  E

4.9.18.1.8 Note  16
`.      _.```L_~   7  ~=``:..,`€==`_...i-==:_     `__  ~                                                        i  `=``:.-~ -;=]±¥;>=Lifefagae£-¥=



NOTES ON lvIA 210A  IVIAGNETRON

N®to  I:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent -These ratings are interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of  MIL-E-1   6.5  apply  on  the  selection   of  an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex.
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube may be impaired.

Note 2: The cathode heating time shall  be a minimum of
120  seconds.  The  heater voltage  shall  be.`.reduced  within
3 seconds after applying  pulse voltage,  according to the
following formula:

Ef = 12.6 (1.00-0.072 lb) volts,  where lb is in  mAdc.

Note  3:   Heater  surge  current  should   be  limited  to  10
amperes,  The  cold  resistance  of  the  heater  is  approxi-
mately 0.6 ohm. The maximum value of voltage specified
is for non-oscillating conditions.

Note 4:  The waveguide  must  be  pressurized  sufficiently
to  prevent  breakdown  with  a  VSWR  of  1.5:1.  Permanent
damage  to  the  output  window  will  result  if  breakdown
occurs.

Note  5:  Forced  air  cooling  of  the  anode  is  required  at
ambient  temperatures  exceeding  100°C  during standby
conditions  and 60°C during  pulsed  operation.

Note 6: The anode temperature shall be measured at the
point indicated on the outline drawing. The temperature
shall  be  measured  after  thermal  equilibrium  has  been
reached.

Note 7: Forced air cooling of the cathode stem is required
at  ambient  temperatures  exceeding  35°C  during  either
pulse  operation  or  standby  conditions  (Ef = 12.6  V).

Note 8: For operation at 20 amperes peak current the rate
of rise of voltage above the 8097o point should  not exceed
250  kv/#s  for  a  0.25  ¢s   pulse.  The  tube   manufacturer
should  be  consulted  on  permissible  rrv  for  pulse  dura-
tions less than 0.25 #s.

Note  9:  In  handling and  mollnting the  magnetron,  care
shall   be  exercised   to   prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic materials shall not be brought within 2 inches of
the tube;  energized  magnets shall not be brought within
6 inches of the tube.

Note  10:  Reasonable  care  should be used in the storage,
installation, and  use of the tube to avoid  imparting vibra-
tion or shock in excess of the values which it is designed
to withstand.

Note  11:  The  tube  shall  be  fastened  securely to  a  rigid
chassis or mounting plate by means of %-inch  diameter
studs extending through the two mounting holes. A mini-
mum  contact  area  as  indicated  on  the  outline  drawing
shall  be  provided at each  mounting hole.

Note 12: All tests listed hereon shall be performed during
qualification  inspection;  however,  these  eight tests  are
normally performed  during qualification  inspection only.

Note 13: The center frequencies,  Fo, are as follows:
MA210A,  Fo = 34,450  Mc
MA210B,  Fo = 34,850 Mc
MA210C,  Fo = 35,250  Mc

Note  14: The tube shall  be operated  under conditions of
oscillation  (1) while fastened  rigidly to the vibration  plat-
form and vibrated with a simple harmonic motion over a
frequency range of 20 to 500 to 20 eps at an acceleration of
15  G.  The frequency of the vibration  shall  increase from
20 to  500 to 20 cps  with  an  approximate  logarithmic  pro.
gression, and shall require 2 minutes minimum, 4 minutes
maximum,  to  traverse  this  cycle.   Each  tube  shall   be
vibrated  in each of its three major planes.

Note  15:  Following  the  vibration  test,  thel.e  shall  be  no
evidence  of either electrical  or  mechanical  degradation,
and  the  tube  shall  meet  the  requirements  for  rf  band-
width,  minor lobes,  and stability as specified  under oscil-
Iation  (I) conditions.

Note 16: On evidence of satisfactory quality, the inspector
may  limit  this  test  to  a  minimum  number  required  to
assure maintenance of quality.

Note  17:  The  waveguide  shall  be  pressurized  at  15  psia
minimum,  with  gas  or  air  to  prevent  breakdown  of  the
waveguide or the output window.

Note 18: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is  less than  70  percent of the  noi.mal  energy  level  within
a 19ro frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute  test
interval.

Note 19: The  intermittent life test of 250  hours total oscil-
lation  time shall  be  conducted  as follows:

CONDITION                DURATION                Ef                  lb

PI.eheat
Osc (1)
Off

2  min.             12.6 V             0
60 min.               5.3 V         8.0 mAdc

5  min.                  0                  0

MICROWAVE     ASSOCIATES,     INC.     Burlington,    Massachusetts
Western     union     FAX     .    TWX:     Burlington,     Massachusetts,    942    .     BRownlng    2-3000
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MA215
LT\`\_',TJ,jL\'\==1:i\[E,f'Fil'€\[]

Fixed Tuned
EiEI

EiE=

®

a

The  MA-215  is  a  compact,  pulse-type  magnetron
which  may  be  pre-tuned  for  operation  at selected
fixed frequencies between  8800 and 9600  Mc.  This
tube is similar to the MA-205, but has a higher rat-
ing of 100 watts peak power output. It is well suited
for airborne radar beacon and navigational systems.

The  tube  is  capable  of  operating  at  a  0.05  duty
ratio.  The dispenser-type cathode assures long life
and  high   reliability.   Like  other   Microwave  As-
sociates X-band magnetrons, the  MA-215 is flange
mounted.

The MA-215 may be modified for use as a low volt-
age,  CW  magnetron.  It  will  supply  a  nominal  5
watts of output power at  500 volts.

LOAD   DIAGRAM

0.2                  0.4                   0.6                  0.8                     I.0
ib,PEAK   ANODE    CUBBENT  (AMPS)

PERFORMANCE  CHART

A\

Type Freq.  Range
Peak Power Pulse Duty

Peak dcAnode Peak dcAnode
lleater

IHeater

Output (lvlin.) Width Cycle Voltage Current Voltage Current
(Mc) pO (Watts) («s) Du eb(kv) ib(a) Ef (V) lf (A)

MA-215 8800-9600 100.0 1.0 0.05 0.90 0.500 6.3 0.5

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

2i



DEPENDENT   RAT.NOS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

`    Parameter:      \ ib Pi pi Du tpc
•.-+units:-.--i

rna W W - „S

RE\           Maximum:           ¥j=±, 550 30 550 0.055 1..25
±3=7  L,a--`+\=~€t:..I-:Minimum:=T;\j;g;=

150 - - - -
fr[f                      -(                 ,I        --i+`,     -

Note 2

INDEPENDENT   FtATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)
_ffi,-`_,,,  ,t -I        I       `

eb tk vswR Anode T Ef`   ,-:- 3
\<:-.`-,)            units:          i:-:;'`-'' iu.¥z,,

V Sec - OC V
€'=             Maximum:           J+..¥

1050 - 1.5 150 7.5

M illimum:                I)'.ix«F--:_i:;`-i±4€`ass - 45 - -65 -
.I I       -J

Note 5 Note 6 Notes 3, 4

STORAGE    .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Magnet  Isolation:  Notes 7 & 8
Mounting Support:  Note 7
Mounting  Position:  Any
Output Coupling:  Note 7

Input Connections:  Note 7
Cooling:  Air,  Note 7
Vibration,  Shock:  Note 9
Weight: 20 oz.  Approx.

±.040



General

Holding period

Dimensions

Marking

**Qualification Tests Note 16

Salt Spray

Vibration

Shock Test

Pushing Factor

Low Pressure

Tern perature Coefficient

4.10.7.3.1

4.16.7.2

4.9.19.2

r+

'{.-_

riT>-      *

::;     4.16.3.7

4.16.3.6

4.16.7.2

4.9.18 &
4.9.18.1.8

Low Temperature Operation

Input Capacitance

Production Tests Part 1

Heater Current

Oscillation (I)

Heater-Cathode warm.up time

Pulse Characteristics

Average Anode Current

Pulse Voltage

Average  Power Output

RF Bandwidth

Fixed  Tuned  Frequency

Load  Stability

*Design Tests  Part 2

High  Frequency Vibration

Pulling  Factor

Current Stability

RF Bandwidth

Life Tests Part 3

Life test

Life test end  point

Power Output

Load  Stability

Packing Requirements

Container  Drop

t = 168  hr.  min.

OD  MA 215;  Note 19

MA  215

Omit

o;c. (1)

Note 11;  G  = 50

Note 16;  Osc.  (1)

Note 20;  Osc. (1)

Note 6;  Osc. (1)

tk = 45 see.; Osc. (I),  Note 6

Ef = 6.3V, tk = 45 sec. (min.)

VSWR  = 1.1  max.

Ef = 6.3V;  tk = 45 see.  max.;  Note 4

tpc = 1.0±0.1 4s,  Du  =  .05,  Note 12

Ib  = 25 mAdc

Method  a

Note 14

Note 24

VSWR  =-1.5:1  min.,  Note  17,  18

No voltage;  Note 13

6s€.-(1)`;  N-otei5

0s6. (I)i Tb--=- 22 -to 28 mAdc;  Note 17

0sc. (1);  Note 14

Osc.  (1);  Group  D;  Note 21

Note 22

Method  a

V§WR  =  1.5:1  min„  Note  17,  18

Note 23

)

- - -- - --- - --
- - - -- - - -- - - -
AF - 2 Mc

psja.55

AF/AT .13 Mc/OC

T -65 - OC

Cin. 15 „4f

'f 650 rnA- - -- - -- -- - - -
epy 800 1000 V

Po 5 - W --(-:

AF - 2.1/tpc Mc

F1 8800 9000 Mc
F2 9000 9200 Mc `-,--

IIIIII

F3 9200 9400 Mc
F4 9400 9600 Mc

MP - .25 ''

- - - - ---,.--  \~

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIil

AF 20.25 Mc

MP .'

BW 2.5/tpc Mc

t 300 - hrs.- - - -
Po 4 - W

MP .50 .'

-- - - -
--,-

_

FI

++.S£

I

-.      -               A            .
I_a    --      `

-,     _,z.+J=+-~        ---<   -<-*,i-_-



NOTES  ON MA  215  MAGNETRON

Note   1:   For  the  assistance   of   designers   of   electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent -  These ratings are  interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can   be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions   of   MIL-E-1   6.5   apply  on   the   selection   of   an
operating point.

b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting  values beyond which the  performance of any
individual tube  may  be impaired.

Note 2: The characteristics of the applied  pulse must be
those which  result in  proper starting and  oscillation.  The
rate of pulse voltage rise, the percentage of pulse voltage
ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse  voltage  fall  are  among the
more   important   considerations.    Negative   post   pulse
oscillations may cause leakage current and  noise. These
oscillations   should   be   minimized   in   order  to   prevent
excessive  post  pulse  noise  and  to  maintain  reasonably
close agreemer:t between actual peak curl.ent values and
those  calculated  from  average  current  and  duty  cycle
measurements.   The   pulse  characteristics   listed   under
Oscillation  (I)  &  (11)  (4.16.3.3)  are  those  which  have  been
llsed in manufacturing processes and  in  life testing. The
manufacturer  must  be consulted  with  regard  to specific
applications where suitable  pulse characteristics may be
required  outside of these  limits.

Note 3: The  maximum  value  specified  is  for a  non-oscil-
lating condition.

Note 4: The heatervoltage must be reduced during opera-
tion within 3 seconds after the application of high voltage
to a value recommended  by the manufacturer.

Note 5:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encountered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the end of a  "long" line.

Note 6: The temperature  is  to  be  measured  at the  point
indicated  on  the  Electron  Tube  Drawing,   B.OD215.

Note 7:  See  Electron Tube  Dwg.  B-OD215.

Note  8:  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 9:  Reasonable  care  should  be  used  in the storage,
installation, and  use of the tube to avoid imparting vibra-
tion or shock in  excess of the values which  it is designed
to withstand.

Note  10: All tests listed  hereon shall be performed during
qualification  inspection;  however,  these  eight  tests  are
normally  performed  during  qualification  inspection  only.

Note 11: The magnetron shall be mounted on a test plate
and dropped ten times on each of three mutually perpen-
dicular axes parallel to the reference planes shown on the
Electron   Tube   Drawing.   The   shock   pulse  shall   have   a
duration of approximately 11 milliseconds as measured at
the  quarter  amplitude  points  of  the  acceleration  shock
Wave.

MICFtowAVE    ASSOCIATES,

Note  12:  Pulse characteristics for Oscillation  I  and  11  shall
be as follows:

trv:  0.1 to 0.15 #s (measured  209ro to 85%)
tfc:  0.2 #s  max.  (measured  2097o to 85%)
Current pulse spike or ripple:  ±797o  max.
Inverse voltage:  20% max.
Post pulse forward voltage: 0%

Note 13:  Following the vibration test, the tube shall  meet
the requirements of part 1 and  part 2 of the Acceptance
Inspection.

Note 14: Stability  will  not  be  measured  under  this  test.
The   RF  Bandwidth  shall   be  within  the  limits  specified
when  a VSWR of I.5-1.0 is intl.oduced in the load at a  dis-
tance  of approximately 25 cm. from  the  magnetron  cou-
pling flange, the phase being adjusted for maximum spec.
trum  degradation.

Note 15: The pulling measurement shall be made in such
a  manner that thermal  effects do not introduce appreci-
able  errors.

Note 16: The anode current shall  be varied  between  .45a
and  .55a  (peak).  The  F  measurement  is  the  difference
between the frequency extremes observed.

Note 17: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due  to
any causes al.e considered to be missing if the rf energy
is  less than  70  percent of the  normal  energy level within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

Note 18:  Observations  shall  be  made  at  the  load  phase
positions  corresponding  to  maximum  instability.

Note 19: On evidence of satisfactory quality, the inspector
may  limit  this  test  to  a  minimum  number  required  to
assure maintenance of quality.

Note 20: The  tube   shall   operate   under  the   conditions
specified. There shall  be no arc-overs or harmful coronas
exhibited.

Note 21: The VSWR  shall  be  1.1-1.0  maximum.  Power in.
put to the tube during life test shall  be cycled according
to  the following schedule:

Heater on -45 seconds
Oscillal:e -2 hours
All voltages off -5 minutes

Note 22: The  tube  shall   pass  all  applicable  production
tests  at the  end  of the  specified  life,  with  the condition
that the criteria for acceptance be modified in accordance
with the life test end  points listed.

Note 23: Tubes  shall  be  prepared  for  domestic  or. over-
seas  shipment,  as  specified  in  the  contract or  order,  in
accordaiice  with  Specification   MIL-E-75.  Container  drop
test and container size to be specified.

Note 24: The magnetron will operate at a fixed frequency
within  one of the frequency  bands.  The frequency band
must  be  specified. as  a  suffix  to  the  magnetron  type
number when ordering tubes.

INC.      Burlington,     Massachusetts
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The  MA-6229  is  a  mechanically  tunable,  pulsed
magnetron operating in the 8900 to 9400 Mc range.
It may be operated with good spectrum characteris-
tics  to  a  peak  power  output  of  400  watts.  It  has
exceptional frequency stability and has a tempera-
ture coefficient of only 0.1  Mc/°C.  This,  combined
with its high efficiency and ruggedized construction
makes  it  a  desirable  magnetron  for  many  missile
and beacon applications.

Microwave Associates has manufactured large pro-
duction quantities of these tubes primarily for use
in airborne missile beacon systems and for portable
ground radar applications.
The input leads are coupled to the tube by means of
a BNC connection. The MA-6229 has a waveguide
type output section and is capable of withstanding
shock and vibration when it is flange-mounted.

LOAD   DIAGRAM

229
_11           1!__.   -__-,_     I

`    ,I-`-\\     _     `1=```=ib~NABLE

9.0 9.I                   9.2                 9. 3
FREQUENCY   (KMC)

TUNING  CuFivE

a       0.I     0.2     0.3    0.4     0.5    Q6     0.7    0.8    0.9      I.0
lb,PEAK   ANODE    CUBRENT   (AMPS)

PERFORMANCE  CHAF3T

A

Ty9±,'_-r=  _-
Peak PowerOu¥ou:k(#)jnJ

&Bffi-y      .-:i{rfe)y
•-i_,<]    p#?:-.-,: -:i- •=±.±->     ---    Fb-?wE;ng®

0.0005

-:-ii=`:I    C¥iB'nfi-::  . --.- `RE._~.              ,  ffiife i-I-¥-=---,-I-_¥.`;-rii

6229 8900-9400 0.4 0.25 4.0 0.5 5.0 0.4

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS



DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

-i*_€
-:-€hi=5='I`.-t:`   ``.         `.--'    -

lb ib Pi pi Du tpc`    r-i--

\`ng- units: mAdc a W kw - 4S

Maximum: 2.7 0.9 12 4,5 0.003 1.0

inimum: - 0.5 - - - Note 2

lNDEPENDENT   RATINGS   AE)SOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

dr   ,`. ya+ELa±=€~t€r:  '`- Ef eb tk VSWR Tuner Torque Anode T
-.   units:

V kv See - in.-oz. OC

Maximum: 5.5 5.0 - 1.5 50 100
I.

minimum:          -<,+ 4.5 - 25 - - -
-,_+      .`•j`=

ritt,                                           .    .  .^`_I_ap.ts.. Note 3 Note 4

STORAGE    .     HANDLING     .     lNSTALLATION

Cooling:  Convection, air cooled
Magnet  Isolation:  Note 5
Mounting Support: Output flange
Mounting  Position: Any

Output Coupling:  Note 6
Input Connections:  Note 7
Vibration,  Shock:  Note 8
Weight:  1.5 lbs. Approx.

3.266 MAX.

MATES   WITH
MODIFIED

UG-40A/U

2.500  MAX.

0.225  MAX.

#8-52
4  HOLES

o.2oo-
MAX.

2.406  MAX.

BNC  HEATER

0.590  t
o.690 2f

I =a¢QI`
'

Y

0.790  M I N.
5FOMAX.

0.560 MAX.

BNu   riE.AI  Lt<                                                                                                                                           \
CATHODECONNECTOR               |o.500(FLAT)            o.245MIN.         (,,.MIN.o.255MAX.

I r,--\

I II I
Loo:50.085`O.650MAX.



EF.                                                          TEST I,   ,            ,   L`

'4.5=--:`i3:4.
General

t = 168 hrs.5                     Holding  period

9.2                  Dimensions OD  MA 6229

3.4.4. 7                      Marking MA 6229-
1.1.1          **Qualification T®sts

9.8                Salt sprayShock Omit

No voltage,  Note 9, G = 60T=-55°Cto+85°C
-, ff    - Tuner Drive Torque

_   _   -  _5.  -+,`::      4.

9.17                Mechanical  Fatigue Note 10

Vibration Osc. (1)  Note 20
i--E`    -_-r     ,ifeRE,``,          4.

10.7.3.2        Tunable Frequency9.14Tomperaturecoefficient Note 13

-.:==T+~.=de         -

Anode T = +30°C to +6o°C,  F2

Anode-Cathode Ca pacita nee -
gi=i±:I          4.4.4..ffi-4.9.15               Low Temperature operation Osc. (1), F2, Note 14, tk = 30 see. (max

lllllilll-
Production Tests Part 1

Ef = 5.0 V, tk = 60, sec. (min.)10.8               Heater current

16.3               Oscillation (1) VSWR  = 1.1 max.

16.3.2            Heater-Cathode warm-up time
tk = 25 see.  max. at Ef = 5.0 V,
Ef = 5V for test

-:-5i        4.-i,-1-_-^--,ifeT4.16.3.3            Pulse characteristics tpc =  .22 to .28 4s; trv = .09 to .11 #s
Du  =  .0005,  Note 11

16.3.4           Average Anode current16.3.5Pulsevoltage lb -250 A
-, :-       _=€=£5i=       4.

F1.  F3

:=:T`-:       _=s=:,------ Power Output F1 = 8900  Mc,  F2 = 9150  Mc,
F3 = 9400  Mc•=-=€TE`?fi---:==,                   4.

16.3.7            RF Bandwidth F1,  F2,  F3,  Note 12  lb  = 250 to 300 4A

:::-                 4.-i_i 16.7                Stability Note 14

\=- _ ,   - *Design Tests Part 2

i-:`=:=T=-               4 .16.5                Pulling  Factor Osc. (1)  F1,  F2,  F3T=25°C(approx.)

Tuner Drive Torque::---g`=_
---,-    ---I-a.-+-_=i--i            -

VibrationLifeTests Part 3 No voltage,  Note 21

i`

.11                   Intermittent Life Test.11.4LifeTestEndpointRFBandwidth
Osc.  (1),  F2,  Group  D,  Note 16;
VSWR = 1.5 min. cycled, through  M
in  about 30 min.Osc.(1)

-,-4` -
-*r<--`±--v=---.-`r_- Pulse Voltage Note 17

;<i=,`::`==            - Power OutputStability
=-=-===-   _

Packing Requirements
=--,.\_,,',I_.-=-i -=:I            4

.9.18                Container Drop (i) Package group 9,
Container size A

--:-:-..     i-T•`-y.i-,..`_-i       4-`-Jt-='-=ch=-,i:

.9.7                  Moisture-vapor proof
barrier pack

-           i-.`-.|'y---i.

CONDITIONS                                              I SYMBOL -L',IIL`1- MAX.           II , I LI I I IL-

I

t = 168 hrs. - - - -
OD  MA 6229 - - - -
MA 6229 - - - --

i=.----I_er=--=-.:-€-_

OmitNovoltage,  Note 9, G = 60T=-55°Cto+85°C - - - I,a_--=±_c--I

- -
Torque - 60 in..oz.

Note 10 - 2500 - cyc,es
Osc. (1)  Note 20 - - - -
Note 13 F 8900 9400 Mc

-`¥_-:a€r-

Anode T = +30°C to +6o°C,  F2 AF/AT - 0.15 Mc/®C

C - 10 „„f-
Osc. (1), F2, Note 14, tk = 30 see. (max.) - - - -
Ef = 5.0 V, tk = 60, sec. (min.) lf .40 .50 A +=:-,==:--

VSWR  = 1.1 max. - - - -
- - - -

- i =-  -^= , _+_-,.==-i-ii-i_I-_=fS

tk = 25 see.  max. at Ef = 5.0 V,
Ef = 5V for test

tpc =  .22 to .28 4s; trv = .09 to .11 #s - - - - `   \,`    .

Du  =  .0005,  Note 11

lb -250 A - - - -
F1.  F3 epy 3.8 4.3 kv

F1 = 8900  Mc,  F2 = 9150  Mc, Po 0.2 - WF3 = 9400  Mc

F1,  F2,  F3,  Note 12  lb  = 250 to 300 4A BW - 2.5/tpc Mc

Note 14 MP - 0.5 %
-t\

Osc. (1)  F1,  F2,  F3T=25°C(approx.) AF - 20 Mc

Torque - 50 in..oz.

No voltage,  Note 21 - - - -
Osc.  (1),  F2,  Group  D,  Note 16; - 1200 - Cycles

+sei
VSWR = 1.5 min. cycled, through  \g
in  about 30 min.Osc.(1) - - - -- BW - 3.0/tpc Mc

Note 17 Aepy - .3 kv
fsE;+`Sa

Po 0.18 - W-- MP - 1 %_ `.+

ise`

(i) Package group 9, - - - - #unTZ-

Container size A

- - - -
i+-:_-i_-

t=,i3

i.a
)



NOTES  ON lvIA 6229  MAGNETRON

Note  I:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent -These ratings are  interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of   MIL-E-1   6.5   apply  on   the  selection   of   an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube may be  impaired.   `

Note  2: The tube  manufactul.er should  be consulted  re-
garding details of application.  The characteristics of the
applied pulse must be those which result in  proper start-
ing and oscillation. The rate of pulse voltage rise, the per-
centage  of  pulse  voltage  ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse
voltage fall are among the more im portant considerations.
The    pulse    characteristics    listed    under   Oscillation    I
(4.16.3.3)  are  those  obtained   with   modulators   used   in
manufacturing  processes and  are  not  necessarily  appli-
cable   with   field   type   modulators.   The   manufacturer
should  be  consulted  regarding  pulse  characteristics  as
related to the specific application.

Note 3:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encountered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the  end  of a  ``long"  line.

Note 4: The temperature is to be measured at the  point
indicated  on  the  Electron  Tube  Drawing.

Note  5=  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 6: The magnetron couples to  UG-40/U  modified  by
clearing the threads from tapped  holes to  provide clear-
ance for NC 8-32 screws.

Note 7: Heater-cathode power is applied to the BNC type
coniiector. The center conductor is the cathode connec-
tion.

Note 8:  Reasonable  care  should  be  used  in the storage,
installation, and  use of the tube to avoid  imparting vibra-
tion or shock in excess of the values which it is designed
to withstand.

Note 9: The magnetron shall  be mounted on a test plate
and  dropped  3 times on  each  of three  mutually perpen-
dicular  axes  parallel  to  the  reference  planes  shown  on
the electron tube drawing.  The shock  pulse shall  have a
duration  of approximately 4-8  milliseconds as  measured
at the quarter amplitude points of the acceleration shock
Wave.

Note 10: A cycle consists of two complete excursions each
in  opposite  directions  through  the  tuning  range  of  the
magnetron. The tube shall meet end of life requirements
at completion of this test.

Note 11: This test need  be conducted only under one set
of  conditions  within  the  limits  stated  for  the  oscillation
test specified.

Note  12:  Stability  will  not  be  measured  under  this  test.
With the tube operating into a  matched load at the aver-

MICROWAVE     ASSOCIATES,

age current specified, a VSWR of 1.5 (min.) shall  be intro-
duced  into  the  load  at  a  distance  of  approximately  0.1
meters from the magnetron couplingflange, and adjusted
to the phase producing maximilm spectrum degradation.
The   RF  bandwidth  shall   be  within  the  limits  specified
when the current  is val`ied  between the indicated values.

Note 13: The tube shall be capable of being mechanically
tuned from 8900 to 9400 megacycles  by turning the tuner
shaft  1.75 turns  ±1297o with  the anode  current  held  con-
stant.

Note  14:  This  test shall  be the  first test  made  after the
holding period. The test modulator shall  be pre-adjusted
to  the  pulse  and  voltage  conditions  which  produce  the
average   current   specified.   During  a   five   second   test
interval starting one second after the snap-on application
of pulse voltage,  the  number of missing  RF  pulses shall
be  counted.  A  missing  pulse  is  defined  as  one  whose
energy within  ±197o of the test frequency is less than 70970
of a  normal  pulse.

Note 15: Stability shall be measure.d in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses (MP),  due  to
any causes are considered to  be missing if the rf energy
is  less than  70  percent of the  normal  energy level  within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute  test
interval.

Note 16:  Life test shall  be conducted  in accordance with
the following cycle:

CONDITION                DURATION              Ef                lb:  Osc  (I)

(1)                           5 min.               0                         0
(2)                        10 min.           5.0 vac               0
(3)                         25 min.           5.Ovac       250#Adc

Total minimum life time is defined as a total of 100 hours
of condition (1),  200 hours of condition  (2),  and  500  hours
of condition (3).

Note  17:  The  pulse  voltage  required to obtain  0.25  milli-
amperes of anode current shall  remain within  the  limits
3.8 -4.55  kv during the  minimum  specified  life test.

Note  18:  This test shall  be  the  first test of  each  regular
test during life, and shall be conducted after holding the
tube a  minimum of 4 hours.

Note 19: The drawing, 0. D. 6229 forms a part of this speci-
fication.

Note 20: The tube shall be rigidly mounted by the mount-
ing flange and vibl-ated in each of three mutually perpen-
dicular planes. The frequency of vibration shall  be varied
from  50  to  1000  cycles  at  an  accelei.ation  of  15  G  for  a
period  of 5  minutes.  The  RF  Bandwidth shall  not exceed
10  Mc,  missing  pulses  shall  not exceed  197o,  and  the fl'e-
quency shift shall  not exceed 10  Mc during this test.

Note 21: The tube shall be rigidly mounted by the mount-
ing flange  and  vibrated  in  two  planes,  perpendicular to
the  axis  of  the  cathode  and  parallel  to  the  axis  of  the
cathode. The frequency of vibration shall  be varied from
50 to 1000 eycles at an  acceleration of 10 G for a  period of
5  minutes.  Following  this  test,  the  tube  shall  meet the
requirements for RF bandwidth and stability as specified
under Osc.  (I).

Illc.      Burlington,     Massachusetts
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The  MA-6230  is  a  mechanically  tunable,  pulsed
magnetron  designed  for  operation  in  the  8900  to
9400 Mc range. It is similar in physical appearance
to the MA-6229, but is capable of higher peak power
at  high   duty  cycles  because  of  a  more  rugged
cathode structure.

Both  the  MA-6229  and  6230  have  excellent  fre-
quency stability characteristics and are capable of
operation under extreme environmental conditions
such as a 1000 cycle,  15 G vibration.

The  magnetron  is  capable  of  withstanding  shock
and vibration  during operation when mounted by
its output flange alone.

Size,   weight,,   and   stability   make   it   a   suitable
magnetron for airborne missile beacon systems and
for such applications as portable ground radars.

LOAD  DIAGFiAM

PEAK   POWEP  OuTPuT  VS  FREQUENCY

0       0.I      0.2    0.3    0.4    0.5    0.6     0.7    0.8    0.9      I.0
lb,PEAK   ANODE    CufiRENT   (AMPS)

T'ypa   - Fr|iriE;nge
Peak PowerOutppou:#,inJ PulseWjdtll(„s)

8g€:pr=-
Peak dcAnode`v.O!ia3; Peak dcAnodeCurrentib(a)

HeatervE'fti€)e HeaterCurrent'f(A)0.4

A

6230 8900-9400 0.9 1.0 0.003 4.3 0.8 5.0

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Parameter: Ib ib Pi pi Du tpc
CTi5€Units:±

mAdc a W kw - 4S

Maxi,I,urn         g 2,7 0.9 12 4.5 0.003 1.1

MjnjmLlm: - 0.5 - - - Note 2

INDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

-`parameter:          .3¥
Ef eb tk VSWR Tuner Torque Anode T

Units:                   te? V kv See - in.-oz. OC

Maximum: 5.5 5.0 - 1.5 50 100

EL       ~yMjnjmum:              c 4.5 - 25 - - -
i;I¥`

Note 3 Note 4

STORAGE     .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Cooling:  Convection,  air cooled
Magnet  Isolation:  Note 5
Mounting Support:  Output flange
Mounting Position: Any

Output Coupling:  Note 6
Input Connections:  Note 7
Vibration,  Shock:  Note 8
Weight:  1.5 lbs.  Approx.

MATES   WITH

3.266 M AX. I.450MAX.I.215 -         2.500  MA.0.225MAX.X.

MODIFIED #8-32
TZZ3UG-40 A/u 4  HOLES\

„
I

0.590  I.0690X
''wi4A7x:     ¥-''0.200MAX.

®-
=a¢apT

-fE}---@ h-J
.

- `
2.406MAX  +•fEJ Lo36oMA

BNC  HEATEBDNi  riE.Ai  I.r<                                                                                                                                     `
CATHODE   CONNECTOF}

|o.500(FLAT)            O.245MIN.        I,,MIN.o.255MAX.

I

\

I I
Loo:5`0.650 MAX.

I
0.085

0.790  M I N.
5FOMAX.

X.
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General i

1=:=`-.=:==__-_--:   _,                 4.5--i--,:-I:`.I Holding  Period t = 168 hrs. - - -
-: '.`1-:                  4.9.2

Dimensions OD  MA 6230 - - - -

•*=se

3.7 Marking MA623b--------
**Qualification TestsSaltSpray

I.

2500

- -
Shock

in..oz.cycles

-I=:J,ll        -

Mechanical  Fatigue

Osc. (1)  Note 20

..-- 60_9400

Vibration

8900 Mc

r`i-.i-\\

4.10.7.3.2 Tunable Frequency Note 13 F

4.9.14 Temperature Coefficient Anode T = +30°C to +60°C,  F2 AI I SI fi.fl=___
__Mc/oC„4f

:i¥-€T!    - Anode.Cathode CapacitanceLowTemperatureOperation - C - 1_o__`_

:            4.9.15 Osc. (1), F2, Note 14, tk = 30 see. (max.) - - - -
PI.oduction T®sts Part 1

lf .404.10.8 Heater Current6;ci||ation(iF____ _ _ ____Heater-Cathodewarm-up time Ef = 5.0 V, tk = 60, see. (min.) .50 A

4.16.3 VSWR  = 1.1 max.tk=25see.max. at Ef = 5.0 V,Ef=5Vfortest

4.16.3.2

4.16.3.34.16.3.4 Pulse characteristics tpc = 0.9 to 1.1 #s; trv = 0.1 to 0.3 #s,Du=.003,Note11 - - -
___iJ_

Average Anode CurrentPulseVoltage lb = 2.5 mAdc

4.16.3.5 F1,  F3 epy 4.02.75
__4:.5__

=-=-=f£±.*--I

Power Output F1  = 8900  Mc,  F2 = 9150  Mc,F3=9400Mc Po W

F1,  F2,  F3,  Note 12,  lb = 2.25 to2.75mAdc BW - Mc4.16.3.7 RF  Bandwidth 2.5/tpc
----

4.16.7 Stability Note 14 MP
___@i___

'.

4.16.5

*Design Tests Part 2PullingFactor

Osc.  (1)  F1,  F2,  F3 AFTorque 2050 Mc

i-¥-=f       - Tuner Drive Torque T = 25°C (approx.) in.-oz.
•-3a_i       - Vibration

Life Tests Part 3IntermittentLife TestLifeTestEndPointRFBandwidthPulsevoltage
-

4.11 = 1.5 min. cycled through A g in about30min - `       1200
Cycles

:            4.11.4 Osc.  (1)Note17 - -
- BW - 3.0/tpc Mc- epy

2.25

4.7 kv- Power outputStability - Po - W- - MP - 1
I-7o_-

Packing  FtequirementsContainerDrop

(i)  Package group 9,ContainerSizeA

_ -
-`s.II-,,--:I        4. 9.18i - -

Moisture-vapor proofbarrierpack
1_:i           4.9.7='T- - - -

--      -           I--., `   ---,        -    -`-.

-
I.=aeei=.`.      -:i

-



NOTES  ON MA 6230  IVIAGNETRON

Note  1=   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent -These ratings are interrelated, and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of   MIL-E-16.5   apply  on   the  selection   of  an
operating point.
b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube  may be  impaired.

Note  2:  The tube  manufacturer  should  be  consulted  re-
garding details of application.  The characteristics of the
applied  pulse must be those which  result in  pi.oper start-
ing and oscillation. The rate of pulse voltage rise, the per-
centage  of  pulse  voltage  ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse
voltage fall are among the more important considerations.
The    pulse    characteristics    listed    under    Oscillation    I
(4.16.3.3)  are  those  obtained   with   modulators   used   in
manufacturing  processes  and  are  not  necessarily appli-
cable   with   field   type   modulators.   The   manufacturer
should  be  consulted  regarding  pulse  characteristics  as
related  to the specific application.

Note 3:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encountered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the end of a  "long" line.

Note 4: The temperature  is to  be  measured  at the  point
indicated  on  the  Electron  Tube  Drawing.

Note  5:  ln  handling and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 6: The  magnetron  couples to  UG.40/U  modified  by
clearing the threads from tapped  holes to  provide clear-
ance for  NC 8-32 screws.

Note 7:  Heater-cathode power is applied to the  BNC type
connector.  The centei' conductor is the cathode connec-
tion.

Note 8:  F`easonable  care  should  be used  in the storage,
installation, and  use of the tube to avoid  imparting vibra-
tion or shock in excess of the values which it is designed
to withstand.

Note 9: The magnetron  shall  be moimted on a test plate
and  dropped  3 times on  each  of three  mutually  perpen-
dicular  axes  parallel  to  the  reference  planes  shown  on
the electron  tube drawing. The shock pulse shall  have a
duration  of  approximately 4-8  milliseconds  as  measured
at the quarter amplitude points of the acceleration shock
Wave.

Note 10: A cycle consists of two complete excursions each
in  opposite  directions  through  the  tuning  range  of  the
magnetron. The tube shall meet end of life requirements
at completion of this test.

Note 11: This test need be conducted only under one set
of  conditions  within  the  limits  stated  for  the  oscillation
test specified.

Note  12:  Stability  will  not  be  measured  under  this  test.
With the tube operating into a  matched load at the aver-

MICFtowAVE    ASSOCIATES,

age current specified, a VSWR of 1.5 (min.) shall  be intro-
duced  into  the  load  at  a  distance  of  approximately  0.1
meters from the magnetron coupling flange, and adjusted
to the phase producing maximum spectrum degradation.
The   RF  bandwidth  shall  be  within  the  limits  specified
when the current is varied between the indicated values.

Note 13: The tube shall be capable of being mechanically
tuned from 8900 to 9400 megacycles by turning the 1:uner
shaft  1.75 turns  ±12% with  the  anode current  held  con-
stant.

Note  14:  This test shall  be the fii.st test made after the
holding period. The test modulator shall  be pro-adjusted
to the  pulse  and  voltage  conditions  which  produce the
average   curl-ent  specified.   During  a   five   second   test
interval starting one second after the snap.on application
of pulse voltage,  the number of missing RF pulses shall
be  counted.  A  missing  pulse  is  defined  as  one  whose
energy within ±197o of the test frequency is less than 709ro
of a  normal pulse.

Note 15: Stability shall be measui.ed in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per.
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf enei'gy
is less than 70 percent of the normal  enel.gy level within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

Note 16:  Life test shall  be conducted  in  accordance with
the following cycle:

CONDITION               DURATION              Ef                lb:  Osc (I)

(1)                            5  min.               0                         0
(2)                        10 min.           5.0 vac               0
(3)                        25 min.           5.Ovac       250#Adc

Total minimum life time is defined as a total of 100 hours
of condition  (1),  200 houl.s of condition  (2),  and  500  hours
of condition  (3).

Note  17:  The  pulse  voltage  required  to  obtain  2,5  millj-
amperes of anode current shall  remain within  the  limits
4.0-4.7  kv  during the  minimum  specified  life  test.

Note  18:  This test shall  be  the first test of  each  regular
test during life, and shall be conducted after holding the
tube a  minimum of 4 hours.

Note 19: The drawing, O.D. 6230 forms a part of this speci-
fication.

Note 20: The tube shall be rigidly mounted by the mount-
ing flange and vibrated in each of three mutually perpen.
dicular planes. The freqilency of vibration shall  be varied
from  50  to  1000  cycles  at  an  acceleration  of  15  G  for  a
period of 5 minutes. The  RF Bandwidth shall  not exceed
10  Mc,  missing  pulses shall  not exceed  1%,  and  the fre-
quency shift shall  not exceed 10  Mc during this test.

Note 21: The tube shall be rigidly mounted by the mount-
ing flange  and  vibrated  in  two  planes,  perpendicular to
the  axis  of the  cathode  and  parallel  to  the  axis  of the
cathode. The frequency of vibl.ation shall  be varied from
50 to 1000 cycles at an acceleration of 10 G for a period of
5  minutes.  Following  this  test,  the  tube  shall  meet  the
requirements for RF bandwidth and stability as specified
under Osc.  (I).

INC.      Burlington,     Massachusetts
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The   MA-209   is  a   mechanically  tunable,   pulsed
magnetron  for  operation  in  the  9300   to   10,000
megacycle range.  Its  output power is nominally  8
kilowatts.  It is especially desirable in  applications
where frequency tuning must be held within  close
tolerance limits  (± 10 mcs).

The  MA-209  features  ceramic-to-metal  construc-
tion  and  a  long-life  nickel  matrix  cathode.  It  is
mounted   by   coupling   directly   to   a   modified
UG-40A/U choke flange.

LOAD   DIAGRAM

Freq(.MRc;nge
Peak Power

Outppout`S#n.)

9.6               9.7
FBEOUENCY   (KMC)

TUNING  CuRVE

9.8                9.9                 10.0

2345
ib, PEAK  ANODE  CuRRENT  (AMPS)

PEF3FOFiMANCE   CHART

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE  (SeeNotel)

',.\`T, `   parameter: lb ib Pi pi Du tpc

.Sas¥           units: mAdc a W kw - „S

^`L>g2     Maximum          r= 10 6 60 36 0.002 I.1

`r.2g.     Minimum: - 3 - - - Note 2

INDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

;?:,;iFi;_ra_fr;:_t:_;:_   _ _ _- Ef eb tk VSWR Tuner Torque Anode T
-hJq           units:(

V kv Sec - in.-oz. OC

Maximum: 6.8 6.0 - 1.5 50 125
I-,,- -`.yt'       .

5.8 - 30 - - -
A,,Lrrrlmum==A...:``t`\

'_           a       -±.-5-fias Note 3 _ Note 4

STORAGE    .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Cooling:  Convection,  air cooled
Magnet  Isolation:  Note 5
Mounting Support: Output flange
Mounting  Position:  Any

#14GAUGE   STRANDED

INSULATE:D   TO  i   DIA.

COLORED    YELLOW  =  CATH

GREEN   =  HEAT

Output Coupling:  Note 6
Input Connections:  Note 7
Vibration,  Shock:  Note. 8
Weight:  2 lb. 6 oz. Approx.

I                                                                    0.4 5Ll I

i;i:;:i,i!:.3EODEF3

I- 0.35      I
•`'''.'.:.: :.:.:.,.,. -

J.750MAX

TL0.80OT65

I

I
I
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JI       4.5
General

I

Holdlng  Perlod t =  168 hours (min.) - - -
i->           4.9.2 Dimensions -OD  MA 209 - - -
=:=:          3.7i== Marking

__=€=-==_-_-_i-±=. I-~_-_._ _ `   _ -_`¥-==-_=a== -i:==± _ -=e=.-=-I:== ±z ..c_:::=±±_=-=.MA209 - - - i_i__•Z-.+^-i

r=dr:             4.1.1.1 Quallflcatlon Tests
----

`.-:ap=,,`<,`--

:-i:fj_           4. 9. 8I-¥` Salt Spray Omit - - - -
:-;-,=;:             4.9.14 Temperature CoefficientShockTest T = +4o° to +|oo°C,  F2 AF/OC - 0.20 Mc/oC    ;
¥yf--i        - Note 9 - - - -
•`e-_)--',

¥~-i`         - Anode-Cathode Capacitance - C - 15 f
Production Tests Part 1

`3=1

-|-,-iRE_4.10.8 Heater CurrentOscillation(I)Heater-Cathode warm.up timePulseCharacteristicsAverageAnodeCurrent Ef = 6,3 V - .55 .70 A        iaas=as
-ff      4.16.3

VSWR = 1.1 max. except as noted

q£

- - - -RE_.=¥ee

4.16.3.2€=- Ef = 6.3 V, tk = 30 see. (max.),Ef=4Vfortest - - - -
i:I_=`<.,-             4.16.3.3 tpc  =  0.45-0.55  4s.  Du  =  .001,trv=0.07-0.10#s,Note10_--.='.=`=.'_-_-=--==-==-----------==--=rr----.._---=I=±.i._._-==_lb=4.5mAdc - - - `---'ffisea-¥fi±i

--:--T--            4.16.3.4\`i - - - -    g===
_:`:=,           4.16.3.5•'+ Pulse Voltage F1,  F2,  F3F1=9300,  F2 = 9650,  F3 =  10,000 epy 5.5 6.0

=g-=iaekvI.-r

==.         4.16.3.6 Power Output Po 8.0 - W           kgrRE

:¥.-i         4.16.3.7 RF  Bandwidth F1,  F2,  F3 BW - 2.5/tpc Mc       -RE
-g-:Tffi;__-_=j4.10.7.3.2+ Spectrum  Minor Lobes F1,  F2,  F3,  Note  11F1,F2,F3 Ratio -6 _ db         +L`

Pulling factor AF - 20
-.==*.Mcas

Tunable frequency*DesignTestsPart2 Note 13 - - - .       =5r    C

._-i:i       4.1.1.2 =Tae-.i-i-.1          4.9.19.2 High  Frequency Vibration No voltage,  Note 8 - - - _          =E=±-g

irz{*-
Tuner Drive Torque - - - 50 in.-oz.     -¥setg- Stability test Note 14,  Missing pulses: - - .25 •,      .RE

±<_-i=
Amplitude  ModulationAcceptanceLifeTests Part 3CycledLifeTestLifeTestEndPointPoweroutput Fl through  F3   Note 12 AM - 0.1 •.ira

-===T=== -_ -_   = ---I-_--I---=-- -   --`-,---.  ==----------==-=-=-_=_.>===JE=>=/Z===Note15;F2,GroupDOsc.(1)
--         4.11.5 - 500 - cycles     ;E:~i:i:

-,.¥,i          4.11.4 - - - £j--`¥==L=5=,--_-'`,`.I,`~-w.a:_-i:- Po 7.0 -- Frequency shift - F - 5

- ,.\ . + _` `Mc=.i-==5

- Extended  Life Operation - - 1400 - i  =jz=cyc,es?==j:=-_

- Power outputFrequencyshiftPackingRequirements - Po 6.0 - w         :=-:;=f

g:.
- - - 10 Mc       =f8¥

(i)  Package Group 9;  Container Size A
•-=f>             4.9.18i,---sl Carton  Drop Tan3Es

\-'=-j

-_Sts5e
-`,e=i

a_:,iS- a.

fapSz-_ •---:a5as

----
;i+Lil

i a:=+a9+
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NOTES  ON MA 209  MAGNETFtoN

Note  1:   For  the  assistance  of  designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent -  These ratings are  interrelated,  and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi-
sions  of   MIL-E-1   6.5  apply  on  the  selection   of   an
operating point.

b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube may be  impaired.

Note  2:  The  tube  manufacturer  should  be  consulted  re-
garding details of application.  The characteristics of the
applied  pulse must be those which result in proper start-
ing and oscillation. The rate of pulse voltage rise, the per-
centage  of  pulse  voltage  ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse
voltage fall are among the more important considerations.
The    pulse    characteristics    listed    under   Oscillation    I
(4.16.3.3)  are  those  obtained   with   modulators   used   in
manufacturing  processes and  are  not  necessarily  appli-
cable   with   field   type   modulators.   The   manufacturer
should  be  consulted  regarding  pulse  characteristics  as
related  to the specific application.

Note 3: The  heater voltage shall  be reduced  within three
seconds after the application  of pulse voltage in accord-
ance with the following formula:

Ef = 6.3 (1 -0.08  Ib),  lb  in  mAdc

Note 4:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encountered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the end of a  "long"  line.

Note  5:  In  handling  and  mounting the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to  prevent  demagnetization.  Ferro-
magnetic  materials  or  energized  magnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note 6: The  magnetron couples to  UG-40/U  modified  by
clearing the threads from  tapped  holes to  provide clear-
ance for  NC 8-32 screws.

Note 7:  Heater-cathode  power  is  applied  to  the  potted
leads  colored  green  for  heater  and  yellow  for  cathode
connection.

Note 8: The magnetron shall  be mounted securely by its
output flange and  magnet plate, and vibrated from 15 to
200 eps at 10 G or 0.4 inch  double amplitude whichever is
less. The duration of this test shall be 3 minutes in each of
the three mutually perpendicular planes.

Note 9: The magnetron  shall  be mounted  securely by its
output flange and magnet plate and dropped three times
in each mutually perpendicular plane at G = 60, duration
5 -. 10 milliseconds.

Note 10: This test need  be conducted only under one set
of  conditions  within  the  limits  stated  for  the  oscillation
test specified.

Note  11:  The  RF  bandwidth  and  spectrum  minor  lobes
shall be measured with VSWR = 1.5 introduced at a phase
to  produce  maximum  spectrum  degradation.

Note 12: The R F envelope of the output pulse, as obsei.ved
over many successive pulses, shall contain no amplitude
modulation  from   pulse  to  pulse  in  excess  of  the  limit
specified over a  modulation frequency band from  10 eps
to 2500 cps. This RF envelope stability shall be maintained
over the frequency  range  9300-10,000  Mc,  between the
peak anode current limits of 3.5 to 5.5 amperes.

Note 13: The tuner shaft rotation vs. frequency character.
istic will  be  in  accordance with  the graph  shown.

N®te 14: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per-
centage of the number of input pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is less than  70 percent of the normal  energy level  within
a 1% frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

Note 15: The life test shall consist of the specified number
of cycles.  One cycle  is defined as the following:

CONDITION

(1) Of f
(2) standby
(3) Osc.  (I)

DURATION                Ef               lb osc (I)

5  min.
30 see.
30 min.

0
6.3 Vac
4Vac

0
0

4,5 mAdc

MICRO\A/AYE      ASSOCIATES'     lNC.     Burllngton,    Massachusetts
Western    Unlon    FAX     .     TWX:    Burlington,    Massachusetts,   942      .      BRowning    2-3000
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For moving target indicator (MTI) applications, the
MA-218 tunable,  pulsed  magnetron is well suited.
It may be tuned  between  9300  and  10,000  mega-
cycles and it has excellent output stability and low
jitter   qualities.   Dependable   performance   under
severe shock  and  vibration conditions make it also
very appropriate for airborne doppler radars.

Nominal rating for output power of the MA-218 is
8  kilowatts.   Ceramic-to-metal  bodies  and  nickel
matrix cathodes al.e used in these ruggedized tubes.

Like  the  MA-209,  this  magnetron  is  mounted  by
waveguide coupling to a modified UG-40A/U choke
flange.  The  MA-218 because of its flatter magnets
may be installed in  a more limited space than  the
MA-209

a

a
LOAD  DIAGRAM

9.6                9.7                 9.8                9.9                10.0
FREQUENCY   (KMC)

TUNiNG  cuFavE

23456
ib,PEAK  ANODE  CURRENT  (AMPS)

PERFOFiMANCE   CHAFiT

A

--: r-I-; =-z`  +`TriEi:I,:`=-i;

5#`ck#{REw'®i"'.'
```  `    .i  ```.`   `  -==`=:es3.7    -€   -.  ` Peak dc Peak dc .====-==fE,<==`?.i,--=:=±='-`-1=._=3~`v_is:,-Sf-:_±``=:

i  _-        Heate,_,Ctlrrellt---lf(A)0.5

MA-218 9300-10,000
7.0 0.5 0.001 5.8 4.5 6.3

7.0 1.0 0.002 5.8 4.5 6.3 0.5

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)
I rirameter:

lb ib Pi pi Du tpc

units: mAdc a W kw - „S
Maximum:       ± 10 6 60 36 0.002 1.1

?xp-     Minimum: - 3 - - - Note 2

lNDEPENDENT   RATINGS   ABSOLUTE   (SeeNotel)

Parameter: Ef eb tk VSWR Tuner Torque Anode T

k&
a Units: V kv See - in..oz. OC

Maximum: 6.8 6.0 - 1.5 50 125
?.`tlin

---            -=.L=,

5.8 - 30 - - -'mtJm:-:~  -  a

=se Note 3 Note 4

STORAGE     .     HANDLING     .     INSTALLATION

Cooling:  Convection,  air cooled
Magnet  Isolation:  Note 5
Mounting Support:  Output flange
Mounting Position:  Any

Output Coupling:  Note 6
Input Connections:  Note 7
Vibration,  Shock:  Note 8
Weight:  2  lb.12 oz.  Approx.

.830                     .loo

ri75     TMAx
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=1=- Ill CONDITIONS SYMBOL -L',IIL`-- MAX.          I         UNITS

General
I

•4.5 Holding  Period t = 168 hours (min.) - - -

•t+I==i{

4.9.2 DimensionsMarking**Qualification  Tests OD  MA 218MA218 - - -
3.7 - - -
4111

AF/AT

4.9.84.9.14 Salt SprayTemperature Coefficient Omit

0.20 _i_g±C__- ---  - _   ry-=

Shock Test Note 9 -
Anode-Cathode Capacitance C 15 „„f

>+i`

- Produc on Tests  Part 1 - -
0.70

- -=f_   f=

4.10.8 Heater Current Ef = 6.3 V - 0.55 A

i-            4.16.3``seRE=ae~-~--±-±±±±-- Oscil'a n(1) VSWR = 1.1 max.  except as notedEf=6.3V,tk=30see.(max.),Ef=1.8Vfortest -
Heater-Cathode warm-up time -~=J59      4.16.3.2

•    y   `--I,I--

4.16.3.3 Pulse C haracteristics tpc  =  0.45-0.55  Hs.  Du  =  .002,trv=0.07-0.104s,Note10 - - - <€-`1-.

4.16.3.4 Average Anode Current Ib = 9 0 mAdc - -
6.0

-
:              4.16.3.5 Pulse V ta8e F1,  F2,  F3 epy 5.5 kv

as      4.16.3.6 Power 0 tput F1  =  9300,  F2 = 9650,  F3  =  10,000 PoBW 14.0 - W
-===.a-T=i±-a-I1=*i

F¥      4.16.3.7 RF  Bandwidth F1,  F2,  F3Fl,F2,F3,  Note  11 - 2.5/tpc Mc
ii.=e-`i'..

- Spectrum  Minor  LobesPullingFactor Ratio -6 - db
_ . - :tier,-:---=5Si--.-==--.

I       4.16.5 F1,  F2,  F3 AF - 20 Mc

4.1.1.2--==.Slri±f~-`4.9.19.2+\-1\``__
*Design Tests  Part 2HighFrequencyvibration

No voltage,  Note 8 -
Tuner D rive TorqueTest Torque - 50 in..oz.

Stability Note 13 MP 0.25 •.

iE=S57
Time JitFrequentercy Jitter F2;  Note  12 1.4 m4S

F2;  Note  12 - - 60 kc

v¥i:-:-::--
AcceptCycledLifeTe c® Life Tests  Part 3etest

Osc.  (1)  Note  14;  F2;  a-roup  D 500 cycles

End  Point Osc.  (1) - - - - -i:€-_fu`-`

--(=:-i

Power Output Po 12 W

-£`?*Packing Requirements - _
4.9.18 Carton drop (i)  Package Group 9;  don-tain-;r Sis-: a

_

_ -
_

• - -  .,.I_---^i=- -
--iee==_--,

_ _

-

I Ill- _
-          -    --     -   ,=.i--i-.   --I
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NOTES  ON MA  218  lvIAGNETFtoN

Note  1:   For  the  assistance  of .designers  of  electronic
equipment the  absolute  ratings  have  been  divided  into
two groups as follows:

a.  Dependent - These ratings are interrelated, and
it does not necessarily follow that combinations of the
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.  The  provi.
sions  of  MILE-1   6.5  apply  on   the  selection   of  an
operating point.

b.  Independent  -  These  ratings  must  not  be  ex-
ceeded if the specified life is to be obtained. They are
limiting values beyond which the performance of any
individual tube  may be  impaired.

Note  2:  The tube  manufacturer  should  be consulted  re.
garding details  of application.  The  characteristics of  the
applied  pulse must be those which result in  proper start-
ing and oscillation. The rate of pulse voltage rise, the per-
centage  of  pulse  voltage  ripple,  and  the  rate  of  pulse
voltage fall are among the more important considerations.
The    pulse    characteristics    listed    under    Oscillation    I
(4.16.3.3)  are   those   obtained   with   modulators   used   in
manufacturing  processes  and  are  not  necessarily  appli-
cable   with   field   type   modulators.   The   manufacturer
should  be  consulted  regarding  pulse  characteristics  as
related to the specific application.

Note  3: The  heater voltage shall  be  reduced  within  three
seconds after the application  of  pulse voltage  in accord-
ance with  the following formula:

Ef = 6.3 (1 -0.08  lb),  lb  in  mAdc

Note 4:  Frequency skipping or unstable operation may be
encountered at some phase positions when the mismatch
occurs at the  end  of a  ``long"  line.

Note  5:  ln  handling  and  mounting  the  magnetron,  care
must  be  exercised  to   prevent  demagnetization.   Ferro.
magnetic  materials  or  energized  pragnets  shall  not  be
brought within two inches of the tube.

Note  6:  The  magnetron  couples.to  UG-40/U  modified  by
clearing the threads from  tapped  holes to provide clear-
ance for  NC 8-32 screws.

Note 7:  Heater-cathode  power  is  applied  to  the  potted
leads  colored  green  for  heater  and  yellow  for  cathode
connection.

Note 8: The magnetron  shall  be mounted securely by its
output flange and magnet plate, and vibrated from 15 to
200 eps at 10 G or 0.4 inch  double amplitude whichever is
less. The duration of this test shall be 3 minutes in each of
the three mutually perpendicular planes.

Note 9: The magnetron  shall be mounted  securely by its
output flange and magnet plate and dropped three times
in each mutually perpendicular plane at G = 60, duration
5 -10 milliseconds.

Note 10: This test need be conducted only under one set
of  conditions  within  the  limits  stated  for  the  oscillation
test specified.

Note  11:  The  RF  bandwidth  and  spectrum  minor  lobes
shall be measured with VSWR = 1.5 introduced at a phase
to  produce  maximum  spectrum  degradation.

Note 12: Pulse to pulse jitter tests sh.all be made by count.
ing the percentage of detected RF pulses as a function of
the parameter specified. The limits given are rms values,
defined as the magnitude of the parameter between the
5097o  and  84.13%  points  of the  percent cumulative  distri-
bution  plotted on a  probability scale. Time jitter shall be
measul.ed at the 50% amplitude point on the leading edge
Of the pulse, referenced to the leading edge of the voltage
pulse at the magnetron  input terminals.  Frequency jitter
shall  be measured at the point of maximum jitter during
the pulse.

Note 13: Stability shall be measured in terms of the aver-
age number of output pulses missing, expressed as a per.
centage of the number of input Pulses applied during the
period  of observation.  The  missing  pulses  (MP),  due to
any causes are considered to be missing if the rf energy
is  less than  70 percent of the  normal  energy level  within
a 19ro frequency band about the specified frequency. The
missing  pulses  shall  be  counted  during a  1  minute test
interval.

Note 14: The life test shall consist of the specified number
of cycles. One cycle is defined as the following:

CONDITIONS          DURATION                Et               lb  osc (I)

(1) off                           5 min.                 0                  0
(2) standby            30 sec.           6.3 Vac           0
(3) Osc.  (I)              30 min.            2 Vac             9 mAdc

_   I   1 ,   \[EERE]T::jn±E+uH+b=mulN+i:++ill   \+       L\n
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Microwave Associates is also a  leader in the

design,  development,  and fabrication of complete

duplexers.  Our ferrite devices include load

isolators for use with each  magnetron  described

in  this  catalog,  Information  on  our  line  of

both  gas and  ferrite switching devices and  crystal

protectors  is  included  in  our  DUPLEXER  HANDBOOK  59-TR.
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XI  HARMONIC GENERATORS  (Fixed-Tuned)

OUTPUT i-Tf€

I    Input(mw)
Band

Frequency          I Corlhectors ConversionLoss(lvlax.)     I T"
Output(kMc/s)    I uG/U          I

20 L 1.30-1.43
123

13db (1,

lloo C 5.22-5.72 23 I                 15db                 I 2E
39 K 18.0  ±  300  Mc (596 17db                I 3
500 K 20.0±300Mc        I 596 I               17db 3_'`

500 K 22.0  ±  300  Mc 596
I                 17db                  I

II

500 K 24.0  ±  300  Mc 596
I               17db

1500 Ka 27.0  ±  300  Mc 600 20db II(I

500 Ka 30.0±300Mc        ; 600 20db
500 Ka 33.0  ±  300  Mc 600 I                2odb                I

I        5o(max.)
v' 53.0-80.0

_i:           385 -            20'db           E=`.-.I

I,£

Model
MA. Freq uency                Connectors

Input (kMc/s)                   uG/U

I                 796* 0.26-0.28                        i                23

1.30-1.43                                        23

798A*           1         X                  I         9.0±150Mc

7988*                   X                I;        10.0±150Mc

;::::      I     X           I     ::::::::#:

9.0  i  100  Mc
10.0  i  100  Mc
11.0  ±  100  Mc

435,* Ka             I        26.5-40.0                      I                599

*Uses special  Microwave Associates varactors
'''Uses  bLijlt-in  point contact  rectifier (Factory replacement only)

TYPE  3

TYPE  4

XIII   BALANCED  MIXERS  -SIDEWALL HyBRID TYPE

*With  dummy crystal termination.
These  units are supplied  in  either  Beryllium  Copper or Aluminum -please  specify your choice when  ordering.

£adnd!ije°:a'pTi?edde`;jjtnhdcehvoek%PfE::::°opes8:cnj8rf|::8ess°.°n.Specialmodelsdesignedtomeetcustomerspecifications.AMmodeis
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I

*Normally open.  Other  units  normally closed.

-    :yg: ; :rnepsrseusr;::idzesfn:i,::lee;tienrtnear,n:i'r:ir,:uit
Type  3  unpressurized  dual,  internal  circuit
Type 4  pressurized  dual,  external  circuit

TYPE 3

TYPE 2

TYPE 2

|cL

I- 1` _S_   ;



XIV  COMPENSATED  CAST  BENDS

#£:I     Band            Band         RaFn'::::#Ccy/s)    TY::e(gRu#)

5410       I    WR975
5310        ,WR975
5309               L
5409               L
5408              S

5308              S
5328        I       S
5307       I,WR229
5406       I        C
5306       i        C

5405       I,       Xb
53o5        1`        Xb

5404       ,      XL
5304       :        XL
5454       :        XL

E-Plane
H-Plane
H-Plane
E-plane
E-plane

H-Plane
H-Plane
H-plane
E-Plane
H-Plane

E-Plane
H-plane
E-Plane
H-Plane
E-Plane

0.75-1.12
0.75-1.12
1.12-1.70
1.12-1.70
2.60-3.95

2.60-3.95
2.60-3.95
3.30-4.90
3.95-5.95
3.95-5.95

5.85-8.2
5.85-8.2
7.05-10.0
7,05-10.0
7.05-10.0

5400               Ka
5300               Ka
5320       I         Ka

E-Plane
H-Plane
H-Plane

fffifil_
Type  1/H-Plane

26.5-40.0
26.5-40.0
26.5-40.0

1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05

1.05

-I   -Diffiensfoiis {ifim`8Sr=~`     -'=--=S=~~= -

ABCD
±0.015  in.            ±0.015  in.            ±0.015  in.            ±0.015  in.

=T=

13.250
13.250
8.688
8.687
3.125

8.375
8.375
5.437
5.437
1.625

5.500
8.000
6.000
4.000
.781

5.500
8.000
6.000
4.Coo

.781

1.625
1.625

I.469
1.125
1.125

1.531

2,375
2.250

.562

1.062

1.531

2.375
2.250

.562
1.062

Type  1/E-Plane

r

Type 2/E-Plane                                                                                  Type 3/H-Plane

#Hc[EH
Type 4/E.Plane Type 5/H-Plane

LBJDJ
Type 2/H-Plane

Type 4/H.plane

fTf= .::i
LAJ

Type 5/E-Plane

Detailed specifications of all components r]erein are listed in tlie Wavegujde Systems Division Catalog.

All specifications listed herein are subject to modification.
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XV-A  SIDEWALL  HYBRID  COUPLERS  (3 db)

L-cJ      LA+
TYPE  I

:=:__--:
TYPE 2

ln  all  cases the terminated  VSWFi  is  <1.07;  Isolation  =  30 db;  Power  Division   ±0.25  db.

XV-C  H-PLANE  FOLDED  HYBRID  TEES

----i:--Li-:-=-:=l::I--=:-I--:=----i:---:-i-------::----i-::=:------:-------I---:i--

fiEiEiERE
TYPE 2



Our new 32,000 square foot Components Division Plant contains the most advanced  Research, Development

and Production Facilities in the Industry.

Microwave Associate's extensive experience in the Design and Fabrication of specialized Waveguide Compo-
nents and Test Equipment will continue to bring steady new advances to the art. We invite your inquiries for.
custom engineering, or quantity productions.

MICROWAVE    ASSOCIATES,    lNC.,    Burlington,    Massachusetts

Western   unlon   FAX     .     TWX:   Burlington,   Massachusetts   942     .     BRowning   2-3000

Printed  jn  U.S.A.





Introduction
Microwave  Associates  broad   line  of  waveguide

pressurizing  windows  provides  rugged  and  reliable
sealing  methods  for  most  waveguide  systems  and
component applications. These devices properly used,
constitute a most economical and simple solution to
design   problems   generated   by   increasing   power
handling  requirements,  more  stringent  environmen-
tal conditions and  improved accuracy specifications
of the most advanced radar components and systems.

Five   major   styles   of   pressuring   windows   are
manufactured.

Complete electrical, mechanical and environmental
specifications  for  all  five  styles  of  Microwave  As-
sociates windows are presented that will allow selec-
tion  of  the  most  suitable  type  for  the  particular
application.

Installation information for each style of window
assures  maximum  ease  of  assembly  and  the  most
trouble  free,  reliable  sealing  for  the  most  difficult
pressurizing requirement.

General
Microwave   Associates   waveguide   pressure   win-

dows  are available as  standard  units  to  operate  in
the frequency range from 24cO to 40000 megacycles.
Pressure  differences  of  20  to  60  pounds per  square
inch  between one side of the window and the other
are allowable  with all  designs.  The  power handling
capacity,  which  is  a  function  of  the  physical  size
of  the  window  and  therefore  the  wavelength,  is  as
high  as  the  EIA  and  Military  power rating of the
corresponding  waveguide  in  some  window  styles.

Electrical
Characteristics

A.   Mfwp
The  design  of  pressure  windows  is  based  on  the

resonance of the window opening. The size and shape
of   the   window   opening   in   conjunction   with   the
nature   and   thickness  of   the   transparent   scaling
material,  control the RF characteristics.  The  reson-
ance  phenomenon  provides  a  VSWR  characteristic
curve similar to that shown in Figure  1. All  Micro-
wave  Associates  glass  kovar  pressure  windows  ex-
hibit  this  typical  VSWR  curve  which  is  as  low  as
1.cO  at  design  center  frequency  and  less  than  the
specified  maximum  at  band  ends.  Flange  mounted
mica  windows  are  compensated  to  partially  elimi-
nate  the  resonance  phenomenon  and  provide  very
low  VSWR  characteristics  over  a  wide  frequency
range.

8.   Power  Rating
The  maximum  amount  of  RF  peak  pulse  power

which  can  be  safely  transmitted  through  pressure
windows properly installed is listed for each window
in the following sections. The rated limit includes a
safety factor of 2 in power for all cases.

Test  conditions  for all  power ratings were esfab-
lished with a pulse repetition frequency of loco and
a   pulse   length   of   1   microsecond.   Standard   test
pressures  of  15  PSIA  (atmospheric  pressure)  were
used  in  all  cases  on  both  sides  of  the  pressurizing
windows.  CW  breakdown  power  is  approximately
1597o   lower  than  the  breakdown   level  for  pulsed
operation. Variation of PRF from 50 to 5000 causes
a  slight  reduction  in  power  rating.  Pulse width  in-
crease  also  causes  a  reduction  in  power  handling
capability. In general, the power handling capability
is proportional to pressure in the range from 1 to 2
atmospheres. At 1/2 atmosphere, the maximum limit
is reduced by 70%.  Maximum power handling cap-
ability  for  all  Microwave  Associates  pressure  win-
dows  is  achieved  when  the  window  is  mounted  in
such  a  way  that  the side having  the most  glass or
mica visible faces the lowest pressure.

C.    Insertion  Lo§§
The  insertion  loss  of  all  Microwave  Associates

flange  mounted  window  types  is  negligible   (less
than .1  db) .  Insertion loss for most solderable types
is  also negligible except  for high Q  (narrow band)
types  at  10,OcO  Mc.  or  higher  frequencies.

D.   Measurement Techniques
I.    VSWR

The voltage standing wave ratio of all Microwave
Associates  windows  is  specified  to  be  less  than  the
rated  amount  when  measured  by  the  substitution
method  in  conjunction  with  a  dummy  window.  In
this method  the VSWR of  the test  fixture and the
dummy  window   (having  the  same  length  as  the
flange thickness of the window and standard wave-
guide  inner  dimensions)   is  adjusted  to   1.cO  and
then  the sample window is inserted in place of the
dummy, and measured. All measurements on flange
mounted windows are made with the window mount-
ed between two standard choke flanges.

2.     INSERTION    LOSS

Insertion loss measurements of waveguide windows
are made using the standard substitution method in
a  flat  line  having  an  ad].usted  VSWR  of  less  than
1.02: 1.

®
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MICROWAVE   INTL.   CORP.

36   WEST   44th   ST.

_NEW   YORK   36,    N.Y.

a    Special  window     u,SA.
Requirements

The many  styles and  sizes of  Microwave Associ-
ates   pressure   windows   listed  represent   the  most
used or standard types.  Many other special window
types have been designed for particular applications.
The resonant frequencies tabulated for each window
design  represent  the  major industrial and military
requirements.  The  resonant  frequency  of  any  win-
dow  style can be adjusted for your specific require-
ments on request.

EiR

®

Classif ication  of
Microwave
Pressure Windows

Microwave  Associates  pressure  windows  are  di-
vided into five groups for use with standard  MILI-
TARY   and   EIA   waveguides   and   waveguide
cormectors:

(A)   Flange-Mounted  M;ca Windows

(8)   Solderable  6Iass-Kovar W;ndows
1.  Single  iris
2.  Triple iris
3.  Convoluted single iris
4.  Flexframe  single  iris  for  mounting  in  invar

and aluminum assemblies.

(C)   Flange-Mounted  6Iass-Kovar W.Indows
1.  Triple iris -soft solder types
2.  Triple iris -furnace-brazed types
3.  Single iris - all kovar metal flange types

(D)  Solderable  Flange-Mounted Windows

(E)   Pressurew;ndow-Waveguide Assemblies

The selection of the proper window for a specific
application depends largely on the specific electrical
and   mechanical   characteristics  tabulated  for  our
pressure  windows.  Each  Of  the  window  types  has
specific advantages for a particular application.

;,i:,,,,,,Tt{'';,#{\ie\+lil:ffl



FLANGE   MOUNTED   MICA  WINDOWS

Flange  mounted  mica  pressure  windows  are  de-
signed for use in waveguide systems to isolate speci-
fic sections of the system to prevent corona, electri-
cal  breakdown  or  entry  of  dirt,  dust,  humidity  or
other  foreign  matter.  Pressurization  in the  isolated
section  is  maintained  by  mounting  the window  be-
tween two choke flanges fitted with "0" rings.

A.   Features
Microwave Associates mica windows are designed

for  extremely  low  VSWR  over  a  broad  frequency
range.  These  mica  windows  have  been  designed  to
meet   all   existing   requirements   of   pressure   and
mechanical ruggedness in systems operating at temp-
eratures less than 125oC.

8.  Application
Typical   applications   include   pressurization   of

high-power airborne radars, shipbome radars, micro-
wave relay systems,  beacon transmitters and receiv-
ers, radar test equipment etc. Pressurization of these
systems  makes  it  possible  to  provide  a  controlled
atmosphere  for  operation  in  the  presence  of  high
electric  fields.  Higher, power  levels  can  be  accom-
modated  with  reduced  voltage  breakdown  at  high

a|te£:ud;:ninoths:F=tehewia::#idfgs:Z:nt?i:FrgEs:S:s°:
reduction  in  mainten-ance  and  repair  requirements.

C.   Construction
Mica  of  the  highest  quality  is  sealed  into  a  re-

cessed  metal  flange  by  means  of  a  pressure  fitted
insert and a  low-loss epoxy resin.  The properties of
the epoxy assure negligible dielectric heating loss in
the  window  and   consequently,   negligible  heating
with  high  aver.age  power  levels  in  the  waveguide
system.  Silver plated brass is normally used for the
flange material.

(FLANGE    MOUNTED    MICA    WINDOWS
USING ALUMINUM FLANGES ARE AVAIL-
ABLE    AT    NO    EXTRA    COST    WHEN
SPECIFIED.)
Aluminum  flanges are normally finished with iri-

dite  per  MIL-C-5541  providing  high  conductivity
corrosion  resistant  windows.   A  large  part  of  the
total  mica  area  is  firmly  held  in  position  by  the
press fitted  insert and  thus these windows are  cap-
able   of   operation    at    relatively    large    pressure
differentials.

D.   Installation Tips
1.  Install   between  standard  choke  flanges  having

flatness equal to or better than .002''. The tapped
mounting holes in one of the choke flanges should
be drilled or reamed to allow clearance for mount-
ing  screws.

2.  Use  standard  "0"  ring  in  choke  flange  grooves
to assure proper compression.

3.  Assemble with pressed insert facing high pressure
side   of   the  waveguide   for  maximum   pressure
handling.  ( Reverse for maximum power handling )

4.  For  low  power  systems  pressurized  on  one  side
only,  install  with  choke  and  cover  flanges  with
high pressure and choke flange facing the pressed
insert side of the window.

5.  As  a  general  precaution,  mica  windows  should
not  be  exposed  to very  sudden  changes  in  pres-
sure  since  such  conditions  may  cause  flaking  of
the  mica  due  to  the  diaphragm  flexing  action.

u
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Electrical  and  Mechanical  Data

MAX.
VSWR

( Flange  Mounted  Mica)
P EAK                             W/G                             MAX.

POWER                            SIZE                        PRESSURE

(kw)                                 RG-                                (Ps I)

vA-I 429
MA-1429A
MA-I 430
MA-I 430A

MA-  I 43 3

MA-1433A

MA-  I 434
MA-  1434A

MA-  I 448
MA-  1448A
MA-1452

MA-1452A

MA-1452 a
MA-  1458
tIA- 1458A
MA-14588
MA-I 474

5'/U                      60/30
5l/U                       60/30
52/U                      60/30
52/U                      60/30
91/U                       60/30
9l /U                      60/30
96/u                   60/30
96/u                    60/3o
53/U                      60/30
53/U                      60/30
50/U                      50/30
50/U                      50/30
50/U                      50/30
49/U                     45/30
49/U                    45/30
49/U                    45/30

WR-229                   45/30

52A/U
52A/U
hoA/U
4OA/U

54 I /u
54 I /u
600/u
6OO/u

596/u
596/u
343A/U
343A/U
343A/U
I 48B/U
148B/U
148B/U
CPR-229



Xvl -2

SOLDERABLE   KOVAR-GLASS   WINDOWS
Solderable glass-kovar waveguide windows are de-

signed for use in waveguide components and systems
requiring  a  permanently  sealed  and  controlled  at-
mosphere.   The   complete   solder   seal   around   the
window,   combined  with  the  center  glass -to-metal
bond   provides  a   positive  and   reliable  waveguide
seal.  These  windows are available  in  various  styles
for  particular  applications  depending  on  pressure,
temperature,   power   level   and   RF   bandwidth
requirements.

Windows  having one resonant section, single iris,
are  best  suited  to  narrow  band  low  power  use  in
such  systems  as  beacon  receivers,  resonant  cavities
etc.   Multiple   iris  windows  are  most  suitable   for
broadband, moderate power applications.

Four styles of solderable vy;ndows are available

A.   S;ngle  Iris
The  single  iris  glass  kovar  windows   (fig.  1)   are

designed  to  be  soldered  into  place  in  a  waveguide
having  a  recess  between  flange  surface  and  wave-
guide section end as shown.  The flange is generally
silver  soldered to  the waveguide and the window is
subsequently   soft   soldered   into   the   recess   with
lead-tin eutectic solder.

8.   Mult.Iple  lr.Is
The  triple  iris  windows  (fig.  2)  are  designed  for

broadband  high  power applications  and  feature  ex-
cellent mechanical strength and high pressure ratings.
Installation   procedures   are   the  same   as   for   the
single iris type.

C.   Single  Iris  Convoluted  W;ndows
These  windows  provide  an  excellent  solution  to

problems  of  sealing  in  the  presence  of  moderate
differential  expansion  between  the  window  and  its
flange.  They  are  frequently  used  in  high  pressure
narrow  band  low  power  applications  such  as  filter
cavities,  reference  cavities  and  other  vacuum  tight
enclosures.  Convoluted  windows  have  a  single-con-
volution or rib of thin kovar between the frame and
the  glass  which  absorbs  the  stresses  arising  when
installed  in  a  metal  structure.  These  windows  are
recommended for use with metals such as steel and
copper which have coefficients of thermal expansion
up to 3 tines that of kovar (See fig. 3) .

D.   Flex-Frame  Solderable Windows
This style of window is especially designed to take

up the extreme differential strains which are created
between  the window  and  metals of widely different
temperature   coefficient   of  expansion   during  wide
temperature excursions. Examples include the use of
such  windows  in  aluminum  waveguide  assemblies
or  in  invar  reference  cavities  where  the  coefficients
of thermal expansion are approximately 4 times and
1/6th  that  of  kovar respectively.  This  type of win-
dow  is  used  in  high  pressure,  low  power,  narrow
band applications.  ( See fig. 4)

E.   Construction
Glass kovar solderable windows consist of a kovar

frame  having  the  requisite  iris  dimensions  and  a
glass insert fused into the kovar. Identical expansion
coefficients   of   glass  and   kovar  maintain   thermal
stresses  at  a  minimum  to  assure  long,  trouble-free
performance.  This  type  of construction is  available
in  both  the  single  and  multiple  iris  window  styles.
Both  types  are  designed  for  operation  from   -55
to + 100°C when properly installed.

F.   Installation Tips For Solderable
Windows

1.  Pre-tin  the  flange  recess  into  which  the  window
is to be soldered

2.  Ijead tin eutectic solder is recommended
3.  Heat  should  be  applied  uniformly  through  the

flange
CAUTION - Do not apply torch directly to glass

4.  Fomi a small solder fillet all around the recess
5.  Maintain  the  recommended  tolerances  on  recess

dimensions

u

U
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FLANGE   MOUNTED   KOVAR-GLASS   WINDOWS

Flange mounted kovar-glass windows are designed
for  use  in  microwave  systems  and  components  to
provide  for  pressurization  or  section  isolation.  In-
stallation   between   "0"   ring  fitted   choke  flanges
assures simple and reliable sealing.  Flange mounted
windows  are  available  for  use  at  temperatures  as
high as 70ooC.

Resistance to the most severe environmental con-
ditions  is  a  featured  characteristic  of  Microwave
Associates  flange  mounted  pressure  windows.  The
glass  to  metal  hermetic  seal  intemally,  combined
with  the  gasketed  outerseal  insures a  positive solu-
tion  to  problems  of  pressurization  in  high altitude,
high power waveguide systems.

A.   Triple  Iris  Broadband-
Soft-Solclered Types

Figure  3  illustrates  the  popular triple iris flange-
mounted  window  style  available  for  most  standard
military   waveguide   sizes.   Such   windows   exhibit
broadband   low   VSWR   properties   and_ withstand
military  conditions  of  severe  shock,  vibration  and
temperature  cycling.   Multiple  slots  serve  to  draw
off heat  generated in the glass and create a unifomi
thermal  condition  across  the  window  opening.  The
two  sections  of  metal  extending  across  the  wave-
guide in the triple iris configuration serve to increase
significantly the overall strength of the window.

8.   Triple  lr;s
Furnace - Brazed Types

Microwave Associates offers a new series of triple
iris  flange  mounted  windows  hard  solder brazed  in
hydrogen atmosphere. These high temperature types
are  particularly  useful  in  applications  where  ten-
peratures exceed 300° C.

Their  electrical  and  mechanical  ratings  are  the
same  as  the  soft  soldered  designs  described  above
but  the  units  are  much  more  rugged.   The  high
temperature windows are specified by the letter  (T)
added after the model designation.

C.    Kovar  Flange  S;ngle  lr.M§
6la§§ Windows

Single iris glass windows, where the glass is sealed
directly into a thin kovar metal flange at high tem-
perature,  are designed for use in applications where
high power and wide temperature extremes or com-
pact,   light-weight   construction   is   of   importance.
Pressure  handling  characteristics  are  more  limited
than  the triple iris types.  Such windows are ideally
suited  for  moderate  pressure  and  high  power  re-
quirements.  (See fig.1) .

D.   Mechan.Ical  Character.Istics
Kovar-Glass  windows  are  fabricated  from  preci-

sion formed kovar metal into which glass is fused at
high temperature  (above 8cO°C)  to give a hermetic
compression seal.  This solderable window section is
soldered or furnace brazed into the recess of a wave-
guide flange. The assembly is silver plated for maxi-
mum conductivity and minimum RF losses. An ad-
ditional flack plating or surface treatment is applied
on request for protection from adverse environmental
conditions. Thick flanges are used to prevent distor-
tion  and  window  fracture  when  used  with  mating
connectors which are not perfectly flat.

E.   Installation Tips

1.  For  maximum  power  and  pressure  handling,
flange  mounted  glass-kovar window should  al-
ways be mounted between two standard choke-
flanges fitted with pressure gaskets. The tapped
mounting  holes   in   one  of  the  choke-flanges
should be drilled or reamed to allow clearance
for mounting screws.

2.  The side where the most glass is visible should
face  toward    the higher pressure if maximum
pressure  handling  is  desired  and  reversed  for
maximum power handling.

3.  For  low  power  applications  where  pressuriza-
tion is required on one side only, these windows
may  be  installed  between  a  standard  choke-
flange and a standard cover-flange. In this case
the side where the most  glass is visible should
always  face  the  choke-flange  and  the  higher
pressure  region.

4.  As a  general precaution,  glass windows should
not be exposed to very sudden changes in tern-
perature.   Heat   conduction   in   the   metal   is
much  faster  than  in  the  glass.  The  difference
in  temperature  causes  compression  or  tension
which may break the glass.
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MODEL

Electrical  and  Mechanical  Data
( Flange Mounted  Kovar-Glass)

CENTER
FREQ.

(Mc)

FR EO.                                                                    P EAK                      W,'G
RANGE                            MAX.                         POWER                   S IZE

( kMc/s)                        VSWR                          ( kw)                        RG

MAX.
PRESSURE

(psi)

MA-1326

VA-  1360
MA-1358

VA-1358A

MA-1352 a

MA-1352

MA-1347

MA-1352A

MA-1329
MA-1329A

MA-1330A

MA-  1344
MA-13308

MA-  1345

MA-  I 3 3 3 a

vA- 1340
MA-1333A

MA-  I 342
MA-  I 3 3 3 C

vA-  1341

vA- I 3 56
MA- I 348
MA-I 334

2800               2.45   -3.15

3000               2.65   -3.35
4650               3.95   -5.85
5650                5.25   -5.85
6500               5.85   -7.I
6800               5.85   -8.2
7540                7.o       -8.I
7600                7.125-8.2
9000               7.5      -'0.0
9000                7.5      -10.0
9000              8.4     -9.6
9000              8.5      -9.6
9800               8.2      -12.4
9800                8.2      -12.4

13500               12.8       -14.2

13500                12.8       -14.2

15cOO               12.4       -18.0

15000              '2.4      -'8.0
16000              '5.2       -'6.8
16000                15.2        -16.8

17800                16.0       -21.o

24000             t8.0      -26.5
34860            33.25   -36.5

45/30
45/30
30/20
30/20
30/20
30/20
30/20
30/20
30/20
30/20
60/30
30/20
60/30
30/20
45/30
45/30
45/30
30/20
45/30
45/30
45/30
45/30
45/30
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SOLDERABLE    FLANGE

This style of window is specially designed for use
in  combination with  aluminum  or magnesium  cast-
ings for moderate power,  wide band applications.  A
relatively  large  flange  of  kovar  or  similar  metal  is
used  to prevent  the rapid expansion or contraction
of  the  casting  from  damaging the  glass  seal  during
temperature cycling.

Triple  Iris Type
The  triple  iris  type  of  solderable  flange  mounted

window  is  used  in  broad-band,  moderate  power  ap-
plications. The triple iris type is particularly rugged
since   the   metallic   separators   reinforce   the   glass.
They  also  seem  to  draw  off  heat  generated  in  the
glass and  create a  uniform  thermal  condition across
the  window  opening.  In  this  type  a  triple  iris  win-
dow  is  furnace  brazed  into  the  flange  of  kovar  or
similar  metal.  The  unit  may  subsequently  be  soft
soldered  into a  recess in the casting or bulkhead.  In
most   cases   the  flange   diameter   is   approximately
equal  to  the major  diameter  used  in  standard  mili-
tary  choke-flange  "0"  ring  grooves,  therefore,  the"0"  ring  in  the  mating  choke-flange  provides  a  re-
liable pressure seal. The flange is also provided with
an  alignment  hole  which  allows accurate alignment
of  the  window  opening with  the  mating  waveguide.

Single  Iris Type
. The  single  iris  type  of  solderable  flange-mounted

window is best suited to narrow band low power ap-
plications  where  small  temperature  changes are en-
countered.  In  this  type  the  glass  is  fused  directly
into the kovar flange. The flange can be soft soldered
into a recess in the casting or bulkhead.

Installation Tips
Solderable  flange-mounted  windows  may  be  in-

stalled by soft soldering into a recess in the casting
or bulkhead or cemented into place with a conduct-
ive  epoxy.  Some  conductive  epoxies,  such  as Ecco-
bond   58C*   withstand   much   higher   temperatures
than soft solder.

For Soft  Solder Applicat;ons:
1.  Pre-tin  the recess into which the window  is to

be soldered
2.  IIead tin eutectic soldering is recommended
3.  Heat should be applied uniformly through the

flange
CAUTION - Do not apply torch directly to the glass

4.  Be sure to flow the solder to obtain a uniform
joint   over   the   entire   recess  area.   A   poorly

::: Manufactured by Emerson-Cuming

MOUNTED  WINDOWS

soldered  joint  will  result  in  non-uniform  com-
pression   on   the   glass  when  cooled  to   room
temperature.

5.  Maintain  the  recommended  tolerances  on  re-
cess dimensions.

For  Epoxy  Cement  Applications:

1.  Apply  thin  coating  of  conductive  epoxy  to  re-
cess  surface  and  to  the  back  side  and  outer
edge of window

2.  Insert  window  and  cure  epoxy  at  lowest  tern-
perature    schedule    recommended    by   epoxy
manufacturer.  The  low  temperature  results  in
a uniform bubble free seal.

e



Electrical  and  Mechanical  Data
(Solderable  Flange Nlounted)

CENTER
FREQ.

(kMc/s)

W/ G                           MAX.
SIZE                      PRESSURE

FiG                                   (psi)

OUTSIDE
DIAMETER

9000
9800
9800
9800

24000

52/U                   60/30
52/U                   60/30
52/U                    60/30
2x.9lD              45/30
53/U                   45/30
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PRESSURE   WINDOW-WAVEGUIDE   ASSEMBLIES

Pressure `Window-Waveguide  Assemblies  are  spe-
cially designed for use in high vacuum applications
such as magnetrons, traveling-wave tubes,  klystrons
etc.  These  window  assemblies  are  fabricated  from
quality  controlled  vacuum  tube materials  to  insure
o.ptimum   performance   in   high   vacuum   tubes   or
similar devices.  Materials used are oxygen-free cop-
per,   kovar,   glass  and  nickel  steel  of  the  highest
quality.  These  units are  brazed  in  a  hydrogen  fur-
nace with BT and RTSN high temperature solders.
They can therefore withstand bakeout temperatures

Electrical  and  Mechanical  Data

( Pressure Window Assembl;es)

CENTER                                FREQ.                                                               PEAK
FREQ`                                  RANGE                           MAX.                     POWER

MODEL               BANI)                     (kMc/s)                           (kMc/s)                      Vswfi                     (kw)

up to 600°C.  Windows in this class can be supplied
in Various shapes and lengths .adaptable to most re-
quirements.  Any  Microwave  Associates  broad-band
triple iris window style can be supplied hard-brazed
to waveguide sections similar to the units listed.

These  high-vacuum   waveguide  sections  can   be
brazed  directly  to the tube  or other vacuum device

ms:ngeRCRhTn:qNue°s:[8::e£]#::ts°±defaEgnfntdoucst£:eidh?ht:
window area to keep  the temperature of the flange-
window brazed joint below its melting point.

W/G                            MAX.
SIZE                      PRESSURE

RG                                 (psi)

MATES
WITH
UG-/U LENGTH                       FIGURE

VA- 13 63
VA- 1 3 64
vA. I 3 76

8.4   -9.60
7.5    -10.0

10.7    -'1.7

1.08                       200
1.15                            320

I.'0                     200

52/U                   60/30
5l/U                   30/20
52/u                  60/30

4OA

52A
CMR-90

'qlFT
--  - i I,`=
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